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The motion of the starting gasdynamic discontinuities and of the detached flow arising upon the
shock actuation of a wedge-shaped nozzle is examined in the framework of the problem of
the decay of an arbitrary discontinuity at a jump in the cross-sectional area of the channel. The
results of the calculation are compared with experimental measurements of the spatial and
time dependence of the starting discontinuities upon the shock actuation of submerged jets over a
wide range of variation of the parameters governing the flow: at pressure ratios
100, p̄,1700 and sound velocities 0.21, ā,2.4 of the issuing and immersing gases, for
issuing gas species with 1.16,g,1.67, and for various combinations of these parameters. The
possibility of using this model to determine the relaxation time to an undetached supersonic
flow in a wedge-shaped nozzle upon the shock actuation of slightly underexpanded and
overexpanded jet flows is analyzed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~97!00106-2#

To describe the processes accompanying the shock ac- Experimental studies of the actuation of submerged
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tuation of hypersonic nozzles and highly underexpanded
a model of a suddenly actuated steady-state radial source
been developed.1 There, as in numerical calculations2,3 de-
scribing the shock actuation of submerged jets, the estab
ment of a supersonic flow in the nozzle is linked to the
rival, at a specified cross section, of a stagnation wa
which is a surface normal to the streamlines. In actuality
relaxation time of a flow in a nozzle upon actuation
slightly underexpanded and overexpanded jets is determ
by the dynamics of the detached flow inside the nozzle,
of the elements of the shock-wave structure of which is
oblique shock separating the supersonic flow in the noz
and the detached jet flow.

Studies of the shadow patterns and interferograms of
flow occurring upon the actuation of wedge-shaped noz
and a comparison of these with the patterns of steady
tached flow in such nozzles4 has shown that the jet flow
behind the detachment point is a planar flow moving nea
parallel to the plane of symmetry of the nozzle at a cert
distance downstream from the detachment point. Based
this fact, let us consider a simplified gasdynamic structure
the flow arising upon the shock actuation of a wedge-sha
nozzle. Suppose that in a certain cross section of the no
there is detached flow, as a result of which the flux of
issuing gas upon going through the oblique shock is rota
through an angle equal to the half angle of the nozzle. T
a region of one-dimensional flow forms behind the deta
ment point. The reflection of the oblique wave from t
plane of symmetry of the nozzle disrupts the on
dimensional character of the flow in the central region. W
will neglect the influence of this part of the flow on th
overall flow pattern. The supersonic flow ahead of the
lique shock will be assumed radial. Three-dimensional fl
occurs in the region behind the starting shock wave and
the neighborhood of the front of the issuing gas.
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of various gases
ment cross section in the nozzle is largely determined by
velocity of the gasdynamic discontinuities preceding it. Th
experimental fact, along with the results of Ref. 6, sugge
that a solution might be found using a slightly different sta
ment of the problem than in the conventional approach.

We will determine the velocities of the starting wave a
contact surface from the solution of the problem of the de
of a discontinuity in a channel with an abrupt change
cross-sectional area. Here the Mach numberM1 of the shock
wave behind the jump in cross-sectional area is given by
relation

p̄5
2g1M1

22~g121!

~g111!g

3F12
g21

g111

g

ā
2

g21
2g ~M121/M1!G2

2g
g21

, ~1!

where p̄5P0 /P1 and ā5a0 /a1 are the ratios of the pres
sures and sound velocities of the gases on different side
the discontinuity, andg andg1 are the adiabatic exponen
of these gases.

In reference to the shock actuation of a superso
nozzle these parameters are determined by the initial co
tions of the issuing flow. Since in the regimes under stu
the critical values of the flow parameters are always reac
at the nozzle throat, here the parameterg is a single-valued
function of the relative change in cross-sectional area of
channel. For example, for the subsonic part of the nozzleg is
determined by the ratio of the cross-sectional areas of
shock tube channel and the nozzle throat. The velocitie
the shock wave and contact surface at the nozzle thr
which are at the same time the input parameters for the
personic part of the nozzle, are, respectively
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Here we have introduced the notationt5tan(a)/tan(a2u)
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~M121/M1!. ~3!

We will use solution~1!–~3! to calculate the velocities
of the starting wave and contact surface in the supers
part of the nozzle after determining the parameterg as a
function of the ratio of the cross-sectional areas at the th
and at the cross section where the boundary of the ste
flow region is located at that point in time. For regimes
which a gas is issuing into a rarefied space~vacuum! this
boundary is a surface of weak discontinuity of the gas
namic parameters, in the crossing of which the velocity v
tor of the flow does not change direction. In the actuation
submerged jets a system of intense secondary shock w
arises, causing detachment of the flow. The nozzle cross
tion that passes through the point of detachment of the fl
which we will call the detachment cross section, will be a
sumed coincident with the boundary of the steady flow
gion. The values calculated for the starting gasdynamic
continuities in this case correspond to flow into a strai
channel with a cross-sectional area equal to the area o
detachment cross section. The three-dimensional charact
the flow in the region between the starting wave and
contact surface leads to a decrease in the velocities of t
discontinuities. To take this into account the values obtai
for V1 and V2 must be corrected in accordance with th
position in the nozzle. The velocity of the starting wave a
given point in time is determined by the Chisnell relati
from the known ratio of the areas of the detachment cr
section to the cross-sectional area at the location of the s
ing wave at that time, and the velocity of the contact surfa
is determined from relation~3!.

Analysis of the interferograms of the flow show that t
maximum intensity of the oblique shock occurs near the
tachment point. This suggests that the motion of the obli
shock is determined by the flow near that point and c
therefore be treated as motion of a plane oblique wave in
uniform steady supersonic flow of an ideal gas. The cha
in the normal components of the velocities on pass
through the oblique shock is given by the relation

U1sin~a!2Wsin~a2u!

~U22W!sin~a2u!
5 r̄ 21, ~4!

wherea is the angle between the velocity vectorU1 of the
oncoming flow and the plane of the oblique shock,u is the
angle of rotation of the flow,W is the velocity of the oblique
shock wave in the direction of the velocity vectorU2 of the
flow behind the discontinuity, andr̄ 21 is the ratio of the
densities to the right and to the left of the discontinuity.

Taking the velocity of the flow behind it as the scale f
the velocity of the detachment cross section, we divide
numerator and denominator of the left-hand side of~4! by
U2sin(a2u) and, with allowance for the equality of the tan
gential components of the velocities,U1cos(a)
5U2cos(a2u), we obtain

t2w

12w
5 r̄ 21. ~5!
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andw5W/U2. Dividing the right- and left-hand sides of Eq
~5! by w, we require an extremum of the resulting ratio

t/w21

12w
5

r̄ 21

w
. ~6!

Since the flow is assumed steady on both sides of
discontinuity, the differentiation of the left-hand side is do
only with respect to the variablew. Then an extremum of~6!
will be reached when the following condition is met:

w5t2~t22t!1/2. ~7!

With the given choice of sign in front of the term i
parentheses, condition~7! gives a maximum of the ratio
r̄ 21/w.

The physical meaning of this last condition, which w
take as a postulate, becomes clear when this ratio is
pressed in dimensional quantities. The quantitiesr2 andU2

appearing in the numerator of this ratio monotonically
crease and decrease, respectively, as the wave velocitW
decreases. Their productr2U2 has an extremum correspond
ing to the flow with the maximum specific flow rate of th
gas behind the detachment cross section.

By substituting~7! into ~5! we can express the velocit
w of the detachment cross section in terms of the den
ratio r̄ 21:

w5
1

221/r̄ 21

. ~8!

Here w takes on the value 1 when the shock wave d
generates into an acoustic disturbance and asymptotically
proaches the value 0.5 with increasingr̄ 21. The strongest
dependence ofw on r̄ 21 occurs for values ofr̄ 21 close to 1.
We note that relation~8! is independent of the character o
the flow and can be obtained by considering the motion o
non-oblique shock.

It is clear that the motion of the detachment cross sec
will be determined by the choice of the functionr̄ 21(t,x).
We will assume that the intensity of the oblique shock is
function of its position in the nozzle only. Then rotation
the flow through a specified angleu is possible at values o
the Mach number of the oncoming flow greater than a cer
minimum valueMm . The density ratior̄ m corresponding to
this case in expression~5! occurs at the minimum value o
t, which is attained at the maximum value of the angle

am5tan21~ tan~u!11/cos~u!!. ~9!

The maximum value of the density ratio depends on
species of gas and is equal tor̄ max5(g11)/(g21). Since
for an angle of rotation of the flowu515° and a value
g51.16 the range of variation of the density ratio
2.79, r̄ 21,13.5, which corresponds to a change in veloc
of the detachment cross section over the ran
0.609,w,0.519. We note that the given velocity estima
agrees satisfactorily with the measurements of the initial
locity of the detachment point.5 The ratio of the densities on
the two sides of the shock is
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r̄ 5
~g11!@Msin~a!#2

, ~10!
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whereM is the Mach number of the flow ahead of the d
tachment cross section.

In the general case the Mach number depends on
difference between the velocities of the supersonic flow
detachment cross section. However, the weak dependen
w on r̄ 21 in relation~8! gives some freedom in the choice
the latter. For simplicity in finding the solution we set th
numberM in expression~10! equal to the Mach number o
the steady flow in the nozzle.

Thus the solution of the problem of actuation of a noz
is constructed as follows. The initial conditions of the issui
flow are used to calculate the velocities of the starting w
and contact surface at the nozzle throat, and these veloc
determine the position of these corresponding discontinu
in the first time step. At later times Eqs.~5!, ~7!, ~9!, and~10!
are used to give the values of the anglesa and u and the
velocity w of the oblique shock for a known position of th
latter in the nozzle prior to the time when the angle of ro
tion u of the flow equals a specified value, i.e., the half an
of the nozzle. Here the densityr̄ 21 varies from 1 tor̄ m with
increasingM . With allowance for the character of the fun
tion ~8! at small values ofr̄ 21 and the assumptions mad
concerning this quantity in relation~10!, one can expect tha
w will be determined only to within a large error in the initia
time period. However, the the size of the corresponding p
of the nozzle is of the order of the height of the throat, wh
amounts to only an insignificant fraction of its total length.
calculation shows that this does not have an appreciable
fluence on the determination of the actuation time of
nozzle. The subsequent motion of the detachment cross
tion is governed by the solution of equations~5!, ~7!, and
~10! at a constant angle of rotation of the flow. The velocit
of the starting shock wave and contact surface are calcul
from the known position of the detachment cross section
the nozzle. The trajectories of the starting discontinuities
the nozzle are constructed by numerical integration o
time, and the time of its actuation is determined.

Figure 1 shows the calculated trajectories of the star
wave ~1! and detachment point~2! together with the experi-
mental data points corresponding to the actuation of
nozzles with different degrees of expansion, with an an
u515°. The horizontal lines on the graphs indicate the e
section of the nozzle. Figure 1a shows a comparison of
calculated and experimental data for the flow of a jet
argon ~filled points, p̄5114, ā52.38) and a jet of carbon
dioxide ~open points,p̄5100, ā52.39) from a nozzle with
a relative expansion of 10 into a space filled with a gas of
same species. Figure 1b shows a comparison of the resu
the calculation and experiment for the formation of a jet
tetrafluoromethane flowing out of a nozzle with a relati
expansion of 31 into a space filled with the same gas~filled
points, p̄5157, ā51.49) and with a gas of a different spe
cies, viz., hydrogen~open points,p̄5184, ā50.21). The
calculated data points pertain to a valueu515° and are in
good agreement with the experimental data. The differe
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between the calculated actuation time of the nozzle and
time measured in the experiments for these regimes does
exceed 5%. The calculated values of the angle of inclinat
a of the shock to the geometric generator of the nozzle a
agree with the experimental measurements.

Increasing the initial pressure differentialp̄ under other-
wise equal conditions leads to a decrease in the intensit
the secondary shock wave and to its degeneration into
acoustic disturbance in the case of flow into vacuum. In
latter case an undetached flow is realized in the nozzle.
clear that for outflow regimes with a sufficiently large rat
of the initial pressures the angle of rotation of the flow w
be less than the half angle of the nozzle. One of the m
parameters of the problem which determine the dynamic
the starting process is the numberM1 in relation ~1!. It
would seem advisable to relate the value of the flow rotat
angleu with the value of this parameter at the nozzle thro
For example, for flow into a rarefied space, asp̄ tends to-
ward infinity while the Mach number tends toward its limi
ing valueMm , the flow rotation angleu tends toward zero.
As p̄ and, accordingly,M1 decrease, the angleu takes on
values close to the nozzle half angleu0. One can approxi-
mate the dependence in the following way, for example:

u/u0512M1 /Mm . ~11!

The points in Fig. 2 show the experimentally obtain
trajectories of the starting discontinuities corresponding
the flow of tetrafluoromethane into the same gas
p̄51717, ā51.53, and also the results of a calculatio
~curves1 and2! carried out for different angles of rotation o
the flow. It is seen that the trajectory of the detachment cr
section calculated for the valueu511° obtained from~11! is
in better agreement with experiment than the trajectory c
structed foru515°.

Using relation~11!, we calculated the trajectories of th
starting gasdynamic discontinuities in the shock actuation

FIG. 1.
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z.
a wedge-shaped nozzle with a half angleu515° for flow
regimes with various gases, with 1.16,g,1.67, issuing into
a space immersed either in the same gas or in hydrogen.
ratio of the initial pressures and sound velocities at
nozzle entrance were varied in the ranges 100, p̄,1700 and
0.21, ā,2.4, respectively. In the entire range of variatio
of the governing parameters of the flow the disagreem
between the calculated actuation time of the nozzle and
experimental value was never more than 10%.

In the proposed approach to the problem of the actua
of a nozzle it is assumed that the three-dimensional flow
the region between the starting wave and the contact sur
does not affect the parameters of the flow behind the det
ment point. This condition will be violated at subsonic v
locities of the issuing gas behind the detachment cross
tion or of the entrained flow of the immersing gas behind
shock wave. The presence of subsonic flow velocities beh
the detachment point indicates that the boundary of the
main of applicability of the given model is being reached
the region of small ratios of initial pressures. Experime
have shown that the greatest influence on the actuation o
region of three-dimensional flow is observed upon an abr
change in the shape of the channel, e.g., at the emergen
the starting discontinuities from the nozzle. The points
Fig. 3 show the experimental7 positions of the points of in-
tersection of the oblique shock waves along the plane
symmetry of a wedge-shaped nozzle transitioning into
channel of constant cross section, at successive point
time ~the numbers on the graph give the time inms!. Marked
off along the geometric generator of the nozzle~half angle
u530°) are the coordinates of the detachment point of
flow, as obtained from a calculation according to relatio
~5!, ~7!, ~9!, and ~10!. The dashed lines join points on th
axis and on the generator of the nozzle which correspon
the same points in time from the start of the outflow. For
outflow of nitrogen at valuesp̄5170, ā53.12 ~unfilled
points! the flow behind the detachment cross section is
personic. In that case one observes equality of the veloc
of the detachment point and the crossing point of the obli

FIG. 2.
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shocks along the entire length of the nozzle, as is reflecte
the fact that the lines remain parallel. For a regime w
subsonic detached flow,p̄520, ā51.62~filled points in the
upper part of Fig. 3! the parallelism of the lines breaks dow
at approximately 175ms. A comparison with experimen
shows that for such regimes the calculated velocity of
detachment point is greater than the value realized in exp
ment, starting from the time when the contact surfa
emerges from the nozzle. This tendency is preserved both
a nozzle transitioning to a channel of constant cross sec
and for a nozzle opening into an unbounded space. Resul
a similar nature were obtained for a nozzle with a half an
of 5°.

The influence of the entrained subsonic flow on the m
tion of the detachment cross section is also manifested m
strongly at a change in shape of the channel. Experime
show that when the starting discontinuities emerge from
nozzle into an unbounded space, the velocity of the deta
ment cross section can increase or decrease, dependin
the parameters of the flow behind the starting shock wa
Similar effects have been noted previously.5
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Translated by Steve Torstveit

FIG. 3.
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Cylindrical MHD induction device in the ‘‘ideal pressure source’’ regime

Yu. A. Polovko, E. P. Romanova, and É. A. Tropp

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted April 4, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 5–9 ~June 1997!

The causes for the onset of a specific operating regime of MHD induction devices which arises
after a loss of stability of the uniform flow are investigated. A modification of the original
method of studying singularly perturbed dynamical systems in the neighborhood of a bifurcation
point is used to construct the asymptotic behavior of the characteristic pressure for various
limiting cases. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!00206-7#

INTRODUCTION formula, is entirely suitable for practical estimates.
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Even in the first experiments1 confirming the predicted2

loss of stability of the flow in MHD induction devices
characteristic property of the secondary flows that arise
noted: after the loss of stability an MHD induction devi
will operate as an ideal pressure source over a wide rang
flow rates. The external characteristics of the device~the
curve of the head developed by the device versus the
rate of the electrically conducting fluid flowing through i!
has an extended ‘‘plateau’’p5pc5const, which corre-
sponds to a stepped profile of the velocity of the second
flows. This same phenomenon was later detected in a n
ber of other experiments on cylindrical and planar MHD d
vices in the constant supply current and constant grid volt
modes. This effect has also been noted in calculations u
one-dimensional jet models both for pumps and for MH
generators and chokes.3–5

At least three different ways of constructing the horizo
tal part of the branched external characteristic have been
posed~Fig. 1!: through the minimum of the characteristic
the electrodynamic approximation6 ~segment1!, through the
point of zero flow rate7 ~segment2!, and in accordance with
the three-velocity flow model, whenAB5BC, as is shown in
Fig. 1.8 However, none of these ways has been rigorou
justified, and it remains a relevant problem to explain
causes of this phenomenon and to develop a method of
matinga priori the value of the characteristic pressure for
MHD device with specified parameters.

The solution of this problem has both theoretical a
applied significance, since, on the one hand, the phenome
in question can be observed in a wide class of MHD flo
with a definite geometry of the channel, and, on the ot
hand, MHD devices of this type are used in the cooling loo
of fast-neutron reactors, and it is important to know wh
kinds of flow regimes can arise in these devices, which m
be highly reliable.

In Ref. 9 an attempt was first made to obtain
asymptotic formula for estimating the characteristic press
at high supply currents. The result was based on the solu
of a nonlinear eigenvalue problem arising in the construct
of the internal boundary layer of the secondary flows. T
use of additional, insufficiently well justified hypotheses
to the structure of the boundary layer has led to an exp
sion which, although strictly speaking is not an asympto

591 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997 1063-7842/97/060
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In this paper we examine a mathematical model wh
takes into account the friction between the fluid jets a
which was used in Ref. 5 for studying the secondary flows
MHD devices. Here the derivation is of a sufficiently rigo
ous character, and it results in two different asymptotic f
mulas.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

To describe the flows in MHD induction devices, th
following system of nonlinear differential equations

¸d2b~w!/dw25@12 i«~12v~w!!#b~w!1 i,

nd2v~w!/dw252«21 j 2Re b~w!

1v2~w!sign~v~w!!1p ~1!

was used in Ref. 5, with the periodic boundary conditio
b(0)5b(2p), b8(0)5b8(2p), v(0)5v(2p), v8(0)
5v8(2p), whereb is the relative value of the complex am
plitude of the magnetic induction B(w,t)5b(w)
3exp(i(ax2vt)), v is the relative value of the flow veloc
ity, p is the relative value of the pressure developed by
device,¸51/a2R2, «5m0svdh /a2dm is the magnetic Rey-
nolds number,j is the dimensionless supply current,n is the
reduced hydrodynamic viscosity,t is the

FIG. 1. Previously proposed methods of constructing the segment of
external characteristicp5pc of the secondary flows in an MHD device
corresponding to its operation as an ideal pressure source~pump mode!.

5911-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the hydraulic gap,dm is the width of the magnetic gap be
tween the central and outer magnetic circuits,s is the con-
ductivity of the working medium,R is the radius of the de
vice, andi is the imaginary unit.

In contrast to earlier systems,2–4,9 which used the so-
called one-dimensional jet model of the flow, system~1!
takes into account the friction between the individual flu
jets, and the balance equation for the pressures goes
from a finite-difference to a differential equation, and t
order of the system increases from fourth to sixth.

We will investigate the behavior of system~1! for wide
channels, i.e., for small values ofn and¸. Here we consider
two different paths to the limit at the point (n,¸)5(0,0). In
the first case the value of̧ is assumed negligible, and th
terms of system~1! containing this quantity as a factor a
dropped, and then the asymptotic behavior of the pres
pc asn→0 is found. In the second case, one first neglects
friction between jets (n50) and then investigates the pro
erties of the system at small¸.

We use the notation Reb(w)5x1, Imb(w)5x2 and
transform the initial system of equations and boundary c
ditions to the form

¸x195x11«x22«x2v5 f 1~x1 ,x2 ,v,p,«, j !,

¸x295x22«x11«x1v115 f 2~x1 ,x2 ,v,p,«, j !,

nv952«21 j 2x11vuvu1p5 f 3~x1 ,x2 ,v,p,«, j !,

xi~0!5xi~2p!, xi8~0!5xi8~2p!, i 51...2,

v~0!5v~2p!, v8~0!5v8~2p!. ~2!

CASE OF INFINITELY WIDE CHANNELS

To a first approximation aş→0 after the terms contain
ing ¸ are neglected andx1 andx2 are expressed in terms o
v, problem~2! is rewritten as

nv95p2
j 2~12v!

«2~12v!211
1vuvu5p2P~v!5F~v,p,«, j !,

v~0!5v~2p!, v8~0!5v8~2p!. ~3!

Here P(v) denotes the external characteristic of the MH
device, which corresponds to uniform flow. System~3! be-
longs to the class of second-order autonomous dynam
systems, which were analyzed in detail in Ref. 10. F
p1

i ,pi,p2
i , i 51,2 ~Fig. 2!, it has three equilibrium posi

tions: v1
i , v0

i , and v2
i , one of which (v0

i ) is of the ‘‘center’’
type, while the other two are saddle points. At a certain va
pc

i P (p1
i ,p2

i ) a bifurcation arises in system~3! — a separa-
trix appears, joining the two saddle points of rest~Fig. 3!. As
was shown in Ref. 10, in the neighborhood of the pointspc

i

for small n the solution of equation~3! ~the velocity profile!
will have a form which is close to stepped, specifically, the
will be a sharp jump between the values v1

i and v2
i . The

position of this jump, i.e., the extent of each step, is ve
sensitive to the deviation of p from pc . For
upi2pc

i u;exp(21/n) the ratio of the lengths of the step
and, hence, the value of the flow rate, change by an am
of the order of unity.10 It is this effect that leads to a hori
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zontal segment on the corresponding external characteris
The bifurcation valuepc

i itself is determined in the pump
( i 51) and generator (i 52) modes from a system of thre
nonlinear equations for the variablespc

i , v1
i , and v2

i :

E
v1

i

v2
i

F~v,pc
i ,«, j !dv

5
uvuv2

3
1

j 2ln~A«2~12v!211!

«2 1pc
i vU

v5v
1
i

v5v2
i

50,

F~vk
i ,pc

i ,«, j !5pc
i 2

j 2~12vk
i !

«2~12vk
i !211

1vk
i uvk

i u5pc
i

2P~vk
i !50; k51, 2. ~4!

System~4! is an analytical criterion for the existence o
a cell ~Fig. 3b! on the phase plane (v,v8) of system~3!,
bounded by the separatrices joining the saddle points. C
ditions ~4! admit a simple geometric interpretation. They r
flect the equality of the areas of the shaded figures~Fig. 2!
bounded by the segmentp5pc and by the external charac
teristic of the uniform flow.

At large values ofj one can obtain the asymptotic be
havior p̂c

i of the solution of equation~4!. We shall seekp̂c
i in

the form of a series:

p̂c
i 5c1

i j m lnnj 1c2
i j r lnl j lns~ ln j !1 . . . , r<m.

Here 4/3< m < 2, andn < 0 for m52 andn > 0 for
m54/3, since it is only in this case that the equati
F(v,p,«, j! 5 0 for j→` can have three real roots vk

i ;
i 51,2; k50,1,2. Then the last two equations of system~4!
give in the leading approximation

v1
i 5~21! iA~ upc

i u!1O~ j 2/pc
i !,

v2
i 512pc

i / j 21O~~pc
i !3/ j 6!. ~5!

We note that the casesm52, n50 andm54/3, n50
must in general be considered separately. Such an ana
shows that these cases are not realized. When these lim
integration are substituted into the first equation of syst

FIG. 2. Diagram for determining the characteristic values of the press
pc

i in the pump (i 51) and generator (i 52) modes. The shaded areas a
equal.
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FIG. 3. The formation of a cell on the phase plane of system~3! for p5pc ~pump mode!: a: p,pc , b: p5pc , c: p.pc ; j 2540, «54.
~4! and only the terms of the highest order inj are kept, with

in

n

~1, 2! p<pc ,

at

the

in-
sure

is
w

allowance for thea priori estimates form in ~5!, one obtains
the following equation for determining the leading terms
the asymptotic expression forp̂c

i :

j 2lnu p̂c
i u

2«2 2
2

3
u p̂c

i u
3
21O~ j 2!50,

which gives

p̂c
i 5~21! i 11S j

« D 4/3

ln2/3j S 11
ln~ lnj !

3lnj
1OS 1

ln j D D ;

i 51, 2. ~6!

Figure 4 shows the dependence ofpc
1/ p̂c

1 on j for the
case under consideration, illustrating the approach of the
merical solution of system~4! to the asymptotic behavior~5!.

The asymptotic solutions of problems of the type~3! at
small values of the singular perturbation parametern in the
neighborhood of the bifurcation pointpc are constructed in
Ref. 10. For system~3! they have the form

v~w!5H vj
i , 0<w<

2pu j

11u j
,

vk
i ,

2pu j

11u j
,w,2p,

where

FIG. 4. Approach of the numerical solution of system~4! to the asymptotic
expression~5!; «54.
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i 51, 2;~ j ,k!5H
~2, 1! p,pc .

The specific value of the constantu j (0,u j < l j /lk) is
determined by the relation between the parametersn and
up2pcu as they go to zero.10 In particular, forn→0 with
p[pc one hasu j5l j /lk , wherel j andlk are the absolute
values of the eigenvalues of equation~3! linearized about the
points vj and vk , i.e.,

lm5
1

An
A2uvmu1

j 2~12«2~12vm!2!

~«2~12vm!211!2 ; m5 j ,k.

Then the expression for the dimensionless flow rate
the pointspc

i to a first approximation forn→0 have the form

qi~pc
i !5

1

2pE0

2p

v~w!dw5
v1

i l2
i 1v2

i l1
i

l1
i 1l2

i .

Using the technique of Ref. 10, one can also estimate
value of the derivativedpi /dq on the ‘‘plateau’’ of the ex-
ternal characteristic of the device:

dpi

dq
5

Ri

n
expS 2

L id

n D1OS expS 2
L id

n D
n

D , ~7!

where

i 51, 2; 0,d<1, L i5
l1

i l2
i

l1
i 1l2

i ,

andRi is some constant.
The above estimate explains completely how MHD

duction devices can come to operate as ideal pres
sources. Indeed, according to Eq.~7!, in the neighborhood
of the pointp5pc the slope of the external characteristic
an exponentially small quantity over a wide range of flo
ratesq.
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Let us now take the limitn→0 first. Then in the leading
approximation we have the following problem:

¸x195x11«x22«x2u j 2x1 /«2pu0.5sign~ j 2x1 /«2p!

5 f 1~x1 ,x2 ,v,p,«, j !,

¸x295x22«x11«x1u j 2x1 /«2pu0.5sign~ j 2x1 /«2p!11

5 f 2~x1 ,x2 ,v,p,«, j !,

xi~0!5xi~2p!, xi8~0!5xi8~2p!, i 51, 2. ~8!

Here the ‘‘bifurcation scenario’’ unfolds not on a plane b
in a four-dimensional phase space. Nevertheless, the sy
of equations~8! in the appropriate intervals ofp also has
three points of rest (x1k

i ,x2k
i ), k50,1,2;i 51,2, two of which

are hyperbolic (k51,2), and forp5pc
i are joined by a het-

eroclinic trajectory. As before, we will seek an asympto
expression forpc in the form ~5! with the same restrictions
on the values ofm andn. Although in the general case w
can no longer write a nonlinear system analogous to~4!, we
can nevertheless obtain the asymptotic behavior ofpc

i for
large j . The structure of the system is such that forj→` the
heteroclinic trajectory which we seek lies, to leading ord
on the surfacef 1(x1 ,x2 ,p,«, j )50. One can show this by
making a nonlinear change of variables and transform
from the variablex1 to F5 f 1(x1 ,x2 ,p,«, j ). After such a
substitution the first equation of system~8! in the leading
approximation asj→` takes the formF50 everywhere
except in a small neighborhood~with radius of the order of
1/j ) of the straight linex250. Then the heteroclinic trajec
tory for j→` is described approximately by the secon
order system

¸x295x22«x1~x2!1«x1~x2!u j 2x1~x2!/«

2pu0.5sign~ j 2x1 /«2p!115F~x2 ,p,«, j !, ~9!

where

x15«x2

3H j 2x2/21Aj 4x2
2/42p2 j 2x221, x2<2p/ j 2,

2@ j 2x2/21Aj 4x2
2/41p1 j 2x211#, x2.2p/ j 2

for the pump mode and

x152«x2@ j 2x2/21Aj 4x2
2/41p1 j 2x211#

for a generator. This system turns out to belong to the sa
class as system~3!, according to the classification schem
investigated in Ref. 10. For this system the existence co
tion of a cell on the phase plane — the system of equatio
analogous to~4!, for determiningpc — has the form

E
x21

i

x22
i

F~x2 ,pc
i ,«, j !dx250; F~x2k

i !50,

k51, 2; i 51, 2. ~10!

Strictly speaking, since one of the roots in the lead
approximation falls in a small neighborhood of ze
(x22

i 521/«2p), one must putc/ j , wherec is some constant
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because after it has fallen into the neighborhood ofx250
~within a radius of the order of 1/j ) the motion along the
heteroclinic trajectory will no longer be described by syste
~9!. However, this refinement does not affect the final res
viz., the value ofpc

i in the leading approximation.
For the analysis it is convenient to rewrite system~10! in

terms of the velocity, using the following relations which a
valid in this case:

x15
~p1vuvu!«

j 2 ; x25
p1vuvu

~v21! j 2 .

After a change of variables we will have

E
v1

i

v2
i

~P~v!2p!
«2~v21!211

j 4~12v!3 @~v22!uvu2p#dv50.

~11!

Then, as in the foregoing case of infinitely wide cha
nels, we substitute~5! into ~11! and equate to zero the term
of the highest order inj . For j→` we obtain for the pump
and generator modes, after some manipulations,

pc
i 5~21! i 11

j 2

A2«Aln j
1OS j 2

Aln j
D . ~12!

Thus we have obtained two asymptotic formulas suita
for estimating the characteristic value of the pressure p
duced by an MHD device after the loss of stability of th
uniform flow at high supply currents: formula~6!, which is
valid for wide channels, and formula~12!, which is suitable
for the case of low reduced viscosity. It should be emp
sized that the foregoing analysis has revealed the main c
of the horizontal ‘‘plateau’’ on the branched external cha
acteristic of MHD devices: the smallness of¸ and n. The
structure of the initial system~2! is such that the only addi
tional requirement for the possible onset of the ‘‘ideal pre
sure source’’ regime is that the parameter« must be greater
than 1. If this condition is met, then for sufficiently sma
¸ andn one will observe all the above effects related to t
formation of secondary flows.
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Electron kinetics in a discharge plasma produced by a focused microwave beam

to
in free space
A. A. Kuzovnikov, V. M. Shibkov, and L. V. Shibkova

M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted August 14, 1995; resubmitted September 30, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 10–14~June 1997!

A study is made of the electron kinetics in a discharge plasma produced by a high-power beam
of electromagnetic radiation in the centimeter-wave region under conditions approaching
free space, when the dimensions of the chamber are much greater than the wavelength of the
microwave radiation. Two regimes of discharge production are investigated: the regime
of short microsecond pulses at a repetition rate of 200 Hz, and a single millisecond pulse regime.
It is shown that at threshold values of the microwave energy flux density the electron
density in the initial stages of discharge formation reaches the critical value, and that the average
energy of the electrons is of the order of 1.5–3 eV. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~97!00306-1#

The end of the 1940s saw the advent of cw microwavespreading under the influence of the buoyancy force and
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generators in the kilowatt range, which made it possible
produce long-lasting microwave discharges at atmosph
pressure and ushered in intensive research in a new are
plasma physics—the physics of microwave discharges
Ref. 1 the formation and propagation of a discharge in
waveguide in air were investigated in the cw mode of
microwave generator. If by some means or other a discha
was excited at some place in the waveguide, the plasm
would move toward the generator, counter to the microw
radiation. Approximately 75% of the power of the incide
wave was absorbed by the plasma. Such a discharge ca
sustained at a microwave power several orders of magni
lower than is required for breakdown of atmospheric air, a
the velocity of the discharge increases monotonically w
increasing power. In Ref. 2 a physical interpretation of thi
phenomenon was given, based on the concepts of disch
propagation in the slow-burning regime. Microwave ener
could be supplied to a plasma in another way as well.3 A
dielectric tube of a material transparent in the microwa
range, e.g., quartz, was inserted in a rectangular waveg
~TE01 mode! perpendicular to its wide wall. A discharg
would be ignited in the tube in the region where it cross
the waveguide. The plasma was sustained through the d
pation of energy from the traveling electromagnetic wave
it. The heat released was carried away by a gas blo
through the tube or through thermal conduction to the coo
walls of the tube.

However, a specific feature of the microwave regi
makes it possible to do experiments in free space, with
contact of the discharge with the walls of the chamber a
electrodes. In Ref. 4 a discharge was produced in a cavity
which a standing electromagnetic wave of the TH01 mode
was excited. The structure of the field here is such that
electric field on the axis is directed along the axis and va
sinusoidally, while along the radius the field falls off wit
distance from the axis. The discharge was ignited on the
in the region of maximum field. The plasma was drawn o
along the electric field vector, and at high powers had
form of a pinch. In order to prevent the discharge fro
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lend stability to the plasma pinch, the gas was swirled in
cavity.

Progress in microwave electronics has made it poss
to create a new form of discharge — an electrodeless mi
wave discharge in a focused beam of electromagnetic en
in free space.5–21 The strong spatial nonuniformity of th
energy release near electrodes is one of the main caus
discharge instability.22 Going to electrodeless systems c
improve the stability and increase the energy deposition
gas discharge. A non-self-sustained microwave discharg
free space has a relatively high spatial uniformity of the e
ergy deposition and affords the possibility of independen
regulating the plasma parameters over relatively wide lim
The absence of contact with solids also makes the us
non-self-maintained microwave discharges extremely pro
ising for obtaining highly pure substances in plasma che
istry.

In a gas acted on by a high-power focused beam of e
tromagnetic radiation in the microwave range, a breakdo
of the gas occurs in the focal region of the discharge cha
ber when the electric field exceeds a threshold value. A
the breakdown, the plasma formed at the focus of the be
begins to absorb intensely the energy delivered to the
charge in such a way that the electrons acquiring ene
from the microwave field give it up in collisions with neutra
gas molecules. The energy released in the gas is distrib
over all the degrees of freedom~vibrational, rotational, trans-
lational, electronic excitation of molecules, dissociatio
etc.!, and, in turn, depending on the conditions~which can be
controlled!, gives rise to disequilibrium in the plasma and
various gasdynamic perturbations. Refinement of the theo
ical models used to describe the spatial and temporal ev
tion of a discharge in wave fields requires reliable inform
tion about the parameters of the charged and neu
components of unsteady, nonequilibrium plasmas ove
wide range of external conditions. To obtain such inform
tion, it is necessary to carry out comprehensive meas
ments of the main parameters of an electrodeless microw
discharge by contactless methods, if possible. The use

5955-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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freely localized microwave discharge in air with high spat
and time resolution and best meets the above requireme

For measurements of the electron density and temp
ture in this study we have used a modification19 of the
method proposed in Ref. 23, whereinne andTe in a noniso-
thermal nitrogen plasma are determined simultaneously f
a measurement of the absolute intensities of the emissio
the bands of the second positive and first negative system
nitrogen under conditions such that the excitation of th
bands occurs by direct electron impact and the states
populated through radiative transitions. To find the abso
values of the populations of the investigated levels a pho
electric method is used to determine the radiance of the e
sion in comparison with that of a standard continuum sou

The object of study, a microwave discharge in a focus
beam of electromagnetic waves, was produced on two
benches under conditions approaching free space, the dim
sion R of the chamber being much larger than the wa
lengthl of the microwave radiation. The sources of micr
wave energy used were a pulsed magnetron on the first b
and centimeter-wave klystrons on the second bench.
magnetron oscillator of the first bench had the followi
characteristics: wavelengthl252.4 cm, power delivered in
the microwave tractW<600 kW, and duration of the micro
wave pulse at half amplitudetu55 –200ms. The oscillator
could operate either in the single-pulse mode or in
frequent-pulse mode with a reciprocal duty factor of 100

On the first bench the microwave energy entered
discharge chamber along a waveguide tract. To avoid e
trical breakdown of the waveguide the latter was filled w
sulfur hexafluoride to pressures of up to 6 atm. The en
tract was sealed. The microwave energy was coupled into
chamber through a cone junction. The rectangular waveg
tract was terminated by a transition to a circular cross s
tion. From this element of the waveguide tract a wave
type TE11 was directed into the cone transition. The funnel
the cone was terminated by a polystyrene lens 0.6 m in
ameter and having a focal length of 0.8 m. The discha
was produced in a cylindrical barochamber, the vacuum s
tem providing a wide range of pressures, from 1025 to 760
torr, for doing the experiments of interest. The focusing le
doubled as a vacuum seal between the chamber and w
guide tract. The inner diameter of the vacuum chamber w
m, and its length was 3 m. The microwave discharge w
obtained in a traveling wave mode. Matching was achie
by mounting a wall of microwave absorbers at the end of
discharge chamber opposite the lens.

The technical parameters and functional capabilities
the multiprofile experimental apparatus of the second be
are described in detail in Ref. 24. The apparatus is a
channel transmitting device operating with a symmetric h
antenna array and providing in-phase summation of the
diation in the volume of the experimental chamber in t
centimeter wavelength range. The main element of e
channel is a 100 kW klystron amplifier. Phasing of the rad
tion of the individual horns of the antenna array occu
within the volume of a horizontally situated cylindrica
chamber 1 m in diameter and 3 m long. The radiation is
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coupled into the chamber through a radio-transparent p
ethylene window 1 m in diameter on the side of the chamb
facing the antenna array. A traveling wave mode of the
diation in the chamber is provided by shielding the meta
parts of its inner surface by a radio-absorbing device. T
klystron oscillators have the following characteristics: va
ability of the duration of the microwave pulses in the ran
1–800 ms, capability of operating either in a single-puls
mode or in a repeated-pulse mode at a repetition rate
0.5–10 Hz; angle of convergence of the beam 50°; radiu
the focal region of the order of wavelength~the frequency of
the microwave radiationn.7 GHz!; energy flux density in
the focal regionS<105 W/cm2.

Measurements of the electron density and temperatur
the plasma of the ‘‘traveling’’ microwave discharge~on the
second benchn.7 GHz! were made in ‘‘especially pure’’
grade nitrogen. The discharge chamber was pumped dow
pressures of less than 1023 torr, after which nitrogen was
admitted to the required pressure. Figure 1 shows the m
sured electron density and temperature as functions of
nitrogen pressure at the threshold values of the microw
power delivered to the discharge chamber. It is seen
under the conditions of the experiment in ‘‘especially pur
nitrogen the electron density reaches the critical valuenec .

Our results are consistent with the data of a numer
calculation11 in which the evolution of the initial stage of th
discharge was described using the model of Ref. 12,
which the field of an axisymmetric wave bea
E(r ,z,t)exp@i(vt2kz)# is described by a parabolic equatio
which takes into account refraction by small angles, tra
verse diffusion, and absorption, and the electron den
ne(r ,z,t) is described by an extremely simple balance eq
tion with a specified amplitude dependence of the ionizat
frequencyn i(uEu).uEub and a specified effective loss fre
quencyna5const. In the calculations11 the radial coordinate
r and longitudinal coordinatez were taken in units of the
characteristic transverse scalea and longitudinal scale
l F5ka2 of the focal region of the unperturbed beam, t
angle of convergence of which wasQ5(ka)21;
nec5m(v21ne

2)/4pe2 is the critical density, andne is the

FIG. 1. Pressure dependence of the electron density~1! and temperature~2
experiment,3 calculation! in the plasma of a freely localized microwav
discharge in nitrogen (n.7 GHz!.
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frequency of collisions between electrons and gas molecu
The initial and boundary conditions were specified in suc
way that in the pre-breakdown state (t50) the density was
low, ne(r ,z,t)5n05const, and the beam was Gaussian a
focused to a specified distancez0 from the boundaryz50.
Under the conditions of our experiment (Q.0.3), estimates
according to the data of Ref. 11 give a rationmax/nec.1, in
good agreement with our results.

When the pressure is increased from 0.3 to 7 torr
electron density increases from;231011 to ;1012 cm23,
and the electron temperatureTe decreases from;2 to ;1
eV. Since this range of pressures corresponds to the m
mum of the breakdown curve, as the pressure is increase
field in the plasma remains practically constant wh
Eeff /n decreases, and this leads to a drop in the aver
energy of the electrons, as is shown by the experiment~curve
2 in Fig. 1! and by a calculation in the nonstationary kine
model17,25 ~curve3!.

It was not possible to elucidate how the electron den
and temperature vary over the course of the microw
power pulse in some chosen single plasmoid produced on
second bench, since the plasmoid, after being formed a
focus, does not remain in place but moves toward the foc
ing antenna, leaving the field of view of the spectral appa
tus. The optical system that we use projects a one-to-
image ~with unit magnification! of the plasmoid onto the
input slit of the monochromator. Therefore, only the rad
tion from regions of the plasmoid with an area equal to
input slit will strike the photocathode of the photomultiplie
As the plasmoids move in the direction counter to the ene
propagation in the focused microwave beam, they arrive s
cessively at a given place in the discharge region, so that
possible to find out how the electron density and tempera
behave at different times during the microwave pulse at
same place in the discharge region, but in different pl
moids. The results of the measurements for different nitro
pressuresp50.1–10 torr are given in Figs. 2 (ne) and 3
(Te). It is seen from these figures that the electron den
decreases toward the end of the pulse, while the elec
temperature increases, and bothne and Te change faster in
time at higher pressures than at lower pressures.

The growth of the electron temperature during the pu

FIG. 2. Time dependence of the electron density in the plasma of a trav
microwave discharge in nitrogen:n57 GHz,p50.3 ~1!, 1 ~2!, 2 ~3!, 3 ~4!,
7 torr ~5!.
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can be explained as follows. In the initial moments of t
microwave pulse the lower vibrational levels of the nitrog
are still weakly populated, and superelastic collisions p
only a small role; the electron energy goes mainly to exc
tion of these levels, andTe therefore remains low. As time
goes on, as the microwave pulse is lengthened, it is in p
ciple possible for the population of the lower vibrational le
els to become rather large and for superelastic collision
begin to play a noticeable role; this can lead to growth of
electron temperature, as the results of a mathematical m
eling show.25 The decrease in the electron density toward
end of the microwave pulse can be attributed to effects
heating of the gas.16 Over a time of the order of hundred o
microseconds the gas can heat up, and the nitrogen m
ecules begin to escape from the region occupied by
plasma. In this way the region in which the microwave d
charge exists becomes depleted of neutral molecules,
the result that the electron density decreases.

Figure 4 gives the experimental dependence of the e
tron density and temperature in the plasma of a ‘‘travelin

ng

FIG. 3. Time dependence of the electron density in the plasma of a trave
microwave discharge in nitrogen:n57 GHz,p50.3 ~1!, 1 ~2!, 2 ~3!, 3 ~4!,
7 torr ~5!.

FIG. 4. Electron density~dashed curves! and electron temperature~solid
curves! versus the gas pressure in the plasma of an electrodeless micro
discharge in nitrogen~1! and air~2!; l52.4 cm.
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microwave discharge as obtained on the first bench.
wavelength of the microwave radiation was 2.4 cm, the pu
duration was 5ms, and the repetition rate was 200 Hz. Me
surements were made at the threshold level of the delive
microwave power. It is seen that, as in the previous c
(n.7 GHz!, the electron density increases with increas
pressure, while the electron temperature falls off. The e
tron density in the plasma of a ‘‘traveling’’ microwave dis
charge in nitrogen is somewhat higher than in air, a f
which can be attributed to the presence of an efficient ch
nel of electron loss in air owing to their attachment in rea
tions forming negative oxygen ions.

On the first bench we also measuredne andTe for vari-
ous levels of the power delivered to the discharge. Figur
shows plots ofne(W) andTe(W). It is seen that the electro
density increases with increasing power, while the tempe
ture falls off slightly.

From a comparison of the experimental values ofne

with the values of the critical densitynec for the investigated
ranges of microwave radiation we see that the measured
ues of the electron density in the plasma of a freely locali
discharge produced by a focused microwave beam is of
order of nec . The values obtained for the average electr
energy«.1.5–3 eV are in good agreement with the avera
energy corresponding to the electron energy distribut
functions calculated in Ref. 25 from the time-depend
Boltzmann transport equation for values of the reduced e
tric field Eeff /n corresponding to the experimental cond
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FIG. 5. Electron density~1! and electron temperature~2! versus the micro-
wave power level in the plasma of a freely localized discharge in nitroge
p55 torr (l52.4 cm!.
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Existence regions of regimes with anomalously high rates of plasma generation in grid

nd
plasma switch elements
N. I. Alekseev, V. B. Kaplan, A. M. Martsinovski , and I. I. Stolyarov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted December 27, 1995!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 15–21~June 1997!

Results are presented from a systematic investigation of the conditions under which anomalously
high rates of plasma generation are observed in the anode region of a low-voltage Knudsen
arc in grid plasma switch elements. The phenomenon develops over a wide range of currents and
switched voltages under conditions for which the plasma density in the cathode–grid region
is noticeably higher than the density in the anode region. and its onset is characterized by a
pronounced pressure threshold of;231022 Torr. The results are analyzed from the
standpoint of the possible mechanisms for anomalous plasma generation — collisional
nonresonance diffusion of electrons in velocity space, leading to enrichment of the distribution
function in fast particles, and the collapse of Langmuir waves in the gap at the high
energies of the beam produced when the wires of the grid are bridged by the quenching pulse
and and the current is blocked. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~97!00406-6#
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Plasma switch elements with total grid control of t
current~PSEs! are gas-filled~cesium or cesium–barium! tri-
odes operating in the low-voltage Knudsen arc regime~elec-
trode separation;1 mm, Cs vapor pressurePCs;(0.5–
231022 Torr!.1,2 In these PSEs a negative voltage pu
Vg

1 with a steep rise (;0.1 ms! and an amplitude of tens o
volts is applied to the grid, causing quenching of the d
charge and interruption of the current at plasma densitie
up to 1013–1014 cm23 and currents of up to;10 A/cm2. An
anomalous non-quenching effect~AN! arises, consisting in
the fact that in certain discharge regimes an increase
uVg

2u, which ordinarily promotes quenching, begins to act
the opposite way~hence the name!.

As we know,1 when a negative pulse with a steep rise
applied to the grid of a PSE, at the front of the pulse
expansion of the electrode sheaths around the wires of
grid occurs, its electrical transparency decreases, and
cordingly, the anode currentI which is passed decreases
an amountDI ~which we call the initial blocking! from its
initial value I 0 ~Fig. 1b!. When the anode current decreas
the switched voltageEa ~which is ordinarily much larger
than the voltage dropVa

0 across the switch in the conductin
state! ~Fig. 1a! is redistributed between the device and t
anode loadRa : Ea5Va1IRa . The excess voltage fall
across the plane of the grid and produces an electron b
with a currentI res5I 02DI ~curve 2 in Fig. 1b! and an en-
ergy of the order ofEa , which causes rapid growth of th
plasma density in the anode–grid region owing to heating
the plasma electrons by plasma oscillations excited by
beam.3,4 If at a specified value of the pulse amplitude t
initial blocking of the current is so large that the rate
generation of ions in the anode region is insufficient to
store the passage of current in the cells of the grid, the
rent is interrupted and the discharge is quenched; otherwi
recovers. The characteristic recovery time of the current
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electron in an excited cesium atom to diffuse over the sp
trum in stepwise ionization.

It has been found that at currentsI 0>1 A/cm2 and pres-
suresPCs>1.231022 Torr the current–voltage~I–V! char-
acteristic exhibits a region in which an increase in the a
plitude of the grid pulse above the value2Vg

q necessary for
quenching can bring an end to the quenching, starting
certain level uVg

au.uVg
qu. Here the recovery of the curren

occurs over a very short time, of the order of the blocki
time itself ~0.1 ms!, and, as is shown by probe measur
ments, is accompanied by an extraordinarily large and ra
growth of the plasma density in the anode region~from
1012 to 1013–1014 cm23 in ;0.5 ms!, which is natural to
regard as the cause of the restoration of the passag
current.3,4 Here, as2Vg

2 increases, the ionization increas
not gradually but abruptly, upon a very small increase in
pulse, which is indicative of a threshold character of t
actuation of the mechanism responsible for it. In Ref. 4
mechanism was proposed which provides the necessary
der of magnitude of the ionization rate: enrichment of t
electron energy distribution function~EEDF! in fast elec-
trons owing to the nonresonance diffusion in energy spac
plasma electrons on Langmuir plasmons. This effect sho
be observed when the power expended by the beam on
citation of oscillations and the energy density in these os
lations are rather large~>20 W!, as is ordinarily the case fo
AN. The rapid blocking of the current in the presence
even a small parasitic inductance in the anode circuit lead
a large overshoot of the anode voltage, comparable to
even greater thanEa , which imparts additional energy to th
beam.

The goal of the present study was to investigate in de
the existence region of the AN effect as a function of t
parameters~pressure, current, position of the working poi
on the I–V characteristic, the switched voltage, etc.! and the
influence of the external conditions of the discharge on

5999-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. a: Time dependence of the anode vo
age ~1–3! when a voltage pulseVg

2 ~18–38! is
applied to the grid in the state corresponding
point 1 of the I–V characteristic in Fig. 2a;
uVg

2u515.1 ~1!, 19.3 ~2!, 24 V ~3!,
PCs52.8731022 Torr. b: The corresponding
change in the current~curve 4 is for uVg

2u530
V!. c: The kinetics of the current at point2 on
the I–V characteristicA in Fig. 2a; uVg

2u515.1
~1!, 22 ~2!, 29 ~3!, 35 ~4!, 41 ~5!, 52 V ~6!.
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before~in the first papers attention was concentrated so
on measuring the plasma parameters during AN and on
plaining the observed rates of ion generation!. In addition to
the need for studying the phenomenology of this effect
purely practical grounds~AN essentially determines the up
per limit on the working pressures of a PSE!, such research is
of physical interest as well.

The point is that in addition to diffusion in energy spa
on plasmons, there is also another possible way of genera
fast electrons in a plasma at high energy densities of
plasma oscillations — modulational instability and collap
of Langmuir waves,5–7 which give rise to fast particles
However, as previous measurements3,4 have shown, the pro
cedure of recording the probe characteristics and using t
to calculate the EEDF directly at the point of blocking a
recovery of the anode current in the AN effect is insuf
ciently reliable. It is therefore important to know how th
AN depends on the external parameters in order to ob
indirect information that might decide in favor of one mech
nism or another.

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES

The experiments were done on an apparatus analo
to that used previously in a study of PSEs.1 The working
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diameter, the~indirectly heated! cathode was coated with
layer of platinum (;2 mm! to increase the emission. A gri
of molybdenum foil 20mm thick and having square cell
1003100 mm, with bridges 30mm wide, was placed a dis
tance of 1.5 mm from the cathode and 1 mm from the ano

The measurement scheme was the conventional one
PSE studies.1 An anode voltage in the form of a square pul
200–300ms long, with a frequency of;100 Hz and an
amplitude of up to 100 V, was applied to the anode throu
an adjustable~0–200V) low-inductance (;0.05 mH! load
approximately 1 ms before the positive voltage puls
(uVg

1u;5 –20 V, t(Vg
1);10 ms! that ignites the discharge

After ignition of the discharge and relaxation to a stea
state ~100–200 ms! a negative quenching voltage puls
(0<uVg

2u<60 V, t(Vg
2);20 ms! was applied to the grid.

The grid pulses were applied through a pulse transforme
For the measurements of the anode and grid curre

inductance-free shunts~tenths of an ohm! were connected
between the ground and cathode and between the ground
the grid transformer. The measured quantities~currents and
voltages! were recorded by a boxcar integrator~40 ns reso-
lution! or taken off an oscilloscope screen.
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a) Influence of the initial conducting state of the discharge
(i.e., dependence on the position of the working point
on the I–V characteristic)

We investigated this dependence first because
plasma parameters vary in a most essential way along
I–V characteristic,8,9 and this, as it turns out, substantial
alters the character of the transition to AN.

At the lower point of the vertical segment of the I–
characteristic~curveA in Fig. 2a! the AN effect is ordinarily
absent; it begins at a certain critical level of the current~ly-
ing somewhat below point1 on the I–V characteristic in Fig
2a!. In this case as the amplitude of the grid pulse increa
quenching occurs in a certain intervaluVg

qu,uVg
2u,uVg

au
~curves2 and28 in Fig. 1a and 1b!, while for uVg

qu.uVg
2u we

have ‘‘ordinary’’ non-quenching at insufficient pulse amp
tudes ~curves 1 and 18). As the amplitude increases t
uVg

2u.uVg
au, however, the current, after initially bein

blocked, begins to recover rapidly~curves3 and38 in Fig. 1a
and 1b!. At still higher uVg

2u quenching reappears~curve4 in
Fig. 1b!.

Such behavior can be explained on the basis of the c
cepts developed in Ref. 3. Our grid pulse generator had a
time of ;0.1 ms independent of the amplitudeVg

2 . There-
fore, asuVg

2u increased, the rate of decrease of the electr
transparency of the grid increased, and, along with it, so
the rate of decrease of the currentdI/dt, the inductive over-
shoot of the anode voltageLadI/dt ~whereLa is the parasitic
inductance of the anode circuit!, the power of the electron
beam, and the energy density of the excited oscillations
this increase turns out to be sufficient to ‘‘turn on’’ th
mechanism of fast ion generation, then the AN effect beg
even if there had been complete blocking of the current
quenching of the discharge at lower amplitudes.1

As the anode current increases along the I–V charac
istic ~point 2 in Fig. 2a! the quenching vanishes, and AN
manifested on increasingu2Vg

2u as a sharp decrease in th
recovery time of the current in the case of incomplete ini
blocking DI /I 0,1 ~it decreases from 0.5–1 to 0.1–0.0
ms; curves1–6 in Fig. 1c!. Here after the onset of AN the
growth in the relative initial blockingDI /I 0(uVg

2u) slows,
and then DI /I 0 falls to a certain minimum value
(DI /I 0)min, after which, over an appreciable interval
uVg

2u values,DI /I 0 slowly increases~curve2 in Fig. 2b!.
This character of the dependence ofDI /I 0 on uVg

2u is
maintained as the working point moves further along the I
characteristic to higher anode currents and voltages~curves3
and 4 in Fig. 2b!; there is a decline in the initial blocking
level at whichDI /I 0 begins to drop and also in (DI /I 0)min.
At a certain voltageVa the dependence of (DI /I 0)min on
Va , shown by curveB in Fig. 2a, reaches a minimum
(DI /I 0)min and then again increases.2

As Va increases further, the interval ofVg
2 in which the

initial blocking varies slowly becomes narrower and deg
erates into an inflection point~curves4 and 5 in Fig. 2b!.
Here at largeuVg

2u complete blocking of the current ca
again be attained, and quenching is restored. At still lar
Va the AN effect vanishes altogether~curve 6!. Quenching
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and non-quenching regions along the I–V characteristic a
illustrated in diagramC–D in Fig. 2a~the uVg

2u values here
are plotted against the scale on the right-hand axis!.

Thus there exists a region on the I–V characteristic, o
dinarily immediately after the inflection point, in which the
processes leading to anomalous non-quenching develop
most rapidly and in which their effect on the passage
current is maximum and corresponds to the minimum initi
blocking (DI /I 0)min ~or to the maximum residual current
(I res/I 0)max). As we know,8 this segment corresponds ap

FIG. 2. a: Anomalous non-quenching regions on the I–V characteristic o
discharge (PCs52.8731022 Torr!: A is the I–V characteristicI (Va) ~the
current is shown to the left of the left-hand vertical axis!; B shows the
dependence of the local minimum of the initial blocking curves (DI /I )min

~Fig. 2b! ~scale to the right on the left-hand axis! on the point of location
along the I–V characteristic;C is the pulse amplitudeuVg

qu corresponding to
the transition to the quenching regime (d); D is that for transition to
anomalous non-quenching (s); the values ofuVg

qu anduVg
au are given on the

right-hand axis,Ea515 V. b: The dependence of the initial blocking of the
current (DI /I 0) on uVg

2u for points 1–6 on the I–V characteristicA ~Fig.
2a!.

601Alekseev et al.



FIG. 3. a: Plots of (DI /I 0)min ~1!, Vg
q ~2!, and

Vg
a ~3! versusEa ; the I–V characteristic corre-

sponds to A in Fig. 2a. b: The function
(DI /I 0)min(La) for various Ea ~V!: 1 — 5.4,
2 — 24, 3 — 49. PCs52.631022 Torr,
Va522 V; j c

e51.25 A/cm2.
proximately to the maximum plasma densityn1 ~close to the
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limiting degree of ionization! in the cathode–grid region an
to essentially the minimum value of the densityn2 in the
grid–anode region, i.e., it corresponds to regimes with
maximum differencen12n2, Te12Te2 ~whereTe is the elec-
tron temperature! and with a maximum magnitude of th
negative~retarding for the electrons of the cathode regio!
jump in potential at the plane of the grid.

b) Influence of the value of the switched voltage

It has been assumed previously4 that an appreciable
value of the switched voltage (Ea>20 –30 V! is the main
factor giving rise to AN, since efficient generation of ion
requires a high enough energy of the electron beam inje
into the anode region. Studies have shown that although
actually arises more easily at largeEa , it can appear at any
value of the switched voltage — all the way down to 3–4
In that case the beam energy is due almost entirely to
inductive overshoot of the anode voltageVa

abn , whereVa
abn

can be quite small, as low as 15–20 V.
As Ea increases, the relative role of the inductive ove

shoot decreases, and the conditions for transition to AN
come less stringent. AN sets in at lower amplitudesuVg

au, and
the level of the minimum initial blocking decreases~Fig. 3a!.
For Ea>20 –30 V anomalous non-quenching can begin
such small values of2Vg

2 that the inductive overshoot im
mediately prior to the onset of AN is not observed; it is le
than Ea and is masked by the growth of the anode volta
due to the redistribution of the voltage between the discha
gap and the load. The beam energy in this case comes m
from the anode voltage source.

In accordance with the arguments presented above,
influence of the inductance of the anode circuit on AN
large and smallEa is also different: this influence decreas
noticeably asEa increases~Fig. 3b!.
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The most convenient parameters for investigation
these influences are again (I res/I 0)max and (DI /I 0)min, which
are ‘‘integral’’ characteristics of the intensity of the pro
cesses leading to AN. The typical dependence
(I res/I

0)max on the anode voltage along the I–V characteris
is given in Fig. 4 for various cathode emission currentsj c

e at
a constant cesium pressure. We see that the influence o
current turns out to be rather complicated.

In the region of large currents~curves3–6 in Fig. 4a and
3–5 in Fig. 4b! an increase in the emission promotes A
and it begins sooner on the vertical segment of the I–V ch
acteristic, and the maximum on the curve
(I res/I 0)max(Va) increases. The point at which the maximu
occurs is shifted toward the inflection point of the I–V cha
acteristic. The decrease of the residual current with incre
ing Va becomes steeper, so that the interval of anode v
ages over which the conditions change from the m
favorable for the onset of AN to the complete disappeara
of the effect can amount to only 0.2–0.3 V. This is app
ently due to the abrupt growth in the plasma densityn2 in the
anode region, which can occur upon an increase in the an
voltage Va in a developed discharge.9 In fact, as n2 in-
creases, the conditions for excitation of oscillations wors
on account of the increase in the rate of Coulomb~electron–
ion! collisional damping ~according to Ref. 9, for
PCs51.531022 Torr, which corresponds to a gas dens
NCs>231014 cm23 and an electron temperatureTe50.5 eV,
the contributions from scattering on ions and atoms beco
equal atn;331012 cm23).

At higher anode voltages quenching of the discharge
occur at a sufficiently large initial blocking of the curren
but this requires larger amplitudesVg

2 , since the plasma den
sity in this case approaches 1014 cm23 ~Ref. 8!.

In the region of smaller emission currents (j c
e<1

A/cm2! one observes the opposite picture — the resid
current increases with decreasingj c

e , the maximum shifting
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in the opposite direction, toward largerVa . Here, as we see
from Fig. 4, in the region of the inflection point of the I–V
characteristic at smallj c

e<2.5 A/cm2 the AN is completely
absent. Since the earlier papers devoted most of their at
tion to this region as being of the greatest practical inter
for PSEs, it was erroneously concluded that AN vanishes
small currents even in the case of largePCs.

FIG. 4. Dependence of (I res/I 0)max on the point of location along the I–V
characteristic~on the voltage across the device! for different cathode emis-
sion currents;Ea515 V. a: PCs52.9031022 Torr; j c

e ~A/cm2): 1 — 1.6,
2 — 1.3,3 — 0.95,4 — 0.8,5 — 0.52,6 — 0.3. b:PCs52.5531022 Torr,
j c
e ~A/cm2): 1 — 1.622 — 1.05,3 — 1.0, 4 — 0.7, 5 — 0.41.
n-
st
at

The shift of the maximum of the residual current
larger Va with decreasing cathode emission can be
plained: at smallerj c

e the transition to regimes with a com
pletely ionized plasma in the cathode region occurs at e
higher anode voltages.8 Indeed, if one reconstructs the de
pendence of the residual current on the powerI 0Va released
in the discharge in the conducting state, then all the max
turn out to correspond to approximately the same pow
;2 –4 W/cm2. However, the cause of the increase in t
residual current at smallj c

e remains unclear. Nevertheles
this character of the dependence has been observed at a
pressures investigated, while the dependence on the o
parameters characterizing the AN, e.g.,Va

abn ~Fig. 5!, have a
different character in the regions of large and small curre

Unlike the situation with the current, the lower bounda
of the existence region of AN in terms of the cesium vap
pressure is very sharp. Figure 6a shows the typical beha
of (DI /I 0)min along the I–V characteristic at various pre
sures near this boundary. Since the range of variation
PCs is rather large, the small change in the cathode emiss
with changing pressure was compensated by a small cha
in the cathode temperature, and the I–V characteristics
all the regimes agree to an accuracy of 1–2%. It is seen
a decrease of only 5–7% inPCs leads to a transition from
well-developed AN~curve4! to the complete absence of AN
The boundary of the transition is affected only weakly by

FIG. 5. Dependence of the critical overshootVa
abn on the point of location

along the I–V characteristic for different currents:PCs52.631022 Torr;
Ea515.5 V; j c

e ~A/cm2): 1 — 0.36,2 — 0.75,3 — 1.07.
t

FIG. 6. a: Plots of (DI /I 0)min versusVa

along the I–V characteristic for differen
pressures PCs ( j c

e50.9 A/cm2):
PCs31022 Torr: 1 — 2.44,2 — 2.55,3 —
2.90, 4 — 3.19, 5 — 3.48. b: Plots of
(DI /I 0)min versusPCs for j c

e50.9 ~1! and
1.45 A/cm2 ~2!.
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change in the cathode emission current~Fig. 6b!.
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The studies done here have outlined the existence re
of the AN regimes — regimes with an anomalously high r
of generation of ions in the anode region after an init
blocking of the current in the PSE. It has turned out that t
region is significantly wider than had been assumed pr
ously, so that AN can occur in practically all regimes abo
a threshold pressure;(2 –2.5)31022 Torr, where this value
apparently depends only weakly on the geometry of the
charge gap and control grid. Here AN extends to the reg
of small cathode emission currents and smallEa , a region
which had been considered free of this effect. It has a
turned out that the most characteristic regime for AN is
one in which it sets in after total initial blocking of the cu
rent ~as has been predominantly investigated in earlier s
ies! but one in which AN arises upon a certain threshold
the initial blocking of the current~which can be much les
than complete blocking! and leads to a sharp increase in t
current recovery time and to the cessation of further gro
in the initial blocking with increasinguVg

2u.
Unfortunately, the results obtained do not give any de

nite indications as to the cause of the onset of anoma
generation and AN, and the actual mechanism can be e
dated only after an investigation of AN at the level of t
plasma parameters. However, some arguments can be
fered on the basis of the data obtained.

First of all, the regimes in which AN arises upon incom
plete initial blocking~Fig. 1b! show that the processes lea
ing to recovery of the current can begin very rapidly after
start of the blocking — after less than 100–50 ns. T
brings an end to the growth of the electrode sheaths aro
the wires of the grid and to the growth of the initial blockin
of the current, in spite of the increase of the negative volt
across the grid.

At threshold pulse amplitudes (Vg
2>Vg

a), when the pro-
cesses causing AN are still not too intense, the unblockin
the current can begin with a delay, though earlier than
uVg

2u,uVg
au ~curves2–4 in Fig. 1b!. But upon a further in-

crease inuVg
2u by only a few volts the unblocking of the

current, which also takes;100 ns, begins immediately afte
its blocking~curves5 and6 in Fig. 1c!. The fact that the time
until the start of the unblocking of the current is so sh
casts doubt on the attribution of the recovery of the curren
the growth in the density in stepwise ionization of the gas
hot plasma electrons. As we have said, stepwise ionizatio
a fundamentally sluggish process, so that the growth in
density is delayed by several tenths of a microsecond bot
experiment~Part II of Ref. 8! and in a calculation~Ref. 9!.3!

The ‘‘overheating’’ of the electrons at a large energy dens
of the Langmuir waves~enrichment of the EEDF in fast par
ticles! does not eliminate the delay of the stepwise gene
tion.

A different picture should appear if the recovery of t
current is due to modulational instability and collapse
Langmuir waves. In that case fast electrons and ions
generated in the rarefied plasma regions~cavities! that arise.6
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atoms at the boundary of the electrode sheath of the
wires. On the other hand, the fast ions can reach the sh
after a time of the order of 100 ns if they are formed a
distance of tenths of a millimeter from it. If there are ma
fast particles, then they should immediately cause unblo
ing of the current and a subsequent growth in the density
which is now only an accompaniment of the AN effect.
there are not enough fast particles to ‘‘instantly’’ unblock t
current, they can still slow the growth of the electro
sheaths and promote recovery of the current.

If the restoration of the transparency of the cells of t
grid is in fact due to a short-wavelength modulational ins
bility of the OTSI type,10 then it is easy to explain the thresh
old character of the onset of AN as a function of the amp
tude of the negative pulse. The necessary energy levelWe of
the electrons for the onset of OTSI, for a diffuse beam w
vb /vT@(n/nb)1/3 is estimated asWe /Te>(15j T / j e)

2/5 ~Ref.
10!; j T5nvTe

/4, wherej e is the ‘‘through’’ current density!,
and for a narrow beam asWe /Te> j T / j e ~Ref. 11!. In either
case for typical conditions in PSEs in regimes with A
(Te;0.5 eV, j e;1 A/cm2, j T;5 A/cm2), the beam energy
comes out to be not too large — of the order of 10–15 eV
complete agreement with the minimum anode voltage ov
shoot at which AN arises at smallEa . We note that the
arguments presented above do not in any way imply a p
sure threshold for the onset of AN. An increase in the den
of neutral atoms has the direct effect only of decreasing
collisional damping length of the waves and the amplitude
the driven oscillations, i.e., it has an effect in the oppos
direction. This suggests that the cause is nontrivial and m
be due to effects of a most unforseen nature, e.g., relate
the conditions of absorption and reflection of the waves
the anode Langmuir sheath.

This study was supported by the Russian Fund for F
damental Research~Grant No. 95-02-05133-a!.

1!Of course, in the case of complete blocking of the current the beam alw
receives all the energy stored in the inductance La during the passage o
current, but the transfer time decreases in the case of a more rapid dr
current.

2!The shift of the initial part of theDI /I 0(2Vg
2) curves, which corresponds

to ‘‘ordinary’’ initial blocking, is due initially to growth of the plasma
density in the cathode region and of the jump in potential at the grid pl
and then to growth of the density in the anode region~see Part II of Ref. 8!.

3!It should be noted that the main growth in density occurs in the per
when the current has already recovered,3,4 so that the generation of ions
occurs mainly on account of the energy stored in the bound electrons
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Self-organization of a light-sustained discharge

par-
A. A. Tel’nikhin

Altai State University, 656099 Barnaul, Russia
~Submitted January 30, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 22–26~June 1997!

A theoretical model is proposed to describe a light-sustained discharge sustained by the radiation
from a neodymium laser. The model is based on the Navier-Stokes equations. A solution of
these equations is found in the form of a quasisimple wave, and it is shown that the evolution of
the system exhibits bifurcation, where the point of bifurcation determines the energy
deposition into the discharge. A study is made of the transition of the system to the stable state
with complicated space-time and functional structures and a high level of organization
~the degree of ordering is estimated from the change in the information entropy!. Within this
model calculations are made of the macroscopic parameters of the discharge, the level
of fluctuations and the required power, and they agree with experimental data. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!00506-0#

A glow discharge in the Earth’s atmosphere sustained byis neglected, the plasma is assumed to be optically trans
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the radiation from a neodymium laser is the object of inte
research, and is used for practical purposes in technolog1,2

A discharge of this type was first obtained by Bunkinet al.3

Subsequent investigations showed that the discharge h
threshold in the radiation intensityw: (wc.10 MW/cm2).
The power needed for sustaining the discharge isPc.1 MW
and does not depend on the radius of the light beam. As
power is increased, the discharge front moves along the l
channel with a velocity of tens of meters per second. T
discharge plasma is optically transparent~the absorption co-
efficient ism;1022 cm21), and its parameters~temperature
and density! are on the average constant in time and unifo
within the light channel. The average electron~ion! density
is n.231017 cm23, the average temperature isT;1 eV,
and the pressure is equalized in space because of the
sonic mode of propagation. The velocity of the discha
front depends on the intensity of the external source,
above a certain threshold increases severalfold accordin
the formulav0;w1/2. Effects are seen in the region of th
threshold that are associated with fluctuations in the velo
of the front while the profile of the front changes very littl
In Refs. 4 and 5 probe, acoustic, and optical methods w
used to study the properties of the discharge associated
its nonequilibrium nature. The measurements revealed
nature of the macroscopic fluctuations of the plasma par
eters, and it was also observed that the discharge is a so
of intense acoustic waves with a frequency of the order of
kHz. The first theoretical model for the discharge was p
posed by Yu. P. Raizer.1 In that paper, as in subseque
ones,2 an analogy was made between the burning of a Bi
ford fuse and the motion of the discharge. This model, wh
is described by a one-dimensional nonlinear heat conduc
equation, predicts the correct dependence of the velocit
the front on the radiation intensity.

The model constructed in this investigation, which r
flects the behavior of the discharge, begins from the eq
tions of hydrodynamics that take into account highly no
hydrodynamic mechanisms for energy transport: h
conduction and radiation. The divergence of the light be
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ent, and it is assumed that the discharge channel has c
drical symmetry with a characteristic transverse dimens
~radius! r 0. It is also assumed that the principal mechani
for the loss of energy is the intrinsic emission of the plas
~this is true if the beam radius isr 0.0.1 cm!.1,2

PRINCIPAL EQUATIONS OF THE MODEL

In describing the properties of the discharge we sh
start from the Navier–Stokes equations for the density fi
r, the velocity fieldv, the pressure fieldp, and the tempera-
ture fieldT:

r t1¹•~rv!50,

vt1~v•¹!v52r21¹p,

rT~st1v•¹s!5¸DT1F, F5mw2F, ~1!

wheres is the entropy per unit mass of the plasma,¸ is the
thermal conductivity,F is the power of the intrinsic emis
sion of the plasma, andD is the Laplacian operator.

Let us consider the non-steady-state solution of Eqs.~1!
in the Boussinesq approximation, retaining up to terms
second order in the small parameters

«5v/c, «1/25r 0 /l, ~2!

wherec is the speed of sound in the medium andl is the
characteristic length of a disturbance.

We take thez axis along the direction of motion of th
discharge and go over to a system of coordinates mov
with the velocityv0 of the discharge front. The solution o
Eqs. ~1! with the obvious symmetry of the problem can b
written in the form

r5r01r8~r ,t !, T5T01T8~r ,t !, v5ez5v~r ,t !,
~3!

wherer8 andT8 are the perturbed values of those variabl
and the standard equation of state of the system (r0 ,T0) is
given by the nonlinear equation

F~r,T!5m~r,T!w2F~r,T!50uT5T0 ,r5r0
. ~4!
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Substituting Eqs.~3! into the two last equations~1! and
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using Eq.~4!, we find with the accuracy of the problem

r~v t1vvz!52pz , ~5!

r0T0st5~¸D1F8!T8, ~6!

F85~]F/]T!uT5T0 ,r5r0
. ~7!

Equation ~6! implies that the change of entropy is
second-order quantity. The equation of continuity is con
niently written in another form, which expresses the dens
perturbation in terms of the variation of the pressure a
entropy

r85~]r/]p!sp81~]r/]s!ps.

Using this relation and Eq.~6!, as well as the relation

S ]p

]r D
s
S ]r

]sD
p
S ]T

]pD
s

5S 1

cv
2

1

cp
DT,

wherecv andcp are the specific heats, the equation of co
tinuity can be written in the following way

pt1vpz1c2r0vz5
g21

r0cp
~¸D1F8!p8. ~8!

Here c25(]p/]r)s is the adiabatic speed of sound a
g5cp /cv . Equations~5!, ~6!, and~8! constitute a complete
system of equations up to and including nonlinear seco
order terms, with the linear dissipative terms conside
equivalent in order of magnitude to the squares of the n
linear terms. The solution of these equations will be sou
in the form of quasisimple waves,6 setting

p~r ,t !56r0c1c~r ,t !. ~9!

Substituting Eq.~9! into Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and~8!, we obtain
the starting equation for a quasisimple wave travelling in o
direction

v t1S c01
g11

2
v D vz5~DD1n!v, ~10!

D5
~g21!¸

2r0cp
, n5

~g21!F8

2r0cp
. ~11!

Herec0 is the velocity of sound in the unperturbed mediu
D is the heat diffusion constant, andn is the characteristic
frequency of energy deposition into the discharge.

STABLILITY OF THE LINEARIZED SYSTEM

If we go over to a coordinate system moving with t
velocity c0 relative to the medium, then Eq.~10! takes on a
simpler form

v t5L~s!v1\~v;s!, ~12!

where t(t→t2z/c0) is the ‘‘slow’’ time, L5DD1n is a
linear operator acting in the space of definition of the fun
tion v(r ,t) and\(v;s), which allows for the nonlinear na
ture of Eq.~10! ands reflects the dependence of the soluti
on the parameters of the problem (n,D).

Since the system of equations~12! is autonomous, the
linear auxiliary problem
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admits of a solution of the form

v5u~r !exp~st !. ~14!

Substituting Eq.~14! into ~13! and using the explicit
form of the operatorL we obtain in the linearized coordinat
system

DS 1

r

]

]r S r
]

]r D1
1

r 2

]2

]w2 1
]2

]z2Du1~n2s!u50. ~15!

This equation, plus the boundary conditions, defines
eigenvalue problem For example, for the case of axial sy
metry with the boundary conditionu(r 5r 0)50, we find
from Eq. ~15! the following eigenvalues and eigenfunction
of the problem:

s5n2~k'
2 1k2!D, k'r 0.2.40;

u5J0~k'r !exp~ ikz!, ~16!

whereJ0(k'r ) are the Bessel functions.
The solution of the linearized problem~13! is thus

v~r ,t !5au~r !exp~st !, ~17!

whereu ands are defined by Eq.~16! anda is a constant.
It is easy to see that the nature of the solution depend

a large extent on the eigenvalues of the parameters ~or
equivalently, on the parametern). If n>kc

2D an instability
arises in the system; the critical point

sc50, nc5kc
2D, kc

25~k'
2 1k2!c ~18!

corresponds to marginal stability, and as follows form E
~7! and ~11!, determines the threshold condition for the e
istence of a discharge. It is important to note that Eqs.~16!
and~18! imply that the unstable mode is entirely determin
by the system of parameters and is characterized by the
tial length of perturbation of the steady-state solution.
might be expected that fors.sc this perturbation will de-
termined the main properties of the system.

EVOLUTION OF THE NONLINEAR SYSTEM

We turn now to an analysis of the dynamics of the s
tem described by the nonlinear equation~12!. Henceforth we
shall limit the discussion to bifurcation solution near t
critical point sc . Then, taking account of the explicit form
of the nonlinearity and the results of analyses of the lin
problem, we will seek the solution of the problem as a ser
in the small parameter

v~r ,t !5a~ t !~«eikz1«2e2ikz1 . . .

1c.c.! (
n51

`

bnJ0~k'nr !, ~19!

where, according to Eqs.~16! and ~17!, a(t) is an unknown
function andb151, andJ0@(k'n)r 0#51.

Substituting the solution in the form~19! into Eq. ~12!,
averaging over the high-frequency oscillations, and using
orthogonality of the Bessel functions
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we find the solution that determines the functiona(t;R),

at1nc~R21!2ma350. ~20!

Here we have used the notation

R5
n

nc
, m5

~g11!2J1
2~k'r 0!

12D
. ~21!

The evolution equation~20! with the parameters~21!
have a well-known solution and describes the supercrit
bifurcation of the system.7 For R.1 this equation admits o
the following two solutions

as~R!56A~nc /m!~R21!. ~22!

These solutions are asymptotically stable and come i
a characteristic timet, t51/2nc(R21). The mathematica
reflection of the qualitative change in the behavior of t
system caused by bifurcation at the pointRc51 is the sin-
gularity, making the solution nonanalytic near the critic
point.

Now, going back to the laboratory coordinate syste
and taking into account Eqs.~16! and~22!, we can write the
equation for the traveling wave in the form
(t.t,t51/2nc(R21))

v i5a~R!J0~k'r 0!exp~2 ivt1 ik~z2z0!!, ~23!

wherev5kc0 is the vibrational frequency andz05v0t is the
coordinate of the front.

Let us turn now to the conditions at the discharge fro
allowing for the interaction of the incident wave (pi8 ,v i), the
reflected wave (pr8 ,v r), and the transmitted wave (ptr8 ,v tr).
In the boundary conditionp850 at the discharge front we
must in the approximation neglect the emitted wave~we
shall see that the intensity of the acoustic emission is lo!.
Then we have the conditionpi85pr8 ; for the velocity we
shall have, correspondingly,v r52v i , so that the total ve-
locity behind the front isv52v i , and before the front it is
v tr52(r0 /r`)v i ~we have taken into account the law
conservation of mass;r`) is the gas density ahead of th
discharge front!. From these conditions we find the final e
pression that describes the space-time structure of the fie
the discharge plasma

v~r ,t !52as~R!J0~k'r !cosk~z2z0!exp~2 ivt !. ~24!

The measured velocity of the discharge front is given
the expressionv05A1/2̂ ^uvu2&&, where the angle bracket
denote averaging over the time and over the cross sectio
the plasma channel. Now substituting Eq.~24! and using the
conditions~18!, ~12!, and ~22!, we obtain an expression fo
the velocity of the front

v05A2as~R!J1~k'r 0!5
2A6

g11
k'DAR21. ~25!

Let us turn now to another aspect of the problem —
intensity of the acoustic emission. The energy flux in t
incident wave isI i5(1/2)r0c0uv i u2 and the total intensity of
the emitted sound isI tr5pr 0

2r`uv̇ tr u2/8pc` , wherec` is the
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Eqs. ~24! and ~25! and the relationsr0 /r`5T` /T0 and
c0 /c`5(T0 /T`)1/2, we obtain the ratio of the emitted energ
to the flux in the incident wave

I tr

I i
5S r 0v

c0
D 2

•S T`

T0
D 1/2

, I i5
1

4
r0c0v0

2 . ~26!

Sincer 0<c0 /v andT`<T0, we obtainI tr /I i<I . Let us
study the application of the mathematical structure of
model in a specific physical situation. We begin from t
definition ~18! for the calculation of the threshold power o
the laser radiation,Pc5pr 0

2wc . Using conditions~2! and
and expressions~4!, ~11!, ~16!, we obtain from ~18!
Pc5(2.4)2p¸T0 /mB. Here we note that the power require
for sustaining the discharge does not depend on the radiu
the light beam, and for typical values (T0.1.63104 K,
¸52.531022 W/cm•K, r 0.0.2 cm, m.1022 cm21, and
B.0.5 ~Refs. 1 and 2!!, is equal to.1 MW. Similarly it
may be shown that the velocity profile described by the fu
tion J0(k'r ) and the discharge velocity itself, Eq.~25!, near
the threshold (P*Pc) are of the order of 10 m/s, the level o
the fluctuations in the plasma isr8/r0;v0 /c0;1022, and
the intensity~26! of the sound wave isI tr; 1–10 W/m2. We
also note the dependence of these quantities on the degr
supercriticalityR5(P/Pc)

v0;AR21, r8/r0;AR21, I tr;~R21!.

It is easy to see that these results agree with experim
tal data.

Self-organization effects

Let us go now to Eq.~20!, which describes the evolution
of the system. This equation has a singularity at the criti
point Rc51, associated with a qualitative change and tran
tion of the system from one state to another. To descr
correctly the dynamics at the bifurcation point we must ta
into account the fluctuation forces. Let us assume that
system has a Langenvin source with a pow
Qd(t2t8)5^F(t)F(t8)&, whered(t2t8) is the Dirac delta
function. Then the evolution equation assumes the form

at5nc~R21!a2ma31F~ t !, ~27!

whereF(t) is a random force.
We note that Eq.~27! has the form of a paradigmati

equation describing a nonequilibrium phase transition.9 We
introduce the distribution functionf (a,t) in the space of the
‘‘coordinate’’ a(R). The Fokker-Planck equation describin
the change with time of the functionf (a,t), and correspond-
ingly, Eq. ~27!, have the form

] f

]a
5Q

]2f

]a2 1
]

]a
@~nc~R21!a22ma4! f #;

E f ~a!da51. ~28!

The steady-state solution of this equation is

f ~a!5N exp~aa22ba4!, ~29!

a5nc~R21!/2Q, b5m/4Q. ~30!
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~29!, called the order parameter,

as56~a/2b!1/2, ~31!

which merge forR51 and coincide with expression~22!. By
definition the quantity

I 52E da f~a!ln f ~a!, ~32!

is called the information entropy, and the effectiveness of
system is defined by the formula

W5
d^a2&

da
, ~33!

where

^an&5E
2`

`

f ~a!anda ~34!

is thenth moment of the distribution functionf (a).
Using Eq.~29! and calculatingI andW from the formu-

las ~32! and ~33!, we obtain

I 52 ln N2a^a2&1b^a4&,

W5^a4&a2^a2&a
2 . ~35!

A simple application of the standard integral

E
0

`

xn exp~ax22bx4!dx

5
1

2
~2b!2~n11!/4GS n11

2 DD2~n11!/2~x!exp~x2/4!,

where x5a/A2b, G is the gamma function andD is the
parabolic cylinder function, to the integral* f (a)da51
gives the following normalization constant

N52 ~2b!1/4p21/2 exp~2x2/4!@D21/2~x!#21. ~36!

In a similar way, formula~34! allows us readily to cal-
culate the second and fourth moments

^a2&5~2b!21/2D23/2~x!/D21/2~x!,

^a4&53 ~4b!21D25/2/D21/2. ~37!

We shall study the properties of the system at the bif
cation point (R51) and in the region of stability (R@1)
using the relation between the parabolic cylinder funct
and the Weber function,D2p21/2(x)5U(p,x). At the point
of instability (Rc51,xc50), we have used the properties
the Weber function

U~p,0!5
Ap

2~2p11!/4FGS p

2
1

3

4D G21

,

to find from Eqs.~36! and ~37!

Nc51.1032b1/4, ^a4&c50.510b21, ~38!

^a2&c50.6760b21/2. ~39!
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for the Weber function has the form o
U(p,x).exp(2x2/4)xp11/2. Using this approximate repre
sentation in Eqs.~36! and ~37!, we obtain

N5~2/Ap!~2b/a!1/2, ^a4&5~3/2!~a/2b!2, ~40!

^a2&5a/2b. ~41!

Equation ~41! is the same as the square of the ord
parameter, Eq.~31!. Substituting Eqs~40! and ~41! in the
second of Eqs.~35!, and using the definition~30!, we find
that the efficiency of the system increases with the thresh
asW } (R21)2. The information entropy was calculated u
ing the recipe of theS-theorem,10 i.e., the relative degree o
ordering, will be estimated from the value of the entropy f
a given value of the mean effectiveness of the energy stat
the open system. In other words, we require that the follo
ing inequality hold

^a2&c,r5^a2& r . ~42!

Applying Eqs.~39! and ~41! to the conditions~16!, we
find the relation (a/A2b5A2•0.676. Using the value found
for the quantity (a/A2b) r in formulas ~38!–~41! it is not
difficult to infer from the definition~35! that the increase in
the entropy isDI 5(I 2I c).22.33. This implies that the
information entropy decreases as the system makes the
sition into a more ordered~less symmetric! state, i.e., self-
organization occurs in the system.

In conclusion, let us assess the behavior of the system
the critical point, assuming that fluctuationsdw(t) in the
laser radiation serve as the source of random forces.
term mw(dw/w), of the next order of smallness, appears
the third of the basic equations~1!. By making a transforma-
tion similar to that used in the derivation of Eq.~10!, we
obtain

Q5~c0/4J1~k'r 0!!2~mw/r0cpT0!2K2tc , ~43!

wheretc is the characteristic correlation time of the fluctu
tions, andK5A^dw2&/w2 is their relative level.

Substituting Eqs.~21! and~43! into ~39!, we estimate the
fluctuations in the velocity of the front at the critical poin
R51

^a2&c.0.676A12~c0 /~g11!J1!~mw/r0cpT0!AK2tcD.
~44!

For a given noise level~43! we determine from the con
dition ^a2&/^a2&c@1 the region of stability of the system

R21@0.676~g11!~c0 /k'D !~mw/r0cpT0!AK2tc/12D.
~45!

For typical parameter values of the discharge a
K;1025, tc;1025 s, formulas~44! and ~45! give the fol-
lowing estimates:A^a2&c; 1 m/s,R21@1023.

CONCLUSIONS

The formation of a light-sustained discharge has be
studied within the framework of the hydrodynamic equatio
and the Boussinesq approximation. It has been shown th
hydrodynamic instability is probable in the system, with t
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n(v) is the characteristic frequency of energy deposit
into the system, which depends parametrically on the ex
nal field;D is the thermal diffusion coefficient, andkc is the
wave number, which is determined by the internal para
eters of the system. The bifurcation pointRc51 of the sys-
tem reflects the qualitative changes in the evolution and
tates the threshold nature of the development of
discharge. ForR.1 the irreversible processes in the no
equilibrium discharge plasma initiate self-organization of
discharge and the formation of coherent space-time st
tures with axial symmetry, described by Bessel functions

Demonstrations of these internal processes are foun
macroscopic effects: the directional motion of the discha
and the magnitude and profile of the front velocity. In ad
tion, the discharge takes on a functional structure — indu
noise. It also should be noted that the presence of Lange
sources in the dynamics shows up in the dynamics of
system near the threshold and in the equal probability of
appearance of leading and trailing discharge fronts. A co
parison of the results obtained in the framework of t
model with experimentally determined data, brings us to
610 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
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an important role in a discharge of this type.
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Non-self-sustained hollow-cathode glow discharge for large-aperture ion sources

of
A. V. Vizir’, E. M. Oks, P. M. Shchanin, G. Yu. Yushkov

Institute of High-Current Electronics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 634055 Tomsk,
Russia
~Submitted February 14, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 27–31~June 1997!

A discharge system is proposed in which an auxiliary gas discharge is used to inject electrons
into the cathode cavity of a hollow-cathode glow discharge. A study is made of the
region of stable existence of a non-self-sustaining hollow-cathode discharge. It is shown that the
injection of electrons permits a reduction to,1022 Pa in the minimum pressure at which
a discharge can exist. It is shown experimentally that this discharge can be used to generate wide-
aperture ion beams. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!00606-5#
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Stable parameters, a high current density, and simpli
of design make a glow discharge attractive for application
plasma sources of charged particles.1,2 It is known3 that for a
glow discharge to operate in the high-current low-volta
mode it is necessary to maintain a pressure of about 1 P
the discharge gap. However, to maintain the dielec
strength of the accelerating gap and to ensure transport o
accelerated beam over large distances the pressure in
regions must be lower than 1022 Pa.4 In sources of narrowly
focused5 or tubular6 beams based on a glow discharge, t
problem has been solved by making a pressure drop in
narrow emission channel that separates the region of cha
particle acceleration from the region of plasma generatio

Because of the large area of the emission surface,
residual gas pressure in the discharge region and the a
erating region will be nearly the same in plasma-emitter s
tems for making wide-aperture ion beams.7 A reduction of
the pressure in the discharge gap results in a fast increa
the discharge voltage, and the discharge is converted
high-voltage low-current form or is interrupted if the voltag
supply is inadequate.

In order to create conditions for electron oscillation, t
pressure must be reduced, as it is in Penning discharge5 or
magnetron discharges,8 and also in a hollow-cathod
discharge.2 However, in the first case the presence of a m
netic field in the discharge gap degrades the uniformity
the plasma parameters, and in the second case, even th
the minimum pressure at which a low-voltage discharge
burn is somewhat lower than in an ordinary glow dischar
it is still above 1021 Pa.9

In addition, it is clear that the low-voltage form of
glow discharge, when the ratio of the electron componen
the current from the cathode to the ion component is sm
external injection of a small fraction of the electrons wou
be able to provide a stable glow discharge at lower pressu
For this purpose a thermionic cathode could be used, bu
high temperature of the emitter and its rapid poisoning in
active gaseous media limit the scope of its application.

In this paper we present the results of investigations
the conditions of a stable hollow-cathode glow discharge
the range of low pressures, in which a plasma electron e
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The discharge system used in these experiments, w
is shown in Fig. 1, consists of two main units: a dischar
gap for the main discharge and a plasma electron emitte

The main discharge is ignited between a cylindrical h
low cathode1 ~length 40 cm and diameter 22 cm! and an
anode2 located within, in the form of a metal rod with
d5 8 mm. The anode could be drawn vertically into th
insulator3 so as to change the operating length of the an
and consequently vary the areaSa of its working surface
between 3 and 45 cm2. The plasma ions from the main dis
charge were sampled through a rectangular emission win
4, 2.5 cm wide and 30 cm long, which was covered with
fine stainless steel grid with a mesh size of 1 mm, placed
the side surface of the hollow cathode1 to stabilize the dis-
charge.

Supplementary electrons injected into the cathode ca
of the main discharge were withdrawn from the plasma
the auxiliary discharge which was ignited between the h
low cathode5 ~length and diameter 12.5 cm! and the elec-
trode1, which acted as the anode of the auxiliary dischar
The auxiliary discharge was initiated by a discharge over
surface of the ceramic ring6, which started at the instant tha
a voltage was applied between the electrodes of the auxil
discharge. An aperture 5 mm in diameter was provided in
center of the end of the hollow cathode and was situa
coaxially with an aperture 7 mm in diameter in electrode1.
This size of aperture in the electrodes1 and5 helped main-
tain the pressure drop necessary for stable ignition and b
ing of the auxiliary discharge, and also provided effecti
electron emission from the plasma of the auxiliary discha
and the passage of the electron flux into the cathode cavit
the main discharge with minimum losses~the current of the
injected electrons was 0.8–0.9 times the current of the a
iliary discharge!. The electrons emitted by the plasma of t
auxiliary discharge were accelerated in the cathode fall of
main discharge and consequently had an energy equal to
energy of the electrons emitted from the walls of the hollo
cathode of the main discharge as a result ofg processes. To
reduce the penetration of the potential into the cathode ca

6111-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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of the auxiliary discharge, the aperture in the end electr
was covered with a tungsten grid with a mesh size of
mm. It was possible to inject electrons simultaneously fr
both ends of the cathode cavity of the main discharge
providing two identical auxiliary discharge cells.

The electrical supply of the main discharge came from
2 kV voltage rectifier, isolated by an amount equal to t
accelerating voltage, which provided a discharge curren
to 1 A. The current of the main discharge was measure
the cathode circuit. The auxiliary discharge with a current
to 0.3 A was supplied from a 3 kV voltage rectifier. The
voltage to accelerate the ions, up to 5 kV, was applied
tween the cathode1 and the accelerating electrode7, which
was held at a negative potential relative to the collector8.
The negative potential is required to keep theg electrons
formed by the accelerated ion beam from entering the ac
erating gap from the collector. The ion current density d
tribution from the beam was measured by a Faraday
placed above the collector.

The pressure in the discharge system was regulate
varying the flow of the working gas admitted into the hollo
cathode of the auxiliary discharge. The gas pressure in
cathode region of the main discharge and in the accelera
gap varied between 531021 and 531023 Pa. Because o
the pressure drop incurred in the passage of the gas thr
the apertures in electrodes1 and5 the pressure in the cathod
region of the auxiliary discharge was higher than 1 Pa. T
working gases were N2, He, Ar, and O2.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

When the electrons emitted by the plasma of the au
iary discharge were not injected into the cathode1, the pres-
sure dependence of the ignition voltage of the main d
charge~curve1 in Fig. 2! follows the left-hand branch of the
Paschen curve.10 The sharp falloff of the ignition voltage is
obtained at a gas pressure of 2 Pa, which corresponds t
interelectrode distance of 20 cm, as determined from the
shen curve, which was close to the experimentally de

FIG. 1. Diagram of the discharge system:1 — Hollow cathode of the main
discharge;2 — anode of the main discharge;3, 6 — ceramic insulators;4 —
emission window;5 — hollow-cathode auxiliary discharge;7 — accelerat-
ing electrode;8 — collector;9 — gas inlet.
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mined value. As one can see in Fig. 2, the ignition volta
increases rapidly when the pressure is reduced, and the
charge cannot start at pressures,0.1 Pa without electron
injection. If electrons are injected, the ignition curve of t
main discharge is displaced to lower pressures~curve 2 in
Fig. 2!. For example, at an electron current of 50 mA t
main discharge is ignited stably at pressures to 531023 Pa.
The auxiliary discharge is ignited stably at a working g
flow .331023 Pa•m3/s. A voltage of 1–2 kV is sufficient
to ignite the auxiliary discharge over the entire press
range.

A change of the anode surface areaSa has a large influ-
ence on the voltageUd of the main discharge~Fig. 3!. It can
be seen from this figure that there exists an optimum an
area for which the discharge voltage is minimum. All subs
quent measurements were made with the optimum ratio
tween the anode and cathode areas,Sa /Sc , equal to
4.431023.

The voltage of the main discharge, which was measu
in the range from 200–800 V, depends on the pressure,
discharge currentI , and the discharge non-self-sustainme
coefficient,~Fig. 4!, defined as the ratioI a /I of the auxiliary
discharge current to the main discharge current. The pres
at which the main discharge burns, as a function of the d
charge non-self-sustainment coefficient, is shown in Fig
This figure shows that an auxiliary discharge with a curr
no higher than 1/3 of the main discharge current make

FIG. 2. Discharge ignition voltage as a function of the pressure:1 — with-
out auxiliary discharge,2 — auxiliary discharge current 50 mA.

FIG. 3. Discharge voltage as a function of the anode area:I 50.5 A;
I a50.1 A; p, Pa:1 — 2.531022, 2 — 331022.
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possible to reduce the pressure by a factor of 5–10 and
reduce the main discharge voltageUd to 200 V.

The current density distribution of the ion beam e
tracted from the plasma of the main discharge was very
form over the length of the emission window~Fig. 6! and
was essentially the same whether the electrons were inje
from only one end of the cathode cavity or both.

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The effect of electron injection on the displacement
the ignition curve towards lower pressures is in our view d
both to the entry into the cathode cavity of fast free electr
that can ionize the gas and to their oscillation in the cath
region. The effect of the oscillation is greatly enhanced
the creation by the injected electrons of a primary plasm
whose existence localizes the electrode voltage drop ac
the narrow cathode sheath. Since the absorption of fast
colliding electrons by the cathode surface is improbabl11

and is impossible for electrons that have lost some of th
energy in collisions, the electrons that have been acceler
in the cathode sheath will oscillate in the cathode cav
reflecting from the cathode sheath until they depart at
anode. The mean range of the electrons in the cathode ca
which is determined by the probability of their trajecto

FIG. 5. Operating pressure as a function of the discharge non-
sustainment coefficient :Ud5420 V; I , A: d — 0.5, s — 0.25; curves —
theory forg 5 0.05.

FIG. 4. Discharge voltage as a function of the discharge non-s
sustainment coefficient:p5231022 Pa; I , A: 1 — 0.5, 2 — 0.2.
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intersecting the anode, can be found, according to Ref. 9
the relationL54V/Sa , whereV is the volume of the cath-
ode cavity. Under experimental conditionsL was 43103 cm.
An increase in the electron mean free path is equivalent to
increase in the electrode gap and causes the discharge
tion curve to be displaced towards lower pressures. The p
sure at which the discharge can be ignited, which is de
mined by the minimum of the Paschen curve (pd'40 Pa
•cm!, should be 1022 Pa, which is close to the experimen
tally observed values~curve2 in Fig. 2!.

Since the electrons injected into the cathode cavity
accelerated in the same cathode fall as theg electrons, the
characteristics and properties of a discharge with injec
electrons should not be very different from the correspo
ing characteristics of a hollow-cathode self-sustained d
charge. As was the case in Ref. 9, the discharge volt
increases both with increased anode areaSa , because of the
departure of the high-energy electrons at the anode~the
right-hand branch of the curves in Fig. 3!, and with de-
creased areaSa less thanSc(2me /Mi)

1/2 because of the for-
mation of an anode sheath~the left-hand branch in the curve
in Fig. 3!.

When the pressure is so low that the primary electro
strike the anode before losing all their energy, the condit
for sustaining the discharge without injected electrons
the form10

ns iL51/g, ~1!

wheren is the gas concentration in the cathode cavity,s i is
the cross section for ionization of the gas by electron impa
averaged over the electron energy,L is the mean range of the
electrons accelerated in the cathode sheath, andg is the ion-
electron secondary emission coefficient.

The condition~1! implies that at a low pressure the se
ondary emission coefficientg will increase in proportion to
the decrease in pressure. For a self-sustaining discharg
increase ing can occur only by way of kinetic ion-electro
emission. For this to happen requires a sharp increase in
cathode fall and consequently a sharp increase in the
charge voltage. Since the electron component is not m
than 10% of the cathode current in a glow discharge, sup
mentary injection of electrons into the cathode cavity with
current that comprises, for example, the same 10% of
discharge current, is equivalent to doubling the coeffici

lf-

FIG. 6. Distribution of ion beam current density over the length of t
emission window. Injection of electrons from one (d) and two (s) auxil-
iary discharge cells;p52.231022 Pa; I 51 A; the curent~the sum of the
currents! of the auxiliary discharge is 0.2 A.

f-
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increase in the number of electrons injected into the cath
cavity can even reduce the discharge voltage~Fig. 4!. With
electron injection, the condition for sustaining the discha
becomes

ns iL5~g1~ I e /I ic!!21, ~2!

whereI e /I ic is the ratio of the electron current emitted by t
auxiliary discharge to the ion current to the cathode of
main discharge.

Since I e'I a under experimental conditions an
I ic5I /(11g)'I , and sinceg!1, the dependence of th
pressure at which a discharge can exist on the discharge
self-sustainment coefficientI a /I can be written as

p5
kT

s iL
~g1I a /I !21, ~3!

wherek is the Boltzmann constant andT is the temperature
of the gas in the cathode cavity.

For a self-sustaining discharge (I a50) expression~3!
becomes

p05kT/s iLg. ~4!

The value ofp0 can be determined from Fig. 5 as th
point where the curves intersect the vertical axis. Despite
approximations made in the derivation of expression~3!, we
find satisfactory agreement between the dependence o
operating pressure of a non-self-sustained discharge on
ratio I a /I ~the line! and the experimental data~the points!.
The increase inp0 with increased discharge current can
accounted for by an increase in the gas temperature.

The high degree of uniformity of the ion emission cu
rent density~Fig. 6! is caused by the properties of a low
pressure hollow-cathode discharge. The high degree of
formity of the plasma parameters is due to the fact that
primary ionizing electrons travel a distance many tim
longer than the average dimensions of the cathode ca
because of multiple reflections from the cathode sheath,
614 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
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same at any point in the plasma-filled cathode cavity. T
high degree of uniformity of the plasma is responsible for
uniform distribution of the ion emission current density. T
distribution is not distorted even if the electrons are injec
from only one end of the cavity.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the injection into the cathode cavity of ele
trons that are accelerated in the cathode fall permits a re
tion to 531023 Pa in the pressure at which stable ignitio
and stable burning are possible in a low-voltage hollo
cathode glow discharge, while the conditions for multip
oscillations of the high-energy electrons lead to efficient io
ization of the gas at low pressure and a high degree of
formity of the plasma discharge. Therefore a non-se
sustained hollow-cathode glow discharge can be regarde
a promising means for generating wide-aperture ion bea
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Anisotropy of quasistatic magnetization-reversal processes in (210)-oriented iron-garnet

s

films
E. N. Il’icheva, A. V. Klushina, N. B. Shirokova, N. N. Ustanov, and A. G. Shishkov1)

M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted November 28, 1995!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 32–35~June 1997!

An experimental study is made of the effect of an in-plane fieldHp of various orientations on
the domain structure and shape of the hysteresis loops of epitaxial iron garnet films with
the ~210! orientation. The characteristic of the magnetization reversal process~in fields somewhat
lower than the anisotropy field! is taken to be the critical fieldsHp1, Hp2, andHp3, for
which the magnetization reversal processes is interrupted at distinct stages. A method is proposed
for constructing the phase diagram of the magnetic states of films, using measurements of
the critical fieldsHp for different amplitudes of the magnetization reversal fieldHz . Two
directions in the plane of the film are determined with an accuracy of a fraction of a
degree from the hysteresis loops, where in the corresponding fieldHp the transition from a single-
domain state to a multidomain state occurs as a second-order phase transition. The
characteristic changes in the shape of the hysteresis loop are consistent with the features in the
reorganization of the domain structure of the~210! film. The preferential orientations of
the stripe domain structure of the samples are determined relative to the crystal axes as determined
by x-ray methods. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!00706-X#
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The induced anisotropy of~210!-oriented epitaxial iron
garnet films contains a large orthorhombic component,1 so
that these films can also be used as the working media
magnetic-bubble memory devices with a faster respo
speed.2,3

The complex anisotropy permits the coexistence of
main structures as magnetic bubbles and stripe domain
~210! films. Control can be exercised by a bias fieldHz and
an in-plane fieldHp independently. These possibilities a
important for developing memory based on vertical Blo
lines and for other devices.

The effect that a fieldHx along the direction of orienta
tion of the domain walls in planar films exerts on the pro
erties of the domain walls and on the quasistatic magnet
tion has been studied in Refs. 4 and 5.

In this paper we study the effect of the orientation of t
field Hp on the domain walls and the magnetization rever
of ~210! films by a low frequency fieldHz .

EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES

In the work reported here we studied iron-garnet th
film samples of composition~BiLu!3~FeGa!5O12 deposited
by liquid- phase epitaxy on nonmagnetic Cd3Ga5O12 sub-
strates with the~210! orientation.

In zero magnetic field the films had a stripe doma
structure through the film, oriented along theX axis. From
x-ray analysis data this is the@1̄20# crystallographic axis.
The direction in the plane of the film perpendicular to t
domain walls~the y axis! is an axis of the type@001#, while
the normaln to the plane of the film is essentially along th
@210# direction.

The easy axis deviates from the normaln by an angle
u0'30° and lies in a crystallographic plane of type~001!
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studied were determined in previous investigationsand are
listed in Table I.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

To measure the parameters of the quasistatic magne
tion reversal and study the domain structure of the~210!
films we used the magnetooptial method described in Re
The magnetic film was placed in a special holder, wh
could rotate the film by an arbitrary angle about the norman
to the sample surface. The magnetic fieldHp(f) acting in
the plane of the sample was produced by an electroma
and reached 3 kOe. The bias fieldHz , parallel to the normal
n, did not exceed 100 Oe.

The magnetization reversal signalmz(Hp ,Hz) was mea-
sured in dc current with amplitude modulation of the illum
nating beam from an LG-79 laser and a U2-8 tuned am
fier. Hysteresis loops were observed in the oscillosco
screen during the magnetization reversal of the sample
means of an ac fieldHz with an amplitude in excess of th
saturation field of the sample,Hzs.

The measurement method was the following. The fi
direction of the fieldHp ~i. e., f50) was along thex axis.
When the fieldHp was increased the hysteresis loops we
observed to change on the oscilloscope screen. Read
were made of the critical fieldsHp at which the characteristic
shape changes occurred in the hysteresis loops. The mea
ments were made for all the orientations of the fieldHp ; that
is, near thex axis the anglef was varied from 0 to 2p in
'5° steps. Near they axis the steps were changed to 0.5
For each anglef the changes in the domain structure we
observed during the magnetization reversal and the vis
observations were compared with the measured amplitu
of the magnetization reversal signal and with the change

6155-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



the shape of the

TABLE I.

f
al,
Sample h, mm P0, mm uF , deg/cm Da/a u0, deg xzz xzx Ms , G

1 18.7 26.2 10400 2•1023 30 0.116 0.066 5.4
2 13.0 29.5 11900 0.63•1023 30 0.161 0.090 4.8

aNote. h — film thickness,P0 — equilibrium period,uF — Faraday rotation of the plane of polarization o
light, Da/a — film-substrate lattice misfit,u0 — angle of inclination of hte easy axis from the sample norm
xzz andxzx — susceptibility of the domain wall motion,Ms — spontaneous magnetization.
hysteresis loop. Forf5p/2 andp/2610°

,
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the dependence of thez component of the vectorM s was
measured as a function of the fieldHp .

HYSTERESIS LOOPS AND PHASE DIAGRAMS OF (210)
FILMS

The hysteresis loopsmz(Hp ,Hz) for one of the samples
measured in a field with an amplitudeHz0544.5 Oe
(Hzs524 Oe! with variation of the fieldHp for f50, are
shown in Fig. 1. The fieldHp causes a shift of the hysteres
loop along the fieldHz . In fieldsHp>Hp1 ~Fig. 1b! a tran-
sition occurs in the parts of the magnetization reversal cy

FIG. 1. Hysteresis loops.Hp , Oe: a — 0, b — 56, c — 87, d —123.

616 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
s

~Fig. 1c! the magnetization reversal signal decreases by h
while in a fieldHp3 it vanishes~Fig. 1d!.

The critical fieldsHp1, Hp2, and Hp3 are indicated on
the magnetic state phase diagram for the~210! film in Ref. 5
constructed for the same sample from observations of
domain structure~Fig. 2!. In fieldsHp.Hp1 the transition to
the saturated state of the film for a single polarity becom
complete, and in fieldsHp.Hp3 nucleus formation canno
occur. Therefore a dc fieldHp interrupts the magnetization
reversal of the~210! film at definite stages.

To construct the phase diagrams~for an arbitrary fixed
angle f) we can use the fieldsHzs, Hp1, Hp2, and Hp3,
measured from the hysteresis loops for various amplitude
the magnetization reversal fieldHz0. The observations
showed that in low fields the phase diagrams of th
samples remain as straight lines over a wide range off.

When the anglef is changed the shape of the hystere
loop is preserved, but the critical fieldsHp1, Hp2, andHp3

are changed. The slope of the phase curvesu8 has a specific
value for each anglef. To characterize the slope we can u
the magnitude of the fieldHps that corresponds to the satu
ration field of the sample forHz50; then tanu85Hzs/Hps .
The dependence ofHps on the anglef is shown in Fig. 3.
Near thex axis the value ofHps and consequently the slop
of the phase diagram are essentially unchanged.

There are two directions in the plane of the film
f590° and 260°, where the fieldHp does not cause the
hysteresis loop to shift along the fieldHz , while with in-
creasingHp the amplitude of the magnetization reversal s

FIG. 2. Phase diagram of the magnetic states of a~210! film for f 5 0. 1 —
demagnetized state of the film,2 and 28 — saturation field,3 and 38 —
nucleation field.
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nal steadily decreases to zero. The proposed method for m
suring has allowed us to measure these angles to an acc
of a fraction of a degree.

In Fig. 3 we show the angular dependence of the c
lapse fieldHpcol and the elliptical instability fieldHpe , mea-
sured on the basis of the domain structure forHz 5 0. The
behavior of all the critical fields,Hpcol , Hpe , andHps , as a
function of the anglef is the same . The angular depe
dences of the critical fields are consistent with the obser
changes in the domain structure and the means of its nu
ation.

DOMAIN STRUCTURE IN (210) FILMS

The principal types of domain structure in~210! films
created by magnetic fieldsHz and Hx have been studied in
Ref. 5. The following domain structures have been observ
regular stripe domain structure through the thickness of
film, a hexagonal lattice of inclined magnetic bubbles, an
mixed domain structure.

The equilibrium structure for the samples studied her
the regular stripe domain structure, oriented along thex axis.
The remaining domain structures are also stable, but the
vious history is an important factor in nucleating them, a
special conditions are necessary~i. e., a combination of dc
fields Hz and Hx with periodically repeated pulses of th
field Hz of a certain amplitude!.

When the driving fields are oriented in thezx plane the
sample is magnetized mainly through the translational m

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the critical in-plane fieldsHp . D — col-
lapse fieldHpcol , j — Hps , s — elliptical instability fieldHpe .
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with an invariant periodP0 up tomz'0.4. Then the irrevers-
ible motion of magnetic dislocations results in an abrupt
crease in the period. The saturated state is obtained by
lapse of the free ends of the stripe domains or of
magnetic bubbles in the fieldHcol .

The nature of the quasistatic magnetization, the orien
tion of the stripe domain walls, and the elongation of t
magnetic bubbles along thex direction are maintained whe
the in-plane fieldHp(f) acts in the neighborhood of thex
axis (Df5640°).

For 140°<f<1140° and 1220°<f <1 320°, a
change is observed with increasing dc fieldHp in the orien-
tation of the stripe domain structure to the direction of t
bisector of the angle between thex and the2y axes, which
is close to the crystallographic@1̄21̄# axis. The reorganization
of the domain structure from the equilibrium state caused
the field Hp for f 5 90° is illustrated in Fig. 4. The new
structure gradually develops passing through several st
of instability of the domain wall form. In weak fields sinu
soidal distortions of the domain wall profile occur, and th
the symmetry of the distortions is broken up and the dom
walls are built up and become elongated in one prefer
direction at the apices of the zig-zags. The periodP1 of the
new stripe structure corresponds to the period of the s
soidal distortions in the shape of the domain walls, which
turn depends only weakly on the external parameters~the
orientation and magnitude of the fieldHp). For the films
studied here,P1'P0/1.7.

Domain structures with two orientations of the stripes
an angle of 45° have been observed by Dikshte�n et al.6 in
~110! films (u0'10°) with an in-plane field and with stead
reduction of the temperature.

When the magnetic fieldHp is directed along the direc
tions f590° and 260° the domain structure is orient
along the@1̄21̄# direction and vanishes whenM x is rotated
nearly into the plane of the film. For these two direction
when the fieldHp is removed, an amorphous lattice of ma
netic bubbles of both polarities is formed out of the satura
state (Hz50), which indicates a second-order phase tran
tion. The magnitude of this fieldHp ~for sample 2,Hp 5 980
Oe! can be considered as equal to the magnetic anisotr
field Hk . The corresponding anisotropy constant,k5330
erg/cm3, is in good agreement with the uniaxial anisotro
constant,ku5312 erg/cm3 obtained for this sample in Ref. 1
For their data, the orthorhombic and cubic anisotropy c
stants are, respectively,kp53340 erg/cm3 and kc51555
erg/cm3.

In a field Hp oriented close to they direction the quasi-
static magnetization occurs not only by motion of the dom
-
FIG. 4. Restructuring of the domain struc
ture in fieldsHz 5 0, andHp 5 0 ~a! 210
~b!, and 532~c! Oe.

617 617Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997 Il’icheva et al.
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for which is the decrease in the domain structure contrast
in the z component ofM s , obtained from measurements
the Faraday rotation.

By observing the domain structure during magnetizat
reversal in a magnetic film by an ac fieldHz in a dc field
Hp oriented at an angle of 40° to thex axis one can see tha
the new domain structure forms in the interior of the o
stripe domain structure and coexists with the latter in so
interval of angles (Df'10°). For other orientations of th
field Hp one of the two preferred directions of orientation
the stripe domains was followed: either along thex axis or at
an angle of245° to it.

The principle mechanism for the formation of nuclei
reverse magnetization in these films in the absence of ‘‘sh
ing’’ is the ingrowth of elongated domains, as a rule, fro
the edge of the sample. In addition, for each anglef there
exists a range of values of dc fieldsHz andHp where mag-
netic bubbles of a certain polarity are formed from t
single-domain state. The process starts with the formatio
elongated domains in locations of local nonuniformity
M s . With increasing magnetization reversal fieldHp nuclei
in the form of magnetic bubbles are formed near the end
the domains and propagate frontally in the region of unifo
magnetization of the film, forming chains oriented along t
x axis if f<640° or at an angle of245° to thex axis for
other orientations ofHp . In a field of elliptical instability,
Hpe the magnetic bubbles either merge together into st
domains or a domain structure is formed with a high den
of magnetic dislocations~mainly this refers to the free end
of the elongated domains!.

These investigations have established that the ang
dependence of the critical fieldsHp1, Hp2, andHp3 and the
618 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
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symmetry is anisotropic in epitaxial iron garnet films wi
the ~210! orientation.

We have observed two preferred directions of orien
tion of the stripe domain structure, which nearly coinci
with the @1̄20# and @1̄21̄# crystallographic orientations.

For the two orientations the fieldHp5Hk ~for f 5 90
and 260°) and in zero fieldHz the domain structure is nucle
ated in a second-order phase transition.

These results may be important for explaining the e
perimental data on the alternating-sign slope of the dom
walls in a fieldHp 5 Hx in ~210! films.7

The authors wish to thank A. M. Balbashov~MEI! for
providing the films with the~210! orientation and N. N. Stu-
pina ~Faculty of Solid State Physics, Moscow State Unive
sity! for the x-ray examination of the samples.
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Size dependence of the properties of boron nitride crystals

n-
G. P. Bogatyreva, E. R. Zusmanov, N. V. Kotova, V. M. Maevski , and A. B. Ro tsin

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 252650 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted January 10, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 36–40~June 1997!

The physical properties of powder samples of high-strength cubic boron nitride are studied for
particle sizes from 2 to 200mm. The studies include the impurity~elemental! composition
of the bulk and the surface composition, the magnetic, electrophysical, microwave-spectroscopic
characteristics, as well as the adsorption-structural characteristics, the density and the
physical-chemical properties of the material. It is shown that the physical properties depend to a
large degree on the particle size of the powder. The nature of the observed effects is discussed.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!00806-4#
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disperse ultrahard materials that are finding widespread
in machine construction. Among these materials is cubic
ron nitride ~CBN!. It suffices to say that CBN is the mos
thermally resistant material, and is generally used where
mond cannot be used~for large loads and high temperatures!.

In addition, powder samples for various reasons
widely used for studying the physical properties of sing
crystals, in particular for studying their defect structure.1,2 It
is usually assumed that grinding up the crystals has no g
effect on their bulk properties. For example, the bulk cent
~defects! contained in single crystals do not change in str
ture or symmetry. This is a necessary condition for the us
powders for studying the bulk properties of crystals.

Moreover, it has been demonstrated that in a numbe
cases the properties of the ground samples are quite diffe
from those of coarser samples. For example, it has b
shown3 that when alkali halide crystals with manganese i
purities are ground up, the axial centers based on the M21

ion turn into cubic centers: the vacancy that compensates
excess charge of the Mn21 ion is separated from the latte
Another effect has been observed when diamond sample
ground up:4,5 the intensity of the EPR spectrum changes
intensity but not in its parameters. It has also be
observed6–8 that the intensity of the EPR spectrum of th
dangling bonds on a silicon surface depends on the grain
of the diamond powder used to polish it. Finally, we no
investigations in which the width of the EPR line of Cr31
TABLE I. Impurity composition and surface compos
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dum sample size.
These size effects show that the surface influences

properties of the material and this influence must necessa
be taken into account in investigations of these propert
On the other hand, with powder samples one can study
structure and properties of the surface itself. The presen
vestigation is focused on the properties of powder sample
high-strength CBN and how they depend on the particle s
We studied the elemental impurity content, including the s
face composition, the adsorption-structural, the physic
chemical, the magnetic, electrophysical, and microwa
resonance properties.

2. The samples were type KR grinding powder and K
micropowder with various particle sizes~Table I!. The
samples were prepared at the Institute of Ultrahard Materi
Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, from the hexag
nal modification of boron nitride at high pressures and te
peratures. Manganese was added as a process stimulato
impurity content of the samples was determined by
method of spark mass spectroscopy. The results of this
vestigation are given in Table I . The surface composition
was determined by Auger electron spectroscopy. T
adsorption-structural characteristics were investigated by
BET ~Brunauer, Emmet, and Teller! method using the iso-
therms obtained by low-temperature adsorption of nitrog
on the Akusorb device.10

Table II lists the specific surface areaSBET the total pore
ition of CBN powder.

%

.8
1.2
.5
.8
.1
.3
.8

619f Physics
Sample name, Impurity concentration, % Surface composition, at.
Sample Particle size,mm Si Fe Mg Al Ca Ti B N C O

a KP 200/160~batch 1! 0.09 0.02 0.8 0.01 0.05 0.01 20.5 16.8 42.9 19
b KP 100/80 0.10 0.02 0.56 0.01 0.04 0.01 27.6 19.5 41.6 1
c KM 20/14 0.07 0.01 0.23 0.01 0.05 0.01 37.9 25.7 30.9 5
d KM 7/5 0.09 0.01 0.26 0.01 0.05 0.01 31.5 25.5 36.3 6
e KM 5/3 0.03 0.01 0.23 0.01 0.05 0.01 47.3 29.5 17.1 6
f KM 3/2 0.02 0.04 0.11 0.01 0.04 0.01 47.0 30.9 15.8 6
g KP 200/160~batch 2! 0.09 0.02 0.8 0.01 0.05 0.01 20.5 16.8 42.9 19
h* ‘‘ g,’’ ground 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

*Per cent content of various particle sizes:d'200mm — 24%, d'100mm — 24%, d'60mm — 48%,
d'20mm — 4%.
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TABLE II. Absorption-structural, physical-chemical, Magnetic, and electrophysical characteristics of CBN
powder.
r, SBET , VS , DGS , 2DGS sp , x, r8, tand,
Sample g/cm3 m2/g 1025ml/g mJ/mole•g mJ/mole m2 1028 m3/kg 1013 V 1024

a 3.52 0.014 47.21 22.96 197.33 8.2 6.6 1066
b 3.51 0.018 49.23 23.13 173.89 3.3 2.2 1307
c 3.50 0.167 62.99 20.65 3.89 0.9 3.6 443
d 3.49 1.127 645.1 26.42 5.7 2.5 2.8 224
e 3.53 1.431 435.6 29.64 9.64 2.5 3.3 341
f 3.54 1.816 728.6 24.7 4.7 1.9 2.6 363
g 3.52 0.014 47.21 22.96 197.33 8.2 6.6 1066
h 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
the densityr of the material. This table also
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gives the results of measurements of the physical-chem
magnetic, and electrophysical parameters: the free energ
saturation by water vapor,DGS , the specific energy of satu
ration by water vaporDGS sp, the characteristic hydrophylic
degree, the specific magnetic susceptibilityx, the resistivity
r8, and the electrical loss tangent, tand.

3. In addition to the methods enumerated above, elec
paramagnetic resonance was used as a structurally sen
method by which one can study on the microscopic level
defect structure in the bulk and on the surface.11 In particu-
lar, by observing the changes in the EPR spectra for var
external influences on the sample~temperature, gases, radi
tion, etc.! one can draw conclusions about the model of s
face defects and about the changes that occur in their s
ture as a result of this influence. Similar studies were m
on, for example, silicon for the purpose of determining t
nature of the defect~with a g factor equal to 2.0055!, called
a ‘‘dangling bond.’’ For a number of reasons11 it is easier to
identify bulk defects than surface defects.

The measurements were carried out on an RE´ -1306
three-centimeter EPR spectrometer at room temperature.
whole EPR spectrum is in general a superposition of th
types of lines. LineL1 with a g factor of about 2 and a
width1! DH535–130 Oe; lineL2, a narrow line (DH 5 5–7
Oe! with g'2; and lineL3, which was observed in a broa
range of resonance magnetic fields~from 0 to 6000 Oe! and
has aDH of several thousand oersteds. Some of theL1 and
L3 lines have a multicomponent structure. The widths of
L1 andL2 lines in the EPR spectrum~hundreds of oersteds!
are small compared to the region occupied by theL3 lines
~thousands of oersteds!, and the peak intensities of theL1

and L2 lines are an order of magnitude higher than that
line L3. Therefore the spectra corresponding to these li
are given separately below with different scales along
axes.

The EPR spectra of the polishing-powder sample and
micropowder sample are qualitatively different, whereas
shape of the spectrum for the powders within each type
various particle size are similar and differ only by the
widths and intensities. For example, the spectra from
polishing powder contains the linesL1 andL2, with L1 hav-
ing a poorly defined structure. For the micropowder sam
the line L2 is not observed, and lineL1 is structureless. A
typical shape of the spectrum for the polishing powder
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sample is shown in Fig. 1B ~samplec) ~the notation for
designating the samples is given in Table I!. The parameters
of the lines L1 and L2 for the polishing powder and the
micropowder samples are given in Table III. The shape o
line L1 is close to Lorentzian, and as the particle size de
crease it is easily approximated by the sum of two Lorentz
ians with different widths. In Fig. 2 we show the dependenc
of the parameters of the lineL1 on the sample dimension
d; the parameterd was taken to be the arithmetical mean o
the extreme particle size~for example in the case of KR
200/160,d5180 mm!. Finally, in Fig. 3 we show the line
L3, whose parameters are listed in Table IV.

4. In discussing the results we note first of all that pre
viously the EPR method has been used to study both he
agonal BN~Ref. 12!2! and cubic BN~Refs. 13–19!. The EPR
spectra presented in Refs. 13–19 or their main paramete
(g factor, DH) on the whole are similar to ours for theL1

andL2 lines~Table III!. The sometimes large differences~for

FIG. 1. Typical shape of theL1 andL2 lines of the EPR spectrum of cubic
boron nitride.
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example, the dif

TABLE III. Parameters of theL1 andL2 lines of the EPR spectra.
Sample DH1, Oe DH2, Oe I 1(S1), arb. units I 2, arb. units g1 g2

a 108615 5.660.5 0.33~0.76! 0.66 2.002660.0015 2.003060.0005
b 11465 5.660.5 0.36~0.74! 0.39 2.004060.0015 2.003260.0005
c 4565 2 0.72~0.92! 2 2.006160.0008 2

d 4165 2 1.00~0.95! 2 2.006260.0008 2

e 4065 2 0.91~0.68! 2 2.006260.0008 2

f 4265 2 0.58~0.44! 2 2.005760.0008 2

g 116615 5.660.5 0.31~1.00! 0.61 2.004060.0015 2.002960.0005
h 4165 6.560.5 0.38~0.72! 0.68 2.005260.0015 2.003860.0005

Note.The valuesI 1 and I 2 correspond to the peak intensities of the lines, and the values ofS1 in parentheses
to the integrated intensities.
ferences inDH for the L1 line are as much
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tion with different impurities!, whose nature depends on the
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mi-
as a factor of three!, are evidently related to the difference
the powder size, for which data are frequently not given. T
L3 lines we have observed have no analog in the literatur
the spectra of any modification of BN.

The most characteristic defects in hexagonal BN are
so-called one- and three-boron centers, in which an unpa
electron enters into a hyperfine interaction with either one
three boron nuclei (10B, 11B!. The nature of only the three
boron center has been established — a positively charged
nitrogen vacancy that has trapped an electron~the analog of
an F center in alkali halide crystals!. By analogy with this
model, a four-boron model has been proposed for cubic
~Ref. 15!: a positively charged nitrogen vacancy located
the tetrahedral surroundings of four boron atoms, which
trapped an electron. This center, as it is assumed, is res
sible for the lines analogous to our narrow lineL2. Although
its hyperfine structure is not split~unlike the centers in hex
agonal BN!, the model is convincing in that in cubic BN th
nitrogen atom also carries a negative charge.20 It might be
that the model could be established finally by means
electron-nuclear double-resonance experiments.21 A model
for the center responsible for the wide line~the analog of
L1) is not yet known. It is only assumed that it may b
related to complex defects~groups ofF centers in combina-
e
in

e
ed
r

N

s
n-

f

means of preparing the samples and their subsequent i
action with various external agents.

We have observed theL3 line in BN for the first time.
Similar lines, however, have been observed previously
studies of synthetic diamond.22,23 They were attributed to
ferromagnetic inclusions added to the starting mixture as
aid to crystallization in synthesizing the diamond. Consid
ing the external similarity of the spectra shown in Fig. 3
the spectra published in Refs. 22 and 23, and the mean
preparing the BN and diamond samples and the analysi
their elemental composition~Table I!, we can conclude tha
the L3 lines we have observed are connected with metal
clusions.

One can see from Figs. 1–3 and Tables III and IV, th
the EPR spectra from samples of various sizes are gene
quite different from one another. For example, the intens
of the L1 line has a maximum neard'6 mm, whereas its
width remains nearly constant for small values ofd and in-
creases rapidly with increasingd. Also quite different are the
EPR spectra of ferromagnetic inclusions from samples
different sizes~Fig. 3!. Here we can distinguish three group
of lines: from samplesa, b, andg; from samplesc, d, e, and
h; and from samplef . Within each group, which is deter
mined by the particle size, the spectra are qualitatively si
FIG. 2. Dependence of the parameters of theL1 line on
the particle size of powder cubic boron nitride~the no-
tation for the parameters is given in Table II!.
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n

FIG. 3. LinesL3 of the EPR spectrum of cubic
boron nitride:A — polishing powder,B — mi-
cropowder~the notation for the samples is give
in Table I!.
lar. However, the parameters of theL2 line depend only
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on it. The curve ifI 3 was measured in Ref. 6 and confirmed

at
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ases.
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slightly on the sample size. The fact that lineL2 is scarcely
seen at all for small particles is probably related to the f
that they are ‘‘buried’’ in theL1 lines, whose intensities
increase sharply with decreasing particle size. It can thu
concluded that theL2 lines are associated with paramagne
centers located mainly in the bulk, whereas theL1 and L3

lines are associated with centers located near the surfac
The EPR data correlate with data from other metho

For example, the large loss tangents indicate a high de
concentration in the crystals. In the EPR spectra this co
sponds to broad lines and low intensities. It should be no
that the maximum intensity of theL1 line corresponds to the
minimum in tand. The large specific surface area of BN f
small values ofd is a favorable factor for the increase in th
number of free bonds, which causes an increase in the n
ber of unpaired electrons and as a consequence an increa
the intensity of theL1 line, which is observed with decreas
ing d. An increase in the number and volume of the po
also brings about the same effect in the EPR spectra.

In addition to the parameters of lineL1, Fig. 2 also con-
tains a plot ofI 3, which shows how the intensities of th
EPR lines of the ‘‘dangling-bond’’ paramagnetic centers
the silicon surface depend on the diamond powder grain
used for polishing the Si surface so as to create these ce
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in Ref. 8. The maxima of the curves ofI 1 and I 3 are dis-
placed in the vertical direction for clarity. It can be seen th
the curves ofI 1 andI 3 are similar in form. Their extrema fal
at the same sized'6 mm, which indicates the generality o
the phenomenon. In general terms this can be interprete
the following way. As the particle size decreases, the to
surface area increases and the EPR signal also incre

TABLE IV. Parameters of theL3 line of the EPR spectra.

Sample H0, Oe geff DH, Oe Notes

a 2 2 2700*
b 650 10.4 3400*
c 500 13.5 1750* has structure
d 600 11.2 1500* ‘‘ ’’
e 630 10.7 1800
f 2120 3.18 60 Still a four-

4000 1.685 6500* component line
nearH52430 Oe

g 2 2 2650*
h 1500 4.49 2600

Note. H0 is the magnetic field for zero intensity of the derivative of h
absorption line; the valuesDH, indicated by the asterisk correspond to th
position of the lower extremum.
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However, for particle sizes~a fewmm! corresponding to the
24 u

ic
da
na
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s

Phys. Usp.32, 891 ~1989!#; Radio-Frequency Spectroscopy of Solid Sur-
faces@in Russian# ~Naukova Dumka, Kiev, 1992!.

r. A
surface region, the paramagnetic centers disappear beca
of the increase in the area of contact of the particles, wh
leads to a decrease in the open surface, and the partial
age to the surface structure, which reduces the EPR sig

This work was carried out with the cooperation of t
Ukranian State Committee on Science and Technology.

1!The distance between the maximum slopes.
2!For references of other work on this modification of BN see Ref. 12.
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Characteristic electron thermalization time in dielectric media

S. V. Ivliev, V. K. Lyapidevski , and M. I. Ryazanov

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, 115409 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted February 12, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 41–45~June 1997!

An approximate solution is obtained for the thermalization transport equation for electrons with
an energy below the atom ionization potential. The results are used to estimate the
thermalization time and the time of removal of the ionization electron from its atom in the
gaseous and liquid states of inert gases. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~97!00906-9#

INTRODUCTION TRANSPORT EQUATIONS FOR THERMALIZATION OF HOT
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Primary ionization electrons ejected from atoms by f
particles move far from their ion of origin, so that their effe
on the ion is very weak. Therefore local charge neutrality
disrupted for a certain time in the immediate vicinity of the
ions in the dielectric, and this disruption plays a role in t
formation of the particle track. The time during which th
local charge neutrality is disrupted depends on the therm
zation time of the primary electrons. Therefore it is of inte
est to estimate the thermalization time and discuss the v
ous mechanisms for the thermalization of hot electrons w
energies lower than the ionization potential of the at
(I 510 eV!, but higher than the thermal energy (kT 5 0.025
eV!. Numerical calculations of the thermalization time
fast electrons in gases have been carried out in Refs. 1
simplifying assumptions made in these calculations were
ried out by the method of moments in Ref. 4 and it w
shown that for the hard-sphere model the discrepanc
25%, but in other cases it is less.

An exact theory of thermalization of electrons requir
knowledge of the exact cross sections for various interact
of the electrons with matter over the entire energy ran
covered by the investigation. However, these cross sect
are quite difficult to calculate, and in many cases they h
not been calcuated. Experimental measurements of the c
sections also cannot give a complete picture of their ene
and angular dependences over the entire range of energ
interest. In this situation exact results of theory must eit
be supplemented with exact data on the cross sections
interpolations must be made over the available data on
cross sections.

On the other hand, the thermalization time of particu
interest is clearly some averaged characteristic of the m
rial, and to calculate it does not require knowledge of all
details of the behavior of the cross section. From this po
of view, the item of particular interest is the development
approximate methods of analyzing the situation, where
does not need to know the detailed behavior of the cr
sections, but only some general integrated characteristic
the material, for which the calculations or measurements
not so difficult.
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For electrons with an energy lower than the ionizati
potential of the atom, their wavelength is greater than ato
dimensions, and therefore scattering from atoms is ne
isotropic, and the energy loss comes about by the recoi
atoms in elastic collisions, the excitation of molecules
inelastic collisions, and the generation of low-energy colle
tive excitations of the material, in particular, phonons.
describe the behavior of the electrons that are being slow
we introduce the electron distribution function over the p
sition and momentum,f (r ,p,t). If electron trapping in traps
in the material is neglected, then the transport equa
obeyed by the electron distribution function obeys will ha
the form5

$d/dt1v•d/dp1F•d/dr % f ~r,p,t !

5E d3p8$w~p,p8!d@E2E81dE~p,p8!# f ~r,p8,t !

2w~p,p!d@E2E81dE~p,p!# f ~r,p,t !%, ~1!

whereE5p2/2m; E85p82/2m;, v5p/m; m is the electron
mass,w(p,p8)d@E2E81dE(p,p8# is the probability of a
transition of an electron from a state with momentump to a
state with momentump8 in an interval of momentumd3p8
per unit time;dE(p,p8) is the energy transferred to the ato
in a collision, andF is the force acting on the electron from
the ionized atom.

In the initial stage the kinetic energy of an electron
large compared to the potential energy, and so the actio
this force can be neglected. The role of this force later
pends on which falls off faster — the kinetic energy of t
electron because of its stopping, or the potential energy
the electron because it gets farther away from the ioni
atom. Therefore in the first approximation the forceF can be
dropped. Using the solution of the first approximation, w
shall later estimate the correction due to the Coulomb in
action of the electron with the ion.

In the range of electron energy considered, the ene
loss in one collision is relatively small; i.e., we can assu
that dE(p,p8)!E. We can therefore transform the transpo
equation~1! to a Fokker–Planck equation, which describ
diffusion in energy space, by transforming from the functi

6244-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



f (r ,p,t) to a function that describes the energy distribution
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N~r ,T,t !5qr23/2 exp@2r 2/4T#d$t2T0dT8D~T8!21%.
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of the electrons

n~r ,E,T!5~1/4p!E dVpf ~r,p,t !. ~2!

From Eq.~1! we obtain an equation forn(r ,E,t)

@d/dt2D~E!¹2#n~r ,E,t !

5E d3p8dE~p,p8!d~E2E8!$w~p,p8!n~r ,E8,t !

2w~p,p!n~r ,E,t !%. ~3!

Here (pp85pp8 cosu)

D~E!5~v2/3!E d3p8w~p,p8!d~E2E8!~12cosu!.

~4!

We emphasize that the dependence of the diffusion
efficient on the electron energy is a functional, since in
thermalization the electron energy varies by three order
magnitude. Since for low energies the cross section for
interaction of an electron with the atoms and molecules
essentially isotropic, we can neglect the cosine under
integral sign in Eq.~4!. Then the diffusion coefficient can b
expressed in terms of the electron mean free pathl (E) by the
relation

D~E!5$v/3ns~E!%5v l ~E!/3, ~5!

wheren is the number of atoms per unit volume of the m
terial ands(E) is the total cross section for scattering of
electron with an energyE by a single atom.

We now introduce the energy loss function

g~E!5E d3p8w~p,p8!dE~p,p8!d~E2E8! ~6!

and a new variable with the dimensions of length squar
analogous to the ‘‘age’’ in the theory of neutron slowing6

T5T~E!5E
E0

E

dE8D~E8!/g~E8!. ~7!

From Eq. ~7! we can also find the inverse dependen
E(T), by which it is easy to transform any function ofE into
a function of the variableT. We go over to a description o
the electron distribution by means of the function

N~r ,T,t !5E~T!1/2g~E~T!!n~r ,E~T!,t !, ~8!

for which, using Eq.~3!, we obtain the equation

@1/D~T!#~dN~r ,T,t !/dt!5$¹22d/dT%N~r ,T,t !. ~9!

If at the origin of the coordinate system there is a sou
of particles, which emits at timet50 a certain number o
particles with a given energy, then this can be taken a
source density added to Eq.~9!, which gives instead of Eq
~9! the equation

$D~T!21d/dt1d/dT2¹2%N~r ,T,t !5qd~r !d~T!d~ t !.
~10!

This equation is solved exactly by means of Fourier a
Laplace transforms, and its solution is the function (T.0)
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~11!

From this result it follows that in this approximation th
spatial distribution of the thermalizing electrons is Gauss
with a width determined by the ageT of the electrons, while
the timet and energyE are mutually related by

t5E
0

T~E!

dT8D~T8!21. ~12!

This kind of relation between the stopping time and t
particle energy is a characteristic feature of the ‘‘continuo
slowing’’ approximation used in the above derivation,
which fluctuations in the electron energy loss in a sin
collision are neglected. The mean distance the elec
moves away from its atom is given by the expression

^r &5^r 2&1/25~6T~E!!1/2, ~13!

i.e., it is a function of the particle energy, or, invoking E
~12!, a function of the timet. The advantage of this approx
mation must be considered the possibility of using Eqs.~12!
and ~13! derived above for estimating and comparing t
thermalization time and the distance traveled by an elec
from its atom for various materials that differ from one a
other by various energy dissipation mechanisms. The s
cific properties of the stopping medium comes in only in t
determination of the diffusion coefficientD(E) and the age
T(E).

THERMALIZATION TIME IN INERT GASES

In the electron energy range we are considering, inela
collisions with inert gas atoms play a small role because
the large excitation energy of these atoms. Therefore in m
atomic gases the main mechanism for electron energy
involves elastic collisions, with energy transfer to the rec
of the atom. For estimates, we shall assume that the c
section for elastic collisions depends only weakly on the
ergy and angle, and then in the light of this discussion i
easy to obtain (M is the mass of the atom!

g~E!5~2Em/M !~v/ l !; E5E0 exp$26Tm/Ml 2%.
~14!

The thermalization timet therm is called the electron time
of slowing to a final energyET equal to the thermal energy
It follows from Eq. ~14! that the thermalization time in an
inert gas depends on the initial electron ener
E05(1/2)mv0

2 through

t therm5~ lM /mv0!$@E0 /ET#1/221%. ~15!

The mean distance the primary ionization electron tr
els from its atom in an inert gas, according to Eq.~13! is

^r &5 l @~M /m!ln~E0 /Et!#
1/2. ~16!

The assumption made regarding the weak energy de
dence of the scattering cross section is valid only for the li
inert gas atoms, helium and neon, to which relations~15! and
~16! are applicable. For heavier inert gas atoms~Ar, Kr, Xe!,
a sharp minimum exists in the scattering cross section
electron energies of about 0.4 eV~the Ramsauer-Townsen
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glect the energy dependence of the scattering cross sec
The existence of a sharp minimum in the cross section me
that when an electron reaches an energy of about 0.4 e
will nearly cease to slow down. This greatly increases
thermalization time of the electron. It should be pointed o
that expressions~15! and~16! were derived for the particula
case of a cross section that depends only weakly on the a
and the energy, and therefore is inapplicable to the case
cross section that varies rapidly with the energy. For a cr
estimate of the electron thermalization time in heavy in
gases we can use the following reasoning. After a timedt an
electron with an energyE undergoes (vdt/ns(E)) colli-
sions, losing in this time an energy of about

dE52dE~p,p8!~v/ns~E!!dt

522~m/M !E@2E/m#1/2ns~E!dt. ~17!

Integrating this expression from the initial energy to t
thermal energyET it is easy to obtain the following expres
sion for the thermalization time

t therm5~M /2n!~1/2m!1/2E
ET

E0
dEE23/2~1/s~E!!. ~18!

In the particular case of a cross section that does
vary with the energy, the result coincides with Eq.~15!.
Equation~18! shows that the main contribution to the int
gral comes from energies near to the lower limit. In oth
words, the thermalization time is accumulated mainly
wards the end of the process, and the existence of a m
mum in the energy dependence of the scattering cross se
can greatly change the result.

The important stage in determining the distance the e
tron travels away from its atom is not the final stage in
thermalization, but the initial stage, where the electron
move comparatively long distances in a short time. Theref
a minimum in the energy dependence of the cross sectio
the final stage of thermalization does not contribute much
the distance from the atom. We can thus infer that for e
mating the distance the electron moves away from the a
the approximation of an energy- independent cross sectio
applicable over a wider range than it is to the electron th
malization time.

EXCITATION OF VIBRATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL
DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN DIATOMIC GASES

In diatomic gases energy can be lost to excitation
vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom of the molec
in addition to energy loss to elastic collisions. In the collisi
with a molecule of this gas the potential energy lost by
electron is discrete, and the interaction cross section is
same in order of magnitude as the cross section for ela
scattering. If we assume as before that the cross section
pends only weakly on the energy and angle, and denote
j the mean energy loss per collision, we can write instead
Eq. ~6!

g~E!5j~v/ l !,

626 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
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malization time in the form

t therm5~ml/j!~v02vT! ~19!

and for the mean separation of the electron from its atom
have

^r &5 l @~E02ET!~2/j!#1/2. ~20!

The loss into excitation of vibrational and rotational d
grees of freedom is found to be more important, and t
mechanism governs the stopping process as long as the
tron energy is sufficient to excite these discrete energy lev
If the energy is lower, then the thermalization proceeds
elastic collisions. The condition that the Coulomb field h
little effect in the region of energy loss by excitation of v
brational and rotational levels is satisfied: at lower energ
the situation is the same as for the loss to elastic collisio

EXCITATION OF ACOUSTIC PHONONS IN LIQUIDS

Let us now consider the thermalization of electrons
liquid dielectrics through excitation of acoustic phonons. T
energy lost in one event has the form

dE~p,p8!5cup2p8u,

wherec is the speed of sound.
Substituting this expression into Eqs.~5! and ~6! gives

relations for the energy loss function

g~E!5~4/3!mv2~c/ l ! ~21!

and for the age variable

T5~v02v !~ l 2/4c!. ~22!

Using Eqs.~21! and ~22!, one can readily derive an ex
pression for the thermalization time through energy loss
the formation of acoustic phonons

t therm5~3l /4c!ln~v0 /vT!. ~23!

The mean separation of the electron from its atom is th

^r &5 l @~3/2c!~v02vT!#1/2. ~24!

THE EFFECT OF THE COULOMB FIELD

Let us now estimate the correction associated with
inclusion of the effect of the Coulomb field. If one takes in
account the Coulomb field, then the kinetic energy of t
particle is supplemented by the negative potential ene
U(r )52(e2/r ). We shall consider the correction obtaine
in the region whereuUu is small relative toE. We assume
that we know the exact energy dependence of the elec
separation with allowance for the Coulomb fie
E85E1U, ^r (E8)&. For uUu!E we can write

^r ~E1U !&5^r ~E!&1^U&~d^r ~E!&/dE!,

where ^r (E)& and (d^r (E)&/dE) are taken forU50, i.e.,
without the Coulomb field, as in Eq.~13!. Then from Eqs.
~13! and ~7! we have

~d^r ~E!&/dE!5@3/2T~E!#1/2$D~E!/g~E!%.

626Ivliev et al.



We can now write for the average separation of the elec-
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tron from the atom with allowance for the Coulomb field

^r ~E1U !&5^r ~E!&$12e2^r ~E!&22@d^R~E!&/dE#%.
~25!

The condition for the applicability of this relation is tha
the second term on the right-hand side be small compare
the first term, i.e., the inequality

h5e2^r ~E!&22@d^r ~E!&/dE#!1. ~26!

According to Eq.~25! the Coulomb attraction of the
electron to the ion decreases the distance between the ion
the electron, as one would expect from elementary consi
ations. It is helpful to note that Eq.~25! refers to the case
where there are no other charged particles situated betw
the ion and the electron. The presence of other cha
changes the situation qualitatively, since this then becom
many-particle problem. Nevertheless, Eq.~25! can be used to
estimate the error incurred by neglecting the Coulomb fie
For a monatomic inert gas the relative error according to
~14! is

h5~e2/2E0l !~m/M !1/2@ ln~E0 /ET!#23/2. ~27!

For electron thermalization in a diatomic gas

h5~e2/ l !j1/2~2E0!23/2. ~28!

Finally, for electron thermalization in a liquid throug
scattering by acoustic phonons the relative error incurred
ignoring the Coulomb field is

h5~e2/4l !~c/3!1/2~2/m!1/4E0
25/4. ~29!

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

It has been shown that the electron thermalization ti
depends strongly on the electron energy loss mechanism
accordingly depends on the initial electron energy differen
in different materials. Different energy dissipation mech
627 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
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the electron from its atom will also be quite different in tho
materials.

The assumption that the energy dependence of the in
action cross section is weak imposes limits the accuracy
the results. The error in this approximation can be asses
by using approximate formulas similar to Eqs.~17! and~18!
as the thermalization time. The loss to excitation of vib
tional and rotational degrees of freedom of diatomic m
ecules can be written as in Eq.~18!

t therm5~1/nj!~m/2!1/2E
ET

E0
dE/@E1/2s~E!#. ~30!

For the loss to excitation of phonons in a liquid the the
malization time can be obtained as in Eq.~18! in the form

t therm5~3/4nc!E
ET

E0
dE/@Es~E!#. ~31!

From a comparison with experimental data for the el
tron thermalization time in liquid and solid Ar, Kr, and X
one can conclude that the estimates obtained here are in
isfactory agreement with published experimental data.7,8

The authors wish to thank the Russian Fund for Fun
mental Research for financial support.
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Use of a generalized method of eigenmodes in the theory of lasers

en-
V. Yu. Petrun’kin and B. V. L’vov

St. Petersburg State Technical University, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted January 25, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 46–49~June 1997!

An analysis is made of the application a generalized method of eigenmodes, which is used in
steady-state diffraction problems to the theory of lasers. In the study of open laser cavities
the use of this method makes it possible to avoid difficulties associated with the exponential growth
of the field at infinity. The generalized method developed previously for solving steady-state
diffraction problems is extended to the case of non-steady-state narrow-band processes to construct
in the ordinary way the equations describing the operation of the laser. The only difference
is that the field is expanded in the eigenfunctions that are orthogonal in the region occupied by the
active medium. This eliminates the difficulties associated with the behavior of the mode
field at infinity. In addition, in a number of cases the generalized eigenfunctions~modes!
correspond considerably better to the field distribution in the operating laser. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01006-4#

In the theory of lasers the fields are expanded in the
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eigenmodes.The application of this method to lasers wi
open cavities encounters certain difficulties including the f
that the field of the eigenmodes of an open system incre
exponentially at infinity. In the present work it is shown th
this difficulty can be overcome by using the generaliz
method of eigenmodes.2 The direct use of this method i
difficult because it has been developed for the solution
steady- state diffraction problems, while the theory of las
is formulated in the form of differential equations. It is ne
essary to go from the steady-state problem to the non-ste
state problem. The essence of the generalized method ca
elucidated with the example of the scalar wave equation.
consider two regionsv1 and v2. The regionv1 is external
enclosed by a sphere whose radius tends to infinity, and
region v2 is inside the sphere filled with a medium with
permittivity «. In regionv1 the field satisfies the equation

¹2u~1!1k2«u~1!5 f , k25
v2

c2 , ~1!

and in regionv2 the equation

¹2u~2!1k2u~2!50. ~2!

The boundary conditions

~u~1!2u~2!!us1
50; S ]u~1!

]N
2

]u~2!

]N D
s1

50, ~3!

are satisfied on the interfaces1, whereN is the normal to the
surface.

The radiation conditions are satisfied ons2. The eigen-
functions in which the required fields are expanded are fo
from a solution of the following homogeneous auxilia
problem

¹2un
~1!1k2«nun

~1!50 within v1 ,

¹2un
~2!1k2un

~2!50 within v2 ~4!
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values are«n ~a parameter of the medium!, and k5v/c is
given by the frequency of the external forces. As shown
Ref. 2, the functionsun are orthogonal in the volumev1:

E
v1

un
~1!um

~1!dv50, ~5!

if «nÞ«m .
The solution of the initial problem~1!–~3! is given by an

expansion in these functions

u5(
~n!

bnun
~1! ~6!

inside ofv1, where

bn5
1

«2«n

1

k2

*v1
un

~1! f dv

*v1
~un

~1!!2dv
. ~7!

The theory of lasers is formulated as a set of nonlin
differential equations. To apply the generalized method
laser problems one must extend this theory to the n
steady-state case. Equations~1! and ~2! are Fourier-
transformed wave equations

¹2u~1!~ t !2
«

c2

]2u~1!

]t2 5 f ~ t !; ¹2u~2!~ t !2
1

c2

]2u~2!

]t2

50, ~8!

where

u~ t,r !5
1

2pE2`

`

u~v,r !eivtdv;

f ~ t,r !5
1

2pE2`

`

f ~v,r !eivtdv. ~9!

The boundary conditions are the same as before. It t
follows that the solution of Eqs.~8! can be obtained from the
solutions of~1! and~2! by the inverse Fourier transformatio

6288-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



u~ t,r !5
1 E`

b ~v!u ~v,r !eivtdv. ~10!
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In laser problemsbn(v) has an extremely narrow spe
trum near the lasing frequencyv0, and un(v,r ) depends
only weakly on the frequency. Then, taking the slowly va
ing factor out of the integral sign, we can write

u~ t,r !>(
~n!

un~v0 ,r !
1

2pE2`

`

bn~v!eivtdv

5(
~n!

un~v0 ,r !bn~ t !, ~11!

and bn(t) is obtained from the inverse Fourier transform
tion of expression~7!

bn~v!5
1

«2«n~v!

1

k2E
v1

un~v,r ! f ~v,r !dv, ~12!

whereun is assumed to be normalized

E
v1

~un!2dv51.

Let us examine the behavior of the fact
1/(k2(«5«n(v))) as a function of the frequency. In Ref. 2
was shown that asv→0 this expression tends to a consta
value, while for v→` it falls off as 1/k2. For
«2«n(v̄n)50 the expression has a singularity. The fr
quencyv̄n for open systems is complex and the root of t
equation is unique. Let us multiply the left- and right-ha
sides of Eq.~12! by v2v̄n

~v2v̄n!bn~v!5
v2v̄n

«2«n~v!

1

k2E
v1

un~v,r ! f ~v,r !dv

~13!

and carry out the inverse Fourier transformation. We assu
that f (t) is a narrow-band function with a spectrum ne
v0, while the rest of the factors depend only weakly on t
frequency and can be taken out of the integral sign. In
way we obtain

dbn

dt
2 i v̄nbn5 i

v02v̄n

«2«n~v0!

1

k2E
v1

un~v0 ,r ! f ~ t,r !dv.

~14!

We assume further thatf (t) can be represented as
complex signal f (t)5F(t)eiv0t and correspondingly
bn(t)5Bn(t)eiv0t whereF(t) andBn(t) are slowly varying
amplitudes. Substituting these definitions into Eq.~14!, we
obtain an equation for the complex amplitude

dBn

dt
1 i ~v02v̄n!Bn

5 i
v02v̄n

«2«n~v0!

1

k2E
v1

un~v0 ,r !F~ t,r !dv. ~15!

Equations~14! and ~15! permit us to find the expansio
coefficients for the non-steady-state problem~with the stipu-
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lution. For a constant amplitude, wheredBn /dt50, we ob-
tain the previous formula~7!.

All of this mathematical development for the scal
wave equation also can be carried over to the system
Maxwell’s equations.2 As before we consider two regions
Region v1 is bounded by the surfaces1 and filled with a
dielectric with a permittivity«. The second region, regio
v2 is filled with free space. It is required to find the electr
magnetic field created by a specified sourcej . Inside the
regions the field satisfies the system of Maxwell’s equatio

¹3H~1!2 ik«E~1!5
4p

c
j ,

¹3E~1!1 ikH~1!50 within v1 ;

¹3H~2!2 ikE~2!50,

¹3E~2!1 ikH~2!50 within v2 . ~16!

At the interface the tangential components of the fie
must be continuous

~Et
~1!2Et

~2!!us1
50, ~Ht

~1!2Ht
~2!!us1

50. ~17!

The radiation conditions must hold at infinity. If ther
exists any surface, then on that surface null or impeda
conditions must be satisfied. The eigenfunctionsen and hn

are obtained from the homogeneous system of equation

¹3hn
~1!2 ik«nen

~1!50, ¹3en
~1!1 ikhn

~1!50 within v1 ;
~18!

¹3hn
~2!2 iken

~2!50, ¹3en
~2!1 ikhn

~2!50 within v2 . ~19!

The boundary conditions on the interface are the sam
previously. The parameter«n is an eigenvalue of the prob
lem. The solution of the system of Eqs.~18! and ~19! must
give a set of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. As shown
Ref. 2, the functionsen andhn are orthogonal in the volume
v1

E
v1

~en•em!dv50, E
v1

~hn•hm!dv50, if «nÞ«m . ~20!

The solution of the problem gives the equality

FIG. 1.
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bnen , bn5
4p

ikc

1

«2«n

*v1
~ j•en!dv

*v1
~en!2dv

. ~21!

If all this reasoning and the calculations we have do
for the scalar wave equation are repeated we will obt
analogous results, which in the present case will have
form

E~ t,r !5(
~n!

en
~n!~v0 ,r !Bn~ t !eiv0t,

dBn

dt
1 i ~v02v̄n!Bn5

v02v̄n

«2«n~v0!

4p

kcEv1

~J~ t,r !en
~n!

3~v0 ,r !dv. ~22!

Here the functionen is normalized:*v1
(en)2dv51.

Using Eq. ~22! we can in the usual way formulate
system of equations describing the operation of the la
The only difference is that the expansion is in functions
thogonal in the region occupied by the active medium.
order that Eq.~22! describe the operation of a laser it
necessary to expressJ(t,r ) in the usual way in terms of the
parameters of the active medium and the field in the cav

The application of the generalized method to the the
of lasers is in some sense more natural, since the effect o
active medium on the field distribution of the mode is tak
into account in the linear approximation. In some cases
effect of the gain on the containment of the field in the act
medium may be decisive. It is also more natural to anal
unstable cavities taking into account the amplifying medi
in them. The application of this method for solving vario
laser problems will be published later. For the present
will only use an example that shows the large effect of
active medium, and present the form of the main eigenfu
tions of the generalized method for the problem illustrated
Fig. 1. The cavity is a planar waveguide clamped betw
two parallel mirrors. The left mirror is the low-transmissio

FIG. 2.
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one, and the right one is the impedance mirror, providin
reflection coefficientG. The problem is a planar one, i.e., th
field does not depend ony. The eigenfunctions for this sys
tem can be found by using the results published in Ref
which considered a planar waveguide with a complex p
mittivity. The calculations will be carried out for the follow
ing cavity parameters:a50.1 cm, l 55 cm, «251,
uGu50.2, «1 is variable, andl051024 cm.

In Figures 2 and 3 we show the results of a calculat
for the most illustrative case:«1→«251, where the field
concentration in the active medium is determined only by
amplification of the medium. To be specific, we calculat
the case ofTE waves. The case ofTM waves can be ana
lyzed in a similar way. In Fig. 2 we show the dependence
the field strength on the longitudinalz coordinate. It can be
seen that the average field strength increases in the dire
of the exit mirror, and the oscillations due to interferen
between the incident and reflected waves decrease a
from the low-transmission mirror. The oscillation period h
been magnified for clarity. Figure 3 shows the field distrib
tion in the transverse direction~the x coordinate!. One can
see that despite the absence of a discontinuity in the per
tivity the field is concentrated in the active medium~because
the eigenvalue is complex:«̄ n511 i«n9). In our example,
«950.531025. From the figure it is evident that in som
cases the eigenfunctions of the generalized method co
spond much better to the field distribution in an operat
laser than is the case for the conventional method. In
example, the frequencyv̄n entering into Eq. ~22! is
v̄n52p(3310141 i0.53109) s21.

1W. Lamb,Quantum Optics and Quantum Radiophysics. Theory of Opt
Lasers@Russian translation# ~Mir, Moscow, 1966!.

2N. N. Vo�tovich, B. É, Katsenelenbaum, and A. N. Sivov,Generalized
method of Eigenmodes in the Theory of Diffraction~Nauka, Moscow,
1977!.

3N. S. Karany and J. J. Burk,Optical Waveguides, ~Academic Press, New
York, 1972!.

Translated by J. R. Anderson
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Broadband acoustooptical filter
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This paper reports an investigation of the pass band of a Dl51.8pl0
2/bL sin2Q, ~3!
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noncollinear acoustooptical filter based on TeO2 with spec-
tral drift compensation, implemented in a prototype of
video frequency spectrometer. The tunable acoustoop
filter is a new kind of solid-state device with electrical
controlled spectral characteristics, and has the impor
property that it can filter light beams with a wide angu
aperture.1 In uniaxial crystals the wide-aperture interactio
geometry is obtained if the plane of the acoustooptical in
action passes through the optical axis and the wave vecto
the ultrasound makes an anglea Þ 0 with the perpendicular
to the optical axis.2 This geometry is obtained when the ta
gents to the wave vector surfaces of the incident and
fracted light on the wave vector diagram are parallel~Fig.
1a!. This indicates that for a given ultrasound frequency a
light wavelength the condition of Bragg synchronism is a
tomatically satisfied in some range of angles of incidence
the optical beam on the ultrasound, i.e., Bragg diffract
becomes insensitive to the angle of incidence of the ligh

The parallelness of the tangents to the wave vector
faces also means that the group velocity vector of the in
dent and diffracted light are collinear, and consequently t
beams with orthogonal polarizations are not separated be
the exit from the crystal.

The diagram of the wide-aperture tunable acoustoopt
filter based on a paratelluride single crystal is shown in F
1b. The entering optical radiation passes through the po
izer 1 and impinges on the single crystal2 perpendicular to
its entrance face.

When the electrical oscillations are fed to the piezoel
tric transducer3 ultrasonic traveling waves4 are excited and
then absorbed in the absorber5. The analyzer6 suppresses
the undiffracted radiation.

The spectral transmission characteristic of the tuna
acoustooptical filter at a single acoustic frequency is
scribed by the relations2,3

T~l!5T0 sin2@L~l02l!/l0
2#, ~1!

whereL is the length of the acoustooptical interaction,T0 is
the transmission of the filter at the wavelengthl0, equal to

T05Tn sin2~p2M2PaL2/2l0!1/2, ~2!

Tn is the total transmission of the polarizer and the analyz
Pa is the power density of the acoustic oscillations, andM2

is the acoustooptical quality factor of the crystal.
The total wavelength pass band at the 0.5 level is gi

by2,3
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whereb is the dispersion constant.
In the first approximation it can be assumed that

angular aperture of the filter is inversely proportional to
wavelength resolution

DQ;n2~Dl/l!. ~4!

For this acoustooptical interaction geometry the rad
tion wavelengthl at which the diffraction intensity is a
maximum, the frequencyf , and the angle of incidenceQ of
the radiation on the ultrasonic grating are related by2

l5~v/ f !@ni sin Q2~n0
22ni

2 cos2 Q!1/2#, ~5!

where ni5n0ne@ne
2 cos2(Q1a)1n0

2 sin2(Q1a)#21/2; and n0

andne are the refractive indices for the ordinary and extra
dinary rays,v is the velocity of slow ultrasonic shear wave
in the ~110! plane, which is given by

v5F S c112c12

2
cos2a1c44 sin2a D Y rG1/2

, ~6!

where r and ci j are the density and elastic constants
TeO2.

In actual fact, because of the dispersion of the refract
index as a function ofl and f , there is some deviation from
inverse proportionality. The tuning curve on a logarithm
scale for the entire spectral range of transparency of Te2

and fora510° is shown in Fig. 2.
We can use Eq.~5! to calculate the frequency depen

dence of the angle of incidence on the acoustooptical w
front ~the Bragg angle!. In the calculations we used
n052.26,ne52.41,v57.13103 m/s fora 5 9.5°, 10°, and
10.5°. These curves are shown in Fig. 3~curves1–3!. The
extremum of the function corresponds to the position on
vector diagram for which the tangents to the wave surfa
of the optical beams, passed through the ends of the vec
k i andkd , are parallel and satisfy the condition] f /]Q50.
Thus, with a small deviation of the ray from the angle
incidence, the length of the vectorK ~Fig. 1a!, and conse-
quently the ultrasound frequency for which the condition
Bragg synchronism is satisfied, are not changed. The dot
the curves in Fig. 3 show the experimentally measured
quency dependence of the Bragg angle. As one can see
pression~5! describes the experimental results with good
curacy.

In this investigation we have studied experimentally t
pass band of a tunable acoustooptical filter in a model o
video frequency spectrometer. The design of the experim

6311-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



FIG. 1. a — Wave vector diagram for the incident and diffracted light for a given frequencyf of the sound and wavelengthl of the light, when the Bragg
synchronization condition is satisfied in some interval of divergence of the optical beam; b — diagram of the tunable acoustooptical filter based on TeO2.
tal apparatus is shown in Fig. 4. The source of a continuous
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spectrum in the visible and near infrared was a small inc
descent lamp1. The radiation was collimated by a sma
objective2, and with objective3 produced the required an
gular aperture. The polarization of the incident radiation w
set by the plane of transmission of the polarizer4. The inci-
dent light beam propagated in the filter as an extraordin
ray. The electrical control signal was fed from the genera
7 to the piezoelectric transducer of the filter5 with a fre-
quency that could be monitored by a frequency meter8. An
analyzer6, crossed with the polarizer was placed at the e
from the filter. A light pipe9 brought the diffracted radiation
to a monochromator10 and the radiation was recorded wi
a photodetector11, a tuned amplifier12, and an oscilloscope
13.

To measure the pass band of the filter a light pipe9 was
moved along the cross section of the beam in the meas
ment plane. The diameter of the diffraction spot was 25 m
and the diameter of the light pipe was 3 mm. By moving t
light pipe over the cross section of the diffraction spot
could measure the pass band for various angles of incide
of the radiation within the angular aperture.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the wavelengthl of light on the frequencyf of the
sound~on a logarithmic plot! for TeO2 at a 5 10°.
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filter were prepared from TeO2 single crystals in which the
plane of the acoustooptical interaction was the~110! plane,
as shown in Fig. 1b. The wave vector of the ultrasound in
crystal made an anglea with the ~110! plane, with the angle
a for various sample set at 9.5° or 10° with an accuracy
658. The linear dimensions of the optical and acous
waveguide were 10 mm in the~110! direction and 14 mm in
the perpendicular direction. The length of the optical a
acoustic waveguide was selected with allowance for the d
of the acoustic energy by an angle of 56° relative to the w
vector of the ultrasound, and was 25 mm. The input opti
face made an angle of 23.5° with the~001! plane. A piezo-
electric transducer made ofX-cut lithium niobate was cold-
welded to the acoustic waveguide by indium compression
vacuum The dimension of the transducer was 4 mm al
the direction of propagate of the light and 8 mm in the@110#
direction.

The electrical impedance of the output circuit of the
generator was matched to the impedance of the transduce
sectioning. The frequency band was 60 MHz~60–120 MHz!
and 80 MHz~90–170 MHz!. With an electrical control sig-
nal of .0.7 W the diffraction efficiency was measured at

FIG. 3. Frequency dependence of the Bragg angle forl 53D 0.63mm. a
53D 9.5° ~1!, 10° ~ 2), and 10.5° (3!. The points show the experimenta
data.
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for a
radiation wavelength of 633 nm, and was found to be 8
and 90%. The total pass band of the filter was determi
from the frequency width of Bragg synchronism. Because
the angular aperture of the lightDQ and the divergence
Da of the ultrasound the pass band becomes wider.

The frequency width of Bragg synchronism is main
governed by the length of the acoustooptical interaction.
calculate it one must take into account that the interac
length differs from the actual dimensions of the piezoelec
transducer by an amountl @12cosD/cos(D2Q)#, wherel is
the dimension of the transducer in the plane of interacti
D is the drift angle equal to

D5tan21H 1

v
]v
]aJ ,

and from Eq.~6!

D5tan21$@c442~c112c12!/2#sin a

3cosa/@~c112c12!/2#cos2a1c44 sin2a%. ~7!

In the calculation of widening of the pass band of t
tunable acoustooptical filter with increasing angular apertu
we assume that the ultrasonic beam is a plane wave in
interaction plane. For the calculation we use the method
scribed in Ref. 4. Figure 5 shows the calculated widening
the pass band of the acoustooptical filter for an angular
erture of 10°~curve1! and 8° ~curve2!. The points indicate
the experimentally measured pass band for the acousto
cal filter with an angular aperture of 10°, measured from
half-width of the diffraction efficiency. A comparison of th
experimental results and the calculated curve1 shows that
the broadening of the pass band due to the angular apertu
substantial.

The quantitative discrepancy obviously comes about
cause the acoustic wave is not really a plane wave, and
large acoustic anisotropy in the plane of interaction result
an increase in the spatial divergence of the ultrasound.
narrow the pass band of the filter for a given angular aper
it is necessary both to increase the acoustooptical interac
length and increase the angle between the wave vector o
sound and the perpendicular to the optical axis. However

FIG. 4. Model of spectrometer for studying the profile of the pass band
the tunable acoustooptical filter.
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latter tactic results in a decrease in the acoustooptical fig
of merit of this optical-acoustic waveguide cut, which r
duces the efficiency of the filter.

The dispersion of the refractive index of paratelluri
causes a certain mutual transverse displacement of the
ages in different wavelength intervals. In the operation of
filter in a wide spectral region this may cause a ‘‘creep’’
the beam outside the sensing area of the photodetector.

It is possible to compensate for this displacement
tilting the exit face by an anglew relative to the entrance
face.5

FIG. 6. Calculated wavelength dependence of the variation of the an
coordinateDc for a tunable acoustooptical filter with drift compensation
the range 0.4–1mm ~1! and the analogous filter without drift compensatio
~2!. The points indicate the experimental data.

f

FIG. 5. Calculated broadening of the pass band of the tunable acoustoo
filter for an angular aperture of 10°~1! and 8° ~2! for conditions such that
the ultrasonic wave in the interaction region is a plane wave. The po
indicate the experimentally determined dependence of the pass band
filter with an angular aperture of 10°.
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by an angle to the normal to the exit face of the filter. T
condition that the anglec be invariant in the wavelength
interval l1–l2 is

sin c5n0 sin ck5n0 sin

3@w2Q2a1tan21~h2tan~Q1a!!#5const,

~8!

whereh5n0(l)/ne(l).
Assuming that the angleQ1a does not depend onl

and differentiating both sides of Eq.~8! with respect tol, we
find w5d1ck , whered is the angle of inclination of the
exit face for the standard case where it is orthogonal to
diffracted beam, andck is the additional angle of inclination
for compensating the spectral drift of the diffraction angle

According to Ref. 5,

ck52tan21H 2n0 tan~Q1a!hdh/dl

dn0 /dl@11h4 tan2~Q1a!#J . ~9!

Equation~9! shows that in the case of normal dispersio
as occurs for TeO2, dn0 /dl,0, dh/dl.0, andck.0. In
Fig. 6 we display the calculated wavelength dependenc
the change in the angular coordinate for the tunable ac
tooptical filter with compensation for the spectral drift in th
interval 0.4–1mm (c(0.4 mm! 5 c(1 mm!! ~curve1! and
the standard filter similar to the tunable acoustooptical fil
where the exit face is perpendicular to the diffracted wave
the wavelength 0.5mm ~curve2!.

The points on the graph show the experimentally m
sured spectral drift of the diffraction angle for the two kin
634 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
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experimental results are in good agreement with the calc
tions.

CONCLUSIONS

Wide-aperture tunable acoustooptical filters based
TeO2 combine such important parameters as a high diffr
tion efficiency with a comparatively low power of the con
trolling electrical signals, a fairly high wavelength resol
tion, and simplicity of design, and they provide hig
reliability in operation and low cost.

The relatively low chromatism of these tunable acou
tooptical filters permit their use in spectrometers in the v
ible and infrared range for spectral image filters.

Having a large angular aperture and a wide pass b
compared to monochromators based on quartz, these fi
have several hundred times higher luminosity, which
creases the sensitivity of the spectrometer and reduces
variance in the measurements.

The authors express their gratitude to E. V. Pestrya
for his interest in this work and for helpful discussions.
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The thermodynamics of energy-storing photoprocesess

d’’
N. D. Gudkov

Institute of Soil Science and Photosynthesis, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142292 Pushchino, Moscow
District, Russia
~Submitted July 18, 1995; resubmitted February 14, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 54–58~June 1997!

A solution is found for the most general formulation of the problem of the thermodynamic
limitations on the rate of increase of the free energy of a closed photochemical system interacting
with a heat bath and a radiation field. A reaction of the formA1* 1A2→A31A4 is used to
compare the thermodynamically maximum energy yield of the process of storing radiant energy
with the ‘‘kinetic’’ limit of the same quantity. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~97!01206-3#
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Thermodynamics imposes definite limits on the e
ciency of converting radiant energy into ‘‘chemical’’ energ
one can show~see, e.g., Ref. 1! that the net flux of free
energy of a material through the surface of a reacting v
ume, involving the introduction of the initial reagents in th
volume and the removal of the products of an endoenerg
photochemical reaction~see Fig. 1!, i.e., the gain~per unit
time! of free chemical energy can never exceed the diff
enceP r2TS r , whereP r and S r are the net fluxes of en
ergy and entropy, respectively, of the radiation obtained
the ‘‘reactor’’ through its surface;T is the temperature a
which the reaction occurs, and which~by hypothesis! is
equal to or only slightly different from the temperature of t
surrounding medium.

A mature photosynthesizing leaf~sending the photosyn
thesis products to the other members of the plant! is a clas-
sical ~and the most important! example of a ‘‘device’’ that
utilizes the process. Photosynthesis, however, offers an
ample of another sort. If the entire plant is placed in a ‘‘c
mate’’ chamber that is supplied with enough reserve requ
for its lifetime, then we have a system~closed!, which as
before will function, obviously, as a device for convertin
light energy into chemical energy. The difference of suc
converter~the ‘‘accumulator’’ type! from the previously de-
scribed type~which may be called a ‘‘generator’’!, is the
non-steady-state nature of its operation: under illuminat
the state of the system changes in time and is accompa
by the increase in the free energy.

The question of thermodynamic limitations on the ‘‘sto
age’’ of radiant energy by this kind of system was first stu
ied in Ref. 2 and independently in a more rece
publication.3 Both investigators solved the problem under t
assumption of a steady-state radiation field in the volume
the converter, and they found that the limiting~the thermo-
dynamically attainable! rate of increasedF/dt of the free
energy of the latter is determined by the same combinat
that limit the power of a photchemical reactor

dF/dtU steady-state
radiation field

<P r2TS r5Nm . ~1!

In this paper I undertake to solve this problem in a mo
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and ‘‘material’’ components are not stationary.
We shall denote byE and S the internal energy and

entropy of the material component of the system, which
changes energy with the radiation field and the surround
medium and in which the photo-endoenergetic chemical
action takes place. The energy and the entropy of the ra
tion field in the interior of the system will be denoted b
Er and Sr , respectively. We also introduce the fluxesP r

in

andS r
in of energy and entropy of the radiation incident on t

surface of the system, and correspondinglyP r
out andS r

out for
the radiation leaving the same surface. Finally,q denotes the
heat flux that the system exchanges with the surround
medium~at a temperatureT) by direct heat conduction. The
balance equation for the total energy and entropy of the s
tem is then written in the form

d

dt
~E1Er !5P r

in2P r
out2q,

d

dt
~S1Sr !5S r

in2S r
out2

q

T
1

diSt

dt
,

whereSt5S1Sr , and as usual,diSt /dt denotes the rate o
generation~‘‘production’’ ! of entropy in the system.

Eliminating the fluxq from the equations, we obtain

dF

dt
5P r2TS r2

dEr

dt
1T

dSr

dt
1T

diSt

dt
. ~2!

HereF(5E2TS) is the free energy~of the material part! of
the system,P r(5P r

in2P r
out) and S r(5S r

in2S r
out) are the

net energy and entropy fluxes into the system through
surface. In accordance with the second law of thermodyn
ics, the last term on the right-hand side of Eq.~2! is intrin-
sically nonnegative, and consequently the following inequ
ity must necessarily hold

dF

dt
<P r2TS r2

d

dt
~Er2TSr !5Nm , ~3!

which also expresses in the most general form the limitati
imposed by thermodynamics on the energy of an arbitr
photo-endoenergetic process.2!

2. All the quantities entering into expression~3! for the
limiting power Nm are functions of the state of the radiatio
field in the interior and on the surface of the converter, i

6355-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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they are determined by the spectral brightnessKn of the ra-
diation, which must be known for all frequenciesn and di-
rectionsv of propagation of the light ray at all pointsr and
for every instant of timet. Assuming thatKn(v,r ,t) is
known we find that

Nm52E dsE dnE dVvn•v~Kn2TLn!

2E dtE dnE dVv

1

qn
S ]Kn

]t
2T

]Ln

]t D . ~4!

Hereds is an element of surface area~with an outer normal
n!, dt is an element of volume of the converter,dVv is an
element of solid angle in the directionv, qn is the speed of
light of frequencyn in the medium, andLn5Ln(Kn) is the
spectral brightness of the radiation.3!

In the first term in the sum~4! we use the Gauss
Ostrogradski� theorem to change the integration over the s
face to an integration over the volume of the converter. Co
bining the two volume integrals and recalling that for
constant vectorv ~independent ofr !, the following is true:

div~Kn2TLn!v5v•“~Kn2TLn!,

and we obtain as a result

Nm52E dtE dnE dVvFv•¹~Kn2TLn!

1
1

qn
S ]Kn

]t
2T

]Ln

]t D G
or

Nm52E dtE dnE dVvS 12
T

Tn
D S v•¹Kn1

1

qn

]Kn

]t D .

~5!

Here we have used the relations

“Ln5
]Ln

]Kn
“Kn ,

]Ln

]t
5

]Ln

]Kn

]Kn

]t
,

FIG. 1. Diagram of a photochemical converter of radiant energy into
chemical energy.1 — reactor, whose state does not change with time a
which is in contact with the surrounding medium~at a temperatureT) and
exchanges energy with the radiation field;2 — initial reagents,3 — prod-
ucts of the photochemical reaction;4 — heat flux.
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frequencyn, which is defined by

1

Tn
5

]Ln

]Kn
.

Finally, instead of the combination of quantities in th
second parentheses under the integral sign in Eq.~5! we
substitute its value from the radiant energy transport eq
tion

1

qn

]Kn

]t
1v•“Kn52anKn1«n , ~6!

wherean and«n are the absorption and transmission coe
cients, respectively, for the medium.5

The expression for the limiting powerNm then takes the
following form

Nm5E dtE dnE dVvS 12
T

Tn
D ~anKn2«n!>

dF

dt
.

~7!

Formula~7! is the final goal of all of these calculation
and of the work as a whole. This inequality solves the pro
lem ~of the thermodynamic limitation on the storage of rad
ant energy! in its most general formulation, at least as a
plied to converters of the photochemical type. It should
noted that the solution~7! contains, as one might expect, th
result~1! of Refs. 2 and 3 as a special case correspondin
the condition4! ]Kn /]t50. It should be noted that the exten
sion of the result~1! to the general case in fact reduces to
change in the form of writing expression~1! for Nm ~com-
pare relations~1! and~7!! and we find the interesting circum
stance~generally not obviousa priori! emerging from the
properties of the solution: the thermodynamically maximu
value of dF/dt is determined, as can be seen from relati
~7! by only the ‘‘coordinates’’ of the field components of th
system~i. e., the valuesKn(v,r ) at a given instant of time!
and does not depend at all on the ‘‘velocities’’~i.e., the
quantities that would characterize explicitly a possible no
steady state of the subsystem; compare Eq.~4!, and also~1!
and ~3!!.

It should also be mentioned that the initial relation~3!
and consequently the inequality~7! follow from the laws of
thermodynamics in their ‘‘global’’ formulation. Both laws
are valid, as is known, even in the local form. In particul
the second law states that not onlydiSt /dt, but also the
volume density of this quantity is intrinsically nonnegative6

With respect to our problem, this means that if we introdu
the volume densityf of the quantityF and thereby replace
dF/dt by the integral

dF

dt
5E dt

d f

dt
,

then from the inequalities of the sums on the two sides
relation ~7! we correctly infer that the inequality applies t
the individual terms. As a result we arrive at the followin
‘‘local’’ formulation of the thermodynamic limitations on the
energetics of the photchemical process

e
d
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It is to be noted that the coefficientsan and«n in these
formulas generally are made up of the suman5an01an8
and «n5«n01«n8 , wherean0 and «n0 refer to the ‘‘true’’
absorption and emission andan8 and«n8 come from the~pos-
sible! scattering of the radiation~without change in fre-
quency!. By virtue of the so-called ‘‘reciprocity theorem’’

E dVv~an8Kn2«n8!50,

and hence one of the integrals in expression~8! is

E dnE dVv~anKn2«n!5E dnE dVv~an0Kn2«n0!

and therefore determines the~instantaneous! net radiation
power absorbed per unit volume of the reaction mixtur5!

Relation~8! can now be rewritten in the form6!

d f

dt
<w r2E dnE dVv

T

Tn
~anKn2«n!,

or equivalently

d f /dt

w r
5h<12

T

Tr
5hm , ~9!

where we have used the notation

1

Tr
5E dnE dVv

anKn2«n

w r
Tn

21 , ~10!

and the quantityh has the meaning of a ‘‘local’’ energy
yield ~the efficiency! of the process andhm is consequently
its ~the yield’s! thermodynamic limit.7!

It should be pointed out that the inequality~9! is entirely
general and must hold for any arbitrary photoendoenerg
process. In order to elucidate~even though only partially! the
physical content of so general a relation, it would be help
to ‘‘test’’ it with a specific example of a photochemical re
action used for this purpose to obtain the upper limit ofh
without recourse to the thermodynamic~entropy! properties
of the radiation, but based only on kinetic arguments. T
results of one of the possible attempts in this direction
included in the following Appendix for the interested read

APPENDIX

We assume that the following processes are taking p
in the reaction volume~at constant pressurep and tempera-
ture T):

A11hn

kr
↓

kr
↑

A1*→
knr
↓

A1, ~11a!

A1* 1A2→
kq

A31A4, ~11b!

A31A4→
kb

A11A2, ~11c!
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A1 and the symbols above the arrows indicate the rate c
stants of the corresponding reactions.

We shall assume that the reactions are not accompa
by any appreciable changes in the volume of the solution
that the change in the free energyF is the same as the chang
in the thermodynamic potentialG, and consequently

d f

dt
5(

i
m i ṅi1m1* ṅ1* . ~12!

Here m i is the chemical potentialni is the concentration of
the i th component of the reaction,m1* and n1* refer to the
collection of particlesA1* , and the dot above the variable
denotes, as usual, differentiation with respect to the time.
transform the right-hand side of Eq.~12! using the relations
that follow from Eqs.~11a!—~11b!,

ṅ252ṅ3 , ṅ35ṅ4 , ṅ352~ ṅ11ṅ1* !. ~13!

We obtain as a result

d f

dt
5ṅ3DG1ṅ1* Dm, ~14!

where

DG5m31m42m12m2

is the increase in the isobaric potential in the~endoenergetic!
reactionA11A2→A31A4, and the notationDm5m1* 2m1

has been introduced.
We assume that the reaction~11b! proceeds spontane

ously, and consequently

ṅ3>0, ~15!

while the changeD̃G of the thermodynamic potential in thi
reaction is negative

D̃G5m31m42m1* 2m25DG2Dm<0. ~16!

If we take into account relations~15! and ~16!, we see
that equation~14! means that

d f /dt<~ ṅ31ṅ1* !Dm

or, as follows from Eq.~13!,

d f /dt<2ṅ1Dm. ~17!

In accordance with Eqs.~11! we then find

ṅ15~kr
↓1knr

↓ !n1* 2kr
↑n11kbn3n4 , ~18!

from which we obtain the upper limit on the first of th
factors on the right-hand side of relation~17!

2ṅ1<kr
↑n12kr

↓n1* . ~19!

Confining the analysis to the case of a weak solution,
can now estimate the differenceDm of the chemical poten-
tials of theA1 molecules in the singlet-excited state and t
ground state. In this approximation8

Dm5Dm0~p,T!1kT ln~n1* /n1!,
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where Dm0 is the standard value ofDm, and k is Boltz-
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mann’s constant.
When ṅ1<0 „ ~i. e., when the products of the reactio

(11b! accumulate, which is assumed!…, it follows from the
kinetic equation~18! that

n1* /n1<kr
↑/kr
↓

and hence

Dm<Dm01kT ln~kr
↑/kr
↓!. ~20!

The subsequent calculations are considerably simpli
if the radiation field is assumed to be isotropic at any poin
the medium~we thereby assume that the is initiated by t
diffusion of light! and if it is also assumed that the absor
tion spectrum of the moleculeA1 consists of a single narrow
line near some frequencyn. With these assumptions the fo
lowing relation holds8! ~Refs. 7 and 9!.

kr
↓

kr
↑5

11nn

nn
exp@~Dm02hn!/kT#. ~21!

Here Dm0 has the same meaning as in formula~20!, and
nn is the number of quanta of the field oscillators

nn5qn
2Kn/2hn3,

whereh is Planck’s constant; we recall thatqn is the velocity
of light and Kn is the spectral brightness of the radiatio
Using Eq.~21!, we obtain from relation~20!

Dm<hnF12
kT

nn
lnS 11

1

nn
D G . ~22!

From inequalities~17!, ~19!, and~22!, we obtain the final
result for the ‘‘kinetic’’ limit h̃m of the energy yield of the
photochemical reaction under study

h5
d f /dt

w r
<12

T

Tn
5h̃m , ~23!

where we have used the standard notationw r for the net
radiation power absorbed per unit volume of the medium

w r5hn~kr
↑n12kr

↓n1* !

and have taken into account that the combinat
hn/k ln(11nn

21) determines the temperatureTn of the radia-
tion of frequencyn.4

Let us now compare the result~23! with the thermody-
namic limit hm of the quantityh „formula ~9!…, which, we
recall, we obtained from the most general arguments with
inquiring into the detailed mechanism of the processes go
on in the system. If the field is isotropic then scattering c
be disregarded and we then put in formula~10! an5an0 and
«n5«n0; and in addition the integration overdVv reduces to
multiplying the integrand by a factor of 4/p, so that

1

Tr
54pE dn

an0Kn2«n0

w r
Tn

21 .

Recalling the~assumed! narrow-band nature of the ab
sorption spectrum of the particlesA1 we then obtain
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or since 4pDn(an0Kn2«n0)5w r ,

Tr5Tn . ~24!

Therefore the value ofhm determined by formula~9!

coincides exactly with the kinetic limith̃m for the energy
yield from the equality~23!.

1!Strictly speaking, the assumption that the radiation field is stationary in
volume of the energy storage system does not enter explicitly in th
investigations, but, as will be seen later on~see footnote 2!, the result
obtained in Refs. 2 and 3 corresponds to the case which is almost s
realized when the material absorbing the light is not consumed during
reaction, but acts as a photosensitizer, as, for instance, in photosynth
However, in the general case the state of the radiation field, in the med
varies, along with a change in the optical properties during the ph
chemical reaction. Of course, the field may vary with time because
changes in the flux of radiant energy to be converted.

2!Expression ~1! for the thermodynamic limit of the ‘‘useful’’ power
dF/dt of an ‘‘accumulator’’type of converter, derived in Ref. 2 and 3
implied by Eq.~3! if we setdEr /dt5dSr /dt50; i.e., it is true, as already
noted, for a stationary radiation field in the volume of the energy-stor
system.

3!The quantityLn is derived by exactly the same means asKn , that is, by the
equalitydSn52Lnn•vdsdndVvdt, wheredSn is the entropy of the ra-
diation whose energy includes a frequency interval (n,n1dn), and which
in a timedt is transported through an areads along the normal and within
an element of solid angledVv in the direction of the unit vectorv ~Ref.
4!.

4!For the steady-state radiation field Eq.~6! for the transport of radiant
energy givesanKn2«n52v•“Kn and, correspondingly Eq.~7! becomes

Nm52EdtEdnEdVvS 12
T

Tn
Dv•“Kn ,

from which, after going over to a surface integral, Eq.~1! follows.
5!The term ‘‘net’’ means in this context that we are accounting for radi

energy that upon absorption goes into any other forms but not into rad
energy again~as through luminescence!.

6!In the integral *dVv(T/Tn)(anKn2«n) the replacementsan→an0,
«n→«n0 are not permissible in the general case~for more information on
the effects due to light scattering see, e.g., Ref. 7!.

7!Dividing both sides of inequality~7! by the quantityF r5*dtw r , we
obtain, clearly, the upper limit similar to the estimate~9! for the efficiency
ĥ5F r

21dF/dt of the system as a whole.
8!The condition of thermalization as a necessary condition for the validity

Eq. ~21! ~the derivative the ‘‘universal relation between the absorpti
spectrum and the fluorescence spectrum! in condensed media~and, in par-
ticular, in solutions! is almost certainly satisfied.7,9

1N. D. Gudkov, Zh. Fiz. Khim.67, 635 ~1993!.
2L. N. Bell, Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.46, 1117~1964! @Sov. Phys. JETP19, 756
~1964!#.

3M. A. Leontovich, Usp. Fiz. Nauk114, 555 ~1974! @Sov. Phys. Usp.17,
963 ~1975!#.

4M. Planck,Vorlesungen u¨ber die Theorie des Wa¨rmestrahlung5th edition,
~Barth, Leipzig, 1923! @Russ. transl., ONTI, Leningrad, 1935#.

5V. V. Sobolev,Transport of Radiant Energy in the Atmospheres of St
and Planets@in Russian# ~GITTL, Moscow, 1956!.

6I. Prigogine,Introduction to the Thermodynamics of Reversible Proces
3rd edition~Interscience, New York, 1968! @Russian transl. of earlier ed.
IL, Moscow, 1961#.

7L. N. Bell and N. D. Gudkov,Thermodynamics of Light Energy Conve
sion ~SPB Academic Publishing bv, The Hague, 1993!.

8L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz,Statistical Physics, 2 vols, 3rd ed.,
Pergamon Press, Oxford~1980! @Russ. original, Nauka, Moscow~1976,
1978!#.

9R. T. Ross, Photochem. Photobiol.21, 401 ~1975!.
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Phonon focusing in CdSe, ZnS, and ZnO crystals

V. V. Zubritski 

B. I. Stepanov Institute of Physics, Belarus Academy of Sciences, 220072 Minsk, Belarus
~Submitted January 25, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 59–64~June 1997!

The energy focusing patterns of acoustic phonons in hexagonal CdSe, ZnS, and ZnO crystals at
room temperature are calculated with allowance for the piezoelectric coupling. Estimates
are presented, and it is shown that the piezoelectric stiffening and the values of the elastic and
dielectric constants of the crystals, which characterize the processes by which the samples
were grown, have a nonmonotonic influence on the focusing. Piezoelectric splitting of the phonon
fluxes is observed, and it is found that the slow transverse acoustic~STA! modes are
infinitely concentrated. The possibility of modifying the focusing anisotropy of STA phonons in
hexagonal II–VI compounds by doping them with lithium is predicted. Experiments on
acoustoelectronic generation in CdSe are analyzed, and it is concluded that the variety of high-
frequency current oscillation spectra can be controlled by an isolated part of the focusing
patterns of different modes. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01306-8#

INTRODUCTION METHOD AND OBJECTS OF INVESTIGATION
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Phonon focusing has been observed in various crys
line media and continues to be a subject of intense stu
Most of the research has been performed at temperatures
enough for superconducting detectors to function. The
vent of new methods1–3 has expanded the possibilities
investigating this effect at higher temperatures and of elu
dating its role in various physical phenomena4–6 and in the
operation of specific acoustoelectronic devices: for exam
monochromatic generation spectra have been obtained i
investigation of cadmium selenide acoustooptic cells
slabs with the direction lying in the normal angular region
which the concentration of shear waves occurs.7

All this calls for a detailed study of the phenomeno
However, the literature does not contain adequate infor
tion on the focusing of nonequilibrium phonons for som
classes of materials, such as wide-gap piezoelectric semi
ductors. For example, the collinear axes and the corresp
ing concentration factors for II–VI compounds were det
mined in Ref. 8 without taking the piezoelectric effect in
account. In Ref. 9 the influence of the piezoelectric effect
the collinear directions and widths of the peak regions in
cross sections of the group velocities of the FTA modes
CdS and ZnO crystals was demonstrated. The limited in
mation available clearly makes it difficult to interpret expe
mental results on the corresponding nonequilibrium prop
ties of crystals and, consequently, to perform a purpos
search for new operating regimes for acousto-optoelectr
devices.

Therefore, in the present work we have calculated
focusing patterns of longitudinal acoustic~LA !, fast trans-
verse acoustic~FTA!, and slow transverse acoustic~STA!
phonons for hexagonal CdSe, ZnS, and ZnO crystals in
presence of the piezoelectric effect at room temperature
have analyzed their role in experiments on acoustoelectr
generation in CdSe slabs.

639 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997 1063-7842/97/060
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The solution of the equation of propagation of the d
placement in an anisotropic piezoelectric medium,10 brought
into the form

~ci jkl
E njnk1eni jnnnjemklnmnk /« i j

s ninj2rv2d i l !ul
050,

whereci jkl
E , eni j , and« i j

s are the components of the piezo
electric modulus tensor and the dielectric tensor, resp
tively, r is the density of the crystal, theni are the compo-
nents of the unit vectors corresponding to the directions
propagation of the elastic wave,v is its velocity, andu is the
polarization vector of the medium, was used to find the
pendence of the inverse phase velocities on the directio
propagation. Meridian cross sections containing thez axis
for the refraction surfaces of the LA, FTA, and STA phono
were analyzed using the generating relation10,11 between the
slowness surfaces and the fluxes of energy concentra
The concentration factorsAc for the cross sections were ca
culated on the basis of the method in Refs. 12 and 13. B
infinite (Ac→` whenG→0, whereG is the curvature of the
slowness surface! and noninfinite (Ac.1) concentration14

were taken into account in the analysis. The criterion
transverse isotropy was used to check the correctness o
calculations.

Since the focusing can be sensitive to modification of
parameters of the crystals,8,14 those material constants fo
which complete sets have been measured on the same ty
high-resistivity samples were selected from the set of re
ence data. Specifically, the CdSe samples were grown f
the gas phase and compensated by copper impurity at
(;10 ppm!, annealed at 700 °C for an hour and brought
room temperature by sudden cooling to increase its resis
ity to 10921010 V•cm and to prevent the formation o
precipitates.15 The data for ZnS correspond to crystals
100% wurtzitic modification with a dark resistivity o
;1012 V•cm and a MgS content equal to 10.3 mol%.16 The
ZnO crystals were annealed in air at 800 °C in a Li2CO3

melt for up to 5 days to increase the dark resistivity

6399-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Material parameters of the crystals used in the calculations. TABLE II. Directions and concentration factors for longitudinal and trans-
verse fast and slow acoustic phonons in the meridian plane of hexagonal

are
10921010 V•cm.17 The errors for the determination of th
elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric constants~Table I! of
CdSe, ZnS, and ZnO are equal to 0.2–4%, 0.3–4%,
1–4%, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Let us examine the influence of the piezoelectric eff
on the focusing of the LA mode in CdSe, where this infl
ence is less pronounced, in reference to the available da8,9

for comparison. The 0.1–1.9% difference between the ela
moduli of the CdSe used in the present work from the val
taken in Ref. 8 leads to an approximately 2.3% decreas
Ac . Piezoelectric coupling decreasesA' by an additional
3.5%, but it has a reverse influence along thez axis, i.e.,
Az increases by 11.5%. As a result, as is seen from Tabl
in CdSe the increase in the energy flux of the LA phono
along thez axis (DAz) in comparison with the isotropic cas
amounts to 78%, which is 2.15 times smaller than the va
of DAz in Ref. 8. In the orthogonal direction the analogo
value is;1.4 times smaller than the value in Ref. 8.

These variations ofDA, which are caused by modifica
tion of the elastic properties of the samples and the inclus
of the piezoelectric coupling in the treatment, can serve a
estimate of the errors introduced into the analyzed intens
of the phonon beams and point out the overestimated va
of Az that were obtained in Ref. 8 without consideration
the piezoelectric effect. This is confirmed by the identic
agreement of the results of the analytical calculations and
numerical results when the parameters in Ref. 8 are
ployed as the starting data. A similar situation is observed
the other crystals; therefore, the data from the numerical
culations are analyzed below.

The intensities of the focused LA phonon beams in Z
as a function of the values of the constants are modi
differently. The 1.1–5.1% change in the elastic moduli alo
leads to a 2.0% decrease inA' but a 2.8% increase inAz .
The piezoelectric interaction enhances this tendency by 3
and 5.5%, respectively, and the resultant intensities are c
to those obtained for CdSe~Table II!.

Crystal CdSe ZnS ZnO References

Elastic moduli, Refs. 15–17
1010 N/m2:
c11

E 7.41 12.94 20.70
c12

E 4.52 6.82 11.77
c13

E 3.93 5.34 10.61
c33

E 8.36 14.24 20.95
c44

E 1.317 2.72 4.48
Piezoelectric Refs. 15–17
moduli, C/m2:
e15 20.138 20.118 20.37
e31 20.160 20.238 20.62
e33 0.347 0.265 0.96
Relative dielectric
constants: Refs. 15–17
«11

s 9.33 8.25 8.33
«33

s 10.20 8.59 8.81
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In ZnO, modification of the elastic and piezoelectr
constants has a more pronounced influence on the focu
of the LA mode. When the piezoelectric effect is disr
garded, the concentration anisotropy in zinc oxide is sim
to that obtained for CdSe and ZnS~Fig. 1!. The 0.7–5.5%
variation of the elastic moduli leads to 6.8% and 7.9% d
creases in the focusing intensity along and perpendicula
the z axis, respectively. The presence of piezoelectric c
pling causes the following changes: the intensity of conc
tration along thez axis increases by 45%, while defocusin
is observed in the orthogonal direction (A',1). In addition,
the direction of concentration along the twofold axis in t
absence of piezoelectric coupling now splits into two~Fig.
1!. In other words, focusing cones for the LA mode appea
the bulk in ZnO.

In the samples investigated the most intense focusin
exhibited by the fast transverse phonons. In crystal cuts c
taining thec axis there are eight directions corresponding
mathematically infinite concentration. This means that
energy of the FTA modes propagates within CdSe, ZnS,
ZnO predominantly along the generators of four cones at
anglesQ f

FTA to the c axis ~Table II!. The angular interval
between the generators of the inner and outer cones for C
and ZnS amounts to 8.5 and 9.5°, respectively, and the

CdSe, ZnS, and ZnO at room temperature.

LA FTA STA

Crystal Q f , deg Ac Q f , dega Ac Q f , dega Ac

CdSe 0.0 1.78 40.7* 6.853102 60.8* 0.62
180.0 319.3* 299.2*
90.0 1.23 49.2* 5.353102 78.7* 1.09

270.0 310.8* 281.3*
90.0 1.10 101.3* 1.09

270.0 258.7*
130.8* 5.353102 119.2* 0.62
229.2* 240.8*
139.3* 6.853102

220.7*
ZnS 0.0 1.80 40.4* 4.113102 55.6* 0.70

180.0 319.6* 304.4*
90.0 1.38 49.9* 8.013102 76.9* 1.11

270.0 310.1* 283.1*
90.0 1.13 103.1* 1.11

270.0 256.9*
130.1* 8.013102 124.4* 0.70
229.9* 235.6
139.6* 4.113102

220.4*
ZnO 0.0 1.66 36.5* 6.493102 0.0 1.00

180.0 323.5* 180.0
68.5 1.12 38.3* 1.213103

291.5 321.7*
111.5 1.12 90.0 1.01
248.5 270.0

141.7* 1.213103

218.3*
143.5* 6.493102

216.5*

aThe directions corresponding to mathematically infinite concentration
marked by an asterisk.
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FIG. 1. Angular distribution of the concentratio
factor for longitudinal acoustic phonons in$hk0%
CdSe ~1! and ZnO ~2! ~the dashed curve corre
sponds to the absence of the piezoelectric effect!.
rections of maximum focusing are practically the same in
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A different situation is observed in ZnO. Here the ge

erators of the inner and outer cones practically coincide,
the angular interval between them equals 1.8°~Table II!. The
focusing directions are ‘‘pressed’’ about 4 and 11° closer
thec axis than in CdSe and ZnS. As is seen from Fig. 2,
role of the piezoelectric effect reduces in this case to a s
ting and angular displacement of the distribution to a la
increase in intensity, and to the appearance of a new focu
beam in the direction orthogonal to thec axis.

The analysis performed for the STA mode shows tha
CdSe and 100% wurtzite there are eight directions satisfy
the condition of mathematically infinite concentration. T
corresponding focusing cones in both CdSe and ZnS ‘‘e
brace’’ the focusing cone of the FTA phonons~Table II!.
However, in contrast to the FTA mode, the focusing dire
-
.,

o
e
it-
e
ng

n
g

-

-

with one another.
The literature known to us does not contain any repo

from other investigators regarding the possibility of the in
nite concentration of STA phonons in hexagonal semic
ductors. The occurrence of such focusing has been n
only for CdS~Ref. 18! in connection with the problem of the
incomplete electrical breakdown of crystals. A common fe
ture here is the appreciable difference between the nume
infinite concentration amplitudes for the STA modes and
FTA phonons, which is caused mainly by features of t
respective acoustical surfaces: the focusing-producing
tions of the refraction surface for the fast transverse phon
are far more extensive than the analogous regions for
STA modes. Although the question of the underestima
numerical intensities is a subject for a separate treatment
f

c

FIG. 2. Anisotropy of the concentration factor o
ZnO for fast transverse phonons without~dashed
curve! and with consideration of the piezoelectri
coupling in a plane containing thec axis.
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FIG. 3. Distribution of the concentration factor fo
slow transverse phonons in the meridian plane
ZnO. The dashed curve is the dependence obtai
in Ref. 8.
data obtained confirm the occurrence of the focusing just
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Similar focusing was not discovered for the slow tran

verse phonons in the zinc oxide crystals investigated.
STA mode in ZnO is far less anisotropic than the LA mod
in the crystals investigated. It is seen from Fig. 3 that
distribution of its concentration factor practically corr
sponds to an isotropic medium.

As we know,10 the STA modes are piezoelectrically pa
sive. However, simulation reveals a strong dependence o
anisotropy of their energy flux on the variation of the elas
properties of the samples considered above. As it turns
the STA mode in ZnO that has not been specially doped
infinite focusing, while it is not exhibited by thermall
treated crystals. Thus, the observed~Fig. 3! fundamental
variation of the focusing anisotropy is caused by the va
tion of the elastic properties due to the strong doping of
samples.

The property discovered should also be characteristi
other wide-gap AIIBVI compounds and can be verified, fo
example, by comparing the focusing anisotropy of the S
phonons in CdSe, CdS, or ZnS before and after thermal tr
ment similar to that described above for ZnO. After dopi
with lithium, isotropy of the focusing of the energy of th
STA modes should be observed in these crystals.

APPLICATION TO ACOUSTOELECTRONIC GENERATION
EXPERIMENTS

The absence of exact agreement between the phonon
tributions, which presumably follows from the fact that th
materials investigated belong to a single class of cryst
and the observed ‘‘elasticity’’ of the phonon focusing can
utilized to obtain samples with assigned anisotropy of
distribution of the phonon fluxes. For example, the focus
of the STA modes can be suppressed by doping the cry
with lithium, and/or the angular gap between the inner a
outer focusing cones of the FTA phonons can be regula

642 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
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of the latter, like the possibility of uniquely selecting th
crystallographic orientation of cuts, is clearly seen, if t
results obtained are applied to experimental data7 from an
investigation of the high-frequency current oscillations a
companying the generation of ultrasound in plates of the
and 49° CdSe cuts.

Since the structure of the near-contact region was
reported in Ref. 7, we shall assume that the plates used
homogeneous across their entire thickness~0.2 mm!, and we
shall take into account the area of the electrodes~1–10
mm2), as well as the mean free path of the focused phon
( l ph), which is of the order of 2 mm in the bulk of semicon
ductors of different perfection.19,20 Then, it is seen from the
data in Table II and the geometry of the experiment7 that in
the case of a detector of minimal diameter, besides the
intense FTA phonon beams atQ f

FTA540.7 and 49.2°, beam
of LA and STA modes, the geometric lengths of whose pa
(L'0.3 mm! correspond tol ph, also participated in the
acoustoelectronic interaction in plates of the 49° cut. T
nonlinearity of the frequency dependence and the switch
of the generation to a regime with a different oscillatio
spectrum as the drift parameter increased were cau
mainly by the modulating influence of the beams alo
Q f

FTA540.7° and the faster~by a factor of 1.4! beam along
Q f

LA50.
Similarly, in devices on plates of the 15° cut, where

was assumed that focusing has no influence, the follow
three groups of beams had the strongest influence on ac
toelectronic generation:Q f

FTA5310.9 and 319.3° ~I!,
Q f

LA50 ~II !, andQ f
FTA540.7 and 49.2°~III !. The maximum

path length for the beams of group I was 1.6–1.9 tim
greater than the values ofLFTA for the equivalent beams o
group III. When the illumination was removed, the decrea
in the concentration of free charge carriers was sufficient
eliminating the modulating contribution of the beams
group I. This could promote the appearance of gaps in
spectra~see Figs. 4b and 4c in Ref. 7!, as well as the exci-
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A similar influence of oblique beams of focused phono

could be observed when the analogous spectra were reco
in photoconductive CdS plates oriented perpendicularly
the c axis ~see Fig. 1a in Ref. 21 and the data in Ref. 18!.

The effect indicated above of focused beams of none
librium phonons of different directivity on the stability of th
spectra of the high-frequency current oscillations observe
other investigations can be confirmed without invoking
dious methods by selecting the ‘‘required’’ portion of th
phonon distribution with, for example, more miniaturize
electrodes of appropriate geometry,7 The contribution of the
STA mode and the role of the focusing cones of the F
phonons can also be determined by comparing the gener
spectra in CdSe and ZnO plates.

CONCLUSIONS

In contrast to the available literature data, in the pres
work phonon focusing was assessed for hexagonal C
ZnS, and ZnO, and the diversity of the energy focusing p
terns of different phonon modes in similar crystals was de
onstrated. The observed nonmonotonic nature of the in
ence of the modification of the material parameters of
crystals on the focusing points out the need for an individ
examination of the focusing of each acoustic mode in a c
crete sample, if the measured set of elastic, piezoelectric,
dielectric constants is outside of the range investigated in
present work. The data obtained ensure the required lev
consideration of the anisotropy of the transport of the n
equilibrium phonons when various physical properties of
samples investigated are studied and permit the purpos
development of acousto-optoelectronic devices on their b
for various wavelength ranges.
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Splitting of an electromagnetic pulse on resonant reflection from a plasma film

M. I. Bakunov and N. S. Gurbatov

N. I. Lobachevski Nizhni� Novgorod State University, 603600 Nizhni� Novgorod, Russia
~Submitted December 25, 1995!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 65–68~June 1997!

It is found theoretically that the temporal profile of a quasimonochromatic electromagnetic pulse
is strongly distorted on reflection from a thin~on the wavelength scale! film of a plasma-
like ~semiconductor, metallic! medium under plasma-resonance conditions. It is shown that an
incident Gaussian pulse splits with time~completely or partially! into two reflected pulses,
whose amplitudes can be controlled by varying the relationships among the parameters of the
incident pulse and the film. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01406-2#
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Transverse magnetic~TM! waves can interact effectivel
with films of a plasma-like~semiconductor, metallic! me-
dium that are thin on the wavelength scale. As was sho
for the first time in Ref. 1, thin plasma films are capable
strongly reflecting TM waves provided that the frequency
the wave is close to the plasma frequency of the film~plasma
resonance! and that collisions are sufficiently infrequent. Th
possibility of the strong absorption of TM waves by plasm
films was discovered in Ref. 2 also under plasma-resona
conditions. The resonant shielding and resonant absorp
of TM waves by thin plasma films has been studied fai
thoroughly for monochromatic waves~see, for example
Refs. 3–5!. Some features of the absorption of electroma
netic pulses in plasma films were examined in Ref. 6.

This report describes a new resonance effect, viz., str
distortion of the temporal profile of a quasimonochroma
electromagnetic pulse on reflection from a plasma film
cated on a perfectly conducting substrate. It is caused by
strong dispersion of the phase of the reflection coefficien
a narrow range of frequencies near the plasma frequenc
the film. It is shown that the incident Gaussian pulse sp
with time ~completely or partially! into two reflected pulses
whose amplitudes can be controlled by varying the relati
ship between the parameters of the incident pulse and
film.

The reshaping of an electromagnetic pulse un
plasma-resonance conditions can be utilized to resh
pulses of submillimeter radiation on reflection from semico
ductor films, as well as ultrashort~femtosecond! optical
pulses on reflection from metallic films. We note that t
controlled reshaping of femtosecond laser pulses has b
actively discussed in the literature~see, for example, Refs
7–9!. As will be shown below, the effect considered in t
present work differs significantly from the conceptually sim
lar method of transforming pulses under conditions of ex
tation of surface waves8 and has some advantages in resp
to practical implementation. The preliminary results of th
work were reported in Ref. 10.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM. BASIC FORMULAS

Suppose that a Gaussian quasimonochromatic puls
TM polarization with a magnetic field
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Ai~j/t!5B0 exp~2j2/2t2!, ~1!

where j5t2(x cosu1y sinu)/c and v0t@2p, is incident
at an angleu from a vacuum (x,0) onto a homogeneou
plasma film (0,x,d) located on a perfecting conductin
substrate (x5d). The film is assumed to be thin on the sca
of the wavelength of the incident radiation

v0d

c
!1 ~2!

and when collisions are neglected, it is characterized by
dielectric constant«5«L(12vp

2/v2), where vp is the
plasma frequency of the free carriers and«L is the dielectric
constant of the lattice~ in the case of a gas plasma«L51).

The carrier frequencyv0 of the pulse described by~1! is
assumed to be close to the plasma frequency of the
~plasma resonance!

uv02vpu
vp

!1. ~3!

Let us examine the reflected pulse at the pointx5y50
@the results for other points differ only by displacement
time: t→t1(x cosu2y sinu)/c#. The reflected pulse is
specified by the Fourier integral of the product of the sp
trum of the incident pulse

F~v!5
B0t

A2p
expF2

1

2
~v2v0!2t2G ~4!

and the reflection coefficientR(v) of a monochromatic
wave. When conditions~2! and ~3! are taken into account
the latter can be described to good accuracy in the form5,11

R~v!5
v2vp1 iavp

v2vp2 iavp
, ~5!

where

a5
vpd sin2 u

2c«L cosu
~6!

is a small parameter characterizing the thickness of
plasma film (a!1).

6444-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The absolute value of the reflection coefficient~5! equals
unity @ uR(v)u51#, and its phase

arg R~v!5arctan
2avp~v2vp!

~v2vp!22a2vp
2 ~7!

varies as a function of the frequency by 2p in a narrow
range of frequencies with a width amounting to seve
avp in the vicinity of the plasma frequency of the filmvp

~Fig. 1!.
Since we intend to perform a numerical analysis of t

temporal profileuAr(t/t)u of the reflected pulse

Bz
r~ t !5Ar~ t/t!exp~ iv0t !, ~8!

it would be convenient to go over to the dimensionless va
ableh5(v2v0)t in the Fourier integral. For the comple
amplitudeAr(t/t) we obtain

Ar~ t/t!5
B0

A2p
E

2`

1`h1D1 ig

h1D2 ig
expS 2

h2

2
1 ih

t

t Ddh,

~9!

whereD5(v02vp)t is a parameter characterizing the d
tuning from resonance, and the parameterg5avpt charac-
terizes the ratio between the width of the frequency range
the resonant phase change of the reflection coeffici
(;avp) and the width of the spectrum of the input puls
(;1/t).

RESULTS

The results of the numerical calculations of the shape
the reflected pulse on the basis of Eq.~9! are presented in
Figs. 2 and 3. In the case of exact agreement betweenv0 and
vp , i.e., whenD50, the reflected pulse splits into two part
which are completely separated by a zero on the tempo
profile ~Fig. 2!. Qualitatively, this splitting can be attributed
to the fact that the central components of the spectrum of
incident pulse, which fall on the steep portions of the fun
tion argR(v) ~Fig. 1!, experience a time delay,12 while the
peripheral components of the spectrum, corresponding to
gently sloping portions of argR(v), are reflected without a
delay.

FIG. 1. Dependence of the phase of the reflection coefficient on the
quency fora50.05~solid curve! and qualitative form of the spectrum of the
incident pulse forv05vp ~dashed curve!.
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Clearly, asg increases, i.e., as the width of the res
nance region increases in comparison to the width of
spectrum of the incident pulse, the delayed part of the
flected pulse grows, and the leading part shrinks~Fig. 2!.

The presence of a zero of the envelope is a character
feature of the caseD50. Figure 4 presents the numerical
calculated dependence of the time when the envelope d
to zero t* /t on g ~solid curve!. This dependence can b
explained using a vector diagram~Fig. 5!, in which the vec-
tors correspond to narrow portions of the spectrum of
reflected pulse and revolve with time at an angular veloc
v2v0. Because of the symmetry of the diagram relative
the 02p line, the vertical components of the vectors can
one another at each moment in time. The horizontal com
nents cancel out only at a certain time, which depends on
value ofg ~compare Figs. 2, 4, and 5!.

WhenDÞ0 the vector diagram is asymmetric, and m
tual cancellation of the vectors does not occur. Therefore,
leading and delayed parts of the reflected pulse are conne
by a juncture of finite magnitude, and whenD is sufficiently
large, they merge~Fig. 3!.

In the limit g@1 it is not difficult to obtain a simple

e-

FIG. 2. Temporal profile of the reflected@ uAr(t/t)u, solid lines# and incident
@Ai(t/t), dashed lines# pulses forD50. g: a — 0.1, b — 0.22, c — 0.6.
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FIG. 3. Temporal profile of the re-
flected@ uAr(t/t)u, solid lines# and in-
cident @Ai(t/t), dashed lines# pulses
for g50.1. D: a — 0.2, b — 0.7.
analytical expression for the shape of the reflected pulse. In
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on the time axis. The straight line described by Eq.~11!
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Eq. ~9! we go over to the variableh̃5h/g. The large param-
eterg then appears in the exponent of the exponential fu
tion in the integrand, making it possible to employ t
method of steepest descent. As a result, under the cond
t/t!g, which ensures that the steepest-descent con
Imh̃5t/gt remains far from the poleh̃52D/g2 i on the
plane of the complex values ofh̃ , we obtain

uAr~ t/t!u'Ai~ t/t!A~ t/t1g!21D2

~ t/t2g!21D2. ~10!

Equation~10! describes a pulse which differs from th
incident pulse by the presence of a small leading part. W
D50, it is separated from the main part of the pulse by
zero of the envelope at the point

t*
t

52g ~11!

FIG. 4. Dependence of the position of the zero on the temporal profile o
reflected pulse on the value ofg for D50.
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corresponds to the asymptote in Fig. 4~the dashed line!. If
D Þ 0, Eq.~10! implies the presence of a juncture betwe
the split parts of the pulse.

One characteristic feature of the temporal structure
the reflected pulse envelope is the presence of a slowly
caying trailing edge or ‘‘tail’’ on the delayed part of th
pulse ~Figs. 2 and 3!. It can be shown by the methods o
contour integration in the complexh plane that this ‘‘tail’’
corresponds to the contribution of the pole of the integra
h52D1 ig, and that fort/t@1 andt/t@g it is described
by an exponential dependence of the form

uAr~ t/t!u'2A2pB0g expS g22D2

2 DexpS 2g
t

t D . ~12!

Physically, the presence of the exponential tail describ
by Eq. ~12! is caused by the emission of electromagne

eFIG. 5. Vector diagrams for the reflected pulse att50. a — g!1, b —
g;1, c — g@1.
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energy stored in the plasma layer as a consequence of the
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resonant swelling of the componentEx of the electric field.

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work the plasma-resonant splitting o
quasimonochromatic electromagnetic pulse on reflec
from a plasma film has been examined in a pure form, i.e.
a dispersion effect. This is ensured by the absence of c
sions, which can be neglected under the condition11

n!2avp , ~13!

wheren is the effective collision frequency.
When n increases and inequality~13! is violated, reso-

nant absorption of the electromagnetic wave in the film
gins to play a role. As an analysis shows, this is manifes
mainly as a decrease in the amplitude of the delayed pa
the reflected pulse.

Unlike the method for reshaping laser pulses under c
ditions of excitation of surface plasmons,8 the effect consid-
ered here is not critical for the angular spread of the incid
light beam owing to the lack of a dependence of the reson
frequency on the angle of incidenceu and the weak depen
dence ofa on u over a broad range of angles of inciden
@see Eqs.~5! and~6!#. Moreover, practical implementation o
the effect does not require the use of an ATR~attenuated
total reflection! prism ~cf. Ref. 8!.
647 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
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Calculation of the interaction force between a relativistic electron beam and an Ohmic

plasma channel

E. K. Kolesnikov and A. S. Manu lov

V. I. Smirnov Scientific-Research Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics, 198904 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted February 12, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 69–76~June 1997!

A formula for calculating the interaction force between a relativistic electron beam and a
preformed Ohmic plasma channel with an arbitrary offset of the channel axis from the beam axis
is obtained in the case of complete charge neutralization. It is shown that this force is
repulsive for radial profiles of the conductivity with a peak on the channel axis. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01506-7#

New areas of application of relativistic electron beamsthe beam andc is the speed of light#. To calculate the inter-
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~REBs! call for further investigation of the dynamics of th
transport of REBs in gas-plasma media.1–17 A study of the
conditions for the stable transport of a beam along Oh
plasma channels is of special interest among the probl
associated with REB transport. In particular, several case
which plasma channels have a stabilizing influence on R
propagation were considered in Refs. 9–12,14, and 16.
tracking force attracting a beam to a channel was calcula
in Ref. 8 in the electrostatic approximation under conditio
of a low-conductivity Ohmic channel. In addition, channe
in which the bulk of the plasma return current is locat
outside the beam have been considered in Refs. 10,11
and 16. When the REB is laterally offset, this situation lea
to weakening of the hose modes.2,3 The results of a numeri
cal simulation of the beam–plasma interaction during
transport of REBs along Ohmic plasma channels with allo
ance for the production of conductivity as a result of imp
and avalanche ionization of the channel gas were prese
in Ref. 9. It was shown that electrostatic tracking~i.e., attrac-
tion toward the Ohmic channel! occurs in the head part of th
beam, while repulsion of the REB away from the channe
observed in the main part of the beam~the ‘‘body’’ of the
REB!. The latter effect is clearly caused by the increase
conductivity due to impact and avalanche ionization of
channel gas and the corresponding increase in the desta
ing plasma return current near the channel axis. Howeve
is impossible to assess the magnitude of the interaction f
between a beam and an Ohmic channel from the result
Ref. 9.

In the present work we obtain a formula for calculati
the beam–channel interaction force under conditions of c
plete neutralization of the space charge of the REB for a
trary values of the offset of the channel axis from the be
axis.

Let us consider a paraxial monoenergetic axially sy
metric REB with an arbitrary radial profile of the curre
densityJb(r ) propagating in a gas-plasma medium along
preformed Ohmic channel@with a radial conductivity profile
sch(r )# parallel to thez axis of a cylindrical coordinate sys
tem (r ,u,z). We shall henceforth confine ourselves to t
case of a high-conductivity channel, in which the conditi
of complete neutralization of the REB space charge ho
@4psch(0)Rb /c@1, whereRb is the characteristic radius o
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action force between a beam and a preformed channe
assume that the channel is offset from the beam axis by
arbitrary distanceYch . Then, using the Biot–Savart–Laplac
law, we obtain the force which the plasma channel exerts
one beam electron:

F15
ec

I b
E

0

`

dr 2prJb~r !

3E
r

`

dr rE
0

2p

du cosu
2Jp~ ur2Ychu!

rc2 , ~1!

whereJp(r ) is the radial profile of the plasma return curre
density flowing in the channel,I b is the total beam current
ande is the charge of the electron.

After integration by parts with the use of Ohm’s law fo
Jp, we have

F15
2e

cIb
E

0

`

drI b~r !E
0

2p

du cosuEz~C!sch~C!, ~2!

where

I b~r !52p E
0

r

drrJb~r! ~3!

is the beam current through a tube of radiusr , Ez is the z
component of the collective electric field of the plasma
beam system, and

C25r 21Ych
2 22rYch cosu. ~4!

As was shown in Ref. 17, the axial electric fieldEz de-
pends weakly onC; therefore, we takeEz out from under the
integrals overr andu. In addition, the force exerted by th
channel on a unit length of the beam,Fdt , is related toF1 in
the obvious way:

Fdt5
F1

gmc2 , ~5!

whereg is the relativistic factor of the beam particles an
m is the electron mass.

Then we have

Fdt.2
2

p

I b

I A

f m

Rb
2 E

0

`

dr Ĩ b~r !E
0

2p

du cosus̃ch~C!, ~6!
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whereI A5gmc3/e is the limiting Alfvén current,
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f m52
sch~0!Ez

~ I b /pRb
2!

~7!

is the current neutralization coefficient on the channel a
s̃ch5sch /sch(0), and Ĩ b(r )5I b(r )/I b .

We use Eq.~6! just derived to calculate the interactio
force between a beam and an Ohmic channel in the lin
case whenYch /Rb!1, the REB has a Bennett radial bea
current density profile, and the conductivity of the Ohm
channel has a ‘‘step-like’’ form

s~r !5H sch
0 , r<Rch ,

sp , r .Rch .
~8!

In this case we expand the dependence ofs on C in a
Taylor series to terms of first order in the small parame
Ych . Then we have

s~C!5s~r !2Ych cosu
]s

]r
. ~9!

Substituting Eq.~9! into ~6!, we ultimately obtain

Fdt52
2

pRb

I b

I A

Y

Rb
~ f m2 f mp!

Rch
2

~Rb
21Rch

2 !
, ~10!

where f m52sch
0 Ez /I b* , f mp52spEz /I b* , and

I b* 5I b /(pRb
2).

Taking into account that Ez'const and that
f m , f mp.0, we find thatFdt is a tracking force~which at-
tracts toward the channel! if sp.sch

0 and a detracking force
~which repels from the channel! if sp,sch

0 . In the former
case (sp.sch

0 ) the main return current flows outside th
beam~at r .Rch); therefore, if the REB is offset from the
channel axis it will be repelled toward its original position,
agreement with the results in Refs. 14 and 16. In the la
situation the bulk of the plasma return current flows with
the beam itself and the Ohmic channel. When the cente
mass of the REB is laterally offset from the channel ax
displacement of the beam from the region of greatest c
ductivity occurs. It should be noted here that in the pres
work the choice of coordinate system and displacement v
tor Ych was such that a tracking force would be positive a
a detracking force would be negative. In the opposite sit
tion, in which the beam is displaced relative to a station
plasma channel, the tracking force becomes negative.

We next obtain a formula for calculating the beam
channel interaction forceFdt in the nonlinear case, in which
Ych > Rb . For this purpose we assume that the beam and
channel have Bennett radial profiles with different charac
istic scalesRb andRch . Then after integrating over the az
muthal angleu, from ~6! we have

Fdt524
I b

I A

f m

Rb
E

0

`

dr Ĩ b~r!r

3
Ỹch

h2F S 11
r21Ỹch

2

h2 D 2

2S 2rỸch

h2 D 2G3/2, ~11!
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whereh5(Rch /Rb), r5r /Rb , andỸch5Ych /Rb .
Figure 1 presents plots of the dependence ofFdt on

Ỹch for various values ofh (h50.5, 1, 2! andj575Rb (j is
the distance from the beam front to the specified transve
section of the REB!. The beam parameters were taken
follows: Rb50.5 cm, I b510 kA, andE55 MeV (g510).
In addition, the beam current obeys the growth law

I b~j!5I b tanhS j

j r
D , ~12!

wherej r530Rb .
As estimates show, under these conditions

sch(0)5631011 s21 the current neutralization coefficien
f m.0.5. It is seen from Fig. 1 that in the case of the hig
conductivity Ohmic channel under consideration~in which
complete charge neutralization occurs! Fdt is a detracking
force at the conductivity peak in the center of the chann
We note that this result coincides qualitatively with the da
from the numerical simulations in Ref. 9. As the results
Refs. 10,11,14, and 16 and Eq.~10! in the present commu
nication show, an increase in conductivity from the cen
toward the periphery of the plasma channel is necessar
obtain a tracking force.

Thus we have obtained a formula for finding the beam
channel interaction force in a magnetic regime. We ha
shown that ejection of the beam from the region occupied
the channel will occur in the case of radial profiles of t
Ohmic conductivity with a peak at the center of the chan
and a decrease toward the periphery, as is confirmed by
results of the experimental work in Ref. 12.
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Formation of localized silver centers on the surface of titanium dioxide films using a

f

scanning tunneling microscope
V. P. Poroshkov and V. S. Gurin

Scientific-Research Institute of Physicochemical Problems, Belarus State University, 220080 Minsk, Belarus
~Submitted July 20, 1995; resubmitted December 4, 1995!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 72–76~June 1997!

A scanning tunneling microscope~STM! is used to create changes in the surface relief of
titanium dioxide films containing adsorbed silver ions. Structures measuring;10 nm, which
presumably consist of silver particles, form on the film surface as a result of the
application of short pulses with an amplitude>15 V to an STM probe operating in the tunneling-
current regime. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01606-1#
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The control of processes leading to the formation of
trasmall surface relief elements on the surface of a solid
quires the development of special methods for treating
faces. The employment of a scanning tunneling microsc
~STM! makes it possible not only to study the surfaces
solids down to the atomic level, but also to perform loc
treatment of a surface and to thereby create inhomogene
in the composition of the surface and structural changes c
ering distances smaller than 10–100 nm using vari
materials.1–7

A TiO2 film is an example of an electrochemically an
photoelectrochemically active semiconductor mater
whose properties can be modified by depositing metal p
ticles on its surface.8,9 In an ordinary electrochemical exper
ment metal particles are deposited on the surface of a s
conductor in direct contact with an electrolyte soluti
containing metal ions. Under the conditions of an experim
with an STM, the role of the counterelectrode can be p
formed by the probe, but the presence of a liquid electro
phase is undesirable from the standpoint of forming locali
structures. Nanometer-scale metal particles can be for
from a fairly small number of metal ions, which can be co
tained in a thin adsorbed layer, without the use of an e
trolyte containing metal ions. The fact that growth of t
particles can then take place without appreciable mass tr
port through a solution promotes their localization at the s
of primary modification of the film surface.
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silver ions are proposed as systems for studying the poss
ity of forming local structures using an STM. The electr
chemical properties of such films vary sharply as a resul
reduction of the Ag1 ions to metallic particles. Such a
STM-stimulated reduction process is investigated as the
sult of the application of pulses of increased potential~<20
V! to the probe, which is located over a specific point on
surface, followed by scanning of the particular area to rec
the resultant surface relief pattern.

The preliminary creation of active sites or other inhom
geneities, whose electrochemical behavior differs from t
of the original surface, using an STM in such a manner p
mits the development of methods for the local selective
thodic deposition of various metals on the surfaces of se
conductor electrodes and for the electrochemical forma
of metal films of specified configuration and dimensions.

EXPERIMENTAL

The surface relief was investigated and modified on
computer-controlled system based on an STM fabricated
the ‘‘Delta’’ Scientific-Research Institute~Moscow!. The
STM probe was made from a platinum wire. The surfa
relief was recorded at a constant probe potential equal to
V in the tunneling-current regime (;1 nA!, and the surface
was modified by the action of pulses~of negative polarity!
-

d
e

FIG. 1. STM image of the relief of an unmodi
fied TiO2 film ~a! and a film modified by elec-
trodeposited silver particles (1014 atoms/cm2)
~b!. The height of the surface relief is expresse
by different shades of gray according to th
scale presented.
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with amplitudes up to 50 V from an external generator. T
pulse duration was<1 ms, which is less than the time con
stant of the feedback circuit of the STM.

FIG. 2. Voltammograms of unmodified Ti–TiO2 electrodes~1! and elec-
trodes modified by silver particles in an amount equal to 1014 atoms/cm2 ~2!.
The concentration of AgNO3 in the electrolyte was 0.005 M. The potenti
scale is given relative to a saturated silver chloride electrode.
e

film of metallic titanium or gold with a thickness of 100–20
nm was deposited on a polished wafer of single-crystal
con. This film then served as a current-conducting subst
for the TiO2 film subsequently applied to its surface as
result of the hydrolysis of a 0.001% solution of polybutyl
tanate intert-butanol. The polybutyltitanate solution was a
plied to the horizontally oriented surface of the titanium-
gold-coated silicon wafer and then slowly~over the course of
5–10 h! dried in tert-butanol vapor. Next, the sample wa
heated to 450–500 °C in vacuum for 10 min, during whic
polycrystalline film of TiO2 of the anatase modification wit
a thickness equal to 5–10 nm formed. The surface resist
of such samples amounted to 10–1
kV/cm. The character of the voltammograms obtained in
electrochemical experiment for Ti–TiO2 electrodes fabri-
cated in this manner scarcely differed from those for Ti2

films on a metallic titanium substrate, either in a backgrou
electrolyte or during the selective cathodic deposition of
ver in a solution of AgNO3.

An adsorbed layer of Ag1 ions was formed by immers
ing samples with TiO2 films in an aqueous 1022– 1023 M
solution of AgNO3 for 100 s. The Ag1 ions adsorbed unde
the conditions form film structures containing 10– 721029

g/cm2 silver,10 in which particles measuring 1–5 nm form
upon irradiation.
a

n

af-
le
e
y

FIG. 3. STM images of the surface relief of
TiO2 film, modified in a 1023 M aqueous solu-
tion of AgNO3 for 60 s, before~a, c! and after
~b, d! pulsed treatment of the surface in a
STM. The pulse amplitude was 12~b! and 15 V
~d!. The pulse duration was 100ms ~b, d!. The
arrows point to embossed structures formed
ter the pulsed treatment, which are attributab
to the silver particles. The height of the surfac
relief is expressed by different shades of gra
according to the scale presented.
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FIG. 4. STM images of the surface relief of
TiO2 film, modified in a 1023 M aqueous solu-
tion of AgNO3 for 60 s, before~a! and after~b!
pulsed treatment in an STM. The pulse amp
tude was 18 V~b!; the pulse duration was 1 ms
~b!. ~c! — STM image of the surface of a
sample similar to~b! after the construction of a
sectional plane that eliminates the deviation
the surface of the TiO2 film from a horizontal
orientation relative to the working plane of th
microscope. The arrows point to emboss
structures formed after the pulsed treatme
which are attributable to the silver particles. Th
height of the surface relief is expressed by d
ferent shades of gray according to the scale p
sented.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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The STM image of the surface relief of a Ti–TiO2 film
electrode not containing silver is presented in Fig. 1a. I
characterized by a relatively even surface with small in
mogeneities associated with the polycrystallinity of the fil
When silver particles are electrodeposited outside the S
under galvanostatic conditions, the formation of inhomo
neities of the surface relief with horizontal dimensions
10–50 nm and vertical dimensions of 10–20 nm is obser
on the surface of the TiO2 film ~Fig. 1b!. These inhomoge-
neities are appreciably greater than those of the original fi
and their dimensions correlate with the results of electr
microscope investigations of similar samples.12,13 The elec-
trochemical deposition of silver on the surface of such
modified Ti–TiO2 electrode outside the STM takes pla
with a smaller overvoltage than on an unmodified electro
~Fig. 2!. When the potential of the Ti–TiO2 electrode equals
;0.25 ~relative to a saturated silver/silver chloride ele
trode!, the deposition rate is at least 10 times higher on
electrode modified with particles than on the unmodifi
electrode.

A TiO2 film with adsorbed Ag1 ions was employed to
create localized centers of inhomogeneity on the film surf
using an STM. No stable changes in the relief resulting fr
the action of pulses with amplitudes up to 15–20 V on film
not containing silver ions were noted, although higher pot
tials created considerable nonlocal changes over the e
area scanned. Figures 3a, 3c, and 4a present the STM im
of the surface of a TiO2 film modified by Ag1 ions. The
relief pattern, which demonstrates the uniform tilting of t
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does not exhibit significant differences from the image of
surface of an unmodified Ti–TiO2 film electrode~compare
these figures with Fig. 1a!. Thus, the adsorbed ions are n
displayed on the image at this STM resolution. After puls
treatment of the surface of a modified TiO2 film in the STM
with a pulse amplitude of;15 V and a duration of 100
ms, areas of inhomogeneity with horizontal dimensions<10
nm and vertical dimensions equal to 2–5 nm appear on
relief ~Fig. 3d!. Increases in the pulse amplitude and durat
do not lead to the formation of larger objects or an incre
in their number~Figs. 4b and 4c!, while pulses with an am-
plitude less than 12 V do not cause any alteration of
relief ~Fig. 3b!.

The surface relief inhomogeneities formed after t
pulses can be attributed to reduction of the Ag1 ions and the
formation of silver particles, as is confirmed by the form
tion of silver particles when a TiO2 film with adsorbed
Ag1 ions is UV-irradiated outside the STM.12 The action of
a pulse can lead to the reduction of adsorbed Ag1 ions to
atoms followed by growth of the particles to dimensions c
responding to those observed. This is possible for the h
mobility of highly disperse silver.14,15Larger particles do not
form when the pulse amplitude and duration are increas
probably because the number of Ag1 ions adsorbed on the
area where the probe acts is small~their total concentration is
< 1027 g/cm2).

It should be noted that a semiconductor electrode
which the selective cathodic deposition of metals has b
established was employed for local modification of the s
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face in the STM. Although STM-stimulated electrochemical
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processes are also possible for some other semicondu
~GaAs, Ge, graphite!,16–18 for the TiO2–Ag system consid-
ered here one can carry out a subsequent selective
trodeposition of the metal on the centers created using
STM.

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, the experiments performed have demonstrated
fundamental possibility of using an STM to create localiz
centers, which are presumably formed by silver particles
a result of the STM-simulated reduction of silver ions in
adsorbed layer on the surface of TiO2 films. Such silver par-
ticles can serve as metal deposition centers~even outside the
STM! for forming metallized surface structures and th
metal films in elements of nanometer-scale electronic
vices.
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Modeling of surfaces of constant force above a lattice of close-packed atoms in the

ur-
repulsive mode
E. V. Blagov, G. L. Klimchitskaya, A. A. Lobashev, and V. M. Mostepanenko

Northwestern Correspondence Polytechnical Institute, 191065 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted December 27, 1995!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 77–85~June 1997!

Surfaces of constant force~force contours! are calculated for the scanning of an AFM tip over a
lattice of close-packed atoms in the repulsive mode. It is shown that discontinuities are
observed on the force contours in the regions between the atoms of the surface lattice for
sufficiently small initial scanning heights of a tip with a single atom at its end. A cluster model of
the tip end, which ensures continuity of the scanning at arbitrary initial heights, is constructed.
The dependence of the AFM images on the orientation of the cluster on the tip end
relative to the crystallographic axes of the surface is investigated for both an unperturbed lattice
of close-packed atoms and a lattice containing point defects. The diagnostic possibilities of
the findings are discussed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01706-6#
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Atomic force microscopy~AFM!, which is based on the
scanning of a tip along a line of constant force exerted o
by a solid surface, can be utilized to investigate the surf
relief of any substance.1–5 As we know, the maximum hori-
zontal resolution of AFM~which is of the order of severa
angstroms! can be achieved in the repulsive mode~which is
sometimes called the contact mode!, in which the tip is
brought close to the surface of the body under investigat
to within a distance not exceeding the distances between
atoms. The interaction between the tip and the surface is
determined mainly by the repulsive exchange forces betw
the closest atoms on the tip end and the surface beneat
tip @the contribution of the attractive van der Waals forces
the contact mode does not exceed 10%~Ref. 6!#.

The scanning of an AFM tip gives a force contou
which describes the shape of the surface under investiga
Such force contours have been obtained with atomic res
tion in the repulsive mode for leucosapphire,6 boron nitride,7

molybdenum disulfate,7 graphite,7–10 and others. Interpreta
tion of the results requires the performance of theoret
calculations of force contours~see, for example, Refs. 11
14!. The results of such calculations, however, depend on
tip models used.15,16 This dependence is especially signi
cant for the repulsive mode. In fact, in the attractive mo
the distance between the tip and the surface under inves
tion is large in comparison with the interatomic distanc
therefore, the tip can be modeled in the form of a continu
paraboloid or cone.11,16,17Various models of tips both with a
single atom and with a definite atomic cluster at the end h
been used to describe the scanning process in the repu
mode,12,13,15,18,19with a large portion of the results pertainin
to investigations of graphite surfaces.

This paper discusses the calculation of force conto
when a lattice of close-packed atoms is scanned by an A
tip. It is shown that discontinuities of the force contours a
pear in the regions between the surface atoms for sufficie
small initial scanning heights of an AFM tip with one ato
at its end. The appearance of these discontinuities on
force contours~which were first discussed briefly in Ref. 20!
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ing the scanning. Such events had previously been dete
experimentally~see, for example, Ref. 13!, but they were not
interpreted as a consequence of discontinuities on the f
contours. In the present work it was established that cont
ous scanning at fairly small initial heights~i.e., fairly large
repulsive forces! is possible only when a tip with a definit
atomic cluster at its end is used, and the minimum dim
sions of that cluster were found for a lattice of close-pack
atoms.

1. A MONATOMIC TIP: DISCONTINUITIES ON THE FORCE
CONTOURS

Let us consider the scanning of an AFM tip over t
surface of the close-packed lattice shown in Fig. 1~the dark
circles are atoms in the surface layer of the sample, and
light circles are the projections of atoms in the second la
of the lattice onto the surface layer!. The interaction of the
atoms in the sample and the tip is usua
described2,3,7–9,11,15,19using the pairwise Lennard-Jones p
tential

Vi j 5
a

r i j
122

b

r i j
6 , ~1!

wherei labels the atoms in the sample andj labels the atoms
in the tip.

As was noted in the Introduction, when the scanning
carried out in the repulsive mode, the contribution of t
attractive forces is small;6 therefore, the second term on th
right-hand side of Eq.~1! can be neglected.

The potential energyU(x,y,z) of the interaction be-
tween the tip and the sample is obtained by summing
potentials~1! over the possible values ofi and j ~or only
over i in the case of a monatomic tip! and depends on the
coordinates of the tip endx, y, andz. It is convenient to use
a coordinate system in which thexy plane coincides with the
surface of the sample and thez axis is directed toward the
tip.

If we neglect the displacement of the surface and
atoms during the scanning@in any case, this is certainly valid

6555-08$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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for a scanning forceF0 < 1029 N ~Refs. 12 and 13!#, the
force contour can be found by solving the equation

2
]U~x,y,z!

]z
5F0 ~2!

for z.
To obtain results which do not depend on the choice

the value of the semiempirical parametera in Eq. ~1!, it is
convenient to go over to dimensionless~relative! expressions
for the forces and coordinates. The equilibrium distancea
between the atoms in the crystal lattice is naturally used
the unit of length, and the force which acts on a monatom
~i.e., having one atom at its end! tip located at an initial
height d above a surface atom is employed as the unit
force. It is easy to see that in the case of a monatomic tip
~2! for finding the force contour takes the form

S a

dD 13

5(
i

z2zi

@~x2xi !
21~y2yi !

21~z2zi !
2#7 , ~3!

where the values of the coordinates are indicated in rela
units.

The solution of Eq.~3! was sought by numerical meth
ods, the summation being carried out over all the atoms
the surface under investigation that are sufficiently close
the tip to make some significant contribution to the result
was established that no solution of Eq.~3! exists for
d,0.61a at certain values ofx and y, indicating the pres-
ence of a discontinuity on the force contour. This can ea
be seen, if we compare the dependence of the repulsive f
between the tip and surface on the height above the sur
at three characteristic points: in a position directly abov
surface atom and in positionsA andB above the centers o
interatomic triangles~Fig. 1!. Plots of this dependence ar
presented in Fig. 2~curves1–3, respectively!. If we compare
curves1 and2 in Fig. 2, it becomes clear that a continuo
force contour exists only when the conditiond > 0.61a is
satisfied. In fact, whend,0.61a, the value of the initial
force corresponding to curve1 ~for example, the value of the
force at pointP) exceeds the maximum force value corr
sponding to curve2, so that Eq.~3! cannot be satisfied
Therefore, the force contour has a discontinuity in the reg
above pointA.

To determine the absolute value of the force at which
surface corresponding to it becomes discontinuous, kno

FIG. 1. Crystal cell on the surface of a lattice of close-packed atoms
projections of the atoms of the lower-lying layer.
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edge of the exchange-coupling constanta is required. Un-
fortunately, it is presently known with very poor accurac
Nevertheless, using the valuea'331019 H/nm13 and
d50.6a'0.61 nm,12 we obtain F512a/d13'831029 N
for the force.

We note that positionA in Fig. 1 corresponds to a poin
on the close-packed surface under which there is no sec
layer atom. Let us now consider a position of the AFM t
above a second-layer atom of the sample~positionB in Fig.
1!. It is easily seen that Eq.~3! has a solution in the vicinity
of point B, although the tip drops below the surface layer
atoms in the sample. This situation can be illustrated by co
paring curves1 and3 in Fig. 2. When curve3 was obtained,
it was assumed that the shortest distance between a su
atom and an atom in the lower-lying layer is 0.9a when
relaxation is taken into account. This distance correspond
a distance of 0.78a between the layers. As follows from
comparison of curves1 and 3 in Fig. 2, each pointP on
curve1 corresponds to a pointQ on curve3 with the same
value of the force. Thus, the force contour above posit
B is continuous for any value ofd, if the interaction of the
tip with the second-layer atoms of the sample is taken i
account. Nevertheless, here the tip drops below the sur
of the sample under investigation at some values ofd. This
can also be interpreted as dipping of the tip into the surf
of the sample. It can easily be seen that consideration of
third layer of atoms in the sample and higher-lying layers
atoms in the tip does not significantly alter the picture ju
described~in performing the calculations it was assumed f
simplicity that the crystal structure of the tip material is t
same as that of the sample!.

A qualitative proof of the existence of discontinuities o
the force contours when the initial scanning heights are s
ficiently small can be obtained by considering the scann
of a monatomic tip over one surface atom, as was done

h

FIG. 2. Dependence of the normalized initial forceF0 /(12aa213) between
a monatomic tip located above a surface atom on the relative height o
tip above the surfaced5d/a ~1! and dependence of the normalized vertic
component of the forceFz /(12aa213) on the relative distanced5z/a be-
tween a monatomic tip and the surface for tip positionsA (B) above the
surface~Fig. 1! ~2, 3!. Valuesd,0 correspond to positions of the tip below
the surface layer.
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FIG. 3. Three-dimensional image of a forc
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small values ofd the surface atom ceases to support
monatomic tip during scanning before the neighboring s
face atom begins to support it.

An attempt to solve Eq.~3! by numerical methods at th
discontinuities on the force contours leads to a diverg
iteration process. Termination of such a process at any fi
number of iteration cycles yields a highly unordered set
peaks. To illustrate this, Fig. 3 presents a three-dimensio
image of the force contour obtained by solving Eq.~3! for
d50.5a. The portions of the force contour in the regio
above atoms of the surface under investigation and the s
peaks in the regions between atoms, where the force con
has a discontinuity, are clearly seen in Fig. 3. We note t
the initial scanning height selectedd50.5a exceeds the sum
of the radii assigned to the tip and surface atoms in the h
sphere model in Ref. 22. Therefore, the use of the poten
defined by Eq.~1! to describe the repulsive forces is pe
fectly justified.

2. POLYATOMIC TIP MODELS

Along with the simplest tip model~one atom at the end!,
some more complicated models have recently been discu
in the literature,11–16,18,20,21,23being of interest for numerou
reasons. For example, it has been found that the model
monatomic tip does not permit a faithful description of se
eral features of the experimentally obtained force contour
graphite.12,15,23A model of a tip containing a cluster of sev
eral atoms at its end has also been used to describe th
formation of the surface and the tip during scanning14,18,24

and to ensure the continuity of the scanning of a tip over
surface of a close-packed lattice, including a surface w
point defects.20,21 There is also considerable interest in su
models in connection with the practice of using AFM data
determine the real structure of the tip end.16,25

The wide variety of problems to be solved is responsi
for the diversity of the tip models used. The simplest gen
alization of a monatomic tip is a model consisting of a sm
number~2–4! of atoms arranged in a single plane.14,15 The
use of such models, however, does not permit a faithful
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tions of graphite.14 In addition, direct calculations confirm
that the corresponding force contours are not continuous
in the case of a monatomic tip~Sec. 1!.

The models in which the macroscopic shape of the
~paraboloid or cone! and the structure of the crystal lattic
are taken into account are more realistic. Two types of
tices are usually considered, viz., the tetragonal diam
structure14,18,23and the close-packed structure,20,21,24and an
atomic cluster consisting of several atoms is found on the
end. On the basis of general arguments regarding the in
action of atoms22,26 it is difficult to expect that all the atoms
in the cluster would be located in a single plane perpend
lar to the axis of the tip. It would be more natural to assu
that one of the atoms in the cluster is lower than the oth
~specifically at the tip end!, while the other atoms are ar
ranged on the surface of the tip in a plane perpendicular to
axis. If the tip is a paraboloid of revolution, its surface~in the
coordinate system described in Sec. 1! can be assigned by
the equation

zt5
xt

21yt
2

2R
1d, ~4!

whereR is the radius of curvature of the tip.
The coordinates of the cluster atoms on the tip e

should satisfy Eq.~4!; however, due to the surface relaxatio
of the tip atoms and their repulsion from the surface un
investigation, the mean distance between the atoms sh
be smaller than in the unperturbed lattice.

To obtain the theoretical force contour for such a po
atomic tip, the following equation instead of~3! must be
solved forz:

S a

dD 13

5(
j

(
i

z1zj82zi

@~x1xj82xi !
21~y1yj82yi !

21~z1zj82zi !
2#7 ,

~5!
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the cluster atoms at the tip end in a coordinate system wh
origin is at the very end.

The calculations previously performed20,21 showed that
the smallest configuration which provides for scanning s
bility ~i.e., the absence of discontinuities on the force cont
at any possible values of the initial heightd) is a cluster of
seven atoms. Six of them form a regular hexagon with a s
b50.85a, and the seventh is located at a distan
h5b2/(2R) beneath its center. WhenR5(5/3)a, we have
h50.22a. It is clear that the force contour obtained by so
ing Eq. ~5! depends on the orientation of the cluster on
tip end relative to the crystallographic axes of the surfac

z5z~x,y,w!, ~6!

wherew is the angle between the axes of the atomic he
gons of the cluster on the tip end and of those on the clo
packed surface.

The calculation procedure depends highly on how
scanning is carried out. If the orientation of the cluster re
tive to the surface varies randomly during the scanning,
eraging must be performed, and the averaged force con

z~x,y!5
3

pE0

p/3

z~x,y,w!dw ~7!

must be compared with experimental data.
If, on the other hand, the orientation of the cluster on

tip end remains strictly fixed during the scanning, all t
calculations must be performed for that fixed orientatio
The surfaces~6! for different w, of course, can differ mark
edly.

The averaged surfaces~7! were examined quite thor
oughly in the preceding studies.20,21Below we shall examine
the dependence onw of the force contours~6! obtained by
solving Eq.~5! for scanning over both an unperturbed su
face of close-packed atoms and a surface containing p
defects in the form of vacancies and divacancies.

3. FORCE CONTOURS ABOVE A CLOSE-PACKED LATTICE:
DEPENDENCE ON THE TIP ORIENTATION

This section presents the force contours~6! obtained by
numerical solution of Eq.~5!, which describes the scannin
of an AFM tip with a cluster of seven atoms, as discussed
the preceding section, on its end. The two-dimensional
ages presented are the cross sections of the correspo
surfaces formed by ten horizontal planes constructed wi
spacingDz5(zmax2zmin)/10. A lighter tone corresponds to
higher position of the tip above the surface, and a darker t
corresponds to a lower position. In all the cases conside
zmax5d50.5a, so that white corresponds to the height inte
val (zmax, zmax2Dz). The values ofzmin andDz are indicated
separately for each concrete case.

Figure 4 presents the results of the calculation
z(x,y,w) for an unperturbed surface of close-packed ato
with different orientations of the cluster on the tip end re
tive to the crystallographic axes of the surface. Figure
corresponds to the case of coinciding axes of the ato
hexagons of the cluster and the surface of the sam
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corresponds to the case w530° (zmin50.28a,
Dz50.022a). As is seen from a comparison of Fig. 4a a
4b, the results depend weakly on the orientation of the tip
the regions directly above the atoms of the surface un
investigation. This situation is perfectly natural, since in t
regions directly above the atoms the force contour can a
be faithfully described using the model of a monatomic t
An appreciable dependence on the orientation is obse
when a cluster tip scans an interatomic space. For exam
asw is varied by 30° the relief depth varies by 1.7 fold.

Let us now examine the force contour near several ty
of point defects in a close-packed lattice. As an examp
Fig. 5 presents the results of the calculations for a vaca
and two tip orientations: a —w50 (zmin50.07a,
Dz50.043a), b — w515° (zmin50.2a, Dz50.03a). In this
case, too, a comparison of the figures reveals consider
variation of the relief depth and even variation of the ch
acter of the force contour above a vacancy as the tip or
tation is varied.

Finally, Fig. 6 presents the results of calculations
force contours for a defect in the form of a divacancy f
different tip orientations~the anglew is measured from the
axis of the divacancy in this case!. Figures 6a and 6b, respec
tively, present three- and two-dimensional images of
force contour forw50 (zmin50.09a, Dz50.041a). Figure
6c presents a two-dimensional image of the force contour
w515° (zmin50.19a, Dz50.041a). It is easy to see that a
the tip orientation is varied in this case, not only does
relief depth vary, but also the symmetry of the force conto
about the axis of the divacancy is broken.

We note that the averaged force contours~7! are always
symmetric about all the symmetry axes of the object un
investigation.20,21 Thus a comparison with experiment of th
calculated force contours for a fixed orientation~like those
obtained in this section! and those obtained as a result
averaging over different orientations20,21 creates possibilities
for diagnosis of the atomic structure of the end of the AF
tip and the conditions of its scanning of the surface un
investigation.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As was shown in Sec. 1 of this paper, the force conto
above a lattice of close-packed atoms are, generally sp
ing, not continuous and have discontinuities in the regio
between the lattice atoms. This effect occurs only when
initial scanning heights of a monatomic tip are sufficien
small (d,0.61a, where a is the value of the equilibrium
distance between the lattice atoms! and corresponds to a
thrusting of the AFM tip into the surface in the region of
discontinuity. The existence of discontinuities of the for
contours above the surface of a solid is not in itself surp
ing. They make possible such phenomena as, for exam
the absorption of low-energy atoms by the surface.

The conclusion that there are discontinuities on fo
contours was drawn in the present work without allowan
for relaxation, i.e., the displacements of the surface and
atoms during scanning. It can easily be seen, however,
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FIG. 4. Two-dimensional image of the
force contour obtained by scanning ove
the surface of a lattice of close-packed a
oms for various tip orientations.
taking the relaxation into account would not alter the conclu-
on
t

i-
th

description of the force interaction between the tip and
ate
he
ri-

the
sion that discontinuities exist. In fact, the vertical relaxati
~i.e., the depression of surface atoms into the sample by
tip located above them! can be estimated in a first approx
mation at each fixed surface point and does not affect
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he

e

sample atoms. Thus, taking it into account cannot elimin
discontinuities on the force contour if they appear in t
absence of vertical relaxation. Taking into account the ho
zontal relaxation can, clearly, lead only to an increase in
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FIG. 5. Two-dimensional image of the
force contour obtained by scanning near
surface vacancy in a lattice of close
packed atoms for various tip orientations
initial heights of the tip above the sample at which the dis-

l o
iti

heights above the surface of a lattice of close-packed atoms.
ich
t a
the
continuities on the force contour appear.
In Sec. 3 of this paper we proposed a cluster mode

the tip end, which ensures continuous scanning at any in

660 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
f
al

The corresponding cluster contains seven atom, six of wh
form a regular hexagon, while the seventh is located a
definite distance beneath its center. The continuity of
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FIG. 6. Image of the force contour ob
tained by scanning near a surface div
cancy in a lattice of close-packed atom
for various tip orientations.
scanning of such a tip is observed not only over a regular
rm
th

crystal surfaces investigated can be less than perfectly sym-
tip
ce.
lattice, but also over a lattice with point defects in the fo
of vacancies and divacancies. However, the images of

661 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
e
metric and depend on the orientation of the cluster on the
end relative to the crystallographic axes of the lattice surfa
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the structure of a tip on the basis of a set of experime
AFM images of a single sample with a close-packed latti
If the tip dips into the surface during scanning with an init
height d,0.61a, it can be concluded that a single atom
found on the tip end, whose interaction makes a decis
contribution to the force interaction with the surface. If t
scanning at any height is found to be continuous, the tip
has a cluster structure, the minimum parameters of wh
were determined in this work. In the latter case the AF
images of the surface under investigation can be indepen
of the initial orientation of the tip relative to the surface. Th
means that the orientation of the cluster on the tip end r
tive to the crystallographic axis of the surface varies r
domly during the scanning. If the AFM images of a surfa
depend on the initial tip orientation, it means that the orie
tation remains constant during the scanning. Then the c
crete value of the orientationw between the axes of th
atomic hexagons of the cluster on the tip end and the sur
can be established from the nature of the AFM images of
surface under investigation.
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Influence of the instrumental functions of electrostatic and magnetic analyzers on the

processing of experimental data

V. A. Kurnaev and V. A. Urusov

Moscow State Engineering Physics Institute, 115409 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted January 29, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 86–91~June 1997!

Equations relating the output signal of a dispersion analyzer and the energy distribution function
of the charged particles entering it are obtained and solved on the basis of an analysis of
the motion of charged particles in such analyzers. The influence of corrections on the
reconstruction of the energy distribution in comparison with the standard procedure is
considered. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01806-0#
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Many modern methods for investigating solids and pl
mas are based on analysis of the energy spectra of cha
particles. Electrostatic and magnetic analyzers are emplo
in such investigations. The fact that the output signal of
analyzer conveys the shape of the energy spectrum of
particles with distortions raises the problem of reconstruct
the true spectrum of the particles from the output signa
the analyzer.

The problem of reconstructing the true distribution f
electrostatic analyzers was reduced in several papers~see, for
example, Ref. 1! to solving the convolution integral equatio

I ~W!5CE
0

1`

A~W2E! f ~E!dE, ~1!

whereI (W) is the output signal of the analyzer,f (E) is the
energy distribution function of the particles,A(W2E) is the
instrumental function of the analyzer,W is the tuning energy
of the analyzer, andC is a constant.

When the energy distribution~or the momentum distri-
bution for a magnetic analyzer! is reconstructed, the outpu
signal of the analyzerI (W) @or I (p)# is divided byW ~or
p, respectively!.2 The problem of reconstructing the true e
ergy distribution was reduced in Ref. 3 on the basis of
approximation of the experimental data for a concrete a
lyzer to the solution of an integral equation of the form

I ~W!5CE
0

1`

A~W/E! f ~E!dE. ~2!

A general solution of this equation was obtained in in
gral form, and it was also shown that the approximate so
tion of Eq. ~2! for a broad spectrum is obtained by dividin
the output signalI (W) of the analyzer byW. In Ref. 4 an
equation similar to Eq.~2! was also used on the basis of a
approximation of experimental data, and a solution was
tained in the form of a series. However, the question of wh
the equations of the former and latter types should be use
treat the experimental data remained open in the gen
case. The purpose of the present work is to attempt to re
struct the true distribution from the analyzer output signa
the general case.
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To obtain the equations of the trajectories of the partic
in an analyzer we use the approach described in Ref. 5,
pressing the particle velocityn in terms of the radius vecto
of the particleR and the coordinateS coinciding with its
trajectory

n5
dR

dt
5

dR

dS

dS

dt
5

dR

dS
n, ~3!

wheren is the absolute velocity of the particle.
Then, taking into account the equation of motion of

nonrelativistic charged particle in an electrostatic field

m
dn

dt
52qe¹U, ~4!

where U is the electric field potential, and expressing t
kinetic energy in terms of the total energyE0, after some
relatively simple transformations we obtain

2
d2R

dS2 S 12
qeU

E0
D2

dR

dS

d~qeU/E0!

dS
52¹S qeU

E0
D . ~5!

Similarly, in the case of a relativistic charged particle
a constant magnetic field, if we substitute Eq.~3! into the
equation of motion

d

dtS mn

A12n2/c2D 5
qe

c
~n3H!, ~6!

take into account that the kinetic energy of the particles d
not vary in the magnetic field (dn/dS50), and introduce the
vectorh5H/H, for the path equation we obtain

d2R

dS2 5
qeH

pc S dR

dS
3hD , ~7!

where p5 mn/A12n2/c2 is the magnitude of the momen
tum.

INSTRUMENTAL FUNCTION OF AN ANALYZER AND
TREATMENT OF MEASUREMENT DATA

Let us consider the motion of charged particles in
electrostatic analyzer. Let a particle enter the analyzer
point with the coordinates (h,j) ~the system of coordinate

6633-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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direction assigned by the anglesa and b with an energy
E5E0 /e, wheree is an elementary charge. The distributio
of the field in the analyzer is assigned by the potent
Ui , wherei 51, . . . ,n, on the electrodes relative to the e
trance electrode, which is at zero potential. At thenth or exit
electrode of the analyzer the particle is at a point with
coordinates (h1 ,j1) ~the coordinate system lies in the plan
of the exit electrode!.

The coordinates (h1 ,j1) are found by solving the equa
tion of motion ~3!. Since the trajectory of the particle@Eq.
~5!# remains unchanged as its energy and potential vary o
the entire space by the factorL, the coordinates (h1 ,j1)
remain unchanged whenE and Ui , where i 51, . . . ,n,
change simultaneously by the factorL. This condition holds
only if the energy and the potentials appear in the functi
of the coordinates (h1 ,j1) in the form of a ratio. Similarly, it
can be shown that the charge and the energy also appe
the form of a ratio.

To find the relation between the output signal of t
analyzer and the energy distribution function of the particl
we use the method described in Ref. 6. If the particles at
entrance to the analyzer have a distribution function w
respect to the coordinates of the cross section of the b
formed by the surface of the entrance diaphragm, the ang
and the energyf (h,j,a,b,E), the number of particles which
have an energy in the range fromE to E1dE and emerge in
the direction assigned by the anglesa and b into a solid-
angle elementdV from an elementdS0 of the entrance dia-
phragm area per unit time equals

d3I 5I 0f ~h,j,a,b,E!dVdS0dE, ~8!

where

I 05E E E d3I

dEdS0dV
dVdS0dE

is the number of particles passing through the hole in
entrance diaphragm per unit time.

To find the number of particlesI passing through the
hole in the exit diaphragm per unit time, Eq.~8! must be
integrated over all the trajectories passing through the hol
the exit electrode. For this purpose we express the anglea
andb in terms of the coordinates (h1 ,j1) of the coordinate
system of the exit diaphragm

a5aS h,j,h1 ,j1 ,
qU1

E
, . . . ,

qUn

E D ,

b5bS h,j,h1 ,j1 ,
qU1

E
, . . . ,

qUn

E D , ~9!

and substituting these expressions into~8!, we integrate over
the energy and the areas of the entrance and exit apertu

I 5I 0E
0

1`E
S0

E
S1

f S h,j,h1 ,j1 ,
qU1

E
, . . . ,

qUn

E
,ED

3J~a,b,h1 ,j1!sin a dS1dS0dE, ~10!

where
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S 1 1 E E D ]~h1 ,j1!

is the Jacobian of the transformation .
We assume that the energy distribution in the beam

ing analyzed does not depend on the distribution with resp
to the cross section and the angles

f ~h,j,a,b,E!5 f 1~h,j,a,b! f 2~E!. ~11!

Using such a function, we can represent expression~10!
in the form

I 5I 0E
0

1`

AS qU1

E
, . . . ,

qUn

E D f 2~E!dE, ~12!

where

AS qU1

E
, . . . ,

qUn

E D
5E

S0

E
S1

f 1S h,j,h1 ,j1 ,
qU1

E
, . . . ,

qUn

E D
3J~a,b,h1 ,j1!sin a dS1dS0 .

The function A(qU1 /E0 , . . . ,qUn /E0) is the instru-
mental function of the analyzer, since it expresses the dep
dence of the output signal of the analyzer on the electr
potentials for a monoenergetic beam of particles. It should
noted that the instrumental function of the analyzer will be
function of the ratios of the electrode potentials to the p
ticle energy, even if the condition of a one-to-one corresp
dence between the anglesa and b at the entrance to the
analyzer and the exit coordinates (h1 ,j1) is not satisfied,
since the instrumental function is the integral over all t
trajectories passing through the hole in the exit diaphrag
and each trajectory in the analyzer is a function of the ra
of the electrode potentials to the particle energy, for e
ample, when the beam is focused on a point.

It is not difficult to show that convolution equation~1! is
incompatible with Eq.~12! and is, thus, inapplicable to ana
lyzers operating in the spectrometer regime. In fact, if it
assumed that the instrumental function simultaneously sa
fies ~1! and ~12!, the condition

W2E5F~qU1 /E, . . . ,qUn /E! ~13!

must be satisfied, i.e., the difference between the tuning
ergy of the analyzer and the energy of the particles must b
function of the ratios between the electrode potentials
the energy. On the other hand, the tuning energyW of an
electrostatic analyzer should not depend on the energE
with which the particle enters the analyzer, in contradicti
with condition ~13!.

In order that the instrumental function of the analyz
would have the formA(W/E), when the energy of the par
ticles changes by a factor ofL, the electric fields must vary
by the same factor over the entire trajectory of the partic
This condition is strictly satisfied only if the similarity con
dition for the electric field holds in the entire space of t
analyzer. Therefore, in this case the potentials on the e
trodes should be linearly related:
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FIG. 1. Results of the reconstruction of an ener
distribution. a: solid curve — true distribution; dot
ted curve — distribution obtained by dividing th
output signal by the energy; dashed curve — dist
bution @from Eq. ~20! to within a correction associ-
ated with the second derivative# based on the known
output signal~dashed curve in Fig. 1b! and the in-
strumental function~solid curve in Fig. 1b! ~the full
width of the true energy distribution at half
maximum is equal to the full width of the instru
mental function at half-maximum!.
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U2

U1
5l2 ; . . . ;

Un

U1
5ln , ~14!

wherel2 , . . . ,ln are constants.
Then the tuning energy and the potential on one of

electrodes, in terms of which the current of the particles
the entrance to the analyzer is measured, will be related
the expression

W5kU1 , ~15!

wherek5const is the analyzer constant.
In this case the relation between the current at the a

lyzer exit and the energy distribution function of the partic
is described by the equation

I ~U1!5I 0E
0

1`

AS qU1

E
,l2 , . . . ,lnD f ~E!dE. ~16!

The solution of Eq.~16! for the energy distribution func
tion of the particles can be found in an integral form usi
the Mellin transform3

f ~kŬ!5
1

I 0

1

2p i Ex02 i •`

x01 i •` I x21

Ax21
~kŬ!2xdx, ~17!

where

I x215E
0

1`

I ~U1!U1
x22dU1 ,

Ax215E
0

1`

AS qU1

E D S U1

E D x22

d~U1 /E!. ~18!

The expression obtained is not convenient for pract
use; therefore, we find the solution of the equation in
form of a series. For this purpose, we assume thatI (U1) is
infinitely differentiable and can be expanded into a Tay
series in the vicinity of the pointŬ:

I ~U1!5 (
n50

1`
I ~n!~Ŭ !~U12Ŭ !n

n!
. ~19!

Substituting expression~19! into integral ~18! and as-
suming, for simplicity, thatŬ.0 andU1.0, for Eq. ~17!
we obtain
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f ~kŬ!5
1

I 0
(
n50

1`

I ~n!~Ŭ !Ŭn21
1

2p in!

3E
0

1`E
x02 i •`

x01 i •`~U1 /Ŭ21!n

Ax21k2 S U1

kUD x22

dxd~U1 /Ŭ !

or

f ~kŬ!5
1

I 0
(
n50

1`

BnI ~n!~Ŭ !Ŭn21, ~20!

whereI (n)(Ŭ) is thenth derivative of the current at the ana
lyzer exit with respect toŬ, and theBn are constants.

We express the coefficientsBn in terms of the moments
of the instrumental function. For this purpose, after expa
ing I (n)(Ŭ) into a Taylor series and substituting express
~20! into Eq. ~16!, we obtain the equation

I ~U1!5 (
n50

1`

(
m50

1`
BnCnm

m!kn1m21 I ~n1m!~U1!U1
n1m, ~21!

where

Cnm5E
0

1`

zn21~z2k!mA~q/z!dz. ~22!

Since Eq.~21! holds for any functionI (U1), the coeffi-
cient in front ofI (n1m)(U1) for n50 andm50 equals unity,
and the sum of the coefficients in front of the remaini
derivatives equals zero. Then

B05
1

kC00
, Bn52

1

Cn0
(
i 50

n21

Bi

Ci ~n2 i !

~n2 i !!
. ~23!

The analyzer constant can be expressed so as to sa
the conditionB150; in that case it equals

k5
C10

C00
. ~24!

Therefore, the correction associated with the first deri
tive I 8(U1) can be eliminated by adjusting the analyzer co
stant. This allows us to assume, in contrast to the res
obtained in Ref. 3, that the first derivative of the current h
little influence on the shape of the energy distribution. Fig
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FIG. 2. Dependence off max/f0max andD/DE on
DE /D instr , wheref max is the height of the recon-
structed spectrum,f 0max is the height of the true
distribution, D is the full width of the recon-
structed spectrum at half-maximum,DE width
of the true distribution, andD instr is the width of
the instrumental function: solid curve – with
consideration of the correction associated wi
the second derivative; dashed curve – for spe
tra obtained by simple division by the energy.
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approximation and with the correction associated with
second derivative of the current. The normal Gaussian di
bution was employed as a trial function for the true distrib
tion function. It can be concluded on the basis of the res
obtained~Fig. 2! that the correction associated with the se
ond derivative makes a significant contribution to the dis
bution function in the case in which the width of the tru
distribution function is of the order of the width of the in
strumental function. In this case the energy distribution
tained with the correction is considerably closer to the t
distribution than are the distributions obtained without it.
addition, it is not difficult to show that the distribution func
tion thus obtained satisfies the normalization condition.

Using the normalization condition forf (E), it is not dif-
ficult to show thatI (U1) tends to zero whenU1→0 and
U1→`. Taking this into account, we find that

E
0

1`

I ~n!~U1!U1
n21dU150, ~25!

wheren > 1.
Expression~25! makes it possible to compare the inte

sities of two currents with quasimonoenergetic energy dis
bution functions of the particles having a width of the ord
of the width of the instrumental function without refining th
form of the distribution function. It is noteworthy that
simple comparison of the current maxima at the analyzer
gives an incorrect result:

I 10

I 20
5

*0
1`I 1~U !/UdU

*0
1`I 2~U !/UdU

Þ
I 1max

I 2max
, ~26!

whereI 10 and I 20 are the particle currents at the entrance
the analyzer, andI 1max andI 2max are the maximum values o
the particle currentsI 1(U) and I 2(U) at the analyzer exit.

Let us now consider a magnetic analyzer of charged p
ticles operating in the spectrometer regime. Assuming
the magnetic field in the analyzer is created by magne
optical elements and that the strengths of fields created
these elements are linearly related, for a particle which
the coordinates (h,j) at the entrance diaphragm of the an
lyzer and emerges in the direction assigned by the anglea
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we obtain the coordinates of the particle at the exit d
phragm of the analyzer

h15h1~h,j,a,b,qH/p!, j15j1~h,j,a,b,qH/p!,
~27!

whereH is the magnetic field strength at an arbitrarily s
lected fixed point.

The distribution function of the particles with respect
the magnitude of the momentum, which does not depend
the distribution with respect to the angles and the cross
tion, and the number of particles passing through the hol
the entrance diaphragm per unit time are related by an
pression similar to the expression for electrostatic analyz

I ~H !5I 0E
0

1`

A~qH/p! f 2~p!dp. ~28!

The momentum corresponding to tuning of the analy
and the magnetic field strengthH are related by the expres
sion

p15kH. ~29!

For a distribution function whose value varies weak
across the width of the instrumental function, the appro
mate solution of Eq.~28! will have the form

f 2~kH!'
I ~H !

CI0H
, ~30!

whereC5*0
1`A(q/z)dz is a constant andz5p/H.

CONCLUSIONS

Let us briefly review the main results of this work.
1. It has been shown in this work that for all electrosta

analyzers operating in the spectrometer mode, the en
distribution function of the charged particles at the entran
to the analyzer and the number of particles passing thro
the aperture in the exit electrode per unit time depend on
ratio between the electrode potentials and the particle en
and are related by Eq.~12!. It should be noted that the ex
pressions~12! and ~16! obtained above for describing th
relationship between the current at the analyzer exit and
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when the stray electrostatic fields caused by the actual ge
etry of the electrodes are taken into account.

2. A detailed analysis shows that the convolution eq
tion ~1! previously proposed1 for describing the relationship
between the particle current at the analyzer exit and the
ergy distribution function of the particles is not applicable
an analyzer operating in the spectrometer mode.

3. Under the condition of a linear relationship betwe
the potentials on the analyzer electrodes, the particle cur
at the analyzer exit and the energy distribution function
the particles are related by Eq.~2!, in which the instrumenta
function is a function of the ratio of the tuning energyW to
the particle energyE. For a magnetic analyzer operating
the spectrometer mode, the momentum distribution func
of the particles and the particle current at the analyzer
are related by an analogous equation~28! provided the fields
created by the magnetooptical elements are linearly rela

4. Solution~20! in the form of a series in derivatives o
the current at the analyzer exit, which was obtained for
arbitrary continuous energy distribution function of the p
ticles, and recurrence relations~23! for the coefficients in the
series permit the reconstruction of energy spectra wit
width of the order of the width of the instrumental functio

5. Since the distribution function of the beam with r
spect to the coordinates of the cross section formed by
entrance diaphragm and the angles appears in expre
~12! for the instrumental function, the monoenergetic parti
beam used to calibrate an analyzer must have a distribu
function with respect to the cross section and angles tha
close to the spectra which are to be measured by the
lyzer. For example, if the analyzer is intended for investig
ing particles reflected or emitted from a surface and the
face area ‘‘visible’’ to the analyzer is smaller than th
emission area, and the angular distribution function of
particles varies weakly within the angular aperture of
analyzer, it is best to employ a broad monoenergetic part
667 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
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within the angular aperture of the analyzer to calibrate
latter.

6. Preliminary retardation of the particles is often used
improve the resolving power of a dispersion analyzer. A
rule, analyzers with preliminary retardation operate in tw
regimes:1 in one regime the retarding potential remains co
stant, and the spectrum is scanned by varying the pote
on the deflecting electrodes. One deficiency of this regim
that it is unsuitable for treating the results of measureme
of broad spectra. In the other regime the potential differe
on the deflecting electrodes remains constant, and the s
ning is performed by varying the retarding potential. O
deficiency of this regime is that the angular distribution fun
tion of the particles varies after the retardation system, m
ing the ensuing treatment of the spectra difficult. The de
ciencies just enumerated can be avoided by using an ana
operating in a regime in which the retarding potential and
potentials on the deflecting electrodes are linearly related
Eq. ~14!. The use of a retarding potential permits improv
ment of the resolving power of the analyzer. On the oth
hand, the particle current at the analyzer exit and the ene
distribution function are related by Eq.~16!, and thus the
treatment of the spectrum reduces, in a first approximat
to division of the signal by the energy.
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Influence of potential fluctuations on the instrumental functions of electrostatic

he
analyzers
V. A. Kurnaev and V. A. Urusov

Moscow State Engineering-Physics Institute, 115409 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted January 29, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 92–95~June 1997!

An equation which relates the output signal of an electrostatic dispersion analyzer and the energy
distribution function of the charged particles entering it is derived with the fluctuations of
the potentials on the defecting electrodes taken into account. Solutions of this equation are
obtained. The influence of noise on the instrumental functions of analyzers is considered.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!01906-5#
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It was shown in the preceding paper1 that the energy
distribution function of the charged particles at the entra
to an electrostatic analyzer and the output signal of the a
lyzer are related by the expression

I ~U1 , . . . ,Un!5E
0

1`

f ~E!A~U1 /E, . . . ,Un /E!dE, ~1!

where A(U1 /E, . . . ,Un /E) is the instrumental function o
the analyzer;U1 , . . . ,Un are the potentials on the analyz
electrodes; andf (E) is the energy distribution function o
the charged particles.

Relation~1! also holds when the stray fields arising fro
the actual geometry of the analyzer are taken into acco
However, the form of the instrumental function of a charge
particle analyzer is determined not only by its geometry,
also by the fluctuations of the fields within the analyzer, i
by the noise. If fluctuations whose characteristic period
much greater than the time of flight of a particle in the an
lyzer are considered, it can be assumed that the tuning
ergy of the analyzer fluctuates.

In this paper we shall consider the influence of noise
the instrumental function of an electrostatic dispersion a
lyzer.

INFLUENCE OF FLUCTUATIONS ON THE INSTRUMENTAL
FUNCTION OF AN ANALYZER WITH ONE DEFLECTING
ELECTRODE

Let us assume for an electrostatic analyzer, in wh
only one electrode is under a potential, that the voltageǓ on
the analyzer electrode fluctuates about the mean pote
U with a distribution functionw(Ǔ,U), which satisfies the
following conditions

E
2`

1`

w~Ǔ,U !dǓ51,

U5^Ǔ&5E
2`

1`

Ǔ•w~Ǔ,U !dU,

s2~Ǔ !5E
2`

1`

~Ǔ2U !2w~Ǔ,U !dU. ~2!
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analyzer exit is much greater than the characteristic perio
the fluctuations, then, using Eq.~1!, we can represent the
mean value of the current at the analyzer exit in the form

I ~U !5E
2`

1`

w~Ǔ,U ! Ĩ ~Ǔ !dǓ

5I 0E
2`

1`

w~Ǔ,U !E
0

1`

f ~E!AS qǓ

E
D dEdǓ ~3!

or

I ~U !5I 0E
0

1`

f ~E!B~U, E!dE, ~4!

where

B~U,E!5E
2`

1`

w~Ǔ,U !A~qǓ/E!dǓ ~5!

is the instrumental function of the analyzer with consid
ation of the noise.

Let us find an approximate solution of this equatio
Expanding Ĩ (Ǔ) into a Taylor series about the pointU,
assuming thatĨ (U)'I (U) in a first approximation, and tak
ing into account the terms of the series containing derivati
no higher than the second, from~3! we obtain the expression

Ĩ ~U !'I ~U !2
s2

2

d2I

dU2 . ~6!

A solution of the equation

Ĩ ~U !5I 0E
0

1`

f ~E!AS qU

E DdE ~7!

can be obtained in the form of a series:1

f ~kU!5 (
n50

1`

BnUn21
d Ĩ n~U !

dUn , ~8!

where

B05
1

kC00
, Bn52

1

Cn0
(
i 50

n

Bi

Ci ~n2 i !

~n2 i !!
.
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FIG. 1. Curves for an electrostatic dispersion analyzer: a
The ratio between the standard deviation of the instrum
tal function DU ~with allowance for the influence of the
fluctuations of the potential! and the standard deviations
of the noise and, b—the ratio of the height of the instr
mental functionBmax ~with consideration of the influence o
the potential fluctuations! to the height of the instrumenta
function Amax ~without consideration of the noise! as func-
tions of the ratio of the standard deviation of the instrume
tal function ~without consideration of the noise! bE to the
standard deviations of the fluctuations of the potentials on
the analyzer electrodes.
Ultimately, to within the terms with a second derivative,
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for the ‘‘true distribution’’ as a function of the output signa
I (U) we obtain

f ~kU!'
i ~U !

C10I 0U
2

Ud2I /dU2

2C10I 0
S 12

C10
2

C00C20
1

s2

U2D , ~9!

where theCnm5*0
1`zn21(z2k)mA(q/z)dz are constants.

It is expedient to select the analyzer constant such tha
the range of energies where the influence of the nois
negligibly small, the analyzer constant would be determin
from the expression1

k5C10/C00. ~10!

Let us now consider the influence of the noise on
form of the instrumental function of the analyzer. For
arbitrary noise distribution functionw(Ǔ,U), an approxi-
mate analytical expression for the instrumental funct
B(U,E) of the analyzer can be obtained in two limitin
cases: in the range of energies where the width of the ins
mental function is determined mainly by the noise and in
range of energies where the influence of the noise on
instrumental function is weak.

In the former case, applying the theorem of the mean2 to
the integral in Eq.~5! and assuming thatA(q/z)[0 for
z<0, we obtain

B~U,E!5C00Ûw~Û,U !. ~11!

Assuming thatǓw(Ǔ,U) varies weakly across the widt
of the instrumental functionA(qǓ/E), we have

Ûw~Û,U !'
E

k
wS E

k
,U D . ~12!

Substituting this expression into~11!, we ultimately ob-
tain

B~U,E!'~C00/k!EwS E

k
,U D , ~13!

i.e., the form of the instrumental function is determin
mainly by the noise distribution function, and the value
the instrumental function at the maximum depends on
energy of the particles.

For example, for a noise distribution function of th
form w(Ǔ2U) it follows from expression~13! that the
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the particles decreases. We use the term transmission to
to a coefficient of an analyzer that is equal to the ratio of
maximum output current of the analyzer to the current o
monoenergetic beam at its entrance.

In the second case, since the noise distribution funct
w(Ǔ,U) is considerably narrower than the instrumen
function A(qǓ/E), applying the theorem of the mean an
assuming thatA(qÛ/E)'A(qU/E), we obtain

B~U, E!'AS qU

E D , ~14!

i.e., the width of the instrumental function will increase lin
early with increasing energy, and the transmission of
analyzer will remain unchanged.

Let us trace how the form of the instrumental function
the analyzer varies in the presence of noise as a functio
the energy in the case of a noise distribution function of
form w(Ǔ,U)5w(Ǔ2U). For this purpose we treat the in
strumental functionB(U,E) as a distribution function with
respect toU, which can be characterized by the mean^U&
and the variancêDU2&,

^U&5
*2`

1`UB~U,E!dU

*2`
1`B~U,E!dE

, ~15!

^DU2&5
*`

1`~U2^U&!2B~U,E!dU

*2`
1`B~U,E!dU

. ~16!

After some relatively simple mathematical manipul
tions, we find that the mean value of the potential is prop
tional to the energy:

^U&5
C1

C
E. ~17!

Here C5*2`
1`A(qx)dx, and C15*2`

1`xA(qx)dx, where
x5Ǔ/E.

We calculate the variance of the instrumental functi
by substituting expression~17! into Eq. ~16! and performing
the integration:

^DU2&5s21b2E2. ~18!

Hereb25(C2C2C1
2)/C2, whereC25*2`

1`x2A(qx)dx.
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Figure 1 shows qualitatively the behavior of the width of
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the instrumental function and its value at the maximum a
function of E. The expressions~13!, ~14!, and~18! obtained
allow us to conclude that in the range of energies wh
E!s/b the width of the instrumental function scarcely d
pends on the energy, and its value at the maximum incre
linearly with the energy. Conversely, in the range of energ
where E@s/b the width of the instrumental function in
creases linearly with increasing energy, and the value at
maximum remains constant. The quantityE2b2 corresponds
to the variance of the instrumental function with respect
U in the absence of potential fluctuations and can be de
mined experimentally.

It should be noted that a solution of Eq.~3! can be found
in general form for a noise distribution function of the for
under considerationw(Ǔ2U). Applying the Fourier trans-
formation to Eq.~3!, we obtain a solution in the form of a
series3

E
0

1`

f ~E!AS qU

E DdE5(
s50

1`

Ds

dsI ~U !

dUs 5 Ĩ ~U !, ~19!

where

D0E
2`

1`

w~z!dz51, (
s50

m

DsE
2`

1`

zm2sw~z!dz
1

~m2s!!
50.

~20!

A series solution of Eq.~19! was found in Ref. 1. In the
present case it has the form

f ~kU!5 (
n50

1`

BnUn21
d Ĩ n~U !

dUn , ~21!

where

B05
1

kC00
, Bn52

1

Cn0
(
i 50

n

Bi

Ci ~n2 i !

~n2 i !!
. ~22!

Ultimately, for the general solution we obtain

f ~kU!5 (
n50

1`

(
m50

1`

DmBnUn21
dm1nI ~U !

dUm1n , ~23!

where the analyzer constantk is specified by expression~7!.

INFLUENCE OF NOISE ON THE INSTRUMENTAL FUNCTION
OF AN ANALYZER WITH TWO DEFLECTING
ELECTRODES

All the arguments advanced above referred to the cas
which a potential was supplied to one electrode. Let us n
consider the case in which potentials are supplied to
electrodes. The expression for the mean value of the cur
at the analyzer exit under the condition that the measurem
time is much greater than the characteristic period of
fluctuations has the form
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1 2 0
2`

1 2 1 2

3E
0

1`

AS Ǔ1

E
,
Ǔ2

E
D f ~E!dEdǓ1dǓ2

5E E
2`

1`

w~Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2 ,U1 ,U2! Ĩ ~Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2!dǓ1dǓ2 ,

~24!

where w(Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2 ,U1 ,U2) is the normalized distribution
function of the potential fluctuations, which satisfies the co
ditions

E E
2`

1`

w~Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2 ,U1 ,U2!dǓ1dǓ251,

E E
2`

1`

Ǔ1w~Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2 ,U1 ,U2!dǓ1dǓ25U1 ,

E E
2`

1`

Ǔ2w~Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2 ,U1 ,U2!dǓ1dǓ25U2 ,

E E
2`

1`

~Ǔ12U1!2w~Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2 ,U1 ,U2!dǓ1dǓ25s1
2 ,

E E
2`

1`

~Ǔ22U2!2w~Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2 ,U1 ,U2!dǓ1dǓ25s2
2 ,

E E
2`

1`

~Ǔ12U1!~Ǔ22U2!w~Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2 ,U1 ,U2!dǓ1dǓ2

5con~Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2!. ~25!

Assuming that the functionĨ (Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2) varies weakly
across the width of the noise distribution function, expand
Ĩ (Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2) in a Taylor series about the point (U1 ,U2), as-
suming thatĨ (U1 ,U2)5I (U1 ,U2) in a first approximation,
and keeping the terms with derivatives no higher than
second order, we obtain from Eq.~24!

Ĩ ~U1 ,U2!'I ~U1 ,U2!2
1

2 S s1
2 ]2I

]U1
2

12con~Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2!
]2I

]U1]U2
1s2

2 ]2I

]U2
2D . ~26!

If the mean values of the potentials are linearly related, i
if U25lU1, and if we take into account that the expressi
for the energy distribution function in terms ofĨ (U1 ,U2)
has the form1

f ~kU1!5
1

I 0
(
n50

`

BnU1
n21 d Ĩ n~U1 ,lU1!

dU1
n , ~27!

the solution of Eq.~24! to terms with a second derivativ
will be as follows:
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1 I 0
S C10U1

2
U1

2

C20C002C10
2

C00C10C20

d2I ~U1 ,lU1!

dU1
2 D

2
U1

2I 0
S s1

2 ]2I ~U1 ,U2!

]U1
2

12con~Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2!
]2I ~U1 ,U2!

]U1]U2

1s2
2 ]2I ~U1 ,U2!

]U2
2 D uU25lU1

. ~28!

It follows from expression~28! that a more exact reconstruc
tion of the energy spectrum with the noise corrections un
the condition that the mean values of the potentials are
early related requires knowledge of the values of the ou
signal not only at points where the potentials are linea
related, but also in a certain vicinity of the latter in the ge
eral case. If the additional conditions on the potential flu
tuations

s2
25l2s1

2 , con~Ǔ1 ,Ǔ2!5ls1
2 ~29!

are satisfied, expression~28! transforms into an expression i
total derivatives, and to reconstruct such a spectrum
within the corrections associated with a second derivative
is sufficient to know the signal at the points where the me
values of the potentials are linearly related.

We note that the results obtained for spectrometers w
two electrodes can easily be generalized to the case o
analyzer withn electrodes.
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In conclusion, let us briefly describe the results obtain
1. Equations~3! and~24! make it possible to describe th

relationship between the energy distribution function of t
charged particles and the output signal of an electrost
analyzer operating in the spectrometer mode with the in
ence of fluctuations of the potentials on its electrodes ta
into account.

2. The approximate solutions~9! and~28! of these equa-
tions for an arbitrary distribution function of the potenti
fluctuations permit taking into account the corrections as
ciated with noise to the reconstructed energy distribution

3. For analyzers with several electrodes under differ
potentials, it is not enough to know the values of the out
signal at the points where the mean values of the poten
are linearly related. More exact reconstruction of the tr
energy distribution requires knowledge of the values of
output signal in the vicinity of these points and the disp
sion of the noise.

4. An examination of the behavior of the instrumen
function as a function of various parameters in the case o
analyzer with one deflecting electrode shows that at ener
for which the width of the instrumental function of the an
lyzer is determined mainly by the potential fluctuations, t
transmission of the analyzer will fall off as the energy d
creases.
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Influence of heat treatment and exposure to laser radiation on a vanadium-silicon

its
composite
A. M. Chaplanov and A. N. Shibko

Institute of Electronics, Belarus Academy of Sciences, 220841 Minsk, Belarus
~Submitted December 20, 1995!
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The influence of exposure to weak laser radiation during heat treatment on a vanadium–silicon
composite is investigated. It is found that the changes in the phase composition of the
contact cause changes in its electrophysical parameters. Application of a combined treatment
permits the formation of a rectifying vanadium–silicon contact with definite prespecified
electrophysical parameters. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!02006-0#
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to be actively employed in microelectronics because of th
thermodynamic features, their promising electrophysi
properties, and their stability at high temperatures. One
the ways to modify the electrophysical parameters o
metal–semiconductor system is heat treatment, which a
the electronic states at the interface. When met
semiconductor systems are subjected to thermal annealin
a vacuum, oxidation processes generally take place, ma
it difficult to use them in the fabrication of semiconduct
devices.1 One of the techniques which make it possible
influence the oxidation of a surface layer is to irradiate
during annealing by a photon beam of definite energy.2,3

In the present work we investigated the phase trans
mations and changes in the electrophysical parameters o
V–Si system during heat treatment and simultaneous ex
sure to a laser photon beam with an energyhn51.96 eV.

A vanadium film of thickness;100 nm was obtained by
thermal deposition onn-type silicon~111! in a vacuum with a
residual pressure equal to 331024 Pa ~Fig. 1a!. The sub-
strate temperature during deposition was 373 K. The sili
plate was chemically treated according to the method
scribed in Ref. 4 before thermal deposition. The films o
tained were polycrystalline and highly disperse, with a me
grain diameter of 15–20 nm.

The samples obtained were placed in a vacuum sys
and subjected to thermal treatment at a residual pressu
1.531024 Pa and simultaneous exposure to laser radia
with l50.63 mm. The annealing temperature wa
T55002700 °C, and the annealing times weret55, 15,
and 30 min. The power of the LGN-215 laser was varied a
monitored by an IMO-2 calorimeter during the treatme
and it was equal to 25 or 55 mW.

The samples treated were investigated by electron
fraction analysis on a JEM-120 electron microscope and
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy~XPS!. The Schottky bar-
rier height was determined from the current–voltage cha
teristics according to the method described in Ref. 5. T
area of the vanadium–silicon contact was 0.07 mm2.

During thermal annealing of the system without exp
sure to laser radiation, various oxide phases with a la
oxygen content, viz., V2O5 and V3O7, form on the surface
depending on the annealing time and temperature. The v
dium oxides form as a result of the reaction of vanadi
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deposition or which diffused from the surrounding mediu
As follows from Table I, when the annealing temperature
700 °C and the annealing time is 15 or 30 min, V2O5 and
VO2 are present on the surface of the vanadium film~Fig.
1b!.

The phase composition of the surface oxides does
undergo any changes as a result of thermal annealing o
system and simultaneous exposure to a laser photon b
with a power equal to 25 mW~the photon energyhn51.96
eV! ~Table I!. However, the appearance of vanadium silici
V3Si at an annealing temperature of 700 °C and annea
time of 15 or 30 min~Fig. 1c! must be noted. Under thes
annealing conditions silicon diffuses into the vanadiu
forming the silicide.

When the power of the laser radiation is increased to
mW, the phase composition of the surface of the syst
consists of V2O3 and V2O5, and at an annealing temperatu
of 700 °C it consists only of V2O3 ~Fig. 1d, Table I!. There
are no vanadium oxides with a higher oxygen content,
cause the additional irradiation of the annealed system b
photon beam with an energy of 1.96 eV and a definite fl
density suppresses the oxidation processes, and the diss
oxygen becomes ‘‘chemically’’ inactive.6 Analyzing Table I,
we can conclude that the oxides V3O2 and VO2, as well as
the silicide V3Si, are not present on the surface of the syst
when the samples are irradiated at a power of 55 mW. T
photons interact with the M–Os andp bonds. As a result,
the screening of the M–M bonds decreases, preventing
formation of the high-resistivity and silicide phases on t
surface. Incident laser radiation with a higher power
needed to suppress the oxidation processes, since the
annealing results in the occurrence of an interaction betw
oxygen and the vanadium film surface, and a higher pho
flux density is needed to neutralize the M–O bonds.

The XPS investigations performed showed that
amount of oxygen in the subsurface layer decreases
result of heat treatment of the V–Si system atT5500 °C for
t530 min and simultaneous exposure to laser radiation w
l50.63mm and a power of 55 mW. The investigations we
performed using the oxygen 1S peak~Fig. 2!. Figure 3 pre-
sents the variation of the oxygen concentration in the sub
face layer for various treatment conditions. When a hea
V–Si composite is exposed to a laser beam, a photon

6722-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Electron diffraction patterns of a
V–Si composite: a — original sample; b
— after heat treatment atT5700 °C for
t515 min; b — without exposure to la-
ser radiation; c, d — with exposure to 25
and 55 mW laser radiation, respectively
absorbed by the surface and oxygen atoms undergo a transi-
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tion to one of seven states, which are characterized by w
chemical activity. This causes the appearance of differ
oxides, depending on the power of the laser radiation w
l50.63 mm striking the vanadium–silicon system durin
the thermal annealing. The results obtained by electron
croscopy and electron diffraction analysis correlate with
results obtained by XPS.

The current–voltage characteristic of the V–Si syst
had an asymmetric form, and the breakdown voltage was
V. This is evidence that the native silicon oxide SiO2 is
present between the vanadium film deposited and the sili
as is confirmed by XPS. Figure 4 presents the curre
voltage characteristics of the V–Si system as a function
the treatment conditions. The results of the measuremen
the electrophysical parameters after heat treatment and
the combined treatment are listed in Table II. A decrease

TABLE I. Variation of the phase composition of the V–Si system after h
treatment and after the combined treatment.

T °C
500 600 700

t, min
5 15 30 5 15 30 5 15 30

Without exposure to laser radiation
V3O7 V2O3 V2O3 V3O7 V3O7 V3O7 V2O3 VO2 VO2

V2O5 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5

V3Si
With exposure to 25 mW laser radiation

V5O9 V6O13 V2O3 V2O3 V2O3 V2O3 V3O7 V3Si VO2

V2O5 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5

V3Si
With exposure to 55 mW laser radiation

V2O3 V2O3 V2O3 V2O3 V2O3 V2O3 V2O3 V2O3 V2O3

V6O13 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5 V2O5
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the metal–semiconductor interface occurs as a result of t
mal annealing. The structure of the SiO2 layer tends to a
more equilibrium state, and the number of electron traps
creases. When group IVa metals react with SiO2, the forma-
tion and reduction of SiO2 by these metals take place7

Therefore, vanadium diffuses into the SiO2 layer and par-
tially reduces it under the treatment conditions employ
This leads to a decrease in the thickness of the oxide. C
sequently, when the annealing temperature and time are
creased, the breakdown voltage in the V–Si system ha
lower value. At the same time, the Schottky barrier heig
increases~Table II!. When the V–Si system is subjected

t

FIG. 2. XPS spectrum of oxygen in a V–Si composite after thermal ann
ing and exposure to laser radiation withl50.63mm.
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TABLE II. Changes in the electrophysical parameters of the V–Si system
after thermal treatment.

,
er-
cript

tem
thermal annealing, the density of the surface states in
silicon varies in the contact region of the metal–silicon jun
tion and influences the barrier height. The current–volta
characteristic of the contact was characterized using the
ality factor n, which was determined from experiment
plots5 ~Table II!. It was shown that the ideality factor de
creases as the annealing time and temperature increase
is attributed to the variation of the dielectric parameters
the oxide layer at the interface and the variation of the c
centration of electron traps during the heat treatment. Th
when the annealing temperature and time are increased
current–voltage characteristic of the V–Si contact tends
the ideal form.

Like the current–voltage characteristic of a contact,
parametera characterizes the variation of the current w
the applied voltage. Its value is determined from the form

FIG. 3. Variation of the atomic percent oxygen in the subsurface layer
V–Si contact: 1 — original sample; 2 — after heat treatment a
T5600 °C fort510 min;3 — after combined treatment atT5600 °C for
t510 min and exposure to laser radiation withl50.63 mm and a power
equal to 55 mW.

FIG. 4. Current–voltage characteristics of a V–Si contact after ther
treatment atT5600 °C fort510 min and exposure to laser radiation wi
l50.63mm: 1 — original contact;2 — after thermal treatment,3 and4 —
after thermal treatment and exposure to 25 and 55 mW laser radia
respectively.
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las presented in Ref. 8 and is given in the tables. The par
eter a increases with increasing annealing temperature
time due to depletion of the near-contact region
impurities8 or a decrease in the negative charge in the surf
states. The calculations performed show that the inequa
a,e/(kT) holds for n.1 so that the rectifying contac
formed can be described within the diode theory.9

As a result of thermal annealing and simultaneous ex
sure of a V–Si system to a flux of laser photons with
energy hn51.96 eV, changes occur in its electrophysic
parameters. The barrier height anda increase, while the
breakdown voltage and the ideality factor decrease. It
lows from a comparison of Tables III and Tables IV that t
barrier height of the contact is higher after exposure to a
mW laser beam than after exposure to a 25 mW beam.
other parameters also differ. This is due primarily to t
influence of the photons withhn51.96 eV on the chemica
reactions occurring in the V–Si system, which are stimula
by the thermal annealing and the neutralization of oxyge6

This is indicated by the decreases in the breakdown volt
and the ideality factorn. In Tables II–IV the parameters o
the V–Si system after removal of a surface layer of thickn
;10 nm are labeled with the subscript 2. These parame

a

al

n,

T a t w1 w2 U1 U2 n1 n2 a1 a2

Original 0.56 0.58 30 20 1.18 1.08 33 36
500 5 0.57 0.59 25 20 1.15 1.04 34 37

15 0.57 0.59 25 20 1.15 1.04 34 37
30 0.57 0.60 25 15 1.14 1.04 34 37

600 5 0.58 0.60 30 15 1.10 1.04 35 37
15 0.58 0.60 15 15 1.09 1.04 36 37
30 0.58 0.61 15 10 1.08 1.03 36 38

700 5 0.59 0.61 20 15 1.08 1.04 36 37
15 0.59 0.61 20 15 1.08 1.04 36 37
30 0.59 0.61 20 15 1.08 1.04 36 37

aIn Tables II–IVT~°C! is the treatment temperature,t ~min! is the treatment
time,w ~eV! is the Schottky barrier height,U ~V! is the breakdown voltage
n is the ideality factor,a is a parameter of the current–voltage charact
istic, the subscript 1 indicates the values after treatment, and the subs
2 indicates values after treatment and etching.

TABLE III. Changes in the electrophysical parameters of the V–Si sys
after heat treatment and exposure to laser 25 mW laser radiation.

T t w1 w2 U1 U2 n1 n2 a1 a2

500 5 0.58 0.60 20 15 1.10 1.05 34 37
15 0.58 0.60 15 10 1.06 1.04 37 37
30 0.58 0.60 15 10 1.06 1.04 37 37

600 5 0.59 0.61 15 10 1.08 1.03 36 38
15 0.59 0.61 15 15 1.08 1.04 36 37
30 0.58 0.60 20 15 1.09 1.05 36 37

700 5 0.58 0.60 25 15 1.10 1.05 35 37
15 0.58 0.60 20 15 1.10 1.05 35 37
30 0.59 0.61 20 15 1.08 1.04 36 37
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TABLE IV. Changes in the electrophysical parameters of the V–Si system
after heat treatment and exposure to laser 55 mW laser radiation.
differ form the parameters measured immediately after
treatment. For example, the barrier height of the contact
creases. The electrophysical properties of the contact ar
tered, because in the first case the measurements were
formed on the VxOy /VSi/SiO2/Si system, and after the oxid
layer was removed, the VxSiy/SiO2/Si system was measure
directly, as is confirmed by XPS. Thus, the 0.01–0.02

T t w1 w2 U1 U2 n1 n2 a1 a2

500 5 0.59 0.63 15 5 1.04 1.02 37 38
15 0.59 0.63 15 5 1.04 1.02 37 38
30 0.59 0.63 15 5 1.04 1.02 37 38

600 5 0.58 0.62 25 10 1.10 1.02 35 38
15 0.58 0.61 25 10 1.10 1.03 35 38
30 0.59 0.62 15 10 1.08 1.02 36 38

700 5 0.59 0.62 20 10 1.08 1.02 36 38
15 0.58 0.60 20 15 1.08 1.05 36 37
30 0.58 0.60 25 15 1.10 1.05 35 37
675 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
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introduced by VxOy . It is noteworthy that no strong
‘‘surges’’ in the values ofn anda are observed, i.e., a rec
tifying contact forms as a result of thermal annealing a
simultaneous exposure of the V–Si system to laser radia
with different values of the power.
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Possibility of mechanically stimulated transmutation of carbon nuclei in ultradisperse

-

deuterium-containing media
A. G. Lipson, V. A. Kuznetsov, T. S. Ivanova, E. I. Saunin, and S. I. Ushakov

Institute of Physical Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117915 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted 10 January 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 100–107~June 1997!

The variation of the concentration of14C in graphite subjected to vibratory milling in the
presence of heavy~or light! water is investigated using methods of radiocarbonb-spectral analysis.
It is discovered that the C1D2O system exhibits a statistically significant increase in theb
counting rate in comparison to the C1H2O system milled under similar conditions. A quantitative
model of the transmutation of the13C isotope into the14C isotope involving an interaction
of multiphonon excitations with deuterons in the graphite crystal lattice in the presence of
background thermal neutrons is proposed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~97!02106-5#
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We previously1–3 showed that the absorption of elast
energy in crystalline particles takes on a quantum chara
when they achieve sufficiently small dimensio
(r C<102521024 cm! during pulsed mechanical loading
This means that the entire portion of elastic energy supp
is absorbed not uniformly by each atom in a particle bu
concentrated in individual microregions of the particle in t
form of quanta of an electromagnetic field.1 This process
becomes possible only when the interaction of a flux of e
tic energy with a highly disperse crystalline medium leads
the formation of ‘‘giant’’ fluctuations of the elastic energ
density. The possibility of the appearance of such fluct
tions is associated in the general case with the presence
broad size distribution of the particles being milled. Wh
the mean diameter of an aggregate is of the order of sev
microns, the dispersed powder always contains a cer
fraction with particle diameters smaller than 0.1mm.4 There-
fore, it is clear that when an identical portion of elastic e
ergy is supplied to all the particles being milled, in the sm
fraction of the powder with radii that are 1.5–2.0 orders
magnitude smaller than the mean value, the concentr
elastic energy density can be 5–6 orders above the m
value. In the case of so-called ‘‘hard’’ concentrating,
which the elastic energy densityEelas8 is commensurate with
the energy density of the optical phonons in a crystal~with a
Debye frequencyvD), according to the model in Refs. 1 an
2, a virtual electromagnetic bunch in the form of a coher
multiphonon excitation~CME! having a finite density that is
commensurate with the nuclear density is created when e
tic energy is concentrated in a particle2 ~in the case of ‘‘soft’’
concentrating the final density of such an electromagn
bunch is much smaller than the nuclear density!. This situa-
tion provides grounds for assuming that the case of
‘‘hard’’ concentrating of elastic energy corresponds to t
concentrating of the energy of a CME in one or more nuc
ons of a hypothetical atomic nucleus located at the cente
symmetry of the disperse particle. As was shown in Refs
and 6, the coherent concentrating of such multiphonon e
tations in a nucleus in the crystal lattice of a disperse part
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cess takes place only ifWS8.En , i.e., if the CME energy per
nucleon is greater than the binding energy of a neutron in
nucleus. For its part, the virtual neutron emitted by t
neutron-donor nucleus can be recaptured by a neut
acceptor nucleus located within the field of action of t
nuclear forces. If there is no acceptor nucleus near~in terms
of nuclear distances! the donor nucleus, the virtual neutro
remains in the donor nucleus, since the time of action o
CME is commensurate with a nuclear time (t;10222 s!. It
was postulated in Ref. 7 that the capture of virtual neutro
by acceptor nuclei can be a more intensive process, if th
are background thermal neutrons in the lattice. In this cas
background neutron catalyzes the transfer of the virtual n
tron, i.e., it materializes the latter. Therefore, when there
background of thermal neutrons, the distance between
neutron donor and acceptor nuclei can be far greater than
nuclear distance and can be of the order of the lattice c
stant.

Since the typical values of the energy of a CME
‘‘hard’’ crystals lie in the range 5–10 MeV/nucleon,3 the
formation of a virtual neutron in deuterium-containing pa
ticles will be facilitated by the small value of the bindin
energy of a deuteron (En52.22 MeV!. Therefore, the occur-
rence of nuclear transmutation~alteration of the isotopic
composition of the crystal lattice! in such systems is mos
probable in the presence of a flux of elastic energy an
background of thermal neutrons.

In the present work an experiment on the mechan
milling of crystalline carbon~graphite! in the presence of an
addition of D2O was performed to test these hypotheses. T
data obtained on the alteration of the isotopic composition
graphite, as will be shown below, confirm the possibility
the mechanical transmutation of carbon under the action
‘‘giant’’ fluctuations of the elastic energy density, which lea
to the formation of CMEs in the graphite particles.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The choice of graphite as the carrier of neutron-accep
nuclei was motivated by the fairly high ‘‘stiffness’’ of this

6766-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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substance,3 which leads to the absorption of a considera
portion of the elastic energy by its particles from the m
chanical energy supplied. In addition, carbon consists of
stable isotopes,12C and 13C, and has only one long-lived
b-active nuclide14C, and the variation of its concentratio
can be reliably traced using the methods of radiocar
analysis.

The milling of graphite~C! together with D2O ~H2O!
was carried out in an M-35 vibratory mill with a power de
sity equal to 10 W/g in stainless steel drums using s
beads with a diameter of 6 mm~Fig. 1!. To increase the
intensity of the mechanical action, the drums were cooled
liquid nitrogen after every 3 min of milling. To prevent th
combustion of graphite, the drums were filled with argon
atmospheric pressure. Ultrapure MMPG-8 reactor-gr
graphite with an initial specific surfaceSsp56.3 m2/g was
used in the experiments. To increase the comminution
some of the graphite was subjected to vacuum (1024 Torr!
annealing at 800 °C. The deuterium carrier used was he
water of 99.9% purity, which was added to the drum w
graphite in an amount equal to 5 wt.%. The control expe
ments were performed using a similar system, in wh
D2O was replaced by H2O ~twice-distilled water!, as well as
by separately milling graphite without additions of wate
The C1D2O and C1H2O systems were milled for fixed
time intervals: 70 min in the first series of experiments~an-
nealed graphite! and 160 min in the second series.

The kinetics of the comminution of the graphite particl
were monitored by determining the specific surfaceS of the
powders from the low-temperature adsorption of nitrog
~by the BET method! after different milling times. The di-
mensions of the crystallites and the magnitude of the mic
trains corresponding to points on theS(t) curve~wheret is
the milling time! were determined by evaluating the me

FIG. 1. Diagram of the experimental setup:1 — vibratory mill, 2 — neutron
source,3 — moderator,4 — steel drums,5 — beads.
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These measurements were performed on a DRON-3 diff
tometer~Cu Ka radiation!, on which the Debye powder dif
fraction patterns of samples that had been ground to diffe
degrees were obtained.

To prevent the random activation of carbon by neutro
from the time-fluctuating cosmic background, as well as
raise the number of background neutrons in the graphite
to increase the reproducibility of the results for14C, the
background of thermal neutrons in the working zone w
held constant and exceeded the mean value of the co
background by approximately ninefold. For this purpose
252Cf neutron source in a polyethylene protective shell~with
a thickness of 2.5 cm! with an intensity equal to 300 n/s in
4p solid angle was placed at a distance of 90 cm from
working drum of the vibratory mill~Fig. 1!. The measure-
ments with a neutron detector8 showed that the absolute in
tensity of the background of thermal neutrons in the work
zone of the vibratory mill wasi 0.531022 n/s•cm2 ~as op-
posed to the typical value for the cosmic background of th
mal neutronsi 0;631023 n/s•cm2).

The radiocarbon analysis was performed using ab scin-
tillation spectrometer based on a spectrometric detecto
b radiation~a plastic scintillator!, which was fastened to the
photomultiplier of a VAS-968 detection unit. The sign
from the detection unit was fed into a BUS2-47 spectrom
ric amplifier and then into a ChNO-1024-90 multichann
pulse-height analyzer. To minimize the contribution of t
high-energyb radiation in the soft region of the spectrum,
thin Tesla SPF35V04b detector with a thickness of 70
mm and a diameter of 40 mm, which is partially transpare
to b particles with energies greater than 600 keV, was e
ployed. To reduce the background of cosmic rays, the de
tion unit was placed within a lead protective shell with
thickness of 10 cm. Theb activity of the dispersed graphit
was measured using Al substrates with a diameter of 50 m
on which a portion of the powder having a mass equal to
g and a thickness equal to 30mm was placed. The substrat
was placed at a distance of 2 mm from the detector. T
detector was calibrated using standard metrological sou
of 14C, 99Tc, and 204Tl ~Fig. 2, curves1 and 3!. The effi-
ciency of the detector with respect to14C with consideration
of its calibration was 35%~73% for 204Tl!. To improve the
accuracy of the detection of theb radiation from14C, the
counting of this radionuclide was performed only in chann
21 to 60~Fig. 2, curve1!. At the same time, to determine an
traces of high-energyb nuclides in the samples, the countin
rate was continuously monitored in channels 61– 250 of
analyzer. The measurements of theb count of graphite were
alternated with background measurements~without the
weighed portions of graphite!. The values obtained were no
malized to the mean background levels measured on the
spective work day with the corresponding graphite samp

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The kinetics of the comminution of preliminarily an
nealed and unannealed graphite together with H2O and
D2O are presented in Fig. 3. As is seen from the figu
preliminary annealing results in a sharp increase in the c

677Lipson et al.
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minution rate in comparison with the unannealed samples
the case of dry milling the specific surface of a graph
sample reachesSsp5340 m2/g ~Fig. 3, curve1!. The intro-
duction of water into the system lowers the comminution ra
of the annealed sample, so that specific surfaces equal t
and 75 m2/g are achieved after a timet570 min in
C1H2O and C1D2O samples, respectively~Fig. 3, curves2

FIG. 2. Spectra of theb radiation of nuclides measured using an SPF35U
plastic scintillator. The hatched portion of curve1 corresponds to the re-
cordedb count for14C.

FIG. 3. Kinetics of the vibratory comminution of graphite:1 — annealed
graphite without admixtures,2 — annealed graphite15:H2O, 3 — an-
nealed graphite15:D2O, 4 — unannealed graphite15:H2O, 5 — unan-
nealed graphite15:D2O.
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water are equal to only 42 and 59 m/g after 160 min of
milling ~Fig. 3, curves4 and5!.

Figures 4a–c present plots of the mean values of
diameterD of the coherent scattering regions, the micro
trains «, and the linewidthu as functions ofS. As is seen
from these figures, in the region of valuesS;100 m2/g the
D(S), «(S), andu(S) curves display a clear-cut discontinu
ity, which attests to a change in the character of the fract
of the graphite particles. In fact, the discontinuity on t
u(S) curve, which is associated with considerable broad
ing of the reflections on the Debye powder diffraction p
terns, indicates that the graphite powder is strongly am
phized atS>100 m2/g. A sharp increase in the microstrain
« and a decrease in the diameterD of the coherent scattering
regions occur simultaneously. This supports the conclus
that because of the amorphization of the graphite particles
elastic energy is absorbed in them, and plastic flow ta
place, leading to the ‘‘vaporization’’ of graphite. As follow
from Fig. 4c, after a milling timet570 min for graphite in
the presence of D2O ~H2O! the mean width of the reflection
taken from the@002#, @004#, and @110# crystallographic di-
rections~like D and«), does not differ from the analogou
value for the original powder. At the same time~Fig. 5!,
when the milling time of the C1H2O ~D2O! systems is in-
creased above 70 min, there is a sharp increase in the
width, the linewidth of the samples milled fort5160 min
being almost three times greater than the value ofu for the
analogous samples witht570 min. This indicates that afte
milling for 70 min, graphite still exhibits crystalline proper
ties like the original~unmilled! powder, while strong amor-
phization occurs whent5160 min. Therefore, the fluctua
tional quantum model of the fracture of particles1,2 ~the
formation of a CME in them! is applicable in the presen
case only to C1D2O ~H2O! systems milled fort570 min
and cannot be used for powders milled for 160 min. We n
that in the case of the amorphization of the graphite partic
the concept of a limiting minimum diameter is meaningle
therefore, whenS.100 m2/g ~Fig. 3, curve1! graphite can
be ground to particle diameters as small as we wish. Th
data also provide evidence that the region of applicability
the fluctuational quantum model of the fracture of graph
particles corresponds toS,100 m2/g when t570 min,
where they exist predominantly in the crystalline, rather th
the amorphous state.

The results of theb counting for different graphite
samples are presented in Table I. As we see, for the con
samples of the original and separately milled graphite,
well as the C1H2O system after milling during the time
t1570 min andt25160 min, theb counting rate does no
exceed the background values within the measurement e
over the entire region of theb spectrum investigated. At the
same time, statistically significant upward deviations fro
the background in the control measurements with
C1H2O system were obtained for the analogous C1D2O
samples in analyzer channels 21–60, which correspon
the b spectrum of 14C. In the high-energy channel
(612250) the C1D2O samples milled fort1570 min do
not display values exceeding the background in the con
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FIG. 4. Variation of the dimensions of the coherent scattering regions~a!, the microstrain~b!, and the linewidth~c! as a function of the specific surface of th
powders fort570 min. The points correspond to the dimensions of the coherent scattering regions fort5160 min as a function ofSsp for unannealed graphite
milled together with H2O or D2O.
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b activity in comparison to the C1H2O system for the
samples milled fort25160 min. Thus, the C1D2O systems
milled for 70 and 160 min exhibit a statistically significa
increase in theb counting rate in the energy range corr
sponding to the14C spectrum in comparison to the C1H2O
system milled under similar conditions. The upward dev
tions from the background in the control experiments equ
for t1570 min and 17 fort25160 min. The mean rate of th
generation of14C with allowance for the calibration is ap
proximately the same in both cases and amounts

^Ṅ(14C)&523106 14C atoms/g•s. The increase in theb
counting rate in the energy range corresponding to the14C
spectrum for the milled C1D2O samples in comparison wit
the analogous C1H2O samples can have several causes.

1. The detection ofb particles emitted by the tritium
found in D2O is eliminated by the fact that the detectio
region of the14C b particles lies at energiesE.43 keV,
while the cutoff energy in theb spectrum of3T Ecutoff.18
keV.

2. The influence of the radioactivity of the ‘‘attrition
products’’ formed as a result of the wear of the steel be
and the drum.

a! It can be assumed that carbon~including the14C con-
centrated in it! contained in the steel passes into the mill
product. The influence of this factor, however, is eliminat
because the mass of the attrition products relative to the m
of the disintegrated graphite does not exceed 0.1 wt
When the carbon content in the steel used is taken into
count, the amount of14C passing into the milled produc
does not exceed 1023% of the amount of14C found in the
original portion of graphite and cannot make a measura
contribution to theb activity of the sample.

b! The influence of the ‘‘hard’’b isotopes of the radium
and thorium series adsorbed by the steel~Fig. 2, curves2 and
3!, which formed as a result of radioactive contamination
the environment. In this case upward deviations from
background level should be observed in theb spectra of the
milled products atE.156 keV. This effect was not detecte
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same time, whent5160 min, some increase in the count
analyzer channels 61–250 in comparison with the ba
ground is observed for the C1D2O and C1H2O systems.
Therefore, the theoretical possibility of ‘‘hard’’ radionu
clides passing from the steel into the ground product dur
prolonged mechanical treatments has not been ruled
However, their contribution to theb spectrum of radiocarbon
is small, sinceDN is small, although the detection efficienc
of ‘‘hard’’ b particles is more than two times greater th
that of 14C b radiation. In addition, the intensity maximum
of these radionuclides is shifted toward higher energies
comparison to the spectrum of14C; therefore, they cannot b
the main cause of the increase in theb count in the energy
range corresponding to radiocarbon.

FIG. 5. Variation of the width of the x-ray lines as a function of the millin
time. 1 — Unannealed graphite without admixtures, C1H2O, 3 —
C1D2O.
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3. The influe

TABLE I. Parameters of theb count of graphite samples milled under different conditions.

in
5 and
ctor
Sample
No. Sample

Ssp, a

m2/g

N31022, counts/s DN31022, counts/s Dn(14C), Bq/g

~21–60! ~61–250! ~21–60! ~61–250! ~21–60!

1 Background 2 7.0060.14 14.6060.31 2 2 2

2 C ~original! 10 6.9760.14 14.5560.31
2 0.0560.47 2

3 C (t570 min! 340 6.9560.14 14.6060.31
4 C1H2O 95 7.0060.14 14.5260.31

(t570 min!
0.5860.21 0.0060.46 1.6360.44

5 C1D2O 72 7.5860.15 14.5260.31
(t570 min!

6 C1H2O 42 7.0560.15 15.2060.33
(t5160 min!

1.2060.23 1.0060.50 3.4360.45
7 C1D2O 59 8.2560.17 16.2160.33

(t5160 min!

aHere Ssp is the specific surface of the sample;N is the b counting rate of samples 1–7, respectively,
channels 21–60 and 61–250;DN denotes the differences between the counting rates of samples 3 and 2,
4, and 7 and 6; andDn(14C) is the activity of the radiocarbon generated with consideration of the dete
efficiency.
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sume that for some reason preferential ‘‘burnup’’ of the pr
cipal ~‘‘light’’ ! isotopes12C and13C occurs in the C1D2O
system in comparison with the C1H2O system. In this case
a significant loss of mass from the original graphite cha
~8–17%! should be observed in order for the concentrat
of 14C to occur. This, however, does not occur, since
mass loss of graphite does not exceed 0.3%. In addition,
well known that the influence of isotope effects in soli
phase systems increases sharply as the specific surface
samples increases. Therefore, the samples with a large
cific surface should have had a larger concentration of ra
carbon, which was not observed~see Table I!. According to
the experiment, the concentration of14C in the C1D2O
samples depends only on the milling time~the dose of elastic
energy supplied! and does not depend onSsp.

Thus, the accumulation of14C in the graphite sample
when they are milled in the presence of D2O and the absenc
of such an effect in the C1H2O system cannot be attribute
to the influence of radioactive contaminants, attrition pro
ucts, or chemical isotope effects. Therefore, it should be
sumed that the increase in the concentration of radiocar
during the milling of the C1D2O system is a consequence
nuclear transformation~transmutation! of the 13C isotope
into the 14C isotope when multiphonon excitations intera
with deuterons in the graphite crystal lattice in the prese
of background thermal neutrons.5,6

In the next section we consider the possible causes o
observed transmutation of13C into 14C and their relationship
to the concentrating of elastic energy in the dispersed gra
ite particles.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

On the basis of the model presented, the mean numb
carbon transmutation events (13C→14C) in a disperse graph
ite particle per unit timeṄ(14C) is specified by the following
relation:
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whereNS is the mean number of CMEs formed during mi
ing per unit time for whichWS.En ~the binding energy of
the neutron in a deuteron!, Pd is the probability of the inter-
action of a CME with a deuteron in the graphite lattic
P13C is the probability of finding a13C atom near that deu
teron, andPn is the probability of finding a background neu
tron near a deuteron or the probability of the interaction
such a neutron with a CME.

We must first prove that the CME energy per nucle
(WS8) will be sufficient for splitting a deuteron, i.e., tha
(WS8).2.22 MeV. For this purpose we utilize the equation
state of a degenerate neutron gas,9 which, as was shown in
Ref. 2, determines the maximum CME energy density

WS85
3

5
~3p2!2/5

\6/5

mn
3/5~aL !2/5. ~2!

Heremn is the neutron mass,\ is Planck’s constant,a is the
conversion factor for the transformation of elastic ener
into the energy of lattice optical phonons of frequencyvD

~the Debye frequency!, and L is a parameter having th
meaning of the limiting elastic energy which can be stor
by the crystals:L5B0 /V0r, where B0 is the equilibrium
bulk modulus,V0 is the unit cell volume, andr is the density
of the crystal ~in particular, for graphite
L54.23103erg/g•cm3).

To estimateWS8 using Eq.~2!, we must determine the
value ofa. The value ofa, in turn, which is also the prob
ability of the excitation of phonon modes with the frequen
vD8 in a particle, is given in the hard case as2

a5
1

p5/2

mnc2

~\vD!2 ~\mn!1/2~bEt
1/2!, ~3!

wherec is the speed of light,Et is the total energy supplied
to the crystalline particle, andb is a coefficient which is
equal to the fraction of the elastic energy that is absorbed
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energy supplied (Et), so that̂ Eelas&5bEt ~in a first approxi-
mationb can be regarded as the ratio of the energy store
the ‘‘elastic layer’’ of a particle of radiusr min to the total
energy supplied to it3,10!.

It is not difficult to see thatb can be evaluated from th
x-ray structural data for the milled (t570 min! C1D2O
~H2O! powders which retain their crystalline properties~Fig.
5!. In fact, by definition, in a particle of radiusr min we have
b5EVD /EVmin , where VD is the volume of the layer in
which the elastic energy is stored andVmin is the volume of
a particle of radiusr min . Assuming that the particle consis
of n unit cells and has a radiusnr0 ~wherer 0 is the lattice
constant! in the simplest case, we hav
b54p(nr0)2nDr /(4/3)pr 0

3n3, whereDr is the elementary
distortion of a bondr 0, whenceb.Dr /r 05«. Thus, in a
first approximationb is equal to the predominant lattice m
crostrain « appearing in the crystalline systems predom
nantly when elastic strain energy is stored. For the grap
milling time t570 min we have«.b50.01 ~Fig. 4b!. The
substitution ofb50.01 andEt510 W/g into Eq.~3! with
consideration of the valuevD51014 Hz leads to the value
a.0.25. The value of the elastic energy conversion fac
a can also be obtained from a treatment of the x-ray diffr
tion patterns of the graphite samples. As was previou
shown in Refs. 1–3, the minimum particle radius that can
achieved when a flux of elastic energy is supplied to a d
persed crystalline medium is expressed as

r min5mvD
2 /aL, ~4!

where m is the Poisson ratio, which specifies the small
linear dimension of an asymmetric particle~particularly, in
graphite!.

Whenm50.25,v051014 Hz, anda,1, the theoretical
minimum radius (r min)th558 Å, which is very close to the
radius of a crystallite ~a coherent scattering region!
D/2556 Å for the C1D2O system milled for 70 min~Fig.
4a!. In fact, since a coherent scattering region has the di
eter of a crystalliteD, it is reasonable to assume thatD
should equal the mean minimum linear dimension of
particles that can be obtained by pulverizing an aggreg
having the radius determined from the low-temperature
sorption of nitrogen~by the BET method! ~Fig. 3!. Since in
real cases a,1 in ~4!, setting r min5rBET and
(r min)th5r CSR5D/2, we obtain an expression fora for the
BET coherent scattering region

a5r CSR/r BET , ~5!

whencea.0.28, which is in satisfactory agreement with t
analogous value obtained from expression~3! for the case of
the ‘‘hard’’ concentrating of elastic energy.2 We note that the
determination ofa for t5160 min is meaningless, sinc
Eqs.~3! and ~4! are not applicable in this case.

Knowledge of the value ofa permits estimation of the
critical radius of the graphite particles (r c). When the radius
of the particlesr ,r c , the absorption of elastic energy i
them takes on a quantum character,1 which permits the use o
Eqs. ~2! and ~3! to describe the effect observed. Therefo
the smallest radius of the graphite particles that are still p
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be less thanr c . Otherwise, the quantum model of the a
sorption of elastic energy in graphite particles cannot
used. Sincer c5(vsc)1/2/a•vD ~where vs is the speed of
sound in graphite, andc is the speed of light!,3 for
a50.25 we haver c54.231026 cm, while the mean radius
of the graphite particles forSmax572 m2/g (t570 min! is
r min.1.931026 cm. Hence it follows that the absorption o
elastic energy in graphite particles does, in fact, have a qu
tum character and the use of the quantum model is w
founded whent570 min. The substitution of the value o
a into Eq. ~2! gives an estimate of the CME energy in th
graphite particles. Whena50.25, WS859 MeV/nucleon,
which significantly exceeds the deuteron binding ene
~2.22 MeV!. Therefore, it can be assumed with a great d
gree of certainty that splitting of a deuteron does not oc
when it interacts with a CME in the case under consid
ation.

It was shown in Ref. 2 that the conditio
^Eelas&5aWS8 , whereWS5NSWS8 , holds in the case of the
‘‘hard’’ concentrating of elastic energy in a crystal~the con-
centrating of a CME in one or more nucleons in a nucleu!.
Here WS is the total CME energy in a unit of mass of th
crystal per unit time, andNS is the number of such excita
tions. Hence with consideration of the equali
^Eelas&5bEt we have

NS5bEt /aWS8 . ~6!

Substituting the known values ofa, b, Et , andWS8 into
Eq. ~6!, we obtainNS52.431011 CME/g•s. When Eq.~6! is
taken into account, expression~1! takes on the form

Ṅ~14C!5~bEt /aWS8!PdP13CPn . ~7!

To find Ṅ(14C) we now need only to evaluatePd , defect
P13C , andPn . The probabilitiesPd andP13C are determined
trivially as the ratios of the atomic concentrations of deu
rium and13C ~when the concentrations by weight are know!
to the atomic concentration of carbon~graphite!. Hence
Pd5631022, andP13C51022. The value ofPn can be es-
timated approximately on the basis of the following arg
ments. Since the milled material is ‘‘spread’’ uniforml
throughout the chamber~drum! during vibratory milling, its
volume per gram will amount to 1/10 of the volume of th
chamber orv1.10 cm3, which corresponds to a surfac
sn520 cm2. According to measurements with a neutron d
tector, a flux of thermal neutronsi 05531022 n/s intercepts
1 cm2 of surface of the chamber in the working zone. The
fore, a flux approximately equal toI n5 i 0Sn51n/g•s per-
vades 1 g ofgraphite under the conditions of our experime
The number of neutrons interacting with a CME is det
mined by the number of CMEs and by the sojourn timetn of
a thermal neutron in a unit mass of graphite (m51 g! and
the flux of thermal neutrons entering a unit mass of graph
(I n), i.e., Nn5 i 0sntn @n/CME#. When the linear dimension
of the sample (R0) are sufficiently large, i.e., when
R0@LD ~the diffusion length of a neutron in graphite!, tn

will be close in order of magnitude to the diffusion tim
tD of the thermal neutrons ortn.tD . In fact, since there are
;1015 particles of diameter;431026 cm ~Fig. 3, curve3!,
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the total linear dimension of the system exceeds 109 cm,
while for graphite LD.60 cm.11 Therefore,
tn.tD.131022 s. Thus, the probability of finding a back
ground thermal neutron in the zone of action of a CME
Pn.Nn51022.

Thus, substituting the value ofNS and of the probabili-
ties Pd , P13C , andPn into expression~7!, we obtain the rate
of generation of the 14C isotope Ṅ(14C).1.43106

14C atoms/g•s. This value, which was calculated theore
cally on the basis of theories regarding the quantum cha
ter of the absorption of elastic energy in graphite microp
ticles coincides in order of magnitude with th
experimentally observed value ^Ṅ(14C)&523106

14C atoms/g•s. Thus, the change in the isotopic compositi
of graphite~the generation of14C! during vibratory milling
in the presence of a deuterium-containing medium can
described with a fair degree of accuracy using the mode
the quantum absorption1–3 of a flux of elastic energy in dis
perse graphite particles in the presence of background t
mal neutrons.

This situation allows us to present a possible scenario
the mechanotransmutation of13C into 14C ~Fig. 6!. A coher-
ent multiphonon lattice excitation (L→L8→Ph), which is a
giant fluctuation of the elastic energy density supplied t
disperse graphite particle, brings about the splitting of a d
teron d into a protonp and a virtual neutronn. Since the
resonance time of a background thermal neutronnb near a
deuteront.10218 s is compatible with the lifetime of the
composite nucleus@n113C#, the presence of the backgroun
neutron leads to materialization of the virtual neutron form
when the deuterond split. The role of the background the
mal neutron thus reduces to a ‘‘catalyst’’ of the deuter
splitting and the transfer of the neutron to the neutro
acceptor nucleus (13C! in the n113C→14C1gv reaction
~wheregv is a virtualg photon!. Then the background neu
tron continues to move within the particle and interacts w
other CMEs until it leaves the crystal. The neutron formed
a result of capture in the14C nucleus transfers energy equ
to the binding energy of the neutron in the14C nucleus to the
graphite lattice in the form of a virtualg photon~the inverse

FIG. 6. Feynman diagram6 of the proposed process leading to the formati
of 14C from 13C.
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carbon atoms (C→C* ) and defects in the graphite structur
We note again that the process described in Fig. 6 can
effective only for graphite with a high degree of crystallinit
in which the absorption of the flux of elastic energy by
particles has an essentially quantum coherent chara
When the crystalline structure is lost, CMEs cannot fo
because of the lack of long-range order in the particles of
solid. Therefore, after long milling times (t>160 min!,
when strong amorphization of the carbon particles is
served~Fig. 5!, we should expect a sharp drop in the rate
the generation of14C, which, in turn, is limited by the drop in
the rate of formation of the CMEs.

The increase discovered in the concentration of14C in
the C1D2O system during mechanical treatment, regardl
of its true nature, can also take place in seismically act
sites in the Earth’s crust in the presence of deep ground
ter, in which variation of the isotopic composition of carbo
is observed.14,15 We note that the error of the radiocarbo
method for determining the age of fossil and organic syste
will then increase, since the14C concentration at the time o
measurement is determined not only by decay, but also
any alternative process leading to its accumulation.

To confirm the conclusions drawn, the performance
similar experiments at different values of the background
thermal neutrons, as well as with the use of other eleme
with a small neutron binding energy instead of deuterium
planned for the future.
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Influence of partitioning on the dynamic stability of the superconducting state and the

electrical losses in superconducting helicoids

A. N. Balev and S. L. Kruglov

Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted January 22, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 108–112~June 1997!

The influence of partitioning of the winding of a superconducting helicoid on the electrical losses
and dynamic stability of the superconducting state is investigated. A model of a helicoid in
the form of an infinite isotropic hollow cylinder with an azimuthal transport current is used in the
calculations. It is shown in the case of division of the helicoid into two sections that the
appearance of a shielding current profile in the inner section initially increases the losses and
lowers the dynamic stability. However, after the shielding current profile comes into
contact with the principal current profile, the situation reverses. Ultimately, when the transverse
section of the helicoid is completely filled by the current, the total electrical loss in the
partitioned helicoid is approximately one-half of that in the unpartitioned helicoid. The highest
permissible rate of current input that guarantees the absence of jumps in the magnetic
flux in the winding~in other words, the dynamic stability boundary of the superconducting state!
is three times higher in the partitioned helicoid than in the unpartitioned helicoid. Cases of
a number of partitions greater than two are also considered. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7842~97!02206-X#

INTRODUCTION 1. A ONE-SECTION (UNPARTITIONED) HELICOID
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The purpose of partitioning superconducting magne
systems is to optimize the winding with respect to losses
the superconductor. The winding is divided into sectio
with a decrease in the fraction of the superconductor in th
as the magnetic field diminishes.

A superconducting helicoid with flat turns1 is a funda-
mentally new design for superconducting windings and
regarded as an alternative to conventional windings in la
stationary facilities, particularly in the superconducting ma
netic systems of tokamaks.2 The simplest helicoid is a set o
separate parallel composite superconductors, which are
vanically and mechanically connected to form a single u
along a helical spiral~Fig. 1!, for example, by soldering ac
cording to the novel technology described in Ref. 3.

A superconducting helicoid has several advantages o
ordinary superconducting windings: a far higher mechan
stiffness and natural optimization with respect to the curr
density. The latter is due to the fact that at any point o
cross section of a helicoid the current flows either with
critical density or with zero density in accordance with t
‘‘critical-state model.’’ This empirical model has been test
experimentally many times and forms the basis of the e
trodynamics of superconductors.

The deficiencies of a helicoid as a bulk superconduct
composite structure include its high level of electrical ene
losses to magnetization and the low dynamic stability of
superconducting state~which, for brevity, will be referred to
below as dynamic stability!. The influence of partitioning of
the winding on these characteristics requires thorough st
The shielding of magnetic fields from the outer sections
the inner sections may increase the electrical losses
lower the limit of dynamic stability.
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Let us consider the geometric model of a helicoid in t
form of an infinite isotropic hollow cylinder with an azi
muthal transport current~Fig. 2!.

To visualize the situation we shall use the extrem
simple critical-state model proposed by Bean, in which
critical current density does not depend on the magn
field. The calculation of the electrical loses and the deter
nation of the dynamic stability limit require knowledge o
the distribution of the magnetic and electric fields in t
cross section of the helicoid. For this reason we must so
the system of Maxwell’s equations in cylindrical coordinat
~Fig. 2!

dB

dr
52m0 j c , B~r 1!5B0 ,

1

r

d~Er !

dr
52Ḃ, E~d1!50.

Its solution is

B~r !5B01m0 j c~r 12r !,

E~r !5
Ḃ

2r
~d1

22r 2!,

d15
B0

m0 j c
1r 1 . ~1!

The coefficientk, which relates the transport currentI of
the helicoid and the magnetic induction at the center of
openingB0 (B05kI), is written in the model representatio
used as

k5
m0

D
,

6833-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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whereD is the thickness of a flat turn of the helicoid.
In real helicoids it is, of course, smaller and is det

mined by their design.
The rate of the electrical losses per unit length of

helicoid in the model under consideration is

dQ

dt
52pE

r 1

d1
j cE~r !rdr .

Using ~1!, we calculate the integral

dQ

dt
5p j cḂ0S 2

3
d1

32d1
2r 11

r 1
3

3 D . ~2!

The total losses as the field increases monotonic
from zero toBm is

Q5E
0

tS dQ

dt D , dt5E
0

BmS dQ

dt DdB0

Ḃ0

. ~3!

Substituting~2! into ~3!, we obtain

Q5
pm0 j c

2r 1
4

3 S Bm
3

m0
3 j c

3r 1
3 1

Bm
4

2m0
4 j c

4r 1
4D . ~4!

FIG. 1. Superconducting helicoid with flat turns.

FIG. 2. Model representation of a helicoid by an infinite hollow cylinde
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b5
Bm

m0 j cr 1

and the dimensionless electrical losses

q5
Q

m0 j c
2r 1

4 .

As a result,~4! can be rewritten in the dimensionles
form

q5
p

3 S b31
b4

2 D . ~5!

The maximum achievable magnetic field in the helico
is

Bm5m0 j c~r 22r 1!;

therefore, the maximum value ofb is

b5
r 22r 1

r 1
.

The criterion for the dynamic stability of composite s
perconductors in the dynamic approximationDt /Dm→`
(Dt and Dm are the thermal and magnetic diffusion coef
cients! with the exponential form of the current–voltag
characteristics taken into account was first obtained
Ref. 4:

E
V
E

j c

j 0
Ud jc
dTUdV<E

S
hdS, ~6!

where j 0 and h are the growth parameter of the electric
resistance of the superconductor with respect to the cur
density and the coefficient of heat transfer from the sup
conductor surface.

Using the relationship between the broadening para
eters of the current–voltage characteristics with respec
the current densityj 0 and the temperatureT0 ~Ref. 5!,

T05
j 0

Ud jc
dTU

,

we obtain the expression for the dynamic stability limit~the
absence of jumps in the magnetic flux as the magnetic ind
tion varies from 0 toBm at the rateḂ0)

db

dt S 2b21
4b3

3 D<1, ~7!

wheret is the dimensionless time:

t5
4~r 11r 2!hT0

r 1
4 j c

2m0
t.
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2. A PARTITIONED HELICOID

Let us examine the influence of partitioning on the ele
trical losses and the dynamic stability in the case of a tw
section helicoid with sections connected electrically in
ries.

The lack of a dependence of the critical current dens
on the magnetic field under the condition of equality betwe
the transport currents in the sections dictates their eq
thicknesses.

The fundamental difference between a partitioned and
unpartitioned helicoid is the shielding of the magnetic fie
from the outer sections by the inner sections, although
final distributions of the magnetic field and the current a
identical and do not depend on the partitioning. Figure
shows the dynamics of the variation of the distributions
the magnetic field and the current from the beginning
current input (t50) to the timet4, when the current fills the
entire transverse section of the partitions. Two temporal
gimes can be distinguished during the increase in current
up to the moment when the principal and shielding profi
in the inner section come into contact (t2 in Fig. 3a!; II –
from t2 until complete filling of both partitions by the curren
(t4 in Fig. 3a!. Three regions in space can also be dist
guished:1 — the principal profile in the inner partition,2 —

FIG. 3. Dynamics of the distribution of the magnetic field~a! and the cur-
rent ~b! over a transverse section of a partitioned helicoid. Solid curves
principal profile, dashed curves — shielding profile.
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partition ~Fig. 3b!.
It is easy to show that the principal and shielding profi

first come into contact when the magnetic induction achie
the value

B05
2

3
m0 j c~r * 2r 1!,

wherer * is the boundary between the sections,

r * 5
r 21r 1

2
.

Equating the magnetic fields of the principal and shie
ing profiles, we can obtain the dependence of the coordin
of their contact pointr 0 on the magnetic induction

r 05
B0

4m0 j c
1

r 11r *

2
.

Omitting the cumbersome calculations, we write out t
final expressions for the loss rates in regimes I and II:

dQI

dt
5

p j cB0

2 S 4

3
d1

31
2

3
~d2

31d3
3!22d1

2r 1

2~d2
21d3

2!r * 1
2

3
~r *

3
1r 1

3! D ,

dQII

dt
5

p j cB0

2 S 2r 0
322r 0

2r 12r 0
2r * 2d3

2r *

1
2

3
r 1

31
2

3
d3

31
2

3
r *

3D .

With consideration of the cooling of the helicoid surfa
we can rewrite~6! in the form

dQ

dt
<2p~r 11r 2!hT0 .

Introducing the dimensionless radiusr* 5r * /r 1, we can
represent the dependence of the total losses and the dyn
stability limit on the magnetic induction in the different re
gimes in the following form: regime I@0<b<2/3(r* 21)#

q5
p

3 S b31
b4

2
1r*

b3

2 D , ~8!

db

dt S 2b21
4

3
b31

r* b2

2 D<1, ~9!

regime II @(2/3)(r* 21)<b<(r 2 /r 121)#

q5q* 1
p

81S 20

3
r* 1

16

3 D ~r* 21!3, ~10!

where

q* 5
p

2E
bS 1

3
r*

3
1

5

12
1

1

8
br*

3
1

11

96
b31

3

8
r* b2

2
1

4
r*

2
1

b2

16
2

r*

2
2

b

8Ddb
2

3
~r* 21!,
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db

dt S 1

3
r*

3
1

5

12
1

1

8
br*

3
1

11

96
b31

3

8
r* b2

2
1

4
r*

2
1

b2

16
2

r*

2
2

b

8D<1. ~11!

The dependence of the total loss on the magnetic induc
~in dimensionless form! for unpartitioned@Eq. ~5!# and par-
titioned @Eqs.~8! and~10!# helicoids is shown in Fig. 4~the
value of r* equal 1.625 for the laboratory-scale helico
investigated in Ref. 6 was used, and the range ofr* for real
helicoids is generally 1.421.8). It is seen that the total los
for the sectioned helicoid is at first higher due to the ex
tence of the shielding profile, but in regime II the loss in t
partitioned helicoid increases more slowly due to the wea
mean electric field. When the helicoid is completely filled
the current, the ratio between the total loss in the partitio
and unpartitioned helicoids equals 0.49.

The dependence of the dynamic stability limit of a he
coid on the magnetic induction for partitioned@Eqs.~9! and
~11!# and unpartitioned@Eq. ~7!# helicoids is presented in
Fig. 5.

As in the case with the loss, in regime I the unpartition
helicoid exhibits better dynamic stability, but in regime II th
partitioned helicoid is considerably more stable. At the ma
mum achievable field the ratio between the safe rates
variation of the magnetic field~the transport current! for the
partitioned and unpartitioned helicoids equals 3.

The processes for a large number of partitions can
considered using the same arguments. Without presen
the very cumbersome calculations, in Fig. 6 we show as
example the dependence of the ratio of the total loss~before
complete filling of the cross section by the current! in the
partitioned helicoid to the loss in an unpartitioned helico
on the number of partitions.

3. MAIN RESULTS

The geometric representation of a superconducting h
coid by an infinite isotropic hollow cylinder into which
transport current is fed at a constant rate in an azimu

FIG. 4. Dependence of the electrical loss on the magnetic induction~in
relative units! for partitioned ~solid line! and unpartitioned~dashed line!
helicoids.
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direction was used in the calculations. Expressions for
electrical energy losses to magnetization and for the dyna
stability limit of the superconducting state in unpartition
and partitioned~for the case of two sections! helicoid wind-
ings have been obtained in Bean’s critical-state model. It
been shown that the appearance of a shielding current pr
in the inner section initially leads to an increase in the el
trical losses and lowering of the dynamic stability in th
partitioned winding in comparison to the unpartitioned win
ing. However, after the principal and shielding current p
files come into contact, the situation reverses because o
lower mean electric field. Ultimately, when the transver
section of the helicoid winding is completely filled by th
current, the total electrical losses in the partitioned vari
are two times smaller and the dynamic stability limit is thr
times higher than in the unpartitioned winding. Cases
more than two partitions have also been considered.

This work was performed with support from th

FIG. 5. Dependences of the maximum permissible rate of increase in
magnetic field on the induction~in relative units! for partitioned~solid line!
and unpartitioned~dashed line! helicoids.

FIG. 6. Dependence of the ratio between the total electrical losses in
partitioned and unpartitioned helicoids on the number of partitions.
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Sputtering of Al xGa12xAs semiconductor targets by Ar 1 ions with energies of 2–14 keV

than
N. A. Berg and I. P. Soshnikov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted March 7, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 113–117~June 1997!

Investigations of the sputtering of AlxGa12xAs semiconductor solid solutions by Ar1 ions with
energies of 2–14 keV are performed. The dependence of the sputtering yield on the
energy and angle of incidence of the ions are determined and the character of the surface relief
formed during the sputtering is investigated. A comparison with theory shows that the
best agreement between theory and experiment is achieved when the Haff–Switkowski formula
is used together with Yudin’s stopping cross section. It is shown that the surface binding
energies obtained differ from the atomization energies by an amount approximately equal to the
amorphization energy. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!02306-4#
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Perfecting the ion-sputtering methods used in analyt
research and the industrial processing of semicondu
structures and devices would be unfeasible without deta
quantitative experimental data on the processes imitated
ion bombardment. In addition, investigations of the sputt
ing of III–V materials by ion bombardment are of fundame
tal interest, since the features and laws governing the s
tering of multicomponent semiconductors can be studied
the case of these isovalent materials.

The published experimental data provide dissimilar p
tures of the laws governing the sputtering of differe
III–V materials. The binary compounds GaAs and InP ha
been investigated relatively completely: the dependence
the sputtering yields on the angle of incidence, energy,
species of the ions1–9 and the character of the topograph
surface relief1,2,4,5 formed as a result of ion bombardme
have been studied, and the changes in the sur
composition10–13caused by the preferential sputtering effe
have been determined. At the same time, the sputterin
Al xGa12xAs solid solutions has been studied to only a sm
extent. The data in Refs. 14–16, where the dependence o
sputtering yield on the target composition was measured
ing Ar1 and Xe1 ions with an energyE52 keV at an angle
of incidenceQ560°, are clearly insufficient for either
meaningful analysis of the phenomenon studied or for pr
tical use.

The purpose of the present work was to investigate
main laws governing the sputtering of AlxGa12xAs solid so-
lutions upon irradiation by Ar1 ions in the energy range
from 2 to 15 keV.

EXPERIMENTAL

The target samples investigated were cut fro
plates having a layered solid-solution/substr
~Al xGa12xAs/GaAs! structure. The samples were subject
to preliminary testing using electron probe x-ray microana
sis and electron microscopy, during which it was determin
that the thickness of the AlxGa12xAs layer was no less tha
4 mm and that the composition within each sample differ
across its area from the nominal composition by less than
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dx/dz<0.02%/mm. After the preliminary testing, the
samples were irradiated by Ar1 ions in a regime chosen in
accordance with the experimental program on a Balz
1EU-100 ion-etching system or a specially constructed i
sputtering module consisting of an ion source of the duop
matron type17 and a sample holder. The ion sources of t
sputtering systems were designed for an accelerating vol
from 1 to 10 kV and an ion current density of the order
j ;102500 mA/cm2. In addition, the design of the stag
employed in the sputtering module made it possible to s
the target potential without disrupting the operating regi
of the ion beam and to vary the energy of the ions acco
ingly to E515 keV.

The sputtering yieldY was determined by measuring th
thickness of the sputtered layer, i.e., from the heighth of the
step which forms on the sample surface during ion bomba
ment when part of it is masked. A detailed description of t
method for determining the sputtering yield was given in t
preceding reports.1,2

The topography of the surfaces of the irradiated samp
was investigated by scanning electron microscopy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

During the investigations of samples irradiated by A1

ions with an energyE55 keV in dosesF;101821019

ion/cm2, local relief features of the ‘‘cone in a crater’’ typ
~Fig. 1! with typical dimensions of the order of 0.1–5mm
and a density as high as 103 cm22 were observed on the
target surface. The highest density of these features was
served on the GaAs samples, and it decreased as the a
num content increased. The formation of such a surface m
phology has been observed repeatedly on vari
amorphized materials1–3,5 and is usually attributed to the
presence of random local inhomogeneities on the ta
surface.18,19

It is generally known that the state of an irradiated s
face can vary as a function of the target temperature du
ion bombardment: atT,Tc the surface layer amorphizes
and atT.Tc the amorphization process is suppressed by
annealing of defects. The recrystallization temperature

6888-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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gallium arsenide isTc5125 °C.4 Taking into account the
principle of the correlation of the temperatures for the cr
tallization and annealing of vacancies7,20 for III–V materials,
we can expect that the recrystallization temperature of
GaAs solid solutions is not less than 125 °C.

Since the temperature of the samples in the control
periments did not exceedT575 °C, it should be expecte
that the surface layer is amorphized. The results of the t
to determine the state of the surface~the absence of orienta
tional effects in the ejection patterns of the ‘‘Wehner spots!
and the agreement between the sputtering yields of
samples with the~100! and ~111! crystallographic orienta-
tions of the surface support the assumption that the surfa
amorphized under the experimental conditions chosen. T
Sigmund’s model for the sputtering of amorphous bodies21,22

is applicable for analyzing the experimental results.
The results of the measurements of the angular dep

dence of the sputtering yieldYn(Q) are presented in Fig. 2
Such curves are typical of the sputtering of amorphous
gets, i.e., without a fine structure and with a single maxim
in the rangeQ565275°, confirming the conclusion that th
surface of the targets is amorphized during ion bomba
ment. A comparison of the experimental data with t
asymptotic dependenceY;1/ cosh Q reveals that the expo
nent depends on the target composition and varies f
h52.2 forx50 to h51.25 forx50.8. In addition, the varia-
tion of the composition of the target leads to displacemen
the position of the maximum fromQmax565° for x50 to
Q572° for x50.8. Such variation of the plots of the angul
dependence of the sputtering yield is apparently attributa
to a decrease in the reflection efficiency of the incident p
ticles and an increase in the mean free path of the ion
targets containing the light element.

A comparison of the experimental data with the resu
of a calculation based on Yamamura’s formula23

Y;t fexp@g~ t21!#, ~1!

FIG. 1. Electron-microscope image of the surface of a GaAs sample.
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where t51/cosQ, g5 f /cosQmax, and
f 5h/(121/cosQmax), reveals good agreement in the rang
Q,Qmax. However in the range of glancing angle
Q.Qmax the experimental results differ from the resul
based on Yamamura’s model. This can be attributed eithe
the influence of surface microrelief or to the incorrectness
using the model in this range.

Figures 3 and 4 present the results of measurement
the sputtering yield for the normal incidence of the Ar1 ions
as a function of the energy and the composition of the targ
A comparison of the plots obtained of the dependence of
sputtering yield on the composition with the results in Re
14 and 16 shows that the plots obtained under differe
vacuum conditions have a similar character and that, m
specifically, variation of the aluminum content leads to var
tion of the sputtering yield only in the rangex<0.3. The
sputtering yield of the targets with an aluminum conte
greater than 0.3 depends weakly on the composition. Si
the experiments in Refs. 14 and 15 were carried out with
residual pressure in the vicinity of the sample no greater th
1028 Torr, which eliminates oxidation of the most activ
component, aluminum, the agreement between the result
the present work and the literature data attests to the co

FIG. 2. Dependence of the sputtering yield on the angle of incidence
Ar1 ions with an energyE55 keV. Experimental data:1 — GaAs,2 —
Al0.4Ga0.6As, 3 — Al0.8Ga0.2As, 7 — Al0.2Ga0.8As, 8 — Al0.6Ga0.4As; cal-
culation:4 — f ;1/cosQ, 5 — f ;1/cos2 Q, 6 — GaAs according to Yama-
mura’s theory.

689N. A. Berg and I. P. Soshnikov



FIG. 3. Dependence of the sputtering yield on the energy of Ar1 for normal incidence. Data from the literature:1 — from Ref. 6,3 — from Ref. 3 for GaAs;
experimental data:2 — GaAs,5 — Al0.4Ga0.6As, 7 — Al0.8Ga0.2As, 9 — Al0.2Ga0.8As, 11 — Al0.6Ga0.4As; calculation using Eq.~5! and Yudin’s model :4
— GaAs,6 — Al0.4Ga0.6As, 8 — Al0.8Ga0.2As, 10 — Al0.2Ga0.8As, 12 — Al0.6Ga0.4As.
plete absence or very weak occurrence of oxidation in the
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range of vacuum conditions chosen.
To describe the sputtering of multicomponent materia

Sigmund22 obtained the formula

Y5( Ci~L i !FD~E,Q,0!, ~2!

whereY is the total sputtering yield,Ci is the concentration
of target atoms of typei , L i is a ‘‘material’’ constant for the
atoms of speciesi , andFD(E,Q,0) is the distribution func-
tion of the absorbed energy.

Performing a series of transformations in analogy
Refs. 2, 22, and 24, we obtain the expression

Y5~1/U0!(
i

@Ci
sa iSi #, ~3!

whereSi is the nuclear stopping cross sections of the ato
of type i , U0 is the reduced surface binding energy,a i is a

FIG. 4. Dependence of the sputtering yield for Ar1 ions at normal incidence
on the target composition.E, keV: 1 — 2.5, 2 — 5, 3 — 7.5, 4 — 14.
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,

s

Mi /M ion and the angle of incidence of the ions, andCi
s is the

surface concentration of the atoms of typei .
We note that Eq.~3! is similar to the Haff–Switkowski

formula for binary compounds.24 The values of the surface
concentrations were determined from the solution of the s
tem of equations

Y5ax21bx1c,

YAl /YGa5CAl
n /CGa

n ,

~YAl1YGa!/YAs5~CAl
n 1CGa

n !/CAs
n ,

CAl
s ux5050, ~CAl

s /CAs
s !ux5151.5,

CGa
s ux5150, ~CGa

s /CAs
s !ux5051.4. ~4!

The ratio between the surface concentrations of the
ments for GaAs in this system of equations was taken fr
the literature,7–10 and the ratio for AlAs was calculated from
the Patterson–Shirn–Sigmund formula22,25

CA
s /CB

s 5CA
n /CB

n ~U0B2U0A!~SB /SA!, ~5!

where theCi
n ( i 5A,B) are the bulk concentrations of th

atoms.
The values of the energies for the monoelemental m

rials (U0)A and (U0)B ~Ref. 26! were taken as approximat
values forU0A andU0B .

The reduced surface binding energiesU0 appearing in
expression~4! were determined by curve fitting. The prope
ties of the model approximations of the nuclear stopp

TABLE I. Regions of applicability of approximations of the stopping cro
sections.

Model Reference Working range

LNS Ref. 24 E>0.1ETF

Biersack Ref. 25 E;1 keV
Yudin Ref. 26 E50.1240 keV
Matsunami Ref. 27 E50.1240 keV
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cross section26–2

TABLE II. Surface binding energiesU0 obtained by curve fitting.

i

691 Tech. Phy
9 4

Atomization Amorphization
Binding energyU0, eV

Target energyD, eV energyUm , eV LNS Biersack Yudin Matsunam

GaAs 3.28 0.5 2.75 3.2 2.8 2.75
Al0.2Ga0.8As 3.4 0.6 2.7 3.0 2.9 2.9
Al0.4Ga0.6As 3.5 0.7 2.7 3.0 2.8 2.8
Al0.6Ga0.4As 3.6 0.8 2.7 2.9 2.8 2.8
Al0.8Ga0.2As 3.7 0.9 2.7 2.9 2.7 2.7
~Table I! were taken into account in the
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calculations. An analysis of the values of the binding ene
U0 obtained, which are presented in Table II, shows that t
differ from the atomization energies by an amount equa
the amorphization energy~the heat of fusion!.31,32 This find-
ing is apparently due to the influence of the amorphizat
processes on the sputtering of the materials studied.

CONCLUSIONS

As the composition of the AlxGa12xAs targets change
from x50 to x50.8, a change in the parameters of the a
gular dependence is observed: the exponent of the co
changes fromh52.2 toh51.25; b! the position of the maxi-
mum shifts fromQ566 to 73°. These changes are app
ently attributable to a decrease in the stopping efficiency
the particles in collision cascades and an increase in
mean free path of the ions in targets with a large conten
the light element~aluminum!.

In the range of anglesQ<Qmax the Yamamura model is
well suited to describing the angular dependences. T
theory, however, does not provide satisfactory results for
range of glancing anglesQ.Qmax.

The analog of the Haff–Switkowski formula for mult
component materials@Eq. ~3! in the text# can be used to
describe the energy dependence of the sputtering yiel
Al xGa12xAs targets.

The reduced surface binding energies obtained di
from the atomization energies by an amount approxima
equal to the amorphization energy.

In conclusion, we wish to thank I. A. El’yashevich fo
the research samples supplied and S. G. Konnikov for s
port of this work.
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS

ting.
Investigation of the axisymmetric buckling of round plates
M. A. Khusainov

Novgorod State University, 173003 Novgorod, Russia
~Submitted February 8, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 118–120~June 1997!

The stress–strain behavior of a round plate during thermal cycling through the range for
martensitic phase transformations is investigated. It is shown that the plate loses stability and
recovers its original shape with a clap when a certain temperatureAin,Tls<Afin is
reached. The results of measurements of the impact and reactive forces are presented. The
conditions for the occurrence of a clap are determined. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~97!02406-9#

The round plates in measurement devices usually act asdepict the recovery of the shape of the membrane on hea
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sensitive elements~membranes! which respond to changes i
pressure and temperature. If the elements are not jo
along their perimeter to a rigid ring and receive only a tra
verse pressure as the temperature varies, they buckle. It
shown in Ref. 1 that a compressed zone forms when
deflection of the plate is large and that this zone is the fo
of the loss of stability by the plate. The buckling of bimet
plates varies in proportion to the temperature, while the
flection of shape-memory alloys changes suddenly at a c
acteristic temperature. A loss of stability of a plate accom
nied by instantaneous buckling~a clap! was observed in the
stage in which the shape-memory effect was realized.2 The
temperature corresponding to sudden axisymmetric buck
with a clap coincided in some cases with the temperatur
completion of the reverse martensitic phase transforma
(Afin). When the thermal cycles were repeated, a degre
spontaneous shape recovery in the heating stage and in
plete repair of the strain after repeated claps were noted

Further study of the features of the thermomechan
behavior of round nickel titanium plates would be of intere
in connection with the sudden repair of the strain imparted
the martensitic phase.

The experiments were carried out on plates of vario
dimensions made from TiNi of equiatomic composition. T
assign ‘‘shape memory’’ to the material, a plate of diame
D was depressed in a chuck to a depthf in the martensitic
state. The radius of the depressionR was selected so as t
satisfy the conditionf /h>2, whereh is the thickness of the
plate.1 The restrained plate in the chuck was annealed
500 °C ~20 min!.

The investigative procedure was as follows: a plate w
strained in the martensitic state to a distance 2f under a load
P applied in the transverse direction so as to provide
axisymmetric buckling due to transition of the midplane
the plate into a surface of revolution~Fig. 1!. Then the plate
was heated to the temperatureAfin . In this stage significan
compressive reactive stresses appeared on the perim
which led to a loss of stability and instantaneous shape
covery.

Figure 2 presents characteristic curves which graphic
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Straight lines1 and 18 illustrate the strains caused by th
loadsP and P8, which create deflections of the membra
equal to 2f and 2f 8 in the martensitic state. The beginning
the heating in the first cycle is depicted by curves2 and
28. The repair of the strain accompanied by a clap at
temperaturesTls and Tls8 is illustrated by linear segments3
and38. Complete recovery of the preassigned shape is c
pleted at the temperaturesAfin andAfin8 .

The data presented provide evidence that the repai
the strain with a clap takes place mainly atTls ~the point of
the loss of stability!, which differs fromAfin of the original
sample. The displacement ofTls and Afin toward increased
temperatures is related to the magnitude of the strain~the
deflection! imparted to the martensitic phase. The degree
nonrecovery of the shapeD f nr when the clap occurs in the
first cycle is insignificant. Repetition of the thermal cycle
i.e., deflection in the martensitic state, heating toAfin , and
cooling toM fin , caused increases inD f andD f nr , as well as
displacement of the temperaturesTls and Afin ~linear seg-
ments4 and48). The original hysteresis loop is represent
here by curve5.

It was noted in Ref. 2 that an impulse arises during
instantaneous buckling of a round plate. However, no qu
titative data were presented in that work. Here we present
results of experimental investigations of the thermomecha
cal behavior of plates~disks! under the conditions of a spec
fied repairable strain at the temperatureTls followed by rigid
restraining to generate reactive stresses.

To obtain systematic results the dynamometer was se
an assigned value using a micrometer screw~Fig. 3!. The
impact force was determined from the deflection of the arr

FIG. 1. Axisymmetric buckling of a round plate.

6922-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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on the scale of the instrument, and the reactive forcePr and
the temperature were recorded on an LKDX2Y potentiom-
eter. The experiments showed that the dynamometer set
distancef i

rd maintains an impact forcePim and ensures rigid
restraining of the plate, preventing free shape recovery. A
result, reactive stresses are generated in the disk mat
Their magnitude for an assigned rigidity of the system
determined by the degree of preliminary deflection~the
strain!. The kinetics of the development of the reacti
stresses in the regime leading to a clap and restricted s
are shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that a jump in the stres
occurs at a temperature close toAfin . This event is accom-
panied by a clap and impact against the opposing body~the
dynamometer!. As the heating is continued in the com
pressed state, the reactive forcePr , whose level depends o
the assigned magnitude of the free deflectionf i

rd , appear in
the plate material.

The sudden shape recovery with impact at a certain t
peratureTls still requires study. However, several factors th
definitely initiate a clap can be cited. The martensitic latt
is known to acquire instability near the temperatureAin with
the resultant appearance of chemical and mechanical re
ing forces. At the same time, reactive stresses, which ac
the transverse direction, are generated in the plate mate
Under the influence of these forces, a compressed zone fo

FIG. 2. Typical diagrams of the thermomechanical hysteresis of nickel
nium disks. HereD f 1 is the deflection before the loss of stability in the fir
cycle, andD f 10 is the deflection in the tenth cycle.

FIG. 3. Position of a round plate~disk! relative to the opposing body:1 —
original position of the plate,2 — position at the time of impact against th
opposing bodyA during heating. Heref i

rd is the repairable deflection of the
plate from the center of curvature.
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at the perimeter of the round plate and serves as the focu
the loss of stability. It must also be taken into account tha
the high-temperature pseudoelasticity is most pronoun
nearAfin , the loss of stability is possibly also attributable
this effect, since the conditionAin,Tls<Afin always holds.

An analysis of the plots ofP5 f ( f i
rd) showed~Fig. 5!

that the clapping force, or the impact force of the dis
gradually increases, reaching its maximum value at a cer
value of f i

rd and then decreasing sharply as the latter
creases. The distancef i

rd corresponding to the strongest cla
~the maximum impact force! is f max

rd 5(0.6520.75)2f , where
2 f is the deflection of the plate in the martensitic state. It
noteworthy that both the impact forcePim and the reactive
force P generated in the material after a clap are determi
by the geometric parameters of the disk (D, h, f , andR) and

FIG. 4. Characteristic plots of the dependence of the impact forcePim and
the reactive forcePr on the temperature for different values of the repairab
deflection of the round plate from the center of curvature (f i

rd) and a coun-
teracting stiffnessK→`. a — D520 mm, 2f 51.2 mm; f 1

rd , mm: 1 —
0.48,2 — 0.64,3 — 0.83; b —D511 mm, 2f 51.4 mm; f 1

rd , mm: 1 —
0.78,2 — 0.93,3 — 1.2.

-
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depend on the composition and structural state of the al
Careful observations of the variation of the shape of

plates during thermal cycling showed that reversible sh
memory is created. It must be assumed that the active de
tion of a round plate in the martensitic state to a specifi
value of 2f promotes the appearance of oriented nuclei
the phase being formed and the appearance of microstre
in the direction of the force. Subsequent heating toTls causes

FIG. 5. Dependence of the impact force~2, 4! and the reactive force~1, 3!
on the repairable deflection of the plate at the time of the clap.D511 ~1, 2!
and 20 mm~3, 4!.
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associated, as must be assumed, with the action of the
ented microstresses and partial repair of the strain. Th
events gives rise to a stable reversible shape memory ef
which makes possible the repeated alteration of the shap
the disk as the deflection is reduced.

Samples which underwent thermal conditioning duri
160–200 cycles exhibited spontaneous buckling upon c
ing and shape recovery with a clap in the heating stage.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The recovery of the shape of a plate preliminar
strained in the martensitic state occurs with a clap as a c
sequence of the loss of stability near the temperatureAfin .

2. A clap occurs when a definite relationship among
geometric parameters of the round plate (D, h, f , andR) is
attained.

3. Thermal cycling through the range for martensi
phase transformations promotes the formation of repeat
reversible memory in the disk material.

4. The impact force of the disk increases as the fract
of the repairable strain increases and reaches its maxim
value whenf max

rd 5(0.6520.75)2f .

1A. S. Vol’mir, Stability of Deformable Systems@in Russian#, Nauka, Mos-
cow ~1987!.

2M. A. Khusainov, V. N. Belyakov, and A. F. Pazgalov, inMaterials with
Complicated Functional-Mechanical Properties@in Russian#, Novgorod
~1994!, Part 2, pp. 152–158.
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Nonuniformity of the transverse distribution of the resonant field excited by a beam of

gth
electromagnetic waves at the critical surface of a radially nonuniform plasma
sphere

N. S. Bukhman

Michurinsk State Agricultural Academy, 393740 Michurinsk, Tambov Region, Russia
~Submitted March 11, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 121–122~June 1997!

Simple approximate formulas are obtained for the characteristic length of the transverse
amplitude–phase nonuniformity of the resonant field excited by a beam of electromagnetic fields
at the critical surface of a spherical plasma body. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~97!02506-3#

This paper is devoted to the study of the transverse non-dimensions be large in comparison with the wavelen
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uniformity of the high-frequency resonant electric field e
cited at the critical surface of the body of a dense, nea
collisionless plasma by an electromagnetic beam.1–3 This
question is of interest, in partiuclar, in the study of the he
ing of a target by a light beam in laser fusion. Comple
information on the transverse~at the critical surface! nonuni-
formity of the resonant field can be obtained by performin
complete calculation of the transverse distribution of
resonant field~for example, in accordance with the metho
described in Ref. 4!. Unfortunately, employment of the re
sults in Ref. 4 presumes the use of information on the refr
tion of the beam in the plasma corona and is imposs
without the use of information~which is not always avail-
able! regarding the radial distribution of the plasma dens
far from the critical surface and the phase characteristic
the beam. Utilization of the results in Ref. 5, which are le
demanding in regard to the original information~only the
radius of curvature of the critical surface and the charac
istic radial length for the nonuniformity of the plasma ne
the critical surface are used, and no data on the incident w
are employed!, yields only information on the smallest po
sible ~for an arbitrary electromagnetic wave! nonuniformity
of the transverse distribution of the resonant field: the ac
distribution of the resonant field can be significantly mo
uniform, depending on the characteristics of the incid
wave.

The formulas presented in this communication per
finding the mean length for the amplitude–phase nonuni
mity of the resonant field at the critical surface of a plas
sphere with the use of a minimum amount of information
the plasma sphere~the radius of curvature of the critical su
face and the characteristic length for the nonuniformity
the plasma near the critical surface! and the electromagneti
beam~the vacuum distribution of the intensity of the bea
field near the center of the plasma sphere!.

Let us move on to a description of the results obtain
Let a paraxial beam of electromagnetic waves strike
plasma sphere with a densityn(r ), the radius of curvature o
the critical surface being equal tor 0 and the characteristic
length for the nonuniformity of the plasma near the critic
surface being equal toL ~the plasma profile can differ from
linear one far from the critical surface!. Let all the geometric
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(k0L@1, andk0r 0@1, wherek052p/l0), and, in addition,
let the condition

k0r 0@~k0L !1/3, ~1!

which is more rigid than the traditional conditionk0r 0@1,
hold. As was shown in Ref. 5, when condition~1! is violated,
the estimates presented in Ref. 5 lose their ‘‘minimum
~with respect to the parameters of the incident wave! charac-
ter, and the characteristic length for the transverse non
formity of the resonant field is equal tor 0, regardless of the
characteristics of the beam.

Then, for the characteristic lengthL (res) for the nonuni-
formity of the resonant field excited by the beam at the cr
cal surface of the plasma sphere, it is not difficult to obta
~in analogy to Ref. 6!

L~res!5
r 0l0

2

** I r~r !Q̃~r/r 1!dS

** I r~r !Q̃~r/r 1!rdS
, ~2!

where

r 15r 0~k0L !21/3!r 0 , ~3!

and Q̃(t) is the repeatedly tabulated7,8 resonant absorption
coefficient of a plane electromagnetic wave at the flat criti
surface of a one-dimensional nonuniform plasma lay
which is related to the Denisov functionFD(t) ~Refs. 1 and
3! by the expression

Q̃~t!5FD
2 ~t!/2. ~4!

The integration in Eq.~2! should be performed in the
0xy plane, which passes through the center of the plas
sphere perpendicularly to the vacuum axis of the beam~with
consideration of the paraxial character of the beam, any o
‘‘midlines’’ can be selected as the axis of the beam!. The
function I (r) is the distribution of the vacuum intensity o
the wave beam in the aforementioned plane, andI r(r) is the
distribution of the vacuum intensity of the radially polarize
component of the beam field in that plane

I r~r !5uEvac~r !•r̂u2, I f~r !5uEvac~r !•f̂u2,

I ~r !5uEvac~r !u25I r~r !1I f~r !, ~5!

6955-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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f̂5(2xx̂1yŷ)/r, Evac(r) is the amplitude of the vacuum
field of the beam in the 0xy plane, andx̂ and ŷ are the unit
vectors of the 0xy rectangular Cartesian coordinate syste

It should be noted that the vacuum parameters of
beam field are used in Eqs.~2! and~5!, because these param
eters specify the weight coefficients in the expansion of
incident wave in vector multipoles.6

Equalities ~2!–~5! show that in the general case of
nonaxisymmetric beam of arbitrary polarization the char
teristic lengthL (res) for nonuniformity depends only on th
polarization and the distribution of the vacuum intensity
the incident field in the plane passing through the cente
the plasma sphere perpendicular to the beam axis. It is
seen that only the vacuum field in the circ
r&r 15r 0(k0L)21/3!r 0 is significant to the value of this
parameter, because the functionQ̃(r/r 1) is exponentially
small atr@r 1. We note that the radius of this circler 1 is
small in comparison to the radius of curvature of the criti
surfacer 0.

Let us analyze the relation~2! obtained. We confine our
selves to an examination of the simplest case of an axis
metric ~with respect to the intensity!, elliptically polarized
beam, whose axis passes through the center of the pla
sphere@ I (r)5I (r)#. In this case

L~res!5
r 0l0

2

*0
`I ~p!Q̃~r/r 1!rdr

*0
`I ~p!Q̃~r/r 1!r2dr

. ~6!

The integrals in Eq.~6! can be calculated exactly fo
each concrete beam profileI (r), but we shall confine our-
selves to an approximate evaluation ofL (res) for various val-
ues ofw/r 1, wherew is the vacuum radius of the beam at t
center of the plasma sphere.

For example, in the case ofw!r 1, where the vacuum
radius of the beam at the center of the sphere is sma
comparison tor 1, we have

L~res!'pr 0 /~k0w!. ~7!
696 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
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of the beam at the center of the sphere is of the same ord
r 1 or greater thanr 1 ~even for a plane wave!, we have

L~res!'l0~k0L !1/3@l0 . ~8!

In is not difficult to verify that in the case ofw'r 1

estimates~7! and ~8! coincide. Thus, they can be combine
in the form

L~res!'max$pr 0 /~k0w!, l0~k0L !1/3%. ~9!

As a result of the examination just performed, it can
concluded that sufficiently sharp vacuum focusing of t
electromagnetic beam in the center of the plasma sphere
sures an increase in the uniformity of the angular distribut
of the resonant field at the critical surface, regardless of
character of the reflection of the beam far from the critic
surface of the plasma sphere. Since expression~9! gives an
‘‘unbiased’’ estimate for the amplitude–phase nonuniform
of the transverse distribution of the resonant field, it is
lower estimate of the characteristic length for the amplitu
nonuniformity of the resonant field excited by the corr
sponding electromagnetic beam. One advantage of this
mate is the absence of a dependence on the character o
reflection of the electromagnetic beam far from the critic
surface.
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Expansion of an arbitrary function in products of spherical functions

I. P. Skal’skaya, N. I. Zlatina, and I. B. Suslova

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted March 22, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 123–126~June 1997!

A formula for expanding an arbitrary function defined in the interval (0,1) into a series in
products of spherical Legendre functions of the first and second kinds is presented. Examples of
expansions of this type are given. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~97!02606-8#

It was shown in Ref. 1 that a function defined in the According to Eq.~32! in Ref. 1, the sumSN(x,y) converges
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interval (0,1) can be expanded into a series in square
Legendre polynomials:

1

A12x2 Ex

1 f ~y!dy

A12y2

52 (
n50

`

~2n11!Pn
2~x!E

0

1

f ~y!Pn~y!Qn~y!dy, ~1!

wherePn(x) andQn(x) are spherical Legendre functions
the first and second kind.

Conditions which are sufficient for this expansion to
correct were established, and several particular examp
which are of interest for the theory of special functions we
considered. The purpose of the present work is to investig
an expansion, which, in a certain sense, can be regarde
symmetric with respect to Eq.~1!, viz.,

1

A12x2 E0

x f ~y!dy

A12y2

52 (
n50

`

~2n11!Pn~x!Qn~x!E
0

1

f ~y!Pn
2~y!dy. ~2!

Several results established in Ref. 1 are used during the
vestigation. To prove equality~2! we assume thatf (x)
P L(0,1), and we consider the sum

FN~x!52(
n50

N

~2n11!Pn~x!Qn~x!E
0

1

f ~y!Pn
2~y!dy,

~3!

0,x,1, N50, 1, 2, . . . .

Sinceu f (y)Pn
2(y)u <u f (y)u for 0,y,1, the integral in Eq.

~3! converges absolutely, and expression~3! has meaning.
The sum under consideration can be written as

FN~x!5E
0

1

f ~y!Sn~x,y!dy, ~4!

where

SN~x,y!52 (
n50

N

~2n11!Pn~x!Qn~x!Pn
2~y!,

0,x,1. ~5!
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asN→` to the finite limit

lim
N→`

SN~x,y!52 (
n50

`

~2n11!Pn~x!Qn~x!Pn
2~y!

5H 1

A12x2A12y2
, y,x,

0, y.x.

~6!

If admissibility of the limiting transition under the integra
sign in Eq.~4! is postulated, we obtain

lim
N→`

FN~x!5E
0

1

f ~y! lim
N→`

SN~x,y!dy

5
1

A12y2 E0

x f ~y!dy

A12y2

or, according to definition~3!,

1

A12x2 E0

x f ~y!dy

A12y2
52(

n50

`

~2n

11!Pn~x!Qn~x!E
0

1

f ~y!Pn
2~y!dy.

~7!

Thus, to complete the proof of the theorem it is sufficient
substantiate the permissibility of the limiting transition cite
For this purpose we utilize the asymptotic formulas f
spherical functions obtained in Ref. 1:

Pn~cosu!5A 2

p~n11/2!sin u
sin@~n11/2!u1p/4#

1
O~1!

~n11/2!9/10~sin u!9/10,

Qn~cosu!5A p

2~n11/2!sin u
cos@~n11/2!u1p/4#

1
O~1!

~n11/2!9/10~sin u!9/10ln
2

12cosu
, ~8!

where 0,u < p/2; n50,1,2,. . . ; andO(1) does not depend
on n andu.

We write the product
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4~n11/2!Pn~cosu!Qn~cosu!Pn
2~cosf!54~n11/2!
3H cos 2~n11/2!u

2~n11/2!sin u
1

O~1!

~n11/2!7/5~sin u!9/5ln
2

12cosu J H 11sin 2~n11/2!f

p~n11/2!sin f
1

O~1!

~n11/2!7/5~sin f!9/5J
54~n11/2!H cos 2~n11/2!u

2p~n11/2!2sinu sin f
1

2~n11/2!f cos 2~n11/2!u

2p~n11/2!2sin u sin f
1

O~1!@11sin 2~n11/2!f#

p~n11/2!12/5~sin u!9/5sin f
ln

2

12cosu

1
O~1!cos 2~n11/2!u

2~n11/2!12/5sin u~sin f!9/51
O~1!

~n11/2!14/5~sin u!9/5~sin f!9/5ln
2

12cosu J 5
2 cos 2~n11/2!u

p~n11/2!sinu sin f

1
sin 2~n11/2!~f1u!1sin 2~n11/2!~f2u!

p~n11/2!sin u sin f
1

O~1!@11sin 2~n11/2!f#

~n11/2!7/5~sin u!9/5sin f
ln

2

12cosu

1
O~1!cos 2~n11/2!u

~n11/2!7/5sin u~sin f!9/51
O~1!

~n11/2!9/5~sin u!9/5~sin f!9/5ln
2

12cosu
5

2 cos 2~n11/2!u

p~n11/2!sin usin f

1
sin 2~n11/2!~f1u!1sin 2~n11/2!~f2u!

p~n11/2!sinu sin f
1

O~1!

~n11/2!7/5~sin u!9/5~sin f!9/5H ~sin f!4/5@1

1sin 2~n11/2!f# ln
2

12cosu
1~sin u!4/5cos 2~n11/2!u1

1

~n11/2!2/5ln
2

12cosu J 5
2 cos 2~n11/2!u

p~n11/2!sin u sin f

1
sin 2~n11/2!~f1u!1sin 2~n11/2!~f2u!

p~n11/2!sin u sin f
1

O~1!

~n11/2!7/5~sin u!9/5~sin f!9/5, ~9!

wherex5cosu, 0 < x,1, 0,u < p/2,u is fixed, and 2
N

sin ~2n11!~f2u!

1

ln
2

12cosu
5O~1!.

Thus,

4~n11/2!Pn~cosu!Qn~cosu!Pn
2~cosf!

5
2 cos 2~n11/2!u

p~n11/2!sinu sin f

1
sin 2~n11/2!~f1u!1sin 2~n11/2!~f2u!

p~n11/2!sinu sin f

1
O~1!

~n11/2!7/5~sin u!9/5~sin f!9/5, ~10!

wheren50,1,2,. . . ; 0,u < p/2; 0,f < p/2; andO does
not depend onu, f, andn.

Let us consider sums of the form (x5cosu, y5cosf)

SN~x,y!

52(
n50

N

~2n11!Pn~cosu!Qn~cosu!

3Pn
2~cosf!. ~11!

From ~10! it follows that

SN~x,y!5
4

psin usin f (
n50

N
cos~2n11!u

2n11

1
2

psin usin f (
n50

N
sin ~2n11!~f1u!

2n11
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psinu sin f (
n50 2n11

1
O~1!

~sin u!9/5~sin f!9/5(
n50

N
1

~2n11!7/5

or

SN~x,y!5
4

psinu sin f (
n50

N
cos~2n11!u

2n11

1
2

psinu sin f (
n50

N
sin ~2n11!~f1u!

2n11

1
2

psinu sin f (
n50

N
sin ~2n11!~f2u!

2n11

1
O~1!

~sin u!9/5~sin f!9/5, ~12!

where 0,u < p/2, and 0,f < p/2.
From the previously obtained estimates

(
n50

N
cos~2n11!u

2n11
5O~1!ln

2

12cosu
5O~1!, ~13!

(
n50

N
sin ~2n11!~f1u!

2n11
5O~1!

for all 0,f<p/2, ~14!

(
n50

N
sin ~2n11!~f2u!

2n11
5O~1!
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for all 0,f<p/2. ~15!

gn

m

a

`

n;

t

the

dre
the
It follows from Eqs.~12!–~15! that

SN~x,y!5
4

psinu sin f
O~1!1

O~1!

sinu sin f
1

O~1!

sinu sin f

1
O~1!

~sin u!9/5~sin f!9/55
O~1!

sin f
1

O~1!

~sin f!9/5

5
O~1!

~sin f!9/5@11~sin f!4/5#5
O~1!

~sin f!9/5,

0,f<p/2 ~16!

or

SN~x,y!5
O~1!

~12y!9/10, 0<y,1, ~17!

wherex is a fixed number, and 0,x,1.
If we assume thatf (y)(12y)29/10 P L(0,1), the se-

quence f (y)SN(x,y), where N50,1,2,. . . , will be ma-
jorized, and the limiting transition under the integral si
will be permissible. The previously found conditionf (y)
P L(0,1) will then be satisfied. Thus, the following theore
has been proved. Letf (x)(12x)29/10 P L(0,1), then

1

A12x2E0

x f ~y!dy

A12y2

52(
n50

`

~2n11!Pn~x!
0,x,1

Qn~x!E
0

1

f ~y!Pn
2~y!dy. ~18!

The following relations can serve as examples of the exp
sion of the type under consideration:

x522(
n50

`
Pn~x!Qn~x!

~2n21!~2n13!
, 0,x,1, ~19!

x3522•3(
n50

`

3
2n212n23

~2n21!~2n23!~2n13!~2n15!
Pn~x!Qn~x!,

0,x,1, ~20!

xF~2m,1, 3/2, x2!
0,x,1

5 (
n50

N
2n11

n1m13/2
•

~2m21/2!n

~m13/2!n
Pn~x!Qn~x!. ~21!

The following more general formula is also valid

xF~1/22n, 1, 3/2,x2!

5 (
n50

`
2n11

n1n11

~2n!n

~11n!n
Pn~x!Qn~x!, ~22!

where n.21, 0,x,1; F(a,b,c,x) is a hypergeometric
function;
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n-

152 (
n50

~2n11! 3F2~2n,n11,1/2;1,2,1!Pn~x!Qn~x!,

0,x,1; ~23!

3F2(a,b,c;e, f ,x) is a generalized hypergeometric functio

x251/221/p (
n51

`
~4n11!G2~n11/2!

~2n21!~2n12!~n! !2 P2n~x!Q2n~x!,

0,x,1; ~24!

2 ln~12x2!5P0~x!Q0~x!11/p (
n50

`
4n13

~n11!~2n11!

33F2~n11,2n21/2,1/2;1,3/2,1!

3P2n11~x!Q2n11~x!, 0,x,1; ~25!

arcsinx

A12x2
52(

n50

`

Pn~x!Qn~x!, 0,x,1; ~26!

K~x!52(
n50

`

~21!nPn~x!Qn~x!, 0,x,1; ~27!

E~x!54(
n50

`

~21!n
2n212n21

~2n21!~2n13!
Pn~x!Qn~x!,

0,x,1; ~28!

andK(x) andE(x) are complete elliptic integrals of the firs
and second kinds.

A more general formula is also valid:

Ap

2

G~11n!

G~3/21n!
x2n11F~1/2,11n,3/21n,x2!

5 (
n50

`

~21!n
2n11

n1n11

~2n!n

~11n!n
Pn~x!Qn~x!,

n.21, 0,x,1. ~29!

The coefficients in these expansions are calculated using
integral representation@see Eq.~22! in Ref. 1#

Pn
2~x!5

1

pE2x221

1 Pn~ t !dt

A~ t22x211!~12t !
,

21,x,1, n50,1,2,. . . , ~30!

as well as the known expansions of a function in Legen
polynomials. Some of the formulas remain valid even at
ends of the interval considered.

1N. N. Lebedev and I. P. Skal’skaya, Differ. Uravn.28, 262 ~1992!.

Translated by P. Shelnitz
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Consideration of the quantum yield of free carriers wh
materials used in electronics are irradiated is of both theo
ical and practical importance, particularly in connection w
the correct simulation of the electronic processes leadin
the formation of the radiation-induced charge in the gate
sulator of a field-effect transistor. The solution of th
problem1,2 calls for taking into account the geminate reco
bination processes, which determine the final concentrat
of the thermalized nonequilibrium carriers in the insulato

GEMINATE RECOMBINATION

After completion of the exchange of energy, a therma
zed electron and the corresponding hole are at a certain
tancer 0 from one another. Two scenarios are then possi
One of them involves dissociation of the pair and the appe
ance of two thermalized nonequilibrium carriers, viz., a fr
electron and a hole. The other involves recombination of
electron and the hole with one another. Such recombina
is generally called geminate or pair recombination.2

The probability of each of these processes depends
the ratio between the thermalization lengthr 0 and the Cou-
lomb capture radiusr k . The Coulomb capture radius~or the
Onsager radius! r k can be determined by assuming that t
Coulomb interaction energy of an electron and a hole will
equal to the thermal energykT at that distance. Then w
obtain

r k5
e2

4p««0kT
, ~1!

wheree is the charge of the electron,« is the permittivity of
free space,«0 is the dielectric constant of the medium,k is
Boltzmann’s constant, andT is the temperature.

If r 0.r k , the electron-hole pair is free. Ifr 0,r k , dis-
sociation of the pair is possible with a certain probabil
f (r ), and geminate recombination is possible with a pro
ability 12 f (r ). According to Ref. 2, the probability of dis
sociation in the presence of an electric fieldF is

f ~r !5exp~r k /r !~11b0E!, b05
qrk

2kT
~2!

for weak fields and

f ~r !5expS r k

r

exp~22b0Fr /r k!21

2b0Fr /r k
D ~3!

for strong fields.
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bution function g(r ) of the electrons, we can obtain th
quantum yieldY(E) of free carriers. Clearly,Y(F) can be
found by integrating the product off (r ) andg(r )

Y~F !5E
0

`

f ~r !g~r !dr. ~4!

Several semiempirical approximations are used to ca
late g(r ). Our goal was to findg(r ) and then to determine
Y(F) from first principles using the Monte Carlo method.

APPLICATION OF THE MONTE CARLO METHOD TO THE
CALCULATION OF g(r )

Sinceg(r ) is the probability density of finding an elec
tron near the ‘‘original’’ hole, it can be found numericall
after determining the distance at which electrons escape f
these holes and achieve complete thermalization. It is un
stood that we are interested in low-energy electrons, si
they would otherwise traverse a distance significantly gre
than r k , and it would be meaningless to discuss gemin
recombination.

Performing the Monte Carlo calculations requir
knowledge of the characteristics of the electron scatter
processes in the solid. The main processes for low-ene
electrons include scattering on phonons. In these proce
the electrons interact with polar optical phonons~LO
phonons! and with nonpolar acoustic phonons. The intens
of the electron–phonon interaction is characterized by
scattering rate of the carriers. In the former case the sca
ing rate is determined from the following formula3

f LO
6 5S n1

1

2
6

1

2D 1

\2 S m*

2E D 1/2 e2

4p«0

3S 1

«`
2

1

« D\vLOLn

11S 17
\vLO

E D 1/2

617S 17
\vLO

E D 1/2, ~5!

where the plus sign refers to the emission, and the mi
sign refers to the absorption~annihilation! of a LO phonon
with an energy\vLO ; m* is the effective mass;«0, «, and
«` are the absolute, static, and optical dielectric consta
andn is the energy distribution function of the electrons

n5S expS \vLO

kT D21D 21

.
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FIG. 1. Discrete energy distribution used to randomly sel
the initial electron energy. It was obtained from the results
the Monte Carlo simulation of the trajectories of electro
with an initial energy of 10 keV injected into an insulator.
In the case of scattering on acoustic phonons the scatter-
th
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ing rate depends on the energy of the electrons on
Brillouin-zone edge«BZ . WhenE!«BZ , the rate of nonpo-
lar acoustic scattering equals4

f 6'
3m* 3/2C1

2kT

A2prCs
2\4

AE. ~6!

WhenE.«BZ ,

f 6'
8p3\2N2j

m* MvBZ
S E

«BZ
D 3/2S nBZ1

1

2
6

1

2D , ~7!

whereC1 is the deformation potential constant,r is the den-
sity, Cs is the velocity of sound,N is the number density o
the lattice atoms,M is the mass of the heaviest atom in t
unit cell, nBZ andvBZ are the occupation numbers and fr
quencies of the acoustic phonons, andj53.5310215 cm2

for silicon dioxide, a material that often serves as the g
insulator in transistors.

In our calculations we used the following values of t
parameters: m* 'm0, T5300 K, \vLO50.15 and
\vLO50.06 eV for differentLO phonon modes,«53.8,
«`52.25, C153.5 eV, r52.65 g/cm3, Cs54.033105

cm/s, N57.9531022 cm23, M545.8310227 kg,
vBZ54.831013c21, «BZ55.5 eV, andnBZ50.816.

The simulation scheme based on the general theory
the Monte Carlo method consisted of the following steps
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e

te

nd

coordinatesx0, y0, andz0, the velocityn5(2E/m* )1/2, and
the energyE. For convenience all the trajectories were sim
lated from a single center. The angle of the initial motion
the electron was assumed to be uniformly distributed in
range from 0 to 2p. The initial energy was randomly se
lected from a distribution obtained from the results of
Monte Carlo simulation of the trajectories of modera
energy electrons in SiO2 on the basis of the data on scatte
ing processes presented in Ref. 5. The number of elect
N having an energy below the ionization threshold (< 8.9
eV! after completion of the last inelastic collision was dete
mined. This number was used to determine the numbern of
electrons having an energy in the range fromE to E1dE.
Then the probabilityp of the escape of an electron from
center with an energy in the range fromE to E1dE equals
n/N. An energy-probability table served as a discrete dis
bution for randomly selecting the initial energy of the ele
tron formed from the ‘‘initial’’ atom~Fig. 1!.

2. Calculation of the probability densities of th
electron–phonon scattering processes and determinatio
the time of flightDt before the next collision on the basis o
Eqs.~5!–~7!.

3. Calculation of the coordinates of the electron3

xn5xn211nn21sin qn21coswn21Dt,
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FIG. 2. Dependence ofg(r ) on the distancer for
various values of the electric field strength.E,
V/cm: 1 — 1e15, 2 — 5e15, 3 — 1e16, 4 —
5e16.
yn5yn211nn21sin qn21sin wn21Dt, whereq is the angle between the direction of motion and the

id-

in

th
th
zn5zn211nn21cosqn21Dt1
qF

2m*
Dt2, ~8!

FIG. 3. Dependence of the quantum yield of free charge carriers on
electric field strength according to the results of our calculations and
experimental data in Ref. 6.E, keV: s — 10 ~our calculations!; j — 10
~Ref. 6!, x rays;m — Co-60 ~Ref. 6!.
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z axis, andw is the angle between they axis and the projec-
tion of the direction of motion onto thexy plane.

The angleq should henceforth be corrected3

qn
F5arccotS cot qn211

qF

2En21sin2qn21

3A~xn2xn22!21~yn2yn21!2D . ~9!

4. Determination of the energy after the interaction: cons
eration of the energy change due to the electric field

En
F5En211qF~zn2zn21!, ~10!

and calculation of the energy after the interaction

En5En
F6\v. ~11!

5. Finding the scattering angles.
The polar scattering angle is given by the expression3

cosan5
En

F1En

2AEn
FEn

~12BR!1BR, ~12!

whereR is a random number that is uniformly distributed
the interval (0,1), and

B5
En

F1En12AEn
FEn

En
F1En22AEn

FEn

. ~13!

e
e
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The azimuthal angleb is uniformly distributed in the
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24, 969 ~1990! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.24, 611 ~1990!#.

om.
interval (0,2p) and is given by the expression

b52pR, ~14!

whereR is a random number.
The new anglesq andw were calculated from formula

which were presented in Ref. 3:

cosqn5cosancosqn
F1sin ancosbnsin qn

F , ~15!

wn5wn211arctan
sin ansin bn

cosansin qn
F . ~16!

The procedure described above was repeated from st
until the electron energy dropped to less than 0.06 eV.
functionsg(r ) were found from the results of these calcu
tions ~Fig. 2!, and the quantum yields of the free carrie
were determined for various fields~Fig. 3!.
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Spin polarization of helium 2 3S1 atoms in a Na–He gas-discharge plasma with optically

oriented sodium atoms

S. P. Dmitriev and D. É. Denisov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted June 3, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.67, 131–133~June 1997!

The polarization of helium 23S1 atoms is achieved by collisional processes involving optically
oriented sodium atoms in a Na–He gas-discharge plasma, and the conditions for observing
the signal of the magnetic resonance excited by the 23S1 state of the He atoms are investigated.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~97!02806-7#

Investigations of atomic collisions involving spin- eter of 50 mm! with an internal glass-coated electrode.~The
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polarized particles under the conditions of an alkali-me
helium gas-discharge plasma are of interest both for
physics of the spin-dependent processes occurring in ato
collisions and for applied problems of quantum magneto
etry. The dependence of the probability of Penning ioni
tion during the collisions of alkali metal atoms and me
stable helium atoms on the mutual orientation of the elect
spin magnetic moments of the partners was demonstr
experimentally and investigated in Refs. 1 and 2. An infl
ence of the spin orientation of the atoms under the conditi
of an alkali-metal/helium plasma on its electrical conduct
ity was discovered. There is special interest in research
the transfer of spin orientation from optically oriented alka
metal atoms to the products of an alkali-metal/heliu
plasma, viz., helium 23S1 metastable atoms and fre
electrons.3,4 The possibility of orienting the spin magnet
moments of helium 23S1 atoms in the absence of direct o
tical pumping by resonant helium light permits eliminatio
of the large photoinduced frequency shifts of the magn
resonance excited in the system of Zeeman sublevels o
23S1 state of the He atoms, which is important for solvin
the quantum magnetometry problems. A novel type of qu
tum device, viz., a helium magnetometer with optically o
ented alkali-metal atoms or an alkali-metal/helium magne
meter, was proposed in Refs. 5 and 6. Helium 23S1 atoms
have been polarized by transferring spin orientation from
tically oriented alkali-metal atoms, and devices have b
created under the conditions of Cs–He, Rb–He, and K–
gas-discharge plasmas.5,7,8 The high accuracy and weak or
entational dependence of the readings place them amon
most promising devices for measuring the geomagnetic fi
and its variation.

In the present work we polarized helium 23S1 atoms in
collisional processes involving optically oriented sodium
oms in a Na–He gas-discharge plasma and investigated
conditions for observing the signal due to the magnetic re
nance excited in the 23S1 state of the He atoms.

The experimental procedure was as follows. Metasta
helium atoms were excited in the Na–He plasma of a rad
frequency~rf! pulsed discharge. The pulse repetition rate w
1–10 kHz, the pulse duration was 1–10ms, and the filling
frequency was 45 MHz. The discharge was excited in a
lindrical glass chamber~with a length of 50 mm and a diam
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rf voltage on the electrode was.100 V!. The chamber con-
tained metallic sodium and gaseous4He at a pressure of 1
Torr. The chamber was placed in a glass thermostat
provided for heating to 150 °C, which enabled us to achie
a Na vapor density corresponding to an atom number den
.1011cm23. The thermostat together with the chamber w
placed in a multilayer magnetic shield, within which a fie
H0520250 mOe directed along the axis of the shield w
created using Helmholtz coils. The Na atoms were optica
oriented by circularly polarized light from a resonant sodiu
lamp ~the D1 and D2 spectral lines of the Na atoms!, which
propagated parallel to the fieldH0. To excite the magnetic
resonance in the systems of Zeeman sublevels of the 32S1/2

ground state of the Na atoms and the 23S1 metastable state
of the He atoms, an amplitude modulated rf magnetic fi
H15A sinVt sinvt ~the modulation frequency wasV570
Hz, and the frequency of the rf field wasv5gAH0, where
gA is the gyromagnetic ratio:gNa.0.7 Hz/Oe andgHe.2.8
Hz/Oe, respectively! was applied perpendicularly toH0. The
magnetic resonance~for both the sodium 32S1/2 atoms and
the helium 23S1 atoms! was detected in the variation of th
intensity of the circularly polarized light of the sodium pum
lamp passing through the chamber. A silicon photodiode
narrow-band amplifier, a synchronous detector, and
X2Y recorder were employed for this purpose. To redu
the noise in the optical system, a broad-band glass fi
which cut off the spectral lines lying far from the region
the sodium doublet, was placed in front of the photodiod

As a result of the optical orientation of the Na atoms a
the collisions of these atoms with the helium 23S1 meta-
stable atoms, the latter become spin-polarized. The most
portant mechanism for transferring orientation are sp
dependent Penning ionization of Na atoms~1! and spin-
exchange collisions~2!:

Na~32S1/2!↑1He~23S1!→Na1~21S0!1He~11S0!1e,
~1!

Na~32S1/2!↑1He~23S1!→Na~32S1/2!1He~23S1!↑. ~2!

In reaction~1! the spin polarization of the helium 23S1

atoms appears because of the removal of the atoms for w
Penning ionization is allowed by the total spin magnetic m
ment conservation law from the ensemble of 23S1 atoms.1,5

A significant contribution to the polarization of the heliu

7044-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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23S1 atoms can be made by the collisions of these ato
with electrons polarized during spin exchange with optica
oriented sodium atoms.3,8

Disorientation of the helium 23S1 atoms by the magnetic
resonance excited in the system of Zeeman sublevels o
metastable He atoms leads to variation of the equilibri
polarization of the ensemble of spin-polarized plasma p
ticles, including sodium atoms, which can be detected in
variation of the absorption of the circularly polarized pum
light from the resonant Na lamp.

Figure 1 presents the signals of the magnetic resona
excited in the 32S1/2 state of the Na atoms (SNa) and in the
23S1 state of the He atoms (SHe). The width of the signals is
governed mainly by the nonuniformity of the fieldH0 and
amounts to.1 ~Na! and.4 kHz ~He!. These values corre
spond to the ratio betweengNa and gHe. The maximum
value of SHe determined as the amplitude of the first ha
monic ~with the frequencyV) with a 50 kV load on the
photodiode, amounted to.1 mV when the signal-to-noise
ratio was.50 ~in a 1 Hzband!. The amplitude ofSNa was
approximately 30 times greater than that ofSHe.

The dependence of the amplitudes of the observed
nals SNa and SHe on the temperature and the parameters
the pulsed discharge was investigated in this work~Fig. 2!.
The optimal conditions for observingSNa and SHe with the
chamber under consideration approximately coincide and
in range 1102130 °C. The increase inSNa andSHe with the
temperature is due to an increase in the concentration
optically oriented Na atoms. The decrease inSNa andSHe at
temperatures above.120 °C is due to a decrease in th
intensity of the detecting light as a result of an increase in
optical density of the Na vapor in the chamber. The dep
dence of the amplitude of the helium signal on the para
eters of the pulse discharge~on the pulse repetition ratef rep

FIG. 1. Signals of the magnetic resonance excited in the 32S1/2 state of Na
atoms~1! and in the 23S1 state of He atoms~2!: v/2p525 ~1!, 100 kHz~2!.
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in the 1–10 kHz range and the pulse durationtpul in the
1–10 ms range! was investigated at.120 °C. Typical
curves are presented in Fig. 3. The highest amplitudes
SHe were observed for a pulse duration equal to 3–7ms and
a pulse repetition rate equal to 2–3 kHz. No significant
fluence of the temperature and the parameters of the pu
discharge on the width ofSHe was observed under our con
ditions due to the large inhomogeneous broadening of
signals and a signal-to-noise ratio that is insufficient for e
act measurements.

Additional investigations are needed to determine the
fluence of the temperature, the parameters of the pulsed
charge, and the helium pressure in the chamber on the w
of SHe. In addition, a significant increase in the amplitude
SHe should be expected when the chamber is filled with
lium to a pressure of 5–10 Torr~see, for example, Ref. 8!.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the amplitude of the signalsSNa ~1! and SHe ~2!
observed on optical orientation of the Na atoms in a Na–He gas-disch
plasma (f rep52 kHz, tpul53 ms! on the chamber temperature.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the amplitude of the helium signal on the parame
of the pulsed discharge:1 — dependence ofSHe on the rf pulse repetition
rate (tpul53 ms!, 2 — dependence ofSHe on the pulse duration (f rep52
kHz!. The chamber temperature was.120 °C.
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the excited states of the alkali-metal atoms leads to a nee
filter the D1 andD2 lines in the pump spectrum.9 When K,
Rb, and Cs are employed, this is easily accomplished u
interference filters. However, theD1 and D2 lines of the
sodium doublet are close to one another@l(D1)5589.0 nm
and l(D2)5589.6 nm#, and they cannot be separated
ordinary filters without a significant loss of intensity. The u
of a tunable dye laser, which permits the performance
experiments with separate high-intensityD1 and D2 lines,
seems promising for the optical orientation of sodium atom

Thus, the spin polarization of helium 23S1 metastable
atoms has been achieved in a Na–He gas-discharge pl
with optical orientation of the sodium atoms in this wor
and the optimal temperature and parameters of the pu
discharge for the signal amplitude have been determined
706 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
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Auto-oscillations of the current of an accelerated beamderived from a treatment of this diagram under the followi
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were discovered experimentally relatively recently in the
celerating structure of a one-section backward-wave lin
accelerator.1,2 These auto-oscillations are undesirable for
operation of the accelerator, since they lower its efficien
and adversely affect the output beam quality.

The physical mechanism of the beam auto-oscillatio
beam in a section of the backward-wave linear acceler
was discussed in Ref. 1 and 2. It would be useful to fo
once again on this question. The longitudinal distribution
the accelerating field in a section of a backward-wave lin
accelerator has an exponentially decaying character. The
ticles are injected toward the flow of rf power from the si
where it leaves the accelerating structure. When the sec
is loaded with an insignificant beam current, the distribut
of the field is similar to the calculated distribution, und
which synchronous acceleration of the particles is ensure
the section is overloaded by the injection current~the auto-
oscillation regime!, the rf power is converted almost entire
into beam power in the first cells of the accelerating struct
along the course of the beam. The level of rf power rema
ing after this conversion is not sufficient for ensuring sy
chronous acceleration of the next particles, and they esc
the acceleration ‘‘bucket’’. After the synchronous particl
leave the section, the original distribution of the accelerat
field begins to be restored in it. When the field strength
close to the calculated value, the next portion of partic
will be caught in the accelerating ‘‘bucket’’. This proce
then continues periodically until the injection of particles
stopped. The beam current is composed of a sequence o
groups of particles, viz., accelerated and unaccelerated
ticles. In other words, the time intervals during which pa
ticle acceleration occurs alternate with intervals dur
which the particles escape from the accelerating ‘‘bucke
The period of this process1–3 is equal to the sum of the time
of-flight of the particles caught in the accelerating ‘‘bucke
and the time needed for the rf power to fill the accelerat
structure after the synchronous particles have left it:

T5L~1/Vph11/Vg!, ~1!

whereL is the length of the section, andVph and Vg are,
respectively, the mean values of the phase and group ve
ties along the length of the accelerating structure.

A diagram describing the acceleration of particles in
backward-wave linear accelerator was presented in Re
An expression relating the conditions for the appearance
auto-oscillations to the parameters of the accelerator ca
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assumptions: 1! the same portion of rf power is absorbed
each cell of the section, 2! there are no beam losses in th
acceleration process, and 3! the output rf power is close to
zero in the auto-oscillation regime.1,2 Under these conditions

DI

I 0 5
Pe/~ I 0DW!

N21( i 51
N P j 5 i 11

N exp~22a j l j !
, ~2!

whereDI 5I 2I 0 is the deviation of the current of the acce
erated beam relative to its design valueI 0; P is the output rf
power corresponding to loading the accelerating struct
with the currentI 0; DW is the energy gained by the particle
in the section;e is the electron charge;a j is the damping of
the rf power in thej th cell of the accelerating structure ove
the distancel j ; N is the number of accelerating cells; an
i 51,2, . . . ,N.

The denominator in the fraction clearly has lower a
upper bounds defined by the inequalities

N21,N21(
i 51

N

)
j 5 i 11

N

exp~22a j l j !,1.

Then, for a fixed value ofI 0 and I 0DW/e@P it is seen
that the requirements placed on the stability of the be
current increase significantly as the output energy of the
celerator increases.

Expression~2! was tested experimentally using a secti
of the backward-wave linear proton accelerator that was
veloped and constructed in the Institute of Chemical Kinet
and Combustion of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Ac
emy of Sciences. The section was fabricated on the bas
an accelerating structure of the counterpivot type. Its per
increases from approximately 2 to 3 mm. The aperture of
accelerating channel is;3 mm. The working frequency
equals 1818 MHz. The total length of the accelerating str
ture is 1.25 m, in which the relative damping varies from t
injection end to the exit from 0.56 to 0.21 m21, respectively.
Some of the design parameters of the section are present
Table I.

This section was investigated using a pulsed beam
electron modeling.5 The design parameters of the electr
model are presented in Table 1. The strength of the focus
magnetic field in the model was set at a level;4 times
greater than the design value in order to overcome the tr
verse deflection of the electrons in the Earth’s magnetic fi
and to ensure good passage of the current through the a
ture of the accelerating structure. The output current w

7077-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I.

ren

ower

r

measured using a secondary-electron multiplier.6 A stopping
potential of;1000 V was supplied to the guard ring of th
secondary-electron multiplier.

When the injection currents are significantly higher th
the design values, steady beam auto-oscillations appea
the section~Fig. 1!. The period of these auto-oscillations
;160 ns. An estimate of the period based on Eq.~1! gives
T;170 ns, which differs only slightly from the experimen
tally observed value. To determine the critical beam curre
at which steady auto-oscillations appear in the section,
performed a series of measurements of these currents
various values of the input rf power and the injection ener
The results of these measurements are presented in the
of plots in Fig. 2. It is seen that for values of the rf pow
close to the design values the value of the critical curren
4766 mA, which is greater than its design value b
34615%. An estimate of the critical beam current based
Eq. ~2! gives I /I 051.46, which agrees closely with the e
perimentally obtained values of the currents. It follows fro
the material presented here and the results published in R
1 and 2 that auto-oscillations appear when the beam cur

Design parameters of the section

Parameter Proton Electron
name accelerator model

Injection energy 385 keV 210 eV
Output energy 1.9 MeV 1035 eV
Accelerated current 64 mA 35mA
Input rf power 180 kV 54 mV
Output rf power 30 kV 9 mV
Focusing field 8.5 T 46 G
Mean phase velocity 1.383107 m/s 1.383107 m/s
Mean group velocity 1.543107 m/s 1.543107 m/s

FIG. 1. Oscillogram of the auto-oscillations of the accelerated beam cur
708 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
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exceeds a certain critical limit, which is characteristic of ea
of the accelerating structures investigated.

Thus, the following conclusions can be drawn from th
work.

1. The beam auto-oscillations in a section of a backwa
wave linear accelerator can be characterized as a regular
nomenon for the backward-wave acceleration of char
particles at beam currents above the critical values.

2. The simplified mathematical expression~2! agrees
well with the available experimental material and can
used to estimate the critical beam currents.

3. The results obtained from investigating the au
oscillations in a section withDW5500 keV ~Refs. 1 and 2!
and the results of the present work allow us to state that
requirements placed on the stability of the beam current
crease as the output energy of a one-section backward-w
linear accelerator rises.
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the accelerated beam current on the input rf p
for various values of the injection voltage.Uin j /U0: s — 1.05,n — 1.1,
h — 1.15,1 — 1.2; P0 andU0 are the design values of the input rf powe
and the injection voltage, respectively, andPin is the input rf power.
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cation of the Jones method modified for the partial polari
tion of light in holographic problems.3,4 In the present pape
the polarization-holographic recording and reconstruction
images using partially polarized radiation are analyzed th
retically. The state and degree of polarization of the und
fracted beam and the imaginary and real images formed
polarization hologram are also considered.

Let there be a partially elliptically polarized wave prop
gating along thez axis. The modified Jones vector of th
wave can be represented in the form of the orthogonal e
tical polarization basis2,5

Eop5EAX exp i ~vt1w!S 1

i« D
% EBY exp i S vt1C2

p

2 D S i«

1 D , ~1!

where

«5
EAY

EAX
5

EBX

EB
~0<«<1!,

the symbol% was introduced to denote incoherent summ
tion of the amplitudes~the corresponding rules for workin
with % are defined in Ref. 2!, EAexp iw is the complex
amplitude of a component of one basis, andEB exp iC is the
complex amplitude of a component of another basis, wh
is orthogonal and incoherent to the first.

The passage of~1! through an arbitrary~anisotropic gy-
rotropic! object results in the formation of an object wav
whose modified Jones vector is written in the form

Eobj5EAX exp i ~vt1w1d!MobjS 1

i« D
% EBY exp i S vt1C2

p

2
1d D MobjS i«

1 D , ~2!

where

Mobj5S m̂11 m̂12

m̂21 m̂22
D

is the complex Jones matrix of the object,6 andd is the phase
difference caused by the oblique propagation of the ob
wave.

In the polarization-holographic recording process, ea
orthogonal component interferes independently with
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combined incoherently and additively. The total field in t
plane of the hologram has the form

ES5EAX exp i ~vt1w!@11exp id•Mobj#S 1

i« D
% EBY exp i S vt1C2

p

2 D @11exp id•Mobj#S i«

1 D .

~3!

The real part of expression~3! describes the intensity of th
electric vector7

Re~ES!5p cosvt1q sin vt, ~4!

where the parameters of the summed ellipsep and q are
defined in terms of components of the polarization ellipse
each of the basesA andB according to the rules2

p5Re~ES!A% Re~ES!B5pA% pB ,

q5Im~ES!A% Im~ES!B5qA% qB ,

whence

pA5
1

2
EAX

3S â exp i ~w1d!1â* exp2 i ~w1d!

1~exp iw1exp2 iw!

b̂ exp i ~w1d!1b̂* exp2 i ~w1d!

1 i«~exp iw2exp2 iw!
D ,

7099-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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31
ĉ exp i S C2

p

2
1d D2 ĉ* exp2 i S C2

p

2
1d D

1 i«Fexp i S C2
p

2 D2exp2 i S C2
p

2 D G
d̂ exp i S C2

p

2
1d D1d̂* exp2 i S C2

p

2
1d D

1Fexp i S C2
p

2 D1exp2 i S C2
p

2 D G 2 ,

qA5
i

2
EAXS â exp i ~w1d!2â* exp2 i ~w1d!

1~exp iw2exp2 iw!

b̂ exp i ~w1d!2b̂* exp2 i ~w1d!

1 i«~exp iw1exp2 iw!
D ,

qB5
i

2
EBY

31
ĉ exp i S C2

p

2
1d D2 ĉ* exp2 i S C2

p

2
1d D

1 i«Fexp i S C2
p

2 D1exp2 i S C2
p

2 D G
d̂ exp i S C2

p

2
1d D1d̂* exp2 i S C2

p

2
1d D

1Fexp i S C2
p

2 D2exp2 i S C2
p

2 D G 2 .

~5!

Here, to simplify the written forms of the expressions w
have introduced the notation â5m̂111 i«m̂12,

b̂5m̂211 i«m̂22, ĉ5 i«m̂111m̂12, and d̂5 i«m̂21m̂22. Pho-
toanisotropy and photogyrotropy were first discovered
sensitive media under the action of linearly and circula
polarized light by Weigert8 and by Zocher and Coper.9 The
law describing the relationship of the anisotropy and gyr
ropy thus induced to the polarization characteristics of co
pletely polarized inducing light was derived in Refs. 1 a
10. Complex photoinduced elliptic birefringence coefficien
appear in this law, and functions of the isotropic (ŝ), aniso-
tropic (v̂L), and gyrotropic (v̂G) responses were introduce
to describe the vector photoresponse of a polarizat
sensitive medium.

In the case of partial polarization the complex ellip
birefringence coefficient is represented as the result of
summation of the respective complex coefficients that
induced separately by the two independent, mutually in
herent components of the inducing radiation. The cor
sponding law for a two-dimensional medium is written in t
form
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1A@ v̂L~ I 12I 2!A#21@ v̂G~2AI 1I 2 sin g!A#2

1A@ v̂L~ I 12I 2!B#21@ v̂G~2AI 1I 2 sin g!B#2,

n̂2
25n̂0

21 ŝ~ I 11I 2!A1 ŝ~ I 11I 2!B

2A@ v̂L~ I 12I 2!A#21@ v̂G~2AI 1I 2 sin g!A#2

2A@ v̂L~ I 12I 2!B#21@ v̂G~2AI 1I 2 sin g!B#2,

sin 2uA5
~2AI 1I 2 sin g!A

A~ I 12I 2!A
21~2AI 1I 2 sin g!A

2
,

sin 2uB5sin 2S uA1
p

2 D ,

cos 2uA5
~ I 12I 2!A

A~ I 12I 2!A
21~2AI 1I 2 sin g!A

2
,

cos 2uB5cos 2S uA1
p

2 D , ~6!

wheren̂1 andn̂2 are the complex elliptic birefringence coe
ficients of the medium,n̂0 is the complex refractive index o
the medium in the original unirradiated state,uA anduB are
the angles specifying the orientation of the major axis of
polarization ellipse for theA andB components measured i
the counterclockwise direction relative to thex axis,
(I 11I 2)A and (I 11I 2)B are the first Stokes parameter
(I 12I 2)A and (I 12I 2)B are the second Stokes paramete
(2AI 1I 2 sing)A and (2AI 1I 2 sing)B are the fourth Stokes pa
rameter for theA andB components, andg56(p/2) with a
plus sign for right-hand rotation of the polarization ellip
and a minus sign for left-hand rotation.

The light-induced anisotropy and gyrotropy of the m
dium can be described by Jones matrices.6,1 On the basis of
Eq. ~6!, the resultant Jones matrix of a polarization-sensit
medium is constructed from the Jones matrices correspo
ing to two structures of mutually orthogonal anisotropy a
gyrotropy induced by two incoherent, mutually orthogona
polarized components of the partially polarized inducing
diation. The following rules are used here:

I: M5MAMB ;

II: M5)
i 51

n

)
j 51

n

MAiMB j , MA5)
i 51

n

MAi , MB5)
j 51

n

MB j ;

III: M ~u!5S~2u!MS~u!, ~7!

whereS(u) andS(2u) are the forward and reverse rotatio
matrices.11

On the basis of Eqs.~6! and~7!, for the resultant matrix
in the linear approximation we obtain

M5MAMB'exp22i¸dn̂0S M11 M12

M21 M22D , ~8!

where
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i¸d
ˆ ˆ ˆ

.
r

~M 21!12,215~ v̂L7 v̂G!@2 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !m̂111~«2EAX
2

e

ely.

in
e

M11,22512
2n̂0

@s~ I 11I 2!A1s~ I 11I 2!B6vL cos 2uA

3~ I 12I 2!A6 v̂L cos 2uB•~ I 12I 2!B#,

M12,2152
i¸d

2n̂0

@ v̂L sin 2uA•~ I 12I 2!A1 v̂L sin 2uB

3~ I 12I 2!B7 i v̂G~2AI 1I 2 sin g!A

7 i v̂G~2AI 1I 2 sin g!B#,

¸52p/l, andd is the thickness of the recording medium
We express the Stokes parameters appearing in exp

sion~8! in terms of the parameterspA , pB , qA , andqB .1 For
the matrix of the hologram we then obtain

M5M01M 211M 11 ,

where

M0'exp22i¸dn̂0S ~M0!11 ~M0!12

~M0!21 ~M0!22D , ~9!

~M0!11,22512
i¸d

2n̂0

@~ ŝ6 v̂L!~EAX
2 1«2EBY

2 !1~ ŝ7 v̂L!

3~«2EAX
2 1EBY

2 !#2
i¸d

2n̂0

$~ ŝ6 v̂L!@~EAX
2

1«2EBY
2 !m̂11m̂11* 1~«2EAX

2 1EBY
2 !m̂12m̂12*

2 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !~m̂11m̂12* 2m̂11* m̂12!#1~ ŝ7 v̂L!

3@~«2EAX
2 1EBY

2 !m̂22m̂22* 1~EAX
2 1«2EBY

2 !

3m̂21m̂21* 1 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !~m̂22m̂21* 2m̂22* m̂21!#%,

~M0!12,2152
i¸d

2n̂0

$2i«@~ v̂L6 v̂G!EAX
2 1~ v̂L7 v̂G!EBY

2 #%

2
i¸d

2n̂0

$~ v̂L7 v̂G!@~EAX
2 1«2EBY

2 !m̂11m̂21*

1 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !~m̂12m̂21* 2m̂11m̂22* !1~«2EAX
2

1EBY
2 !m̂12m̂22* #1~ v̂L6 v̂G!@~EAX

2

1«2EBY
2 !m̂11* m̂21* 2 i«~EAX

2 2EBY
2 !~m̂12* m̂21

2m̂11* m̂22!1~«2EAX
2 1EBY

2 !m̂12* m̂22#%. ~10!

M 21'2
i¸d

2n̂0

exp22i¸dn̂0 exp idS ~M 21!11 ~M 21!12

~M 21!21 ~M 21!22
D ,

~M 21!11,225~ ŝ6 v̂L!@~EAX
2 1«2EBY

2 !m̂111 i«~EAX
2

2EBY
2 !m̂12#1~ ŝ7 v̂L!@2 i«~EAX

2 2EBY
2 !m̂21

1~«2EAX
2 1EBY

2 !m̂22#,
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1EBY
2 !m̂12#1~vL6 v̂G!@~EAX

2 1«2EBY
2 !m̂21

1 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !m̂22#, ~11!

M 11'2
i¸d

2n̂0

exp22i¸dn̂0 exp2 id

3S ~M 11!11 ~M 11!12

~M 11!21 ~M 11!22
D ,

~M 11!11,225~ ŝ6 v̂L!@~EAX
2 1«2EBY

2 !m̂11* 2 i«~EAX
2

2EBY
2 !m̂12* #1~ ŝ7 v̂L!@ i«~EAX

2 2EBY
2 !m̂21*

1~«2EAX
2 1EBY

2 !m̂22* #,

~M 11!12,215~ v̂L6 v̂G!@ i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !m̂11* 1~«2EAX
2

1EBY
2 !m̂12* #1~ v̂L7 v̂G!@~EAX

2 1«2EBY
2 !m̂21*

2 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !m̂22* #. ~12!

Here the matrixM0 is responsible for the formation of th
undiffracted beam, andM 21 and M 11 are responsible for
the formation of the imaginary and real images, respectiv
In ~10!–~12! we set

ŝ1 v̂LÞ0, ŝ2 v̂L50, v̂L1 v̂G50, v̂L2 v̂GÞ0. ~13!

These conditions are equivalent toŝ5 v̂L and

v̂L52 v̂G . In most photoanisotropic media, for example,
mordant azo dyes,1 they hold with a high accuracy and ar
physically meaningful. Under these conditions

M0'exp22i¸dn̂0H S 1 0

0 1D 2
i¸dv̂L

n̂0

@P0

1MobjP~Mobj* !T#J , ~108!

where we have introduced the notation

P05S EAX
2 1«2EBY

2 2i«EBY
2

2i«EAX
2 «2EAX

2 1EBY
2 D ,

P5S EAX
2 1«2EBY

2 2 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !

i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 ! «2EAX
2 1EBY

2 D ,

~Mobj* !T5S m̂11* m̂21*

m̂12* m̂22* D
is the transposed conjugate matrix of the object,
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M 21'2
n̂0

exp22i¸dn0 exp idMobjP, ~118!

M 11'2
i¸dv̂L

n̂0

exp22i¸dn̂0 exp2 idP~Mobj* !T. ~128!

When light is passed through the polarization hologr
of the original wave~1!, the wave passing through it i
molded into three waves, among which the wave pass
without diffraction is

E085M0Eop'exp22i¸dn̂0H EAX exp i ~vt1w!

3F S 1 0

0 1D 2
i¸dv̂L

n̂0

~P01MobjP~Mobj* !T!G S 1

i« D
% EBY exp i S vt1C2

p

2 D F S 1 0

0 1D 2
i¸dv̂L

n̂0

3~P01MobjP~Mobj* !T!G S i«

1 D J . ~14!

In addition, the imaginary and real images take on the
lowing forms

E218 5M 21Eop'2
i¸dv̂L

n̂0

~11«2!exp22i¸dn̂0

3H EAX
3 exp i ~vt1w1d!MobjS 1

i« D

% EBY
3 exp i S vt1C2

p

2
1d D MobjS i«

1 D J , ~15!
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E118 5M 11Eop'2
n̂0

exp22i¸dn0

3H EAXexp i ~vt1w2d!P~Mobj* !TS 1

i« D
% EBY exp i S vt1C2

p

2
2d D P~Mobj* !TS i«

1 D J .

~16!

It follows from Eqs. ~14!–~16! that the undiffracted
beam does not contain any information on the phase of
object, since products of elements of the object matrix a
the conjugates appear in the elements ofM0. Accordingly,
the polarization of the beam which passed without diffra
tion is transformed. In the imaginary image the object wa
forms with complete restoration of the state and degree
partial polarization to within a multiplier. Similarly, a pseu
doscopic and polarization-transformed field of the obj
forms in the real image. Thus, in the most general case o
anisotropic gyrotropic object, the real image forms with r
verse rotation of the polarization ellipse and maintenance
the orientation of its major axis.

Polarization-holographic recording in photosensitive m
dia, whose response functions obey conditions different fr
conditions~13!, leads to different transformations of the r
stored object fields, which we plan to analyze in the futu
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The magnetic field of Langmuir oscillations

e

N. S. Bukhman
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The small-scale quasistationary magnetic field appearing in a plasma exhibiting plasma
oscillations is considered. It is shown that this magnetic field is capable of leading to dissipation
of the electromagnetic waves propagating in the plasma. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7842~97!03106-1#
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field E(r )exp(ivt) in a uniform, nearly collisionless plasma
Now, let us consider~within the elementary plasma theory1!
the motion of an individual electron in this field. After solv
ing the equation of motion of the electron, finding its angu
momentum ~averaged over the oscillations in the hig
frequency field!, and utilizing the known gyromagnetic rati
for the orbital motion of an electron,2 we can easily prove
that the motion of plasma electrons in an rf electric fie
leads to the appearance in the plasma of a bulk statio
magnetic moment

M5
ne3

4m2v3c
Re$ i @E3E* #%, ~1!

wheren is the plasma density.
In the case of a transverse electromagnetic wave, Eq~1!

describes an inverse Faraday effect.2 In this paper we con-
sider the case in which a high-frequency electric field in
plasma is associated with the existence of plasma oscillat
in it. It is known1 that plasma oscillations have an electr
static character and can be described using the scalar p
tial F

E~r !52gradF~r !, F5A exp~ if!. ~2!

With consideration of expression~2!, Eq. ~1! can be re-
written in the form

M5
ne3

4m2v3c
@gradA23gradf#, ~3!

the divergence of the bulk magnetic moment being equa
zero (divM50) regardless of the form of the function
A(r ) and f(r ). Then, for the magnetic field excited in th
plasma we have~after solving the system of magnetosta
equations3! H50, and

B54pM5
pne3

m2v3c
@gradA23gradf#. ~4!

It is seen from Eq.~4! that the magnetic field of the
plasma oscillations is nonzero only where these oscillati
exist ~the bulk magnetic moment appearing in a plasma d
not create an ‘‘external’’ magnetic field!. It is seen, in addi-
tion, that the appearance of plasma oscillations~or electron
plasma waves! in a plasma fails to lead to the appearance
a quasistationary magnetic field only if the gradients of
amplitude and phase of the scalar potential of the rf field
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plasma wave, as often happens in theory, but rarely in
periment!.

In the general case of directionally uncorrelated plas
waves~‘‘Langmuir noise’’!, for the magnetic field appearin
in the plasma we have the estimateB>BLe , where

BLe5
pne3

m2v3c
E2. ~5!

HereE2 is the characteristic value of the intensity of the fie
of the plasma oscillations.

In principle, two plane waves propagating at an angle
the order of 90° relative to one another are sufficient
estimate~5! to be valid. In practice this is the case of a ‘‘ga
of plasmons.’’

For the cyclotron frequency of electrons in the magne
field BL we have

vc /v5~1/2!~n/ncr!~WE /mc2!, ~6!

where ncr is the kinetic plasma density,WE is the kinetic
energy of the oscillations of an electron in an rf electric fie
andmc250.5 MeV is the rest energy of an electron.

It is seen from Eq.~6! that in the case ofn>ncr and
WE,mc2 ~when our treatment is well-founded!, the mag-
netic field of the plasma oscillations has a weak influence
the motion of the electrons~justifying the performance of the
treatment in the first nonvanishing order with respect to
effect!.

Nevertheless, the effect under consideration can hav
significant influence on the dissipation of electromagne
waves in a plasma, since the magnetic field induced
plasma oscillations is small-scale~with a characteristic
length for nonuniformity of the order of the Debye lengt!
and chaotic~in the case of Langmuir chaos!. Like Coulomb
scattering on heavy ions, scattering on a small-scale m
netic field should lead to the dissipation of electromagne
waves in a plasma with an ‘‘effective collision frequency
vc ~6!.

Comparing the cyclotron frequency~6! with the effec-
tive frequency of electron–ion collisions,3 we have

vc /nei5WE /W0 ,

W0@eV#51.2$~ZlnL!/~l0@m#T3/2@eV# !%, ~7!

7133-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



whereZ is the charge of the ions, lnL is the Column loga-

ua

-

a
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netic wave will be controlled by the ‘‘anomalous’’ collision

as

demy
rithm, T is the electron temperature, andl0 is the vacuum
length of an electromagnetic wave whose frequency eq
the frequency of the plasma oscillations.

In a typical ~in investigations of the interaction of in
tense microwaves with a plasma! situation4 Z>1, lnL>10,
l0>0.1 m, andT>10 eV we haveW0>4 eV. If the kinetic
energy of the oscillations of electrons in a field of plasm
oscillations exceeds that value, dissipation of the electrom
netic wave in such a plasma by means of scattering of
electrons on the small-scale magnetic field of the plas
waves is more extensive than ordinary dissipation by me
of electron–ion collisions, and absorption of the electrom
714 Tech. Phys. 42 (6), June 1997
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Figure 1 should read as follows:

FIG. 1.
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